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PREFACE

The discovery of the new narrow resonances at BNL and SLAC last

fall brought dramatic and renewed excitement to the field of hadron spec-

troscopy. Historically, this area has been a major concern of the ZGS

experimental program. It was only natural that the excitement and enthu-

siasm should be channeled into a summer symposium on HadronSpectroscopy

at Argonne. The new particles were reviewed by excellent speakers, and

their origin and nature (charm, color, exotics, . . . ) were debated by

theorists and experimenters with equal fervor.

Of great interest to the participants was the status of some of the old

disreputable mesons, the scalar and axial vector states, promised by the

quark model, but not all convincingly delivered as yet. Hey summarized

the successes and failures of the model, and Lipkir argued that we should

become more sophisticated in our interpretation of quarks. Morgan described

the improved status of the 0 nonet, together with its peculiar non-ideal

properties, and made a plea for better 6—irti, S and e _ KK data. It was

evident from the presentations of experimenters that much improved data

will be 2vailable from the ZGS and other laboratories in the next few years.

The fates of the elusive D, E, H, Ay QA, Qg, e, V, 6 (960), S* (1920) - may

soon be settled. Some of the missing states might be observed if cascade

decays of higher radially excited states are studied (e.g. g—A. IT). Both

very high statistics bubble chamber experiments and sophisticated multi-

particle spectrometer measurements should reveal fascinating, hitherto

unresolved structure in the ZGS energy range.

The baryon-antibaryon system provides a special challenge. Rosner

reviewed theoretical arguments concerning the existence of exotic resonances

and bound states near threshold. Recent data relevant to such effects were

described (Montanet, Reeder). Another interesting problem regarding

unexpected hadronic energy levels, the possibility of Ericson fluctuations at

large momentum transfers was reviewed by Frautschi. It appears likely

that new data on the way will have a major impact on this much debated

issue.



Bar yon spectroscopy has seen remarkable progress in recent years,

as compared to the confusing situation among the mesons. Wali and Kelly

described our current understanding. More measurements of spin-rotation

parameters would be welcome, especially in the phase-shift

region. Hemingway and Smith showed beautiful new data on H 'S. The

symposium concluded with an excellent review by Daiitz on the influence of

the new particles on baryon spectroscopy and implications for future exper-

imental and theoretical activity.

Throughout the Symposium, a consistent theme was that essential work

on "old-fashioned" spectroscopy will be instrumental even for understanding

the new resonances. Dynamical aspects of the quark moc!<-l, such as Zweig's

rule, can be developed and tested with the old particles.

Although some of the material in these proceedings may be already

obsolete, we expect that the reader will find much in these pages to wet his

appetite for .spectroscopy and to nourish his imagination. There are important

experimental opportunities at ZCS energies'.

We are grateful to the many physicists who participated so enthusiastically

in the Symposium, to the speakers for preparing their manuscripts for these

proceedings, and to the session chairpersons.

Special thanks go to Alan Krisch, chairman of the ZGS Users Organization,

for initiating the idea and for support in bringing the Symposium to a success-

ful conclusion; to the Argonne Universities Association for financial support;

*:o Earl Peterson for help in the early planning; to Tom Fields and Malcolm

Derrick for their suggestions and support; to Karen Novak, Joanne Day,

and Sandy Klepec for keeping track of organizational details before and during

the conference; to Becky Videtic and especially Rita Sullivan for help in the

preparation of these proceedings; to Susan Berger for the cover design;

to Ron Koopman, our projectionist; to Len Filips, Fred Catania, Ed Heyn,

and Sandy and Bob Vasko for a great picnic; to the Ferry crew which arrived

only a day late; and to Argonne's Director, Robert Sachs for a rousing

after-dinner speech.

The Organizing Committee
Edmond L. Berger, Chairman
Stephen L. Kramer
A. Barry Wicklund
Thomas Romanowski
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LOST STATES OF THE QUARK MODEL

AND HOW TO FIND THEM

A.J.G. Hty

Phyilci Department

University of Southaxpton

England

ABSTRACT

Thi two-quanta-excited quark etatas for aeeona are

>tudi«d using in e x p l i c i t SU(S) aodtl u a guide. A possible

understanding emerges of «om. o f th t experimentally undtttcttd

mul t ip le t s , and th« calculations further euggast that th«

decays of N«2 mesone may provide * pro l i f io source of ioma of

tha eluaive N«l siesona aueh aa tlia At.

I . The Quark Model Spectrum

1)The constituent quark aodel ; visualises (tadrons as

being built (In soaa sense at any rate) £ro» a basic spin

1/2 quark

q - (u,d,s) x ( t ,») . 6

This leads to the idea that SU(6) multiplets should be

tdonti f ible in the resonance spactrut. In the quark aodel

the allowed representations for Baryons are just those of

three quarks (qqq)

5 ® S ® 5 * 56 © 70 © 70 'f 20

Tht angular noaentun J of the resonance i s decoapostd into

quark spin £ and orbital angular aoMntun ^

J . L • S

and we expact tha lowest state to have I • 0 and positive

parity. A count of the spin and unitary spin states of

tht nucleon and delta nultlplets leads to the following

intriguing result:

t: 'lO - 40 1
i f 56 spin and

N: I " 16 J unitary spin states

Thus we assign these states to a (S6; L**»0*} represen-

tation of SU(0) ©0(3). If we now go on and look in de-

tail it the negative parity .states, we find the renew-

able result that all negative parity resonances below

about 2 CeV in mass con be assigned to a (70:1") repre-

sontstion ot SU(6) -f, 0(3). Tliis is no£ a trivial pre-



diction: the existence of • well established 'extra'

state would have caused the »od«l grave diff icult ies . Fig.

1 shows the present status of the Y»o and YB1 states of the

{70:1"). Proceeding through the Data Tables one can identify

a (56:2*) and indications of a possible <56:4*} multiplet.

Thus from the baryon spectrum we see that it does indeed

•ike sense to classify resonances into SU(6) superaultlplets.

Let us thorefore turn to the aesons.

For the aesons the allowed SU(6) representations are

those of a quark-anti-quark systea (qq)

6 ® T . 35 © 1

and the J quantua numbers are the saae as those of the

US syatea

J - L . S

p • ( - l j t ' l

C • (-I)1**

The (round state 3S • 1 has therefore L • 0 and negative par-

i ty: the pion and rho at ion nonets are assigned to the

(35 • 1: Lp • 0") aultiplet of SU(6):

jPC . |)-» : »»•• ' | » ' i . s ") S5 * 1

J
States

However, at the L • 1 level the picture is auch less clear.

States with the predicted spin and parity

lf • 1* : Jp c - ! • - , 2", I**, 0**

have been observed but there arc many nissinj states. Two

views of this L • 1 multiplet are shown in Fig. 2: presum-

ably the true situation l ies sosewhere between these two

extremes.

What about higher excited states? As a guide to the

possibilities consider t orbital spectrum of the

Haraonic Oscillator. This is shown in Fig. 3, together

with the expected quark states. The N • 2 L • 0 state is

often referred to as a "radial excitation". Thus there

are six Jpc aultiplets predicted at the H • 2 level:

N • 2 Mesons J " g

L • 2 : «•"* Ai 2 " X

1 " 0 "

L • 0 : <>•• «• 1 " P*

Of these six aultiplets, there are no trustworthy candi-

dates for at least three of then.

It is clear then that the aeson spectrua and SU(o)

aultiplets are in auch worse shape than the Baryons, How-

ever, this should not surprise us: for several reason',

•eson spectroscopy is auch more difficult. Baryon reso-

nances aay be observed in foraation experiments,

N N

Yet even hero, only three or four 'bumps' in the total

cross sections are see.i. The vast majority of resonant





states hive Merged from detailed phase shift analyses.

In wN analyses at each energy, roughly 10 events for the

integrated differential cross section,[do dt, are needed
Jar

for stable phase shift solutions.

Heson states , on the other hand, may only be studied

in production experiments (apart fro* the obvious excep-

tions of e*e" and pp annihilation reactions). Meson

phase shift analysis thus requires a dynamical produc-

tion model to remove the unwanted final state baryon.

Most information on two and thrte meson systems derives

from the following two types of production reactions

CD Virtual pion target

(2) Reggeon target

There are s t i l l further troubles. Since quantum number

restrictions are much more stringent for meson systems,

to observe unnatural parity meson resonances one needs

three final-state mesons. The analysis of such three

meson systems is complicated both theoretically and exper-

imentally. Theoretically?), because one oust use a dynam-

ical model to perform a Jp analysis and the isobar model

which is used does not satisfy two body unitarity in the

final state. (The corrections are "probably small" but it

i s somewhat disturbing that we do'i't know for certain.)

Experimentally, because most of the data cornea from dif-

fract ivt production where one i s embroiled in discussions

of the obviously very important Deck "background".3)

Even in the case »N * TTUN, at each energy there are

four kineuatic variables so that a phase shift analysis

of comparable accuracy to those for the baryons would

require many more than 10 events per energy.

What then is to be done? In the absence of any

neutral phenomenological procedure it is sensible to look

into the possibility of using theoretical models to guide

our view of the meson world. Theoretical models with an

explicit dynamical content can give a guide as to what

behavior to expect and wnlch narametritation to use in

fitt ing data. Clearly one needs a model with a proven

'track record* of success. Both the quark model and

SU(6)W models motivated via the Melosh transformation

have had considerable success in correlating data for

baryon resonance decays and so wo briefly review these in

the next section before applying similar techniques to

the N « 1 and N « 1 meson states.



II. SU(6) Model, for Biryon Decays

Than ar* two popular types of SU(6) swdels for the

piot.ic d«c«y> of baryon resonance*, namely

(1) An algebraic approach to SU(6)H via the Melo»h

transforaation.

It) "Explicit" quark aodel calculation!.

The Melosh approach classif ies sinilo particle states

(resonances) in 5U(e)H ni lttplets and to apply the symmetry

to pionlc decay! A • a • >• one Dust u»» PCAC to approx-

iMte the decay amplitude by a sinale-carticle matrix (It-

aent

The current operator n u t then be 'Meloth transforaed' froa

the current quark SU(6)W to the constituent SU(6) algebra.

Helosh's suggestion*' was thst the transforaed Q̂  reaaim in

IS but transform ai the sua of two representations

(Q.) " «(35; -i- I -0) • I(SS; -A,1 L.-il»

constituent • • . *

The SV(t) algebraic structure aay now be calculated using

standard Clebsch Gordan techniques, and the predictions

are couched in terns of a small nuaber of unknown reduced

utr i> eleaents which are the parameters of this model, " '

The explicit quark r.od.'l c i lculittont1 ' on the other

hand* construct a detailed dynamic* at the quark level .

Pion decays are characterized by a one-quark pion-eais-

sion operaton ll1 (Fig. 4) . For example, for W - L-0

transitions, II. has the fora

H, - AOjlj » B« It

where the Lz,i operators are orbital excitation operators,

and Oj.i quark spin operators.

loth aodels yield the saae SU(6) algebraic structure,*

but the explicit quark aodels aake further specific pre-

dictions concerning the aagnltudes of the reduced matrix

elements A and B (corresponding to a and t of the Meloih

approach) for different SU(6) aultiplet transitions.

Me shall not review the application of these aodels

to baryon resonance decays in any detail here, but instead

highlight two features of the f i t s which are largely inde-

pendent of the details*' ,

(1) Amplitude Signs

For N \ and N"i in the s u e SU(6) aultlpltt the

model predicts the relative signs of inelastic ampli-

tudes i . e . Ai/Ai where

A| • aaplitude for »N •» N«, • »A

Ai • amplitude for «N - if, * "4

A quick check of the number of non-trivial sign pre-

dictions for the [70,1*1 end [56,2*] decays yields a

total of 16 in agrocnent with the SU(6)W model and,

at present, no obvirus sign discrepancies.



(2) Magnitudes

To assets th* significance of the SU(6)U f i t s ,

the data hu been fitted using random numbers (norm-

al i ltd between -1) in place of the SU(6) Clebsch

Gordan coefficients in the theory predictions. If

(ood fits could be obtained in this way, the success

of SU(6) would be much less convincing. Fig. 5 shows

the results of such fits for the (s>»,2*l decays. The

SU(6) fits has x of 34 compared to the best random

f i t with 94.

On* swst therefore conclude that the SU(6) agreement is in-

deed significant.

Before we pass on to the meson calculations, two com-

ments oust be made concerning the store specific predictions

of the explicit staple harmonic oscillator (SHO) quark

models.

( i ) The detailed radial excitation structure nay be

different from that predicted by these SIIO models. In

particular thore i s a possible candidate for a second

(56,0*) radial excitation but l i t t l e if any indication

of the predicted (70,0*) states*1 .

(11) Explicit SHO quark models give tood qualitative

agreement with the data but appear to be wroni in some

detai ls ' ) .

III. SU(6) Models for Mesons

For the baryons there exists data on NTT, Air, Ky and

Np decays of resonances and the SU(6) models are quite

well constrained. For the mesons, we do not yet have the

resonances let alone their deca> systonatics! In this s i t -

uation, the algebraic approach of the Melosh transforma-

tion is not very predictive, since it requires a modicum

of reasonable data to determine the reduced matrix elements

of the model. Thus in order to obtain some predictive

power we must use some explicit quark model - - - extrap-

olating from the quark model's success for baryons, this

should give a good qualitative guide for experiment-

There are many varieties of quark models available

for specific calculations, generally differing in only

fairly minor ways1'. The calculations presented here ar«

based on the covariant harmonic oscillator model developed

by Feynman, Ktslinger snd Ravndal (FKR),9' who performed

similar calculations for the N • 0 and N • 1 ?U(6) super-

multiplets. The plon emission operator, Hn, has the form '

H, • Gewe "V ((dp)Oj • C-dxp'jOja, • (dxp')o,a*

where p,p,d,x,v and b are specific functions of the par-

t ic le masses, and a (a *) are the annihilation (creatio

operators of orbital excitations. More details of the



calculation! nay be found in ref. 10.---here we shall

only mote the following consents

(1) Unphysical timelike excitations have been ex-

cluded from the spectrum by the cerariant condition

Puau | Physical State; PJ^ • 0

This accents Cor much o£ the complication of the fom

for H( appropriate for decays to noving L-excited

state*.

(2) fhe factor G his the far*
0 ••"»•? ^ 1

•here Cl-1 GeV/c is the Rcgge slope paraacter. This i t

a touristic attenuation factor introduced by FKR in order

to sake a rough correction for the distortion of unttar-

ity caused by excluding tine-llkc states. The fora of

this factor i t physicalli- quite plausible and furthermore,

in our applications is not crucial, since it rarely pro-

duces suppressions of more than a factor of 2 ' .

(5) The for* for II, looks considerably aore compli-

cated than the Meloih transformed pion charge. Never-

theless, in the Halt of degenerate SU(6) multiplcts,

both lead to Identical algebraic structures'" '.

(4) The model has >on,o l initat ionj . For example,

we must alvays work in a narrow resonance, quosi-

two-body Hnsl s t i t i afiroxination i . e .

M« • K 1 • t

> M • - vtc .

For 4n states, the mode "oe" which is often quoted, is

not calculated by this approach. We shall make some

comments on these "p-decays" later.

For numerical predictions, one must input the physi-

cal resonance masses. For the disputed resonances, these

aay be uncertain by several hundred MeV, and our quark

aodel gives no reliable guide. The numerical predictions

are therefore based on the specific (although somewhat

arbitrary) set of masses detailed in Table I. These arc

meant to be a "plausible" set of aasses for the Ji • 1

and N • 2 multiplcts. For the A, we have given two pos-

sibilities •-- light (1070 MeV) and heavy (1300 MeV). As

a first approximation we have adopted a naive mixing rule

for the I • 0 states •-• quark spin 1 - magic

— quark spin D • unmixed.

Further discussion and caveats, as well as consideration

of other possibilities are to be found in Ref. 10.

Let us now look at the predictions of the model —

beginning with the relatively well known N • 0 and N • 1

states. Theso are given in Table 2. On the whole there

is good agreement. Note the following points

(i) Whenever IC l'LAC has to be used the model yields

rates a factor - Z too large

(ii) For the 8 -• tun Uecay, tho ir.oiiel also predicts

the correct helicity ratio.



( i i i ) Th« well-established 2** nonet is in very good

agreement with the model.

(iv) For the 3" nonet, the model predicts (with our

•asses and mixing assignments) a very broad "(" with

r - 1500 H«V. This we regard as a success of the

model ••• since i t also predicts 'normal' widths

r . 100 MeV for other resonances.

Me now turn to the N • 2 states. The model has no free-

dom---all parameters are already determined. The predic-

tions are givtn in Table 3, and some comments are made

below.

(a) I" Hon»t

For this, th* best known N - 2 nonet• there is very

encouraging agreement. The predicted width T- ltoMrV,

I* in good agreement with experiment, and should be

contrasted with the width predicted for other states

e.l. the 0** "c» with r - Itoo MeV.

(b) ;•• Nonet

Reasonable widths and branching ratios for the At

and L are found but comparison with experiment is dif-

ficult , tine* th* Ai and L are beset by the same in-

terpretative problems as the Ai and Q bumps.

(c) »" Konot

The 1*1 member decays nainly into 4t>, t h e n are no

two body modes, ini) the resonance is predicted to be

very broad. There are similar predictions for other

members of the nonet.

W. 0'* Radial Excitation

For <* at a mass of 1.4CeV, the total width is pre-

dicted to be very narrow r . 20 MeV! For a mass of

1.6GeV this increases to 170 MeV with p» s t i l l a

few MeV, and decays into a 0** meson plus o "

(i,K,n) being dominant. (The predictions are some-

what dependent on the c parameters: for proper

discussion set ref. 10).

(e) 1 " States

The e'(1600) must presumably be identified as either

the N-2 L>2 state, or the N-2 L-0 s ta te 1 2 ' . However,

(or a P**|,.2 •* ' •*•* o { 1600, the model predicts a

sizeable «« width r t,-100 MeV---much too large to be

accomodated by the data. wn ( r t then is the d"*?

Several possibil it ies are listed in Table 4.

*hat about oc decays? An FIR model for o emlssion---

using vector dominance of the photon transition operator- -•

is too simple and (ives unreliable predictions ' . How-

ever, not only do we lack a reliable model for calculating

these decays but also the experimental analyses are not

complete " ' . The plethora of 4 body channels suggests

that one must thin), seriously ubout attempting an ttobir

type analysis of these channels. Such analyses could de-

ternine whether channel! like oc, co, etc. are really

important.



IV. tost Mesons

It Is clear that at the N-2 level there are many mis-

sing states but i t is interesting to note that the quark

•odel also suggests reasons why theso "lost" mesons my

be difficult to detect:

(1) Broad Resonance with no 2 body channels

The 2 " states are typical of this type

of lost state. The X(I-l) has a predicted to-

tal width r . SOO MeV and decays predominantly

to 4 body channels such as Am, Am. Tha con-

trast with the | meson with t - 160 MeV and a

i» width of 60 MeV is clear.

(2) Weak Coupling in Production

For the »* and p* radi.il excitations the

situation Is different. The predicted widths

to ground state siesons are very small and stable

to mass variations, e .g. "* • f>» "I

> - few MeV

»• * »« s
Why then have these not been seen? Unfortunately,

these small widths wil l also affect production of

these resonances since closoly related matrix ele-

ments are involved

Detailed investigation 1 0 ' suggests that the dominant

trajectory for it* production is the "e" and for p*

production, the A|. Hence the production of these

states by pion beans is expected to be difficult. Sim-

ilar arguments for photoproduction via pion exchange

also lead to the conclusion that both IT* and p* will be

weakly produced (although of course one expects the o*

to be diffractively produced by photons). Perhaps the

best place to look for the i>* is in pp, but it is dif-

ficult to support this hope with reliable calculations.

Cascade Decays to Find Mesons

To alleviate this somewhat gloomy situation, the quark

•odel is more hopeful for the N-l mesons. The N«2 states

include large branching fractions into N-l states. These

"cascade" decays suggest that the decay of well-established

higher states could provide a viable source of these "lost"

mesons. A specific example could be the g meson which, (for

a light Ai), is predicted to have siieable decay rates into

Ai* and Aiff. Hopefully one can enhanco the signal to noise

ratio for the "lost" rosonance, and certainly the background

problems will be different from those of diffrtctivo pro-

duction. Nevertheless, for objects like the A| there seems

no escaping a difficult 4-body analysis.



V. Concluding Remarks

It is clear that meson spectroscopy is very important

theoretically and very difficult experimentally.

The task for experiment is to resolve the "A* crisis"

(and related crises) and disentangle the resonance spec-

trum. The systematic* of radial excitations are obvious-

ly of great interest ' and have a bearing on theories of

the nev particles, as do the mixing patterns for 1-0 mesons

p

for the different J multiplets. When we have the spec-

trum, the helicity structure of the H* • Hn, H* • Hv and

H* • Mp transitions will be vital in distinguishing between

different SU(6) models. Further investigation of Zveij's

rule in processes such as $* •*• $itir, win also be very in-

teresting. More knowledge of these "ordinary" mesons will

undoubtedly aid our understanding of the new mesons dis-

covered at Brookhavcn and SLAC.

The theoretical challenge is to incorporate these

SU(6) successes into a realistic dynamical model, presum-

ably based on quarks. There aro indications that we may

be making progress on some of the questions---after t«n

years of trying)

The noral should be clear. The new particles have

sl»mour---but finding; lost mesons i s Just r.i vital for any

real progress.
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Fig. 3 Harmonic Oscillator Orbital Spectrum
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Table 4: p** J.«2 Predictions

Mass

1.?

1.6

l .n

120

130

100

4

ICO

200

r total

130

4 CO

S.SO

TJIP 4w Kiodc c o m p r i s e s c h a n n e l s su>:Ji a s wt., A j * , A , « ,

e t c . The i r e d i c t i o n s a r e f o r a l i f l l s t A j .



Search for 1 + and 0 + States In n'p

Charge Exchange Reactions

N.R. Stanton
Physics Departrant

The Onto State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

I would like to t e l l you today #bout som results f r o * the "other"

spectrometer at the ZGS, the Charged and Neutral Spectrometer In Beam 6,

bu i l t and operated by the Ohio State-Michigan Sut«-C#rleton-Toronto-

HcGMI collaboration. We are studying the reactions rr'p -• W*»"«°n and

Wp -»n+Tr"Tpn with high stat ist ics, and w i l l eventually heve something to

say about the presence or absence of the neutral Aj and H In (3n)°, »n4

about the decays D, t - fin In T|rm.

We have a large s«mple of data at 6 OeV/c from many weeks of running,

of which 60% Is analyzed now, and a taste of date at 6.5 CeV/c from *n 6*

day test run, of which 30% has been aneiyxed online white we were running.

You should be warned that we are s t i l l a t the stage of analysts where

most of the effort goes fnto tryfng to understand the apparatus, rather

than trying to Interpret the data. We think we understand the low-mst re-

gions (Tl, a,; i)') pretty we)) now, «nd have reuni fy begun to took «t the

higher-mess regions where things are much more complicated, both because

of the physics and beceuse of the decreasing acceptance of our apparatus.

The results are thus v*ry primitive end very preliminary, and much remains

to be done. A special werntngt none of the ness plots I ' l l show have been

corrected for acceptance.

A plan view of the Charged and Neutral Spectrometer Is shown In

Figure | . i t consists of * large-aperture magnetic spectrometer with

megtfttofctrictivc readout to momentum-en*Iy;c charged p a n i c l e * . fol lo-rO by

a thin lead converter I I I Ri) *nd n»g»Moitrtct<vc chamber* (« nwasure the

directions, of th« gamnt* ray*. A rattwr cotrse-grelned horoscope of 56 lead

glass Cerenkov counter* then measures the energies pf the shrnvrt. Three

scfflti ltator hodoscoots record charged fi«rt.'cti> *nd shower mul t ip l ic i ty . We

ordinarily demand at least two charged part icle* And «t lee*t two *howert in

the trigger. The whole eppar«tu* !s »vde * * thnri ,ind *r>de *% pc^ttbtc to

mixlmirt the Acceptance for thl» multipart i d e f ina l »t«te: the naqnei gep

i\ Uo Inches high end only ?2 itche* (top, and the 60 inch • 60 inch teJd

g l# i * arrey Ik only ISO Inches from the hydroeah t*rget . The apparatus >>

rough IV symmitrlc for * * #nd <*%. but his a higher energy threshold

("-0.S GeV vs. ~ 0 . b GeV) for - ° : " u r o t t U k e " "o>\ ere Ihui »uppr*tsed

•• fore you it* our date, you should tee wh4t *n unbiased (}*t)° «pec*

try"1 looks Hke, Figure ? (reproduced f ro* Reference 7) cone* f»"c#- the U}

«venu/ub r 7 CcV/c "* 111 bubble cnMe«r *ap«rlnent.^ Note the pronifMnt

A. peak, and elso the level of * t * t i * H c % , roughly t20 events/Of CeV/c * i

Our 6 CeV/c e * i * on ft'p - m*iT*Pn (Figure S) I * doMlnate* by tfc* * and

*! p««ki (reduced * factor of 10 In the Ff fur* ) . Above the a our acceptance

dies rapidly, and is just about gone by the A,; heverthele»*, In the region

of I CtV/c2 this part ia l staple centalnt J | t i * M ItM events In the I I I

experiment.

S U M structure is rewaUd when the date Is broken up into regions nf

momentui" transfer I ' • l-t . lo |hr (j")"* liwctrum (Figure V) TKr ve'V
mm

prrlptwr.il . n u l l , | l ' | > .OS <C*V/e) ' , lhux • 'Upld r l w rl |t i t than th« >,

rormin, « 6r j r t bul9> •rounil 96 CeV/c' (Hol« r lwl M i l r l » would M>»



been washed out considerably i f our resolution had bean appreciably worse.)

For | t ' | between .OS and .20 (CeV/c)2, a much narrower peak emergat just

above I GeV/c2. only to disappear beyond | t ' | * .2(CaV/c)2. The cross-sec-

tion In the peak is very roughly - 2 ub. The same effects can a* seen on

a scatterplot of (3n)° mass vs. t< (Figure 5 ) . There Is a clustering oi

very peripheral events below I ueWc2, and a narrow bend just above I CatYc2

extending to larger f t ' (.

The nature of these avents Is clarified by scatterplots of On)0 mass

vs. the masses of the positive, negative and neutral dlplons, shown In Fig-

ures 6a,b,c (the sam* scatterplots for the momentum transfer Inteival

.OS < | t ' | < .20 look vary similar). The mass region around I GeV/c2 Is

seen to be dominated by »", with very l i t t l e p* and o°. There Is , of course,

a good physical reason to expect p" and p° to be produced peripherally by

pi on exchange t

•••• »•• /., / , * ! /„

u* .mj ' IT . .feo,

- \> / <>

while c* production would Involve double chaff* aKchtnee, Nature thui tup-

pratt** p+. and our apparatus suppress* forward a0, vtotch tend* to b* ac-

companied by • soft "° for which our d*t*ttton efficiency U poor.

I t i t tnui clear that th* ttructur* we m cannot com from the touare

of a single rvtoiwnt anplituda with I • 0 or I • I , tinea that Mould popu-

late o* «nd p" aqua11y. ttawcvtr, tt could (in principle ) b« an interfer-

ence of a resonance wtth a targtr (p")(nn*) background. Such Interference

hat tn fact bean luggatMa1 * at * sensitive prokf for burled reionancet.

Let us new look at the (n't4) baryon system recoiling agelnit the ' ' i °

(which (5 Mostly p"). Scatterplots of this baryon « n afttntt the m»%%

of the t » ° are shown In Fitjure 7a for a l l avtntft. and In n«ura 7b for

the restricted interval .0$ < | t ' t < .20. Not* that the A4, which one

usually r*«ov*t by cuts In bub*I* chanter dat*. i t already Hottly removed

by our acceptance, loth Ffouret, e.peciattv '"'fur* 7b. show struct we in

ntr* M M . tn fact, the structure aeavtrt to be nosi prominent where It i t

crossed by the band of ()n)° masses around I CeWc2. Figure t displays his-

tograms of Tm* mass lor two regions of HjB and t". Strcng peaks are ta*n

at l.*7 and I . i7 CeV/c2, with suggestions of others near 1.1 and 2.1 CV/c 2

The next step Is obviously to find out whether the relatively narrow

structure we set In On) 0 mass can ma generated by our acceptance or by a

charge-eachanaa Sack effect (or by sues) diabolical combination of both).

Lots of Honte Carlos must be run.

We can al to ube batter data. Figure $ shews torn* results o' a test

run at I.S CeV/c; this sample, enalytad online Is equivalent to ! ) days of

running. The acceptance Is aMh Improved, holding up through the » 2 region.

The data collection rate Is approximately two LIL experlnantt (Flgur* 2)

par week.

The sama trigger that gives us the O*)° also supplies > % " events,

with T - yv. * t > CaV/c these events are mostly " . tut at I.S CaV/c

(Figure 10) wa have useful accaptanca up to about l.» C*V/c A promising

anhancmnt Is saw> where the OHMS) Is expected, hut nothing at the E(l*20).

There Is no sign of a * - Ttn In the debris. Again, this sample Is 2} emys1

worth, to we hope 10 >.eke 4 nuCh stronger statement In th* near future.
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Figure I . Plan view • ' the Charged dm) Neutral Spectnneter.

Figure 3. Neutral h « » spcd'uf- ( r ^ the <*>pcr rmenl nf ncf j

Figure 3. 0 « ) ° nets ftpectrum at *> GsV/c t«n« this e*per:«ant.

Figure • . (3" ) ° matt ipectra at 6 OeV/c '™ U ) ! l ' l < .05;

(b) .05 < | i ' l ' . J ; <O .5 ' t ' ' . t lOr t ' / t ) 2 .

Figure 5. Scatterplot of (3")° mass w It1 I , '<-c ' t 1 | •• .1.

Figure t . Scalterploi of (Jrt)° M S I vs. dipinn na i l for

(a) dlpon . »*-° j (b) dlpion • - * - ° ; (c) dlplon . - * J " .

Figure 7. (a) Scattarplot of n~* aat t ()-)" man.

(b) Sam, auapt r e i t r l t t e d to .OS | t ' | - .2.

Figure >. HUtooram of n-* matt 'or two u l c c t l o n t of ( ) " ) "

M t t and t ' .

n f r l » » > t run at 8.5 CaV/c.

mats »p»ctra fro* tett run at B.S GeV/c.
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CEBll, tanova

IMtMMUCTIOH

X wwld lik« to pr*sant raaults froa praliailnary partial wava analysa*

of tha kuactlona

K"p • i ' l V i i

ThM* aiulywa ara Important in Uw aaarch for th« Biaaing X • S and I • 1

of tha J* - 1* nomti tha 0 and » f raapactlvaly.

Tin data ara takan fro* an anparlMAt of tha Matardaa-cnw-Hl)M9«i-

o»(ord cntlahoratlon which involvaa ).l«10* plcturaa of 4.2 GaV/e • ' in

tha CIRM 200 IOC. r i la haa baan aecuawlatad during ih° r"rloj 10(7-14)4,

although « « hat bawl u lna alnca 1971. Tha unnltlvliy of tht intlra

uposur* la 130 avantaAlbarn and tha rvaulta praaantad hara eorraapond to

5O« of thia. All avanta with vl.ibly dacaylng auaiq* particUa hava baw

t«&«rilatl aitd naaaurad, thalr iopoloulcal divlalon baing gWan In tabla 1.

Tha axparlaant la a pur* elaatle bubbla chaabor aNparlnwnt with a final

• tat iat le coaparabl* to tha >u« of a l l such vxparlMAt* in th» Maaptu*

ranja 2-10 Gov/c (fig. 1).

.'POOUCTION OF KltiT VIA CHA»GB-BXCIIrW»8

Aftor tro.it iii>i antiiijiil ty problawi anil p iking su l tab l* Jat« cutaUUIucJal

VOIIPH*. probabi l i ty , boui u t e . . . ) tliu fa l lowing chonnols hav* bron co l*e t«d

Aq - I K~p "* R°lt+«"o 1 6 . 5 1 / vvvnts O.Sf. 2 0.04 Rkfa

A^ • 0 K*p > K"T + I"P 23,260 o v « n » 1.2B t 0.O6 ab

A| J 0 K*p " KO'iort"p 10,065 uvtmt" » . P s b .

•run &q - 0 cluwnAl, K~p -* K"nfn"pi COMM from a MAiur i font of « Uit .- i i

oiunplo ot pur>> I-prong a ur.J represent ! ^ IB ov>nt s/vb.^rn. A eompiti IJOU >?f

tiuiiin ch'innul i i o ia -ao t : t i ona with thui* At OHKT 1I>' f>i<-tit nn. I.:.I U ^h-iwn

tti«
-0.5



cross section falls much faster, a * P * . At 4 GcV/c the two cross

sections are almost equal.

The general features of the OTir system are shown in fig. 3. in

contrast with tha Aq - 0 channels which show a larye Q-lifco bump, the

Aq - 1 channel exhibits * narrower structure at a DK»SS of ̂  1400 HeV

indicative of K * 4 M production. This difference Is seea more clearly in

tha cut spectra, where the following restrictive selections have been •«<*•

flq

M(nit*), mniM > 1.34 ««V

H{nK°) » 1.54 GeV

°^"TI°P) |t'| < 0.5 GoVZ

H(p*°> > 1,30 CeV

Aq - 0 (KVir"p) |t'| < 0.5 CeV2

M(pW*) > 1.34 GtV

For tha iq - 1 reaction ttio KTTTT spectrusi has been divided, after

c u t s , into three U M intervals 1.1 - 1.3 CoV (IOW), 1.3 - 1.5 i*v (HKUHIH),

and 1.5 - 2.0 <*v (HIGH), r iq . 4 shows the distribution* of t 1 and the

threo 2-bcdy "interfurln?" n a n combinations for tho three nans interval*;.

Tor a distr ibution whore a, cut i s applicable, ttm figure nhowu tlia d i s t r i -

bution before the cut WAS Made. Fig. 5 shown the three 2-body «nw decay

channels for the throe m i s Intervals, One seas * substantial production

of K*~(B92) for a l l Kin intervals together w i l l some pP{770) in the medium

and hinh range< With the cuts previously roferrod to» 2*561 ovmit« remain

and thoie have been usiod as input for th* CKM version or tho l l lLnois PW*.

programns. The ddt-\ Erosi thin oxporiment represent a Rleeablo Improvement

in stattt t t lcn over previous armLyoeo fL«2| .

Pig. C dittplayo thtt putllmfnAfy result-.a from llitu nnalynin. One

seen H'ibnt.int:UL pnidnctlon of the J - ?* n»Ate and <i nrolt-Wliwr Ctt

yiolda H « 1431 * 0 Mi:V, I1
 n 71 j Li HcV whl.;h .ii1^ cwip-i'lblo wltli tho

IWT v*i'.f..-.i rot tho K*U«0) M <• 1421 » r» MoV and T - lUO •• HI M.̂V sc:ip»<:-
p f

t l v i l ' / . Ti'i* •!?; if«i w(Mi J * I 1H noi*"iv*'jl irjlhlr U'it 'loon tint: '.linw «iny

rcaonanco tonJency. On tho bt)n>r hand, thn J = I state exhibits A broad

enchanccment with a maximum .nmjinl I'.n ;t--v, W I M - I H i;- ' i. •.-1 t - •• •:>.!«

[jt'| < 0.5 GoV ] the dominant process l'i the ptoduction of natural parity

states ( 1 , 2 ) via unnatural parity rxchanie.

ttrnined f i t of tlii> Pixrr 1 ing

K (1420) + ̂  - 0.5 * 0 .1 .

which occurs oat l s f . i c tor i ly with tho i

0 .31 1 0.10.

The K IT n n data allow a t e s t of the Ro?gotsod pion-ncchango Deck

wsdel for the roartlon K"p •* K*"<B90) n*n I3) . Pi<j. > shows tlm thco:ot lc* l

and chpcrlncntal distribution!) of two af j les of thn K in thn KKff r***1. fr.inn.

The *groo«ent la aood. Further work i s in pro<]rnHS to compare, on * nor*

conplute l eve l , the model and the data .

Aftfir sui table d<*t* cuts th* 3n tna

K~p* A B * H " » ° 12,000 events

butrd with ,\ cton;. sioction or lf> ubjrnu an pos(.clatt>J by irvtiK) and

[ 4 ] . Tho in.vifi ii"jlo» l.Od < M(3n) >* 1..W 0,>v )I>M L<ci«n uclrrtcd for further

npcctnim ft or tho reaction

0,89 Mb

i s tihown Ln fifj. 1. Cltt.tr fx-.ikn a m i.ct-a .it th<> Hi '*i* and n ' / l n.inues.

Ho cthf*r niiToH itnitTturuu .iro •ividunt. Th<* ntudud t^otarujlo indtcAt^i the

nu;nU<r »r avi-nt'd wi> would oxpuct to u< •> If Ui.- proi«iiD K*p * A0 A, • . • » ! -

an.il/alij, . . o G**v , ( h o t h r e w A11

a m i iU-vn i n F U | . •*, S u b i i t . m l U l p r c l u . - M o n o l / * 1 1 1 8 b ) a n d E ° ( n 0 M

n*-. n , v1 •. - t , t h » y " ( U t t * i > [ . K ^ l u L t t a n i i i- l . u l v < l y f i n n t i . To . » v o l d t

i'l\ <" ' • ) , i l l A ;• i- r.i l i . ivf IJ.-LII m i , t . t h i ^ M(.'"t i 1 , - lJ . i « » V , u n J

H v • . i - l l i m i i ' i> . • h" - i j . v i v . i ,\rv ->h"wn In l ( ; . 1 0 . R t r m v i .

o v l i l . ' n t i n A > ) i hri<i> c h i n j . ' ' t i t c n .

in

W i t h

»i»H-tr\Un i n

(-^.iHi In tin1 tol:,il ch.inr.cl

. .1 In f l i . I I , Th>> L^n-p

> l . i . I . I . i . , i . . • • • . . .



broader than tht PDCT value of 100 t 10 HeV and could therefore Indicate

underlying structure. Consequently the interesting 3TT mass range 1.080 -

1,400 GeV, containing 2281 events, has been partial-wave analysed.

Preliminary conclusions aro the following.

a) The analysis is complicated. Both I - 0 and I " 1 s tates AVO required.

b) I t Is difficult to find a minimum set of waves to describe the data.

Mora additional waves seem to bo required. Klninum complexity becomes

maximum complexity.

c) h 2*0 wave with 1 - 1 i s certainly required by a l l f i t s f rh . l , hut

cannot explain the entlco bump (see f ig . 10)

d) For the 1*S wave, both I • 0 and I • 1 ant present.

el pn s ta tes alone are insufficient to f i t tho data, eir i s needed.

in this preliminary analysis no attention has been paid to tho polarisation

sta te of the A • That spin alignment correlation* are strong can be snen

in fig. 12 whore tin- A* and A+ decomposition!) of Urn 3;r mass spuctrttm are

defined by

At +

A+ 0. - j (l -

" 2 * l + o c 0"9 )

COBO) O

where cos8 represents the polarisation analysis angle of the A decay.

The potentiality of such additional correlation is being considered for

future analysis.

rONCMJSTON3

i-.Mli» stressing that the rciultti nceaentctl hare urti preliminary, i t

13 evident tha t 1 s ta tus exhibiting narrow resonance s t ruc turu .iro not

.f •:or.'jly j;roilut;cd in tl.it d a t a . IL iu hop^J \.o nor. upji»r U M I ^ S of' -i C»tw

;.b>ir:i3 i i future aiinlyiios.
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TOPOL0GICM. DIVISION OF BVEHT5

Table 1

Topology

300

001

002

001

201

202

20}

210*

aw"
211*

21l"

212*

212"

evftnea

72.8 K

139.8 K

a.2 K

0.7 It

527.1 K

6.9 K

0.1 K

87.6 K

77.1 It

4.8 K

12.2 K

0.3 K

1.9 K

Topology

220

221

401

40a
410*

410"

411*

•111*

412*

412"

420*

420"

420

0.7 It

0.4 K

131.5 K

0.3 K

82.0 K

96.8 K

1.2 K

4.8 K

0.02R

0.2 K

0.3 K

0.2 K

1.4 K

Topology

4 ! 1 *

421"

421

600

601

610*

610"

6 U *

i - l l"

G20

62l"

0.03 K

0.03 K

0.3 X

23.8 K

3.8 K

4.3 K

5.6 K

0.02 K

1.1 K

0.1 K

0.02 K



Fig. 1 Exposure sensit ivity of K~p bubble chamber experiments In the

momentum range 2-10 GoV/c.

Fig, 2 Channel cross section for th« reactions K p •* K TT TT p and

K~p •* KOTF+tr~n as « function of i ncident momentum.

Fig. 3 Kim mass spoctra from the reactions K~p •» K°Ti+Tr"n, K"P * K°n""°|

and K p •* K it n p . The cut* are defined in the text .

Pig. 4 Distributions of t ' ( p * n), M(nK°), H(nTi+) and M(niT) for the

reaction Kp + K°TT IT n with selection of H(Knn) as doncrlbed in

tbo text.

H038 SpQC

after cuts and selection of M(KHTt) as dimcribod in tho text.

Fig. 6 riunbsr of ovonts tn a qivon J P atato (C~, 1+ , 2 , I ) , i;otjl

Fig. 7 Distribution of the a^lmuthal nud polar an>]le of the K."<rt90) in the

KUTT rent frame for tho s-and t-channol hcllcity frnt.io rrnprctivoiy,
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The Ai Problem, and Should SU(3> Multipleta be Complete

G.L. KANE
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory,'BaUvla, Illinois 60510

and
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Talk presented at
"Ntw Directions in Ifadron Spectroscopy"

Argonnt National Laboratory
July7-«0, 1975

lte-«earrh supported in port by the United States Knorgy Hescarch and
l)i»i*o1n|)?»ii'nf A'lministrttion,

It is a fruitful and basic part of the lore of high energy physics

that particle Btates are associated with interactions. This view has its

origins in the identity of photon exchange uith electromagnetic interactions,

and in Yukawa's pion.

It now appears that this is not the situation for axial vector currents.

The main axial vector state, the A , which would naively be expected,

seems not to exist experimentally.

In this talk J want to: t) briefly review the reasons for expecting

certain axial vector states to exist (chiral symmetry, quark model,

exchange degeneracy, , , . ) , 2) remark on the (now rather compelling)

evidence against the existence of the A. , 3) tentatively explore some

trnpUcatiomi of the absence e»f the A. for sum rules, the quark model,

v reactions, etc. 4) comment briefly on SUI3) related axial vector

states (Q, IX tl), the possibility that SU(3) multtplels will not be complete

because or symmetry breaking effects and dynamic*, and a pofslble

direction (o look to understand which higher mass resonances exist.

This talk overlaps considerably but not completely with the talk

1 giivo fit I ho lOfh Annual Keeontre tie Morinnd .

i. Hi:\S()NS I-'OH KXPJ3CTINO AX1AI-. VBCTOH PAHTICKE3

o) \' JI (|iintttnlfvc level, wv s fo ovidenen of vector intsrHctionP,

such a a thr< nlcrtromagnefic current, the weak vector current and CVC,

and large oxchnngo contribiitlonn of the appropriate qtuintum numbers in



hadron two body reactions.

And, we have vector particles p, w, 0

Similarly, for the axial vector we have the weaV axial vector

current and PC AC. It is certainly justifiable to expect axial vector

meson states,

b) Chiral Symmetry. Clearly nature shows evidence for some

sort of chiral symmetry. It is reasonable to expect tome implications

tor the spectrum of rector and axial vector lanoni, and presumably some

sort of symmetry In the particle spectra. Tha accepted answer since

1967 has been In terms of the Wainberg sum rules.

•0

I i Pv(m
2) - PA(m2)l dmZ/m2 = f2

Ipv(m2)-pA(mZ)Nm2 « 0.

The py and pA are the vector find axial vector spectral functions, and f

is the pion decay amplitude, prtaent because the axial current is not

conserved, Single particle states appear as 6(m2 - m2,) in tht spectral

functions. States of definite ,lp and isospin are projected out. If these

arc finturated with p and an A , one gets m. . = *ll m . This corresponds

to tho mass of the irp enhancement observed in diffractive itN - (3TI)N

lT-n'̂ ioiiri Tims the theory ami data appeared to coincide and the naive

expectation** appeared fulf'Ued, But we must reconsider the situation if

a\i.il vef*'*:1 states do not evmt.

Sum llules

With J. Krisch and M.S. Chen (details will be published separately),

I have looked at the Chiral Symmetry sum rules in some detail to see if

any hints appear as to how to interpret things. At least we can make

some measure of how bad local saturation with particle states seems to be.

Basically, one can proceed by noting that if sum rules are not

saturated by single pprticle states, the integrands can be written in terms

of scattering amplitudes. Essentially,

1 +

For example. It could have been that the »p amplitude had a large

imaginary part over a targe range in M and so the vector and axial

vector sun) rules ware comparably saturated in the low mass region.

In fact, we can estimate the phase 6. from the Illinois analysis,

Tht •xperiment measures the relative Af-A2 phase. The part of the

phmse due to the production mechanism is approximately the same for

A. and for A,, because

(i) tty comparison with charge exchange reactions, one can sec

that isosealnr and consequently even signature exchanges dominate.

(M I The two processes arc observed to have similar energy

dependence

«A-» _ -0.4 ± 0,06 _ . . . _-0. 51 ± 0.05

&



(iii) Whenever an even signature amplitude has a power behavior

v ~i TTV/ 2

a' it has a phase D * by crossing and analyticlty.

Thus the observed (Antipov, et al, ) relative *p phase can be inter-

preted as due to irp scattering in the 1 and 2 partial waves, with the 1

phase shift constant at about 20 .

Since sin 6 = 1/10, the axial vector contribution to the sum rul es

Is suppressed by about an order of magnitudes.

The Chlral Symmetry <• not locally satisfied. The V, A currents

do not manifest themselves in similar ways in the sum rules. If th«

sum rules are satisfied, it is in a way which is not symmetric as far as

the low energy parts are concerned,

c) Quark Model. In the quark model the L •= 0 qq mesons with

S ' 0 , 1 are ir and p (concent rat ing on tsovectors). With L « 1 one has

the B ( which oxists) with S • 0 and A.,, A ^ and - 1 P C - 0 " states with

S » 1, Thus here we not only expect A ( , it is somewhat hard to imagine

the quark model without it. One thing to try for the quark model is to

modify mass predictfonH from their standard valued to put the A. at a

very high nirwn. It is not easy. One could wrttu

vl2 \lj? + M?»" ' H. - M? if • 1? .
n 1 q q 2

T i n - f i f ' f * n \ . i l n c . s o f fl • s - art* i/*J f o r H ~ i n n d - J / - I f o r S 0 («, RJ,q q

Th«- '•ij'.-u.i.i'irH nf S« I, go ui. i ,0 , - 1 , -2 for A,, H, A nnti 0 nlntos.

Prusunwiiily tli^ A and R nmssos can Itc pul in. That lonvea one free

mass. Note the sum rules

M

Since M̂  's presumably conairained to give the v-p splitting too, it

c&nnot allow M. . to get very large, from the first of these. The

second tells us that if we wish the scalar meson status in the mass range

below the A. to have anything to do with quark model 0 states than

M. . < M», . So far 1 have not seen any way the quark model spectro-

scopy car function without an A.. It is not easy to see how constituent

quark models can survive the absence of an A. without basic modifica'ion.

d) Exchange Degeneracy and Duality. The spectrum of dual models

requires an Aj (see P. Krampton, Phys. llev. Lett. U_, 640(1975)), but

there is not a single clean way to see thai it must be required, It IK

poftHfblf to imnginn that from the duality viewpoint an A4 is desirable but

not basic.
i

Z, Comments on the Experimental Situation

nt tNnn;jiffrocHvei Reacttqns_. To decide Iho exporimcntal Bltuation

(ho co .IIM' i 'A ri iit.-t.ttlMHIip.s, Rl\'t»n tho present Htnto of nf fairs,

(iM .'in A. is nnt round in u nondlfrrtictivc reaction.

'I1.. i:ivo »u'»ning.tn cftflelii), U i8noc_os.snry to know ut what cross

section level .""..A..should have?.nron found. Typical nandiffraelfvo



reactions are IT p — A A . « |> •* A^ n, \p - • A N , n p — pA (backward),

0 0

K p - A" A, etc.

At the moment there U only a useful limit published from n+p -• A A+*.

To utttimat* the A cross section produced by p exchange, one needs (6

know essentially standard two-body technology, plus th* A prr coupling*

The latter depends on an overall flUe which gives the width, and u

relative parameter which can be thought of aa the ratio or 1) to S coupling,

or the amount of heliclty zero vs. hellctty one.

The LRL experiment analyzed by Wagner, Tabak, Chew gives

a<A4) < Z ub after a partial wave analysis, for 1'IA )̂ * 150 MeV, at

7 GeV/c. Using A j couplings from typical models gives an expected

cross section of 36 jib, while calculating the minimum possible cross

section for any D/S coupling ratio gives 4 .5 jib. The observed signal i s

significantly below even the minimum cross section,

A similar and probably eventually better limit comes from the

same reaction, ir+p •* (prr) A *, at 15GtV/cfC. Bait ay, private

communication). Th* experimental limit is <r(A.) < 1 ph, just from statistics,

before a partial wnve analysis is performed. We expect IS yh for standard

••ouplinsis. -i l 2 y.i* Vrvr* the minimum cross section for mny coupling.
Tlu'f- v,il! n-vossarily be m charge-ex change Deck model backRround

with threshold peaks above the pir and fit thresholds. These should give

crofts sections of about 1 jib at 7 GeV/c and i / 2 yh at 15 GeV/c. To

get better limits than these levels it will be necessary to do a Deck

subtraction. Signals at these levels should be interpreted as Deck

background, not repeating the situation in the diffractive case where

they were first thought to be resonances.

It should be emphasized that the Deck background wilt give bumps

at pw and fit thresholds (about 1100 and 1450 MeV respectively), and that

normalized estimates are necessary to conclude a signal has been seen.

Soon data will be available for w"p - "A°"n, It should be noted that

there fs an approximate factorization constraint, for the natural parity

exchange part of the cross section. Diagrammatic ally,

i r Ai. /JE—Afc, iT A,

A/ tL

and IO

The MIL 7 GeV/c and the Colombia 15 GeV/c experiments see r < 1/10,

so (ho t'vperimunts with a final nucleon must sec r < 1/10, if the data ia

v.on*i**iu\*. If thi-y do not then it t« necessary to understand why the

opproyi-™ iff rnrtorlzntion fails before the situation can bo interpreted.

The eviiortmotils with a recoil A are bubble chamber ones v.hlch have

no fii:is pr-ihtcntH tind which sac nn A_ wiRnnl ftnd no A signal, no if is



very hard to see a way they could go wrong,

b) Dim-active Reactions. Here we want only to note that the Deck

model threshold enhancements are expected to occur, giving large bumps

at about 1100 and 1450 MeV for pit and fir, even in the 1 partial wave. It

ia important to make normalized, absorbed, model-dependent estimated

for this effect over tha entire low m m region.

+ - 0
Since any diftractive w w IT production will include the large and

atructured Deck background. It will be very difficult to draw a negative

conclution about tht A ( exiatence from looking at dirfractive data.

* S U m M u l t i p l f and Other Axial Vector States

In this section two related question* are briefly discussed, (i) If

som* axial vector ttat*i such as D or Q exist, does that suggest the A.

dots? (il) Should SU{3) multlpUta be expected to be complete or can

missing particle states be expected as a form of symmetry breaking?

I think the answer to (t) i s In terms of th« notion of "Accidental

Particles" introduced by Dashen and myself (Pl)yrf. Rev. , Jan. 1975).

Basically, the idea is that some particles (o. p . , w, p, N, A, . , • ) will

cxiBl [or "r-'nrfiunontat" reasons (e. g . , the quark model or bootstrap,

or whutevi i ) Once these exist, atrnng forces act between them, nnd

occasionally rerirrangc the density of states in some nhunnols, producing

B resonniir t\ nn "accidents! particlo". Averaged ovnr joo-jon MeV thoro

i s no net Increase in the number of states because the rlsp of Ihe phnae

shift through w/Z is compensated by a decrease back to zero. The rieuteron

is a very good example of this. One then expects because of SU(3)

breaking in the basic mult isets that the accidental particles will not general1.;.-

come in complete SU(3) multiplets. For example, the deuteron is bound

by the strong long range ir exchange force, while the forces due to heavier

K, n exchanges are not strong enough to bind the other members of a

deuteron multfplet. fVobabty for hadrona the main forces are strongly
a*

coupled inelastic channels.

Consider the axial vector isosealar states D and H{G = -t}from

this point or view. For the D (ignoring strange particle and baryon

channels) one has irA^, n f, pp. uu channels coupled, and nA^ •* fn,

wA, •• pp. pp -*• (Jem are alt strongly coupled by IT exchange. On the other

hand, for the H only vp and nw are coupled and they are not coupled by

a long range * exchange force. Thus, it is much more probable that the

1) should ox tat as a result of the strong interactions than that H should,

nnd that is what Is observed. If this viewpoint (a basically correct then

the existence of the D does not have implications for the Aj .

\WMI.M- nny meaningful quantitative calculations can be rfon*» from

(hi.; vie '.!>->iut i.-* imr!«nr, but we are in Ilio process of trying to develop

n sy.st cunt (it's ili-f will »JUn\ iuJpful disenpstnns.

I'i'rii IJI:-; niich an np[it*oach will l>e able to explain why some stales

are prc••t n( and nnt others. In some* sense, yet to be turnip qunntilotfvc,

ehn fundHinnnlnl inlcrnotlon Rivrs thu low lying states bnl H should be

thought nf as a potential or n driving moohnnlsm. Then which highei*



states will exist i l determined as a combination ot the structure of the

"potential" and of unitarizatlon. For the mesons maybe it would work

out that A , , D, D exist but not B, H. For baryon states maybe some Z 's

and maybe the Roper resonances N (1470) are accidental and should not

go Into full multiple!! nor have important symmetry consequences. It

wilt be very useful If a systematic way can be developed to address these

questions,
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1, INTRODUCTION

Status of the 0 Nonet

D, Morgan
Theory Div i s ion , Rutherford Laboratory

ChUton. Didcot, Oxon OX11 OQX, England

Abstract

The phenonenologicol case i s presented for a complete nornal tcalar

nonet comprislnf 6(976) ( I - 1 ) . K(125O) ( I - H)> S*(1000) and c(*1200')

(I - 0 ) , non-ldeally mixed (Og % 65° • 5° a s againat Q t d e a l % 35°) , but

aeenlngly respecting Zweig'a Rul* In I t s hadronlc decays. These decays*

which j o almost ent i re ly t o two-body S-vave f inal states» exhibi t tha

inherent kinematic e x p l i c a t i o n s In a s inplc way. This I s e spec ia l ly

•o for the 6 and S syaecaw for each of which the resonance pola occur*

jus t below thu threshold of the strongly coupled KK channel. In tha

I - 0 system, to which the S* coupUs, the background* i t s e l f u n l f e s t s

ruonanee a c t i v i t y who«« c l a s s i f i c a t i o n requires a schesw for describing

overlapping resonances. The only natural prescription appears to be

that of 'adding phase - sh i f t s ' ( s t r i c t l y , Multiplying Jost-functions)f

on applying It to the res idual I • 0 dynasties the c(900) and c'(12S0)

•f f*Cts coalesce into a s i n g l e broad e l a s t i c resonance centred at or

abov* 1100 HeV. This completes the t a l l y of nontt candidates to whose

hadronic decays a conventional SU(3) ana lys i s i s then appl ied. Sonc

wider tearIngs of the resul t ing non-ideal nonet structure are Mentioned,

Of the rv;<.:' : i.,«-i-ol*.fpliHi; wlio-i;' ficwherr-hlii i s s l i l l controvers ia l ,

the seniors ;.r.- t:.t -,.>;t problematic. There i s .T fu l l co-.plPiHnt of

nonet candidates, M'liM (I »1 ) , *(1?'.O) (1 = ^, a (1000) (I - 0 ) , with

additional , arguably n sonant, sriurturc in the I • U r S-W.IVP strt-rchinp

f i e * BOO to 1300 HuV; th i s l a t t e r wi l l he interpreted BK a s ing le l-rodd

e l a s t i c resonance centred somewhere ahovc JIOO McV, The predomiti,int

decay clmnneH, comjiriHlng n pair of psoudo-scrilnrn, i t , nK, KK a..c! *••

are for the mrast part quite wel l researcliod t'xperlmcni.iUy1^, al lowing

the synnctry character i s t i c s of the observed decay patterns to bi_*

investigated. Such an Invest igation wi l l form the main topic of t h i s

short review. The outcome in that It Is possible to assign a l l the

wanted nonet s t a t e * with no addit ional ohscivod dynamical features

unplaced, urn) furthermore to achieve a description of their decays

consistent with SUO). Vithln the resulting schene, mixing i s v«ry

far fron idea l , n g ^ 6OD-7O° as compared to o H e a l % 35°. As w i l l

be atressed, t h i s finding can b? divorced from deta i led model in ter -

pretat ions.

The scalars a i c Interesting on a number of counts. In the f i r s t

p l a c e , there only ex i s t three wel l authenticated and complete tnonon

supermuUlplets, 0~ , 1"" nnd 2 • In the L-excltntion quark model,

the f i rs t two correspond to t'he L • o ground ntatc , supposedly a

co«|ilete (f n (i) l e v e l , whilst the 2 family belongs to the f i r s t

exci ted I. - 1 band. This lf.vcl should »luo contain wlLliin Its quarle-

ap In tr ip le t sector a scalar, 0 , and an nxlnl vec tor , t v nonet.

Given the rl'.ialvciicKFi of the l a t t e r , the srnlnrfi provide the main

tent-gvou.id for pt mlicttoiiK, hasfd on liipjirr aywunetrv scKmos, of

re la t ions bet wren an.iloRinifi docays wlitiin n given I.-Ii.iitd. Just t3



have one more tipectmen of a meson nonet, to study Its mixing properties'"

and the extent to which i ts decays arc governed by Zwclr.'s Rule, is of

course already of Interest4 The slnglet-ortet content of " decay modes

has bearing on the Interpretation of t-deeaya 4)

Two further special feature* of the scalars deserve Mention.

Firstly, the I - 0 sector, having the quantum numbers of the vacuum,

could well be the repository ot peculiar dynamical effect* not correspond-

ing to (qq) levels within the quark model - for example, dllacons ' , or

bound states composed entirely of gluons. The present Interpretation

does not cal l for such extra degrees of freedom, -Lt:.uugh the possibility

should be kept In mind.

Another special feature of the scalars Is thst their hadronic

decayi go predoninatly via two-body 9-waves, perhaps making then* together

with che analogous baryonlc ayetw»» eapecially suitable for studying non-

kinematlc effects of symmetry breaking. This idea Is not pursued here;

only supposedly kinematic effects are taken into account* which Is of

course implicitly to assume a particular dynamical fora of symmetry

breaking.

Herely to handle the kinematic (mist-breaking) effects demands a

somewhat store extensive use of resonance formation than is familiar.

Thla figures especially in the discussion of the 4(976} and 5*(1000)

for which the resonance poles occur close to a strongly coupled channel,

KK. For these, the whole quantitative interpretation. In particular the

extraction of reduced widths or coupling constants for symetry comparl-

son«, depends crucially on the analytic structure of the two-channel

resonance formalism which i s used.

The viewpoint proposed In this short review is essentially that

put forward just over a year ago by myself and by Fujii and

Fukuglta (FP). Changes from ref. (7) provide and take account of:

(i) additional experimental information on Kn scattering ';

( i i ) opportunity to make comparisons with FF's analysis ';

( i l l ) besrlnK on higher symmetries10*[

(iv) Improved data on 6 * K*K°I1J;

(v) re-analysis of mi phaae shifts1 2*1 3*;

(vl) rp-statemenc with considerably weakened assumptions of the

Argument for the non-ideality of the scalar nonet.

The remaining sections are organised as follows;

2. Descriptive framework

3. Phenomunology

4. SU(3) Analysis

5. Di scuss ion

2 . DESCRIPTIVE FRAMEWORK FOR DISCUSSING RESONANCE PARAMETERS

One wiintH t o make SUO) comparisons of the two-body decays

s a • PbP c ( o + f o'o") (i)

Ae customary, the comparison is made in titms of 'reduced widths',

>*c £ r* /&^e* (expcrliMntal wldth)/(klncmatlcal phase space factor),

which, for the present discussion, take the form of ditnensionless

(effective, squared) coupling constants, (g. ) . Roughly spenking,

these arc given by the equation

(2)



More piecisely, they art? defined by identifying the reson.incc poles

with the corresponding zeros of the resonant Jost-function

i
(3)

with » = E . The distinction is important, where, ss with the 6 and

S resonance* to be discussed below, the resonance pole occurs very

clos* to the threshold of a strongly coupled (two-body) channel. As

6n example, consider 6 * "n, KK(I - 1), below the threshold for KK

production. The kinematic factor k^ in (3), which continues Into

h.is the effect of distorting the resonance shape and. for a case such

•> the 6 whtre the resonance occurs below the higher threshold, reduc-

ing the upper half-width. It fallows that phenonenologlcal widths are

« Misleading concept for the 6, and essentially meaningless for the S*

(except for tlie partial width, T^), as wil l be dlscusaed below.

A further and related consequence of the proximity to a strong

threshold is l iability to two-polas playing a role in the observed

resonance structure, Ttie tendency of resonance formulae such a* (3)

to propagate resonance poles on to several unphyalcal sheets ia fairly

well-known. For the general kinematic configuration, only on* pMe,

lying on the adjacent unphysical sheet, i s of practical importurv w, 'i:

th« vicinity of a strongly coupled two-body thrcahold, three sheets Are

at hand and two of the 'Hugs' poLcs can participate. There la evidence

that this possibility i s actually realized for both the fi and the S*.

The structurf implied by the tentative f i t to the fi-decays, to te

discussed below, is displayed in terns of the ^ plane (q^j = kj)

in Fig. 1; a similar structure will be imputed to the s*7'8'16* (cf

Fig. it).

The question arises how to achieve a full parameterization for

fitting resonant partial waves based on tine above Jost-function

as given in eq. (3). One possibility is simply to use It as it Is and

write, for example, for elastic scattering In channel 1,

°u

alternatively) various generalizations can be made. One direction in

which one can generalize is in the assumed form of * . For example,

In discussing the S , one night want to reproduce two pole positions

(Egi, Eg* ) (4 parameters) from phenomenological f i t s . One way to

introduce the necessary extra parameter, in addition to g , g. and

• * i in the appropriate version of (3) is to allow curvature in the

cotangent of the clgcn-phasc, in other words to introduce a slowly

varying factor multiplying the term (m - s) . There i s also the

need to combine overlapping resonances and allow for background. All

criteria arc met by the recipe of combining individual Jost-functions

by multiplication

It Is hard to think of a satisfactory alternative. A consequence la

that the residual dynamical effects in the I - J - 0 channel, over and

above the 5 , are to be identified with a simple behaviour of the

reduced phase shift 15)



6° • 5° -(*°) (*>) •
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As will be discussed, this leads to an Interpretation of the t (900) and

c*(1200) effucts as being aspects of one and the same broad elastic

resonance centred at or above 1100 HeV.

3. fflENOHENOLOCY

The following is In no sense a comprehensive review . Scalar

candidates are considered in order of decreasing isospln:

(a) o(976)

There la evidence of resonance coupling to each of tha available

two-body decay nodes

According to SUO), the reduced widths are In the ratio

(7)

The n<i mod* has mainly bean studied In reaction* lnvolvlnf strangeness

exchange. Aa an example. Pit* 2(a) shows tha raaulta of tha ML group,

tarnaa at • ! . , on tha procaaa

at 3.9, 4.6 and S.O GaV/e (aae original rafcrenca for experimental cuts),

Tha full and daahed curvaa correspond to th« appropriate version* of (3)

(with tha condition (7) lapoacd) for < l ^ ) 2 • 0.2 and 0.12 respectively.

Fig. 2{b) ahnwit analogous rasults on the non-atrangencas exchange process

at 4.5 CeV/c obtained by Conforto et al21' as a by-product of their

study of the tin decay mode of the A . The full curve corresponds to

these authors' own resonant fit, allowing for a smooth incoherent

background, as depicted by the dashed curve; the dot-dashed curve is

obtained by taking the present parameterization, for Cg ) » 0.2, with

the sane background. Both figures, especially 2(a) bring out characteris-

tic features of fits by formulae such as (3), firstly, the resonance

narrowing already alluded to. On substituting into formula (2),

(gjn)
2 • 0.2 gi\es Z t k ^ H g ^ ) 2 - 120 HeV, whereas the observed full-

width at half maximum according to the curve Is seen to be r^WIIM » 60 HeV.

A second feature besides the narrowing is that such a resonance formula

with S-wava kinematic factors, itself provides an appreciable background

away from resonance.

In order to study the KK mode uncontatninated by S and $ signals.

one needs to study the charged mode. Fig. 2(c) shows the K°IT roasa-

Spcctru* observed in pp annihilation at 1.2 CcV/c , the curves are

the spectrum shapes (arbitrarily normalized) implied by formula (3)

corresponding via cq, (7) to the same parameter alternatives as used

in Fig. 2(a). The rescmblunco Is quite satisfactory and confirms the

previous estlMte (gg) 6 ° 0,3 - 0.5.

<b> K(125O) • Kg(I • S S-wavfl)

Fl|. 3 taken from rcf. (18) Is an updated version of the Article

Data Croup compilation of the non-exotic S vave Kn phase-shifts.

The dashed lines indicate the hand of possibilities corresponding to



the *- resonance assignment o( Lautvchcr et a l . wtto report the mass

and width estimates, M̂  * 1.245 * .030, r^ * .485 ' .030 GeV. Takinp,

Che various evidences together, I would suggest the following parameter

values for the K-resonance:

M̂  % 1.25 ± .10, T̂  % .45 GeV.

On th is basis, and disregarding narrow structures (which arc not

excluded - see ref. (16)), 1 then estimate, using forwila (3),

the corresponding forms for the phase-shifts being indicated by the full

and dashed curves.

Note the Importance of the 1 i 0 nodes for determining the octet

coupling-constant free of nixing complications.

Here we are heavily dependent on Che results of irn phase-shift analysis

(with some help from studies of KK production). The only completed

high-statist ics experiment spanning the relevant Hfli) range (s«y s 1.5 GeV)

23)Is the Cent-Munich experiment ; however independent measurements are

forthcoming 2**

Regarding the S (for which the conventional two-channel it it, KK

description is assuncd, other possible couplings, for example to 4n,

being neglected), there Is an Impressive consensus that the effect is

associated with a second sheet resonance pole and fair agreement an to

Its location, Eg* (Bee Table 1). This Is far and away the most solid

fnct on the 0+ family.Z5)

Requiring that thf second stipot pole position, Eg], bo reproduced hy

the nrsiincd resonance formula, eq. (3) , yields one linear relation fur

gj jnd f>2 Involving known quantities:

[ £ V
2 - s > -

Fig, 4

together vifn another reiatiun involving i^* (respectively the imaginary

anil real parts of tl>c ahovr rcin.trion). Thus, E _* dptermlnes 0 line on

th« (gj, gj) p l o i 2 5 ) . A dt'flnlto position on this line Is aclectcd. If,

ar. has been argued , there Is an additional Sheet I I I pole associa-

ted with the S reKnn.inre (cf. discussion in Sec, 2 above). Such a com-

panion pole, V. g*. arises In an energy dependent pliasc-shift Analysis of

the Cerit-Hunlch data on TI+TT" production at 17 GnV/c261 (COW

exhibits the sheet structure and the polo positions, E-it and E _*, as

they appear on the kj-plane (q2 ? k^). Formula (3) containing Just

three odjustabli" parameters implies a relation between Eg* and E s*;

in order to aecotmodaie general values for the pole positions, an

additional parameter is needed. In rcf. (7), this was accomplished

by Allowing an extra (curvature) factor, linear in s and required to

be slowly varying, to multiply the (m^-s) term in eq. (3) , enabling

the values of g. ( g_ and m * to br estimated from the '00U ' phase

•hlft analysis2 6 1 . Fug 11 and Fukugita1" (FF) based tlioir analysis

on the energy independent (but constr.iincil) variant of 'COW,' which

they re-fitted impotkng a simple form for v as a function of the

mapping variable W - k. + k28)



It Is difficult to quantify the uncertainties with either

procedure7"8 '. Qualitatively, what the second pr-le does is to

restore a normal fall-off away from resonance, a feature which

Is lacking In a one-pole description. As wil l be discussed, the

roast sensitive outcome is the form of the KK production cross-

section.

Resulting estimates of %1 and g,, are shown in Fig. 5 . The

full and dashed lines correspond to assuming only the position of

(S*11), according respectively to refa. (26) and (30); the daahed-

dot lines indicate the analogous region selected by Binnle et al

from a s tUy of S production at threshold. The points E, F, G, II, P

correspond to various two-pole fi ts as desctibed above: F denotes

Fugli and Fukugica's finding; the remaining points arise from sub-

stituting the pole positions E „* of 'COW.1 and various estimates for

Eg* (?(P) ref. (14), ACE) ref. <3Z),*-6—I (C) ref. (30) and 1—1—I

(H) ref. (26)) into the four-parameter »BW of ref. (7).

•Also shown on the figure are purportedly conservative limit* on

th« iikely tdnge of the parameters ( g ^ ) 2 ( — - ) and (R9*) E ( t S ^g/

gjj^)2 (0000)29) uhicli will feature in a general discussion of SU<3)

possibil i t ies for the icalars to be*given below (Sec. 4).

A* discussed in footnote (25) cited above, i t in the rapid phatt

and inelas t ic i ty movements manifest In the data which determine ( E J J ) ,

and consequently confine the coupling constants to a line on tlie

(gj» 82) P*nt. Location on th is line corresponds to the behaviour

over a somewhat larger energy range. The outcome for n° is I l lustrated
o

by the dotted lines x and y (...,) on Fig. 5 which correspond respec-

tiV'ly to (1 - (TIV'J . . ,. „ -.(, 7 and .33. The latter implies i
o t. • 1 .1 t.cv

very pv.ikM form of S • KK coupling s-uch at- KK require; Lli« former

entaiXs <i somewhat less slwi rtil v peaked structure lit\t* tliflt prcdicteu

by the 'COWj' ph.ise shift analysis. A sii.ftic-pole description ''

yields a still flatter form lor [1 - ('i°)2| above resonance.

The host way to discriminate .-wong t!i«5f I'os.st'iill it icn ib to study

KK production directly, rather than attempt to dud in: c it from tliu form

of Bi" production. AH an example, Fig. 6 shows the n n •* K K produc-

tion cross-section Inferred by Grayer et al , from study of the

reaction «~p * K K~n at 10 CuV/c. The comparison with alternative

fits (Fig. 7, top section) shown that the trend of the crosB-seclion

data (indicated by the shaded band) is better reproduced by the two-

polt1 prediction of ref. (7) (-.-) than by the one-pole (constant K-

matrlx) Hjt of ref. (30).

Important additional information (for the Sl'(3) discussion to

follow) comes from the related *Y?> and <Y?> coefficients30^ (lower

two parts of Fig. 7) whose form enables the sign of R •"- (g^/R^)

to be identified as plus (assuming the IT •* KK P apd D waves are given

by the appropriate tails of the n and 1 resonances with conventional

SUC3) couplings, cf. ref. (7)).

Fig. 8 ahowH tlie s»me theoretical curves enmpared to results on

EnaU-t K+K~ production at 6 GeV/c from Arficnne33*. When phase shift

analyzed, these should have useful hearing not only on S but also on

34)
t' * KK coupling, two key input data for an SU(3> analysis of the

scalar decays.



An extra source of information comes from thi* study of I

' Unit* »l<PnflirtlJ *t.— I' " l
1

^ .production Near threshold, the K"K mass (and charge) difference

should produce quite narked effects which could perhaps be exploited

to achieve a more precise determination of £**. Both long range

(Coulombic) and short range effects should te allowed for36*. The

short range (mass-breaking) effects are naturally catered for by an

extension of the 'kinematic' prescription of eq. (3) for representing

hadronic syiemetry breaking (in (3) replace g?,k2 by fc E2 .^/** + *z^°^

In an obvious notation). Witli coupling constant estimates such as 'H' of

Fig. 5, quite considerable displacements (£ 15 MeV) of the c fl ̂  ̂  peak

positions as between K K~ and K2K° can result. Such effects should alsos s

be taken account of in parameterizing inelasticity in the iin channel In

energy dependent phase shift analyses .

So much for the S ; now in discuss the residual I • 0 S wave

dynamics.

(d) Additional Resonance Structure in the 1 • OS wave.

Applied to the energy-dependent phase shift results of ref. (26)

(COWj), the «£ - <5° -W°)S prescription of eq. (6) Rives a clear-cut .

result (Fig. 9). The E(900) and E'(1200) effects coalesce Into a single

broad rcsonant-like structure with 90° traversal close to 1100 Mev, and

most rapid phase change at about 1300 MeV or more. Furthermore. (nO)S

o

largely exhausts <n°)cow U&«lo see Fig. 9) , suggesting that cUlQD-1300)

is a mainly clastic effect.

Such an interpretation, comprising just one heavy t resonance,

dispells the main difficulties is assimilating the scalar tally to

the quark model. Not only docs one thereby hnve Just the right number

of candidate:; instead of a Furptus, Vitil also tht* mass-syHtumatics arc

at leant qualitatively normal. With ?.. - 0.97, n ••- 1.25, v^t, * 1.0
i< • S

(fieV) and a mixing angle ng ^ ft7° (see below), the C-H-0 fornula (for

squared masses)

" W62 +

1.4 GcV.

(9)

Tlie above general |>ic-,yre is stable against quite significant

variations in the input information and its detailed Interpretation.

For example, the two-polo S is inessential for the qualitative result .

Tills Is illustrated in Fig. 10 from ref, (8) in which nltcrnstlve one-

pole (A) and two-polo (B) forms arc fitted to particular TTTI input

information as discussed above.

Whst about alternative sets of w phase shifts? In order to

spftn the region of Intercut, they have at present to be based on the

Cern-Munieh results , however there exist several Alternative analyses,

and also independent information below about 1.1 GcV. Between 0.6 and

1.0 GcV, tJ.cre now exists a reasonable consensus * ' ; above 1 GcV,

srMous ambiguities enter such that even qualitative features such AS the

existence of the p'U&OO), are placed in doubt. * In this connection,

there h*it been an interesting analysis by Froggatt nnd Peterson.

Starting from the observation that all four of Estahrooks nnd Martin's

alternative phase shift solutions above 1 GcV yield the stmc 'on-shall'

42)Lcgendro moments, they proceed to fit this and other input Information

using very flexible forms for the partial v,ivc amplitudes embodying

fixed-1 nnd fixed-u an.ilytlcity. The outcome Is an essentially unique

solution for tht? phnne shifts, among whose welcome features Is n p'(lfiOP)



coupled to the nn P-uavc (tnf,, = 1600 • 50 MeV, r*?
C = 220 1 70 HeV,

(f • 2n/F •* all) - .35 i .1). The corresponding S and P vave Argand

plots arc shown in Fig. 11.

Ic in of course tlie S-wav<? resoles which arc of direct present

concern, in Fig, 12, the resulting '.°, •£ values, together with

Eatabrookrt and Martin's bands of possibility below 1 CeV , arc

compared with the 'COV^' phase-shifts (all plotted modulo 180°) upon

which the S -c separation of Fig. 9 vrts based. The qualitative picture

of an e<l,l-1.3) is very nutiaf.ictorily upheld. In the subsequent

SUO) analysis* the width and coupling-constant valuer, r£n •* 600-700

MeV, (gjf>
a % .50-.55 (cf. ref. (7)) will be aaauiwd.

r.(1200) * KK3**

A final phenonenological point concerns the c •* KK branching ratio.

In the SU(3) analysis to follow, the rather conservative limit
rc -* KK'rc * Tiit * '* w t l 1 b i «dopt«d; one should obtain a much better

Unit from a full analysis of KK production.

*. SUP1 Analysis of Scalar Dectiy Parameters

Th* question arises how best to use the above phenoMiiologieal

input information to achieve an SUO) analysis of the scalar decays.

On* possibility7^ is •imply to subitLtute tha abova reduced widths,

(Sbc) » Into the appropriate SU(3) relations, show that there exists

a solution and establUh values for the paraneters g?, g\ and 3 . ,

Here, an alternative procedure making less specific assumptions will

be adopted in order to show that, within the above general interpretative

framework, the scalar nonet i s definitely not ideal. Roughly (and

loosely ') sponklng. the existence of the S - nn decay node i s

sufficient to establish this; however, the resonance pole lies so close

to the strongly coupled KK threshold as to necessitate some additional

quantitative input.

Consider the following propositions:

1. S (1000) exists with appreciable coupling to HIT and KK (***)

2. The observed rapid phaBc movements correspond to a second sheet

resonance pole whose location Inpllcs

1.7 $ ( B J R / ^ * ) 2 « 6 (**>

(cf. the region of Fig, 5 enclosed by 00000).

3. The sign of RS ^ l^'Sfli , l s PO"***1"* (**)

(ef. argument accompanying Fig. 7).

4. The S* •* HH partial width, f^ % 60-210 H«V (*)

(cf. tha region of Fig. 5 enclosed by • • ) .

5.. The residual 1 - J - 0 nn phase shift , after allowing for the S ,

correspond* to an c-r«sonance of MUSS * 1.1 CeV and width

rjjR t 640 HtV; the structure associated with this c(12OO)3

include* the fahillar c(900) and c'<12S0) effects. (*)

ft. c(1200) has relatively S M I I inolastldty

) 3 i )

Aasuhptions 2 and 3 give.

* and 5 live

.12 « (i;

6 |lvti

0 « (l^B,

t .« (»);

(C).



Implications for SU(3) come from inserting th" above estimate

into the formula (for the decays of an even-spin natural parity meson

nonet into a pair of octet pseudo-scalars):

• 3(A-c)2:(2X+c)2:(>+c)2i3CAc+l)Z:<2c>-l)Z:(-Xc+l)2:2<c2+n:3(c2+l):

i9/2(cZ+l):l/2(c2+l) (10)

Tot each of the paraMtera c • cotO_ and X = S,/fi_, which together

control the decay pattern, the quark model distinguishes a particular

value aa being of especial interest:

(a) Ideal-mixing (SQ = (XX)) implies c » Jl .

(b) Zweig'a Rule (allowed decays correspond to planar connected quark

diagrams) inplles X - </l.

Where both (a) and (b) obtain (or nor* |M)arally whenever c • *)»

th« Qt-cay Ro -* .m la forbidden (cf. tq. (10)). The suppression of

the decays f* + nir and • + *p I S conventionally understood in these

terns.

On substituting the above inequalities (A), (B) and' (C) into

formula (10), one obtains

X I * { — . 3.M t 1.0 (A1)

1 i -jig- t (.51 i .16) (••)

1*1 " 1 ^ 1 i .» «')

The resulting demarcation of the (X,c) plane is shown in Fit. 13. The

allowed region (indicated by vertical shading) is seen to be far from

'fdc-il*. However, It JR compatible with the '7,wcif> Rule' configura-

tion > - *f2. (A rnihrr Rlmilar value resulted from the an.ily&jt: <si

te(. (7) employing, estimator for thi' lasgtittudfH of (R, )** (conBistcmy

with Kg from •' .ind • decays), of which the result iti represented on

Pig. 13 by the black dot). If one asau.ftea A « /2t quite tight l ln l i s

.4 t cotOg .6 (cf. Fig. 13).

With * thus aetstgncd, each phcnomcnojonlral coupiing-coriJtant

•Htlcintc yields g^ as a function of Cs, ,ind one can demnnd consistency.

This is Illustrated In Fig. U using S and c coupling constant e*tlMt«s

fro* ref. (?) the former corresponding to 'H* on Fig. 5, and the values

(or the I i 0 decays derived above. Two consistency requirements arc

iantdlately evident: (1) Rather large S coupling constants are

preferred (*H* rather than 'F1 on Fig. 5); (2) The .: •* KK width should be

wary • • i l l . As already enphaslxed, further KK phaa* shift analysis

! • n*eded to test both propositions.

On prvst'iu ovldcncv, *n* tiin conclude

0 K ^ f,0° - >o° ; X :: i.ijs . ,2S

5. tUSCUSSlOH

It appears that the scalar nom't 1H definitely non-Ideal; Indeed

the ph*nom»nolo(>lcally infrrrcd nixing .inplo tails rather close to the

value, 0 s • arc co«(2*^) \ 70,5° which, .insumlnK the Zwelg's RUU value

X • /l, corrOKpontlH to r^KK, a Bltuation which one might term

'mindaiic' mixing (Fig. 15). This outcome has bearing on KCVerAl

quctit lonn:



(i) Are PL-son imncis dual ly ideal?

According to the forcR.nng discussion, we have a second instance alonn

with the pscudo-KLMlars of a non-ideal ncpou nonet, AI ready this it innlo

examplv t e l l s against, the idea uf Pc Rujula Pt al that non-ideality is

a peculiar property of the pseudo-scalars. Instead, we have two approxi-

mately ideal <1~", 2**) and two non-ideal « f * t 0**) f sn i l ies . What Is

the general systematic*?

(ii) Qualitative bearing on f <jya.it urn number*

Observation of the decay </(3.7) •» f>(3*l)n with a branching ratio of

(4 t 2)K*7) la difflculc to reconcile ulth the simp*..e'conceaUd chani'

picture which requires both the *'s to be SU(3) singlets. That the

•(3.1) Is correctly viewed us a singlet Is upheld by the seenlng non-

occurrence of the decay *(3.1) •* KK. The diff iculty stems frost the

pridoninantly octet nature of ths n in conventional analyses,

|n> • •inOF|P1> + co» Op |P8> ,

with o j i n % 24°, e j u a d * 10°. The singlet component of the decay should

be depressed by a factor *tn2Op, diff icult , having regard to the available

phase space, to reconcile with the large rate , at conpared to * ' •• •««

(% 501). i f i t Is l eg l t lMte to view «' + *** aa • ' + *c f the present

result *

|c> • cos OglS^ + slnOs|sB>

wth co»0s ^ .36 soaewhat e w e s the diff iculty,

( i l l ) Higher a y e t r y systematic!

Vithln the L-excitstion quark model and abstractions therefrom, one

seeks to correlate e l l the analogous decays proceeding from n given t-band/

Hie scalars (0 j aw i-li^&i I ii-<i with tiit un-.urs- {.• ) 1:1c1 tlie two tMies

of axial vector ( 1 * anu I4") ujthln the i irnt exclu*d loucl, I. - 1. hoih

the patterns nnd the absolute mnRnitudt1^ of tho v.trlotin ducays can be

coaparrd. Only tli'̂  tintur.tl parJiv st-i. ir.r ',2' , n ) 1ind» i tse l f LO the

first tyre °f coBip.irlBon, liitri- is on i:-«-' (•»<•• hand fii* .-icproxlmaicly

ideal tensor fairily ('.--c-,1- 1.7 from ibo BKISI: furrial.i .-ind f V T")l on

the other hand, the scaliirs for which the iiarometer values >g •t' 1.25 f .25

and > n .5 M are Indicated. Perhapu, Zwflc'- Rule (' • "f2) nppl<v»

univerHBlly but mlxinp varies from CHSC to cntte . U will be interesting

to compare with decay patterns from higher L-bande, when information berotiog

available.

At present, there in «or* scope for absolute rate cooptrlions, of

which the prime disadvantage 1ft a ntrnng dependence on the recipe

[or forming reduced widths. Nonetheless, uslnt the standard (p )

prescription \ th« above phenonenological estimates r
r ^ fln ^ 64° HeV,

r_* i- 200 MeV are In very satisfactory agreement with other S-wave

decays of the L • 1 band (B(1237) - S-wavc ("u) c t c . ) 1 0 ' A 9 ^) , In chls

connection, further confirmation of the 4(976) decay parameters would be

•specially WCICOBC.

6. SUHHAJtY

In conclusion, wu appear to hnve a consistent 'far-from-ldeal'

picture of the scslar nonet. Key areas for Improved input information

are the decays 6 * *n and KK and S , c •*• KK.
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•lnglet-octae content of the 1 - j - o in aysten (aaa Sec. 5).

5. J. L. Rosner, Physics Reports UC, 189 (1974) (wherein (p.280) a

three-component model of the I • 0 scalars comprising two (qq)

levels and a 'dilaton' is discussed).

6. D. G. Sutherland and R. Oaken (private consnunlcatlont),
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of tlijs paper).

15, Among other things, Ruch & pri-hrrlrtiop is contietrnt with the

standard 'Le îMSon-Theomr.' class If lc.it ion.

16» For this, tut* rcf. (17) and, espcciJilly AS repardu the «« ncci^rt

tef. (18).
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L2. Although unsurprising, this does not have to be the c,\-..vt hln> «-

each phase shift 'solution* begins afresh from the o'f—.li.-]] in;ni

information.

43. One has to assume 'Zweig's Rule'.

46. The 'star-grading' which is for the convenience p[ non-xperi;iiisft

is a hopefully objt.-cd.ve assessment of the dearee of acceptance which

the following statements would command (*** - most people, ** - surae

people betides the authors of refs. (7 and 8), etc.).

S* S* 2
45. A« will be «een, key constraints are (a) (g^/g,,,,) * *> (upper 000),

48

<b> T^/r^ t 1/3 (Lower flflHfM, (c) Sign of <gj/g|k).

A. De Rujulfl, H. Georgi and S. L. Claehow, Harvard Preprint, 1975.

A. H. Boyarskl ct al, SLAC-PUB-1599 (1975).

Tht difficulty, whoa* detailed form was stressed to me by

W. Colglazier, implicitly assumes conservation of ordinary

hadronic quantum numbers in 4-decay.

A9. ct. Tti, (S) and ref.(18). Chap. 13.

Tablfr 1 : Sheet II Pole Parameters for the S (adapted from ref. (18)).
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74 •
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(KfV)
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16

10

20

4

(14)

(30)

(32)

(26)

(31)



FIGURE CAPTION:?

FlR. 1

Fig. 2

Pole and shept s t r u c t u r e associated with *(976).

F i t s to decays of the ft (976):

(a) irri production via straiigetiuss exchange - data fron ref. (20) ,

curves < i ^ > (B5,n)3

(b) nn production via non-strange exchange - data from ref. <?1),

(c) K°K mass spectrum in pp annihilation at 1.2 GeV/c from

ref. (11), curves C ^ ; ^ ) correspond to <gg)5 • (Q'^'

Fig. 3 Compilation of I • \ S wave KIT phase shifts (refe. (17, 18))*

curves (^^) correspond to (8g>K " 1$'$)'

Fig. 4 Pole (x) and ihecc structure associated with S <10QD) according

to ref. (7).

Fig. 5 Estimates of 5*-couplines, <gjn>
2 and (gjjjj)2

(gji B25
: Lines (£j;u) come from assuming Just Eg* posltionf

points E, F, C, H, P from adding information on E s*; (^J^J

enclose assumed parameter region for SU(3) discussion In

SRC. 4; {....) x (y) correspond to alternative longer-rang*

inclaBticity behaviours, [1 - (nJ)ZIE m lA GtV • .67 (.33)

(for other details, see'text).

Fig. 6 Estimate of o(i»+it" * K+K~) from ref. (30).

Fig. 7 Comparison oE cross-section and <Y?>2 moments for n -n" + K
+K~

from ref. (30) with model fits (from ref. (7)).

Fig. 8 Small-t K+K*" produecion at 6 GeV/c (from ref. (33)) with same

model predictions an Fig, 7 superposed ( )•

) and outcome of

' a s o n-i exp

Fig> 9 Plienuiiieiiologir;il

modulo 160°) ftom ref. (26)

c*
fi° - 6 - ( i " ) p re sc i ip t ion (- - - ) ; -

compared lo (n°)S (- * - ) (from ref. ( 7 )} p

Fig. 10 Al te rna t ive one- (A) and two- (B) pole f i t s t o phenottenolagical

fin phase information (from ref . (B)) .

Fig. 11 mt Argand P lo t s for S (I - 0) and P waves from rcf. (41) .

Fig. 12 'S -c s e p a r a t i o n ' of Fig. 9 confronted with recent phase

determinat ions (from r e f s . (37) (shaded band) ami (41) (cf. F ig . 11)

( • ) ) . The undotted flrrowB depict 90 (270°) t r aversa l* and Che

dotted arrow a possible l oca t i on for the underlying dynamic c .

Fig. 13 PosBible configurat ions in (A,c) plane - parameter apace

con t ro l l i ng SU(3) decay p a t t e r n of s ca l a r decays (S^ + P | , p
c >-

I n e q u a l i t i e s (A1) U ' > *nd ( C ) (discussed below cq, (10)) fea ture

as follows: (A')(0000)f (B')(-4«4.), (C')(- - - ) I ( J ^ J ^ )

correspond* to taking X and V negative]. Ref. \.?)'t analysis yielded Q

Fig. 14 Plot of (g^) vs Og (assujilng Zwelg'i Rule for 1 • 0 decays).

Curves (- - - ) correspond to results of ref t . (g).

Fig. li PhenomcncloBlcally inferred slnglct-octet nixing (full arrows)

compared to ' ideal ' .(dashed arrows) and 'aundane' mixing

i (dots).
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Recent Results From The CERM-MPI Spectrometer
Talk presented by B. Hyamii

H.Becker, W.Blum, V.Chabaud, H.Dletl, D.Garelick, B.Gottschalk,
G.Grayer, H.dcGroot, G.Kentschel, B.Hyams, C.Jones, E.Lorenz,
G.Ltttjens, G.Lutz, K.Manner, J.Meisshurger, T.Papadopoulou,
R.Richtor, K.Rybicki, U.Sticrlin, B.Stringfellow, M.Turala,
P.Hellhammer. CERN and Max-Planck-Instltute CoUaboratlon.

All the above people have contributed to some aspect of
the physics of the experiments I report here. The l i s t i s
incomplete - the major omission i s the group of physicists
who have provided us with an excellent polarized target .

1 w i l l present results from two experiments.
One, s t i l l in progress measuring mainly

w"p+ •*• nn*iT~

off a transversely polarised target.

The other, now completed, measuring

•"p •» n!t+K~

establishing a spin ** resonance,

irp. •• nmr

A) Why and what we measure

I t i s a simple 2 body reaction, in that 6 parity restr ict*
final s tates and exchanged particles (trajectories) . w» spin
Is readily measured. Pomeron exchange 1* excluded. Thus i t
i s a good probe of production dynamics. Moreover, at low | t |
we hope to measure »« scattering.

So far good s t a t i s t i c s experiments have been made
MOO,000 events) on unpolarized targets . But a complete
neasurement needs more information.

To measure al l the observables, say, for the sljnple case
of M(mr) £ 1 GeV where the HIT system has only t - 0,1 waves we
have to measure hel lc i ty amplitudes for 1 • 0 and 1 - 1
(m • 1,0,-1) and each of these 4 may f l i p or not f l i p the
nueleon spin.

Thus t.tiere arc 8 amplitudes, I.e. (16-1 absolute phase) • 15

independent real variables to be determined.

W*. ;h a transversely polarized target one measures the

angular distribution of the IT ir~ in their rest system, say the

distribution in 6,4, the angles in the Gottfried Jackson frame,

and the angular distribution in tfi, the angle between the

normal to the n, (HIT) production frame (n) and the proton

polarization direction (p).

One nay express the resulting angular distributions in

terms of some set of 8 (complex) amplitudes.

Starting with hellcity amplitudes

non flip NP^ - <jm + |T| •> , flip pj - <jm + |T| ->

we may use amplitudes labelled natural (N) and unnatural (U)'

parity exchange, using n for non-flip and f for flip with

angular momentum j and projection m.

4-41
i (-D"r:

Or we may use the combination of amplitudes, calle<
transversity amplitudes, defined by

V? • — ("n" + (-1)" "f?)

i f )

The observable moments ':'. the singular distribution arc
then given by table 1 for s and p waves only. For this case
there are IS Independent non linear equations. However there



•re no cross products between the g#h amplitudes, therefore

1 relative phase cannot be determined, and there Is 1 constraint

to the 14 independent measurements (see TaMe 1).

Qualitatively we know from unpolarlzed target data that

low ]t| irir production can be described by unnatural parity (IT)

exchange and a cut term. Above /)tj * 0.55 natural parity (At)

exchange predominates. Polarization is expected to come from

A« (non-flip) and cut (flip) interference1) as in fig.1.

Polarization

Pig. 1

However we had an indication from earlier work1) (fig.2) that
for ft) < O.O03 (GeV>* the observed intensity of the m • 0
moments expected from w exchange did not follow the Jt|
dependence, "c exPfAt? which it exchange might be expected to

(t-M1)1

give. If this effect i s due to 'A,' exchange, which can give
spin non-flip amplitudes, i t might give large polarizations
at low | t | , even though i t barely shows up in intensity
Measurements.

Technique

The apparatus layout Is shown in f ig.3. The features
of the spectrometer peculiar to this experiment are f irstly
the problems of reconstructing interactions in n magnetic f ield,
and secondly the construction of an efficient set of Y sensitive
anti- counters in a magnet gap with only 50 mm free space in
height. This difficulty arises largely because the magnetic
field has to be uniform to 1 part in 10* to give good polariz-
ation.

The experime: consists in measuring the "action with
spin up, and spin down and using the difference in these two
distributions to determine the cos>),sini|j depend it terms. The
spin f l ip i s induced by changing the frequency < the micro-
wave oscillator inducing the polarization, so th t to a very
good approximation no geometrical asymmetries in the apparatus
can contribute polarization terns. Only changes in asymmetries
between spin reversals can do th i s . The free protons in
Butanol are about 70% polarized.

Measurements in the low | t | region are of prime
importance, therefore one cannot dntect the recoil neutron.
Thus we rely on very high s tat i s t i cs to overcome the reduction
of effective polarization due to events from the bound protons.
We hope to record between 1.5 and 2.0 10* good IT «"n events -
recording a total of some 2 10T triggers.

The proton polarization i s measured directly by r.f.
induced signals, we are malting a rough cross check measuring
th* polarization in elastic ir'p scattering.

He hwo built an Hi target to replace the butanol to
ensure that we enn reproduce the angular distributions we
measured previously in Hi.

C) Results

1 show preliminary results from some 160 K events, about
10% of the total data wo hope to record.

Fig.4 shows the missing mass determined from the v*w"
measurement on Hj, and fig.5 the resulting spherical harmonic
moments superposed on a plot of our measurements in a
published experiment.

Figs.6,7 show the missing masses determined from the
**ir~ measurement on B'ltanol, with these data spMt ..ecording
to low and high momentum transfer. 'We attribute this poor
missing mass selection at low |t*j to a nuclear physics effect,
and not to anti-counter inefficiency since the hydrogen data



give good missing mass selection at low 111. The absorption of
a slow *~ in Carbon giving all i t s energy to two fast neutrons
la quite a high cross section process. He account for the big
width of our low | t | missing mass spectrum off Sutanol by the
absorption of a virtual «" giving i t s energy to two neutrons,
a mechanism for foiling our otherwise vigilant T anti-counters
which has no counterpart with an Hi target.

Fig.a shows the x» Invariant mass spectrum off butanol.

Fig.9 shows the polarization angle, («). dependence for
the xx data - in the data with a recoiling neutron, and for
events which do not have a neutron recoil .

Fig.10 shows the | t | dependonco of the <com<t y|>
polarization term. It appears not to behave at small | t | ,
as we have been led ti believe by ancient folk lore, but I
must add that these are s t i l l preliminary results, which may
yet change.

rig. 11 ehowa the sine term binned separately for the
P, t and g regions.

A small s tat i s t ic ! experiment measuring

*"Pt * ' l i , - t

Is being recorded. No polarisation data are yet available*
Thsorirt and phenomenologitt colleagues are cordially invited
to make their polarisation predictions BEFORC the data are
presented.

w"a •» nX*x" new spin 4 resonance

I wil l describe here briefly the final results of an
experiment first reported last year') on the reaction

with 11.4 Cev incident w*.

3 10* triggers were recorded, giving 3 10* two prong
events, and 3.7 10" n x V events with 1% »+w" and It pp back-
ground.

For M(K+K~) < 2.4 GeV a l l possible K+K~ 'decay' con-
figurations (all 6** In KK frame) fal l Inside tha apectrometer
acceptance. Fron the observed spectrum the production spectrum
can be calculated by rotating the observed events around the
beam axis, and calculating what fraction of the observed
events were not accepted. Fig.12 gives the resulting mass
spectrum.

The enhancement around 2 GeV appears after acceptance
correction because the angular distribution in this region
has reduced acceptance. The sane effect i s seen at the g
mase (1.1700 CeV).

Fig.13 gives the moments of the XK distribution in the
t channel frame. The moments y ) t y | . y | appear to arise from
spin 3,spin 4 Interference) spin 4 intensity) spin 4,5 inter-
ference respectively.

The miss of the spin 4 resonance could be determined from
fig.12, but a determination of the width requires some
parastetrlsation of the data. To determine the spin 4 width
(and mass) the intensity distribution fig.12 and the moments
of f ig . 13 have been fitted in the range 1.55 < M(KK) < 2.3 GeV,
0.025 < | t | < 0.2S <GeV)' aa follows. The spin 3 and spin 4
amplitudes are paranstrlsed by Hreit-Higner amplitudes with
H and r aa fro- parameters. The t • 0,1,2,5 wave amplitudes
were parametrized to have a linear mass dependonce, but with
tha magnitudes as free parameters. The resulting Intensities
N<y!> were calculated, varying the free parameters to minimize
the x' of the total f i t . The f i t gave

H»2 i « Mev

2050 ! 25 MSV

do

205 1 20 HeV

225 I+120
70 MeV

Fig. 14 shows | | (or XX events in the range 1.9 to 2.3
GeV, and | | for »« events *n the same mass range. Tho
similarity of these distributions (at low 111), and the small
values of the yi iromonts make i t plausible that * exchange i s
a production mschanism.



He determine the quantum numbers of th i s now state
<h meson) to be (pin 4, thus J P » 4+ , c - r. i f produced
vi» » exchange then I • even, C - • and IG • O+.

1) O.Grayer, B.Hyams, C.Jones, P.Schleln, P.Wellhunur, H.Blum,
H.Diatl, H.Koch, E.Lorenz, G.Ltttjcns, H.Manner,
J.Meissburgor, W.Ochs and U.Stlerlln, Nucl. Phys. B75
(1974)189.

2) A.C.Irving and C.Michael, 'High energy production and decay
of vector and tensor mesons*, CERM theory report
TH 1825-CEHH IS/3/1974.

3) H.MHnner, invited talk to the IV Int. Conf. on Experimental
Hcnon Spectroscopy, Boston, 1974.

Relation between amplitudes and Moments for s- and p-waves

Table 1

t | - <Y{>

t | - <V}»

t | - 2<RoYl>

t | • <vj»

t ) > 2<RoY|>

t | - 2<ReY|>

p | - 2<CO«*>VJ>

p | - 2<eos**J>

pt • 4<eos\!-RoY|>

pl - 2<COS*Y|>

p l • 4<coa*KeY|>

p | - 4<COS*F«Y|>

r | • 4<sin*ImY|>

r l - 4<slniMmY|>

rS - 4<sin*Imy|>

"Trancvnrsity" anplit/jdes

«. • x »« - x 'a - a«; «„ - "«i
- ^ = < i < | g s l ' + | h s | « + | g o | « + !ho |»>+

+ In , , !1 • I » N I ' + | g o l « • | h o | » )

A - R e { g u g ; + huh*)

^ i ( | g o l + ! h o l l«iil ' V ' ' N 1 l hN ! '

^ ~ «of9u9; • hohj)

J^JI-Jul'+ll'ul'-i^l'+lh,,!')

^-=fi<l9,l' - lt>,l' • l«ol* • ! h o ' M +

" * l«ol" " I",,!1 - I«NI! • '"Vil'*

^= "•'909; " Vs>

•£- Ro(Vs " huhS'

/% *.(,„,; - vJ»
./-i-dnul'-lhul'tlg I'-l^l1)

JL[-Re(V;-hshjD

V-5?[-Rr(v5-hNhJ']

t/feE-»«<vS - vS»)



Flqur« cantlon*

Fig. 1 : See text.

Fig. 2 ! Joints with error bars give measurements of (do/dt)

(<y}> + /5<v!> + 3<v!>) versus S& for

700 < M < S50 MeV/c1 (do/dt in arbitrary units).

The lower iurve shows the function -ct/(t - u')*

fitted to the data. The upper (dashed) curve shows

a fit to the data of the sane function with

measurement errors folded in.

Fig. 3 t See text.

4 i See text.

5 i See text.

« i See text.

7 i See text.

I i See text.

• t see text.

i see text,

i See text,

i K Y invariant mass spectrum for 0.025 < |t| < 0.25

Gev'. The data are corrected for geometrical

acceptance and various detector losses.

Solid curve i result of fit.

Dotted curve i contribution of t • 0,1,2,5 partial

waves.

oil event) - 0.13 t 0.02 nbarn.

Fig. 13 i Hast dependonee of the moments H.<v5J> for ( £ L - 10

and M - 0 and 1 for 0.025 < |t| < 0.25 OeV1 In the

t-ehannel helicity frame.

Solid curve i result of fit.

Pig. 14 i Differential cross section do/dt versus /ftf for

events with 1.9 < >lK|t < 2.3 GeV. The data are

compared with rosults from »"p » «*»"n at 17 OeV.

Only the corrected spectrum is displayed.

Pig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig. 10

Pl«. 11

Fig. 12
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Raw data
n'n* mass spectrum
MM2 < 1.3
Butanol target

0.4 0.8 1.2
INVARIANT MASS
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3000r
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2000
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K~K+ and *~i+ Production in K*p Interactions at 13 G«V

by

G.W, Brandenburg

Laboratory for Nuclear Science,

Ma«s«chuntt* Institute of Technology Cambridge, Man. 02139

* Work supported by D.S. Energy Research and Development Administration

1.0 Introduction

The production of dipion and dikaon states with a It" bean i s

interesting in several respects. For example all three vector me-

sons are produced with comparable hypercharge exchange amplitudes

in these reactions. This i s to be contrasted with IT-induced reac-

tions where there i s l i t t l e • production and where g-parity demands

different exchanges for pa and u production. In addition to the t#

the production of other Kk states such as the s* and f • i s also

enhanced since an incident KR state i s obtained via K exchange.

vector meson production with hypercharge exchange has been

studied at lower energies where i t was also possible to measure the

polarization of the recoiling A or I'.1'2'3 In a high-statistics

spark chamber experinent performed by SLAC Group B, these measure-

ment* have been extended to high energies.4 Since the recoil baryon

i s inferred from the missing mass in our experiment, we do not measure

the l o t : ' polarization. However, our increased sensit ivity makes

i t possible to study other subtle effects such as p'-u interfsrence

and S* production.

A brief description of the experiment follows in Section 2. The

production of $ and pf mesons i s analyzed and discussed in Section 3.

The phenomenon of p'-u interference i s the subject of section 4.

Finally, the observation of S* production i s presented in Section 5.

2.0 The Experiment

The experiment was performed in an RF separated 13 GeV K*baam

at SLAC using a wire spark chamber spectrometer system." Fig. 1

shows a plan view of the apparatus. Scintillation counter hodoscopes,

two threshold Cerenkov counters, and 1 ran wire spacing proportional



chambers are uxad to measure the mass, momentum, and trajectory of

each beam particle incident on the 1 meter long hydrogen target.

The beam resolutions are ± 0.3% in momentum, t 0.5 mrad in angle,

and i 1 ma in space at the interaction point. The dipole magnet

aperture i s 0.6 • high x 1.8 m vide and has a Held integral of

IS kg m. The nine magnetostrictive readout wire spark chambers

each consist of 2 gaps with 4 readout coordinates and have small

polyurathane plugs installed through which the beam passes* The

spark chamber lever arms are 1 m upstream and 2 m downstream of

the magnet, yielding secondary momenta resolution better than 11.

The observed 13 GeV 1C° * **»" decay invariant mass distribution has

a FHHM - 12 HeV.

The trigger for the experiment, defined using several sc in t i l l -

ation counter hodoscopes, required that 2 or more charged particles

pass through the spectrometer after originating from an interaction

in the hydrogen target. In addition, the magnet was lined with

scinti l lation counters to reject events in which a secondary particle

strikes the pole piece. The large aperture Cerenkov counter con-

tained eight optically distinct elements and provided K, « identi-

fication of the secondary particles.

3.0 » and p' Meson Production

The production of vector mesons recoiling against A or E* hyperons

i s a prominent feature of both the K'K* and w"w+ channels. These

reactions involve hypercharge exchange in the t-channel and thus are

a good source of information on X* and K exchange. In this section,

we analyze the production and decay distributions of the • and p* me-

sons and discuss the general characteristics of the data.

3.1 Data selection

The large threshold Cerenkov counter described in Section 2

i s used to identify the K~K+ and «~»4 data. In both cases the dom-

inant background i s from the reaction K~p -*• K~*+ (HH). Therefore

the T~ir events are selected by requiring that the negative particle

be a "". This leaves a small contamination fro* K~ decays, which

can easily be estimated using the usasured IMc* events. The strong

t signal, on the other hand, allows a weaker selection criterion

to be used for JL'K* evrots in the * region. In particular we re-

quire th«t any positive particle entering the Cerenkov counter not

be a »+i if a particle misses the counter i t i s assumed to be a K+.

The resulting K~»* contamination of the 4 data i s less than 2%.

The recoil missing «*•• spectra for events in the *

(1.009 < M(KK) < 1.029 GeV) and thWp' (0.70 < Ml**) < 0.84 GeV) re-

gions are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b respectively. In both d i s tr i -

butions there i s a broad peak encompassing both the A and I* hyperons,

followed by a substantial dip at 1.3 GeV. our experimental missing

mass resolution i s not sufficient to resolve the A and £' peaks,

but i t provides adequate separation from higher mass hyperon states.

There i s also a strong peak at the A( 1S20) in Pig. 2, and some evi-

dence for Y*(1385) production. Por the study of the •(A/ I') final

state we select the events in the interval 1.00 < HH < 1.25 GeV. For

the p*(A, £*) final state, the contaminating K~**n events peak at a

misiiing mass of 0.97 GeVr therefore we use a tighter cut,

1.05 < HH < 1.225 GcV.

The K"K* mass spectrum for the selected K~K+(A, I1) events i s

shown in Fig. 3a. In order to display the ful l mass range, only those



event* with * positively identified K+ have been plotted here. The

histogram has not been corrected for the experimental acceptance,

which decreases smoothly with increasing mass. In the high mass re-

gion there i s a large peak at the f'(1514). The decay of the f* i s

discussed in a forthcoming publication. The $ peak appears to have

a broad shoulder in Fig. 3ai however, when replotted on a finer scale

in Fig. 3b, the • i s cleanly separated from a structure at 1.07 GeV.

This shoulder i s the result of the K*(890) decay into a K* and a ir+

which has been misidentified as a K+. The less stringent requirement

that the positive particle not be identified as a v* was used in

plotting Fig. 3b a«d, as was discussed above, the resulting $ peak

has less than 21 K~*+ contamination. For further study the reaction

K~p * $(A, I1) i s selected by the mass cut 1.009 < M(2£KJ < 1.029 GeV.

The irV* mass spectrum is shown for events recoiling against a

<A, Z*) mass in Fig. 4. The sharp peak at the K° mass i s from

K~p •+ K°(n,&') events where the missing mats has fallen in the [A,E')

cut. Above the p* peak there i s evidence for S* production at 0.98

Gev (see section 5) and a broad peaking at the f°[1270). As in Fig. 3,

the histogram is uncorrected for th* smoothly varying acceptance. The

dotted curve under th* p" i s the estimated x"ir+ contamination* the

K*(890) decay causes th is contamination to peak below 0.7 GeV. The

actual ***** background under the P' does not appear to be very large;

in fact the data are consistent with being pure P-wave in this region

(see Section 3.3). The TT~*+ mass cut 0.7 < m^ < 0.64 GeV is used to

define the K~p * p*(A(£*) data sample.

3.2 Angular Distribution Analysis

He have extracted the spherical harmonic moments <V^m
> of both

the * and p° decay angular distributions as functions of t ' • -t + t - .

The technique used was to perform a maximum likelihood f i t of the

data to an acceptance corrected sum of spherical harmonies. Y. . Fits
Ira

were done in both the s-channel and the t-channel (Gottfried-Jackson)

helicity systems with a maximum I of two. In the case of the pe

i t was necessary to weight the data on an event by event basis to

correct for the K**TT contamination. In addition to the moments, the

f i t s also yield the corrected number of events in a given t ' bin.

Multiplying by the experiment normalization factor,4 we then obtain

an acceptance corrected differentia] cross section .

In Figs. 5 and 6 the solid points show corrected differential

cross sections versus t 1 for the 4 and p*. The $ cross section has

a dip at t1 » 0 and fal ls off exponentially above t1 - 0.1 GeV2 with

a slope of approximately 3 G*V~ . The p° data, though somewhat

sparse, are similar in shape and magnitude to the + * K~K+ crons

section*

3.3 5-Wave Background

As noted above, for both the $ and p°, the actual nonresonant

background i s consistent with being zero. When the small KMi con-

tamination i s subtracted from Fig. 3a, the <J> shape can be accounted

for by the experimental mass resolution and no additional background,

in the following section i t ia demonstrated that a f i t to the p1

peak also require* no background, although an interfering u i s required.

The Be observations are augmented by the fact that the values

of the density matrix elements R*PBB and Re p t a are consistent with

zero for a l l t*. This means that any S-wave background i s either

incoherent or 90° out of phase with the P-wave resonances. The latter



possibility was ruled out by measuring the values of Re pm£. for

the upper and lower sides of the resonance peaks; they were again

found to be zero. Therefore although a small incoherent S-wave

background cannot be ruled out, we will assume the <fr and p* mass

regions are pure P-wave.

This is not surprising in the case of the p*. Although there

is a broad S-wave enhancement under th« pion produced p * # the so-

called e, this dipion state is coupled to a itn initial state. In

the reaction under study the e would have to couple to a KK initial

state, considerably below KK threshold. Any S-wave that was pro-

duced underneath the p' would add incoherently, however, since an

S-wava HIT system must be produced by unnatural parity exchange

and the p* is produced predominantly natural parity exchange as

discussed below.

The possibility of observing the S-wave S" resonance at K~K+

threshold do«s exist, but the effect is overwhelmed by the neighbor-

ing • peak. The s* in the n~n+ channel is th« subject, of Section 5.

3.4 Natural and Unnatural Parity Exchange

Having assumed that the background to vector meson production

is nonexistant, i.e., p > s - 0, it is possible to obtain the elements

QQ0 and P X 1. In addition the p9 decay distributions were unanalyzed

assuming both I • 1 momenta (i.e.Re Pi, and R* p!B) were zero for

more accurate determinations of the P-wave density matrix elements.

He then form the combinations p^ » p M + p|_lt which to a good ap-

proximation at our energy project the natural (p+) and unnatural

(P_) parity exchange components to helicity one vector meson pro-

duction. The helicity *ero state (P M) can only be produced by

unnatural parity exchange. Multiplying the differential cross sec-

tion do/dt1 by p+, p_, and p00 gives the cross section fcr produc-

tion in each helicity and exchange parity state: c+, o_, and afi.

The cross sections thus obtained are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6 to-

gether with the total differential cross section. o+ it invariant

under rotations between the e-and t-channel frames, whereas o_ and

o, are not.

It is immediately clear from Figs. 5 and 6 that 4 and p* mesons

are produced dominantly by natural parity exchange in the reactions

b*ing studied. For the 4>, o+ is approximately SOt of do/dt
1 for all

values of t\- in the case of the p° the'fraction is about 60%. The

leading trajectories for natural parity exchange are the K* and K**.

Because of the dip at t1 • 0 in Figs. 5 and 6, the dominant

contribution to o+ appears to be a helicity flip amplitude. The

natural parity exchange amplitude! must be flip at the meson vertex;

if in addition it is non-flip at the baryon vertex there must be

such a dip. On the other hand, if the baryon vertex also has a

unit helicity flip* then the total helicity flip can be zero and

absorption is expected to fill in the forward dip.9 To obtain a

rough estimate of the fraction of o+ which has a net helicity flip

of one, we have fit the * data for t' < 0.5 GeV to the functional

form c(a + t1) •"**'. The purely exponential term represents the

contribution with zero net helicity flip. Integrating the resulting

expression over t* we find the fraction of o+ with a net helicity

flip to be 86 * 5%. He also note that the four p* points for c+ are

consistent with this fit.

He now turn to the smaller unnatural parity exchange cross sec-

tions for the * meson. In the s-channel, o, has a forward peak and



then fa l l s to z«ro at t 1 ^ 0.4 GeV2. On the other hand o_ has a

shape similar to o+ for t* > 0.4 GeV , but i s about 251 as large.

of and o_ in the t-channel are similar in behavior for small t'# but

for t ' £ 0.4 GeV they reverse with o0 remaining large. This can be

understood by considering the s-t crossing angle; i t i s 3 80° at

t ' - 0, but fal ls quickly to ^100° by t ' * 0.4 PeV2. For larger t 1

the crossing angle stays near 90°, which simply interchanges o0 and

The unnatural parity exchange cross sections for p° production

resemble those for the *, but with the roles of u( and o_ reversed.

In the t-chacnel i t i s a which remains a constant fraction (̂ 40%) of

cr+, while a drops off sharply. As with the 0, the crossing angle i s

1-90° for t ' * 0.2 GeV2, so the behavior of o, and o_ in the s-channel

(not shown) i s again just the reverse of that shown in Fig. 6 for the

t-channel.

Absorption of the dominant natural parity exchange amplitude

could result in some feedthrough into the unnatural parity ones.

However, i t i s well known that such feedthrough should only affect

a_ and not o g . Furthermore, because o+ i s predominantly helicity

f l ip , i t i s not expected tc be strongly absorbed. Therefore we con-

clude that 0, and o_ do indeed represent unnatural parity exchange

in the reactions studied. He note that p+ has risen from ^0.5 at

4 GeV incident energy1'2*3 to^ 0.8 at our energy, a rise that i s

consistent with the steeper energy dependence of the unnatural

parity exchanges ( i . e . , K» Q , and QB) •

3.5 SU3 Comparisons

Using SU3 with ideal- mixing and certain additional assumptions.

one obtains the prediction that the cross sections for K~p -*p*(A»£°)

and K~p -» u,tA#E°> should be equal.1 '1 0 Further i t is predicted that

K~p -*- $(A,E*) and K'p •* pl(A*E°) be related as a line reversal pair:

in particular if the contributing trajectories are exchange degenerate

then the cross section for $ production should be twice that for p*

production. Both predictions can be understood by comparing the

duality diagrams for these reactions shown in Fig. 7. If one ignores

the non-interacting top quark line* which i s different for the two

diagrams, i t i s clear that s l ine reversal relates them. The factor

of two arises from the fact that the pp pair in Fig. 7b i s an equal

mixture of p" and u.

This prediction also applies independently to the individual

components of the cross section: o+, cm, and o ( . It should be noted

that the relations between these components wi l l be different for

the A and S* final states, however the predictions o+($) • 2a+(p'), etc .

hold for the A and the I* independently as well as for their sum.

Comparing the experimental cross sections with this prediction/

vie have already observed that the shape of the o+ for the p* i s com-

pletely consistent with o, for the $. If we then integrate o+ over t1

and correct for tha 4> •* K*K+ branching fraction, we obtain a • to p*

ratio of 1.9* 0.2, in good agreement with the prediction. This agree-

ment not only suggests that at this energy the K* and K** trajectories

ate approximately exchange degenerate, but also that absorption of

o+ i s either weak or equal for <t- and p" production.

O,i the other haM, i t i s apparent from rigs . 5 and 6 that the
\

prediction i s badly broken for the unnatural parity exchange components.

In fact, the •} to o° ratio for the total cross sections i s 1.5* 0.;.,



with the deviation from two coming entirely from o_ ando0. The

disagreement fcr unnatural exchange could be the result of exchange

degeneracy breaking [for K and Qfi) or of absorption.

At lower energies, where natural parity exchange is less im-

portant, c+ for the $ is larger than, but not twice o+ lor the p'

(or the !i>).f' In addition, the A polarization hat been measured

to be non-zero in these experiit..-mts, which providos evidence that the

K* and K " trajectories cannot be exactly exchange degenerate.

4.0 p1 - w Interference

4.1 General Remarke

The reaction K~p ••• w~*+ (A,E') should have a strong p' - u in-

terference effect. At discussed in th« previous section, SU(3) pre-

dicts that the p1 and the u production amplitudes are equal giving

maximal interference.11 This i s in contrast to the effect observed

with pion-produced dipion s tates . 1 2 There, the p'amplitude is

mostly it exchange, wMeh i s stronger then the u amplitude, and their

sum is not necessarily coherent, p - u interference has also been

seen in p* photoproduction and with e e~ colliding beams, where

the p* and u amplitudes should be coherent, but where the u ampli-

tude is smaller by a factor of three.13 The only previous report

of this effect in K"p reactions wao at very low energies where a

weak signal was seen 14

Ha will assume that u* - u interference can be described by a

coherent sum of normalized Breit-Wigner implitudesi

«in) - I fptm) + as1* «„(•)(•

where the parameters a and * are to be determined from the data.

Theoretically, the complex coefficient of fu i s predicted by the mass

matrix formalism15 to be

t, whose modulus squared is just the u » "T»~ brnnching ratio, i s

given by

« /t.

where S measures the electromagnetic mixing of the p' And the u.

The theoretical prediction for the magnitude of i is 2.5 HeV, end

it is expected to be real.16

Therefore, assuming that + yields the relative phase of the

p' and u amplitudes:

•- arg (Au/Ap) + arg(c)

« arg (Aui/Ap) + 103°.

The va lue of a, on the other hand, can be interpreted two d i f f e r e n t

ways. I f we Assume 8 - 2.5 HeV (or a l t e r n a t i v e l y that | e | ' has been

we l l measured) than a determines the r a t i o of |Au| t o |Ap|t

•• l«l ftf" ••«|S
If instead we assume the SU(3) prediction that Au - Ap is true,

then aa can be considered to be a measurement of the u •• u*n"

branching ratio, | c | ' . It should be noted that the assumption of

complete coherence for Am and Ap means that the measured value of

a is essentially a lower limit.1 4

4.2 Reaults

The experimental »"•* mass distribution in the p1 region h»s

been replotted in Fig. S with the K~i.+ contamination subtracted.

There i s a clearly visible notch in the p1 peak just above the u



mass. We have fit these data to a coherent sun of acceptance cor-

rected Breit-wignera plus a possible incoherent linear background.

Th« Sitting function has bean smeared by the ff~ K+ mass resolution,

which i s eatiaated to be * 8 MeV. With tha p* and u parameters

fixed at tha values'IV

»p - 0.765 GaV • 0.150 BeV
P

• u - 0.7627 G«V r u « 0.03.0 GaV

tha bast f i t to tha p' line shape was obtained with a simple rela-

tivistic Brait-Hignar and no additional background. The f i t ex-

tended from 0.6 to 0.92 GeV and gave a x2 of 31 for 29 degrees of

freedom (O.F.);

i t is shown by the solid curve in Fig. I. The values of the fittod

parameters and their atatistical errors Are a • 0.19 * 0.04 and

• . 99° t 10°.

To test that tha interference :'.s a significant effect, we hava

also perforated a f i t without tha u contribution. This f i t is shown

by the dashed curve in Fig. • and yielded a x2 of II for 31 D.F.

The Increase of SO in x2 for 2 additional degrees of freedom <<-»on-

strntes that tha interfering u is indeed required by the data.

He have also used a modified P-wave Breit-Higner18 for the p',

which does not f i t the high mass ta i l as well (x2 • 39 for 2t D.F.).

The results of this f i t were a - 0.21 t 0.04 and * > 104° i 10°,

showing that tha interference parameters are not very sensitive to

the p' parameteritation. other variations that were alao tried were

to vary the p' and u massrs and widths within tha range of previous

masureannt*17 and to vary the experimental inaas resolution. He

conclude fro* these studies that the additional uncertaintiaa due

to the parameterization of the fitting function are » 0.03 for a

and 2 5° Cor $. Adding these in quadrature to the statistical

errors our final results are

a - 0.1910.OS

* - 99°lll°.

using the assumptions discussed above, we thus obtain the

following relations between the p* and u production amplitudes:

arg(Au/Ap) - -4° i 11°

|Au/Ap| - 1.5 l 0.4

The phase measurement is in excellent agreement with the SU(3) pre-

diction of equal amplitudes, while the weaker measurement of tha

ratio i s at least consistent with the prediction. If we aa> m that

Au and Ap are Indeed equal, then our Manured value of a yln.

the branching rat lot

This result is Isrger than, but conaistent with the world average1

of 0.01) * 0.003. Asauming that tha mass mixing parameter t la

2.5 MeV, the theoretically predicted branching ratio is 0.017.

5.0 8* Production

In tha »"»* mass spsctrum shown in Fig. I there is also a email

peak at i< 0.91 GaV, which rises above the extrapolated p' + u

f i t of the previous section (dotted line). He interpret this peak

as evidence for the production of the SM993) meson. Previous evi-

dence for the existence of this state comas from investigations of

• * scattering inj»*p experiments.19'20 In these studies the S-
1 wave elaaticity is observed to drop ahsrply at fit threshold, indi-

cating the preseneo of a »i atate which couplea atrongly to the Kit



channel. A threshold enhancement is also observed in the n - KK

data. In the reaction K~p + ir~n*(A,Ei), one can study the reverse

process fit • »» via K exchange. Here i t i s possible to have a fit

system below threshold, thus making i t feasible to observe the S*

state over a wider mass range.

In order to check that the effect we see is really the S', we

have computed the expected ** mass dependence from the K matrix

parameters determined in previous experiment*. The eat* i s replotted

in Fig. 9 with the p' t a i l as wsii » the K"I+ contamination sub

tracted. The three curves correspond to the s* parameters shown in

Tsble I.* The solid and dashed curves give the best x2 (7 for I D.F.),

but all three curves are clearly consistent with the peak in the data.

Having observed the s* in tiie «"«+ maes spectrum, i t i s inter-

esting to check if a K~K threshold enhancement exists in the reac-

tion X~p - x~X*(A.£'). Although the couplings of the S* favor the

itx * Jfx channel over Xk •• irv, therr ie a factor of q, the final state

CM momentum, in the cross section, which reduces the expected X*K*

effect to lens than half of the n't* e f fect . The few events that one

might expect to see are awamped by the t a i l s of the large • peak,

as can be seen in Fig. 3b.

I would like to thsnk my foroer colleagues at SLAC for their

hospitality while this talk was being prepared.

* The complex couplings are defined es tollowsi The residues at the

pole are R ^ . lim (EO-E> T ^ I they satisfy R u R,j - R J 2 " ° - *» "*»

thus take 9j - • Y*^ • • the dimensionleit coupling!.
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Adventures with the KK System

N.M. Caton

Department of Physic*
University of Notre Dame

Notre Dam*. Indian* 46556

L INTRODUCTION

In thii talk I will review the autui of the new generation of KK experiments

for the conference* The experiments to be discussed are of the type

irN-KKtt (})

By way of Introduction to the 'review, I shall briefly discuss the general character-

istics of the KK system which make it to Interesting nnd unique, and then discuss

the results of the first gene ration of c^erlmentt* I shall then review the status of

the current experiments and some plans for future analyses.

II. THE KK SYSTEM

Table I ihow* th* allowed quantum number• for « KK state. Also listed ant

KK stales which have appeared prominently In reaction fit. In addition, states are

shown which might be produced in reaction 11), but the production ha* nut lie en firmly

established.

Note that all state* in 1 Able t nvu have K*K* ftn-.iv nwlf*, but that KBKa

states, having C » +1, can only occur for J ' 0" *, J' ', 4* * . , . aystem*.

thus ths experiments observing K*K" final "tat** van be expected 10 IH? somewhat

more difficult to analyse than K,K, final states* The Lompariron of ntomenti1

analyses of K K -ind K^K,, dat* are «xpe.<-t«*<l to W rxtrrmrly hrlpful in Nortinft

out effects due to even partial waves from those due to odd partial waves. (A

complete set of experiments would alio Include KgK^ data which, living C= - I ,

must hav» J P C * I" ", 3" * To my knowledge, there are no high-statistics

experiment* currently in progress to study this final state.)

Another Imporunt comparison can be made between K*K" and K,Kg pro-

duction in certain experiments . That Is, if I • 0 and I • I KK systems arc

produced, the decay amplitude for the KaKp system will differ by 180° from that

of the K K" system* Thus if the production nmplinidcs of the 1 * 0 and I • 1

states, are coherent, are of the same J » and are in the same mass region <e. g.

the f° and Aj), then the observed Interference pattern In the KgK, maaa

upectrunt will be quite different from, and, be uniquely predicted by the K*K*

spectrum. (This phase reversal will also oe observed it on* keeps the same KK

charge state and changes the initial system from w*p to **n.)

UI. THE FIRST GENERATION OF EXPERIMENTS

The early KK mperimenti**7 were generally characterised by low statistics

(from a few hundred to -1000 event*) and by acceptances which did not go to vry

high I'.K effective masses. The data all showed a low-mass KK enhancement

(the "S ""> but thr question of i u origin was never conclusively established. The

data also indicated a broad enhancement in the f - Ai region? but the data were

not adequate to determine whether I and Aj production were coherent,

IV. NEW DATA

There are at least four new experiments underway which should significantly

improve our understanding of the KK system. These Include two K K" expert-



merits (CERN'-Munich, and Aryonnei -inti two Ksi\ ^ experiment.* KiKH.N .md

Notre Dame). I shall report here primarily on Ihe Notre Dame and Ari*anm<

experiments. (Some results from the CKRN-Munuh experiment have been

reported previously at this meeting. 1

The Notre Dame experiment is a study of the reaction

- > - K 8 K s n

at 6 and 7 deV/c. Ihc data was taken at ')u- Ari-onnc I. ^m streamer chamber.

A 7. 6 cm liquid hydrogen target inside the streamer chamber was surrounded by

anti-counters, and a scintillation hodoscopc downstream of the streamer chamber

required at least l-wo charged particles to emerge from the chamber. A total of

400.000 pictures were taken of which 10% contained double- V events and 3C 7*

contained single- V events. Today I wil' dii-cuns a preliminary analysis af lO'Ve

of the double -V events. The remaining data is mostly processed and analysis

will be completed shortly.

Figure 1 shows the missing mass spectrujr. for events where both V's arc

consistent with K — r:1- decays. A ilr-tr neutron peak i> pnscni with very

little background. (The neutron peak is slightly displaced Ijeciusc the final beam-

track parameters are still beini; evaluated. ) The smooth curve is an estimate of

the background.

Figure 2 shows the KSKS effective mass spectrum for events consistent

•-ith the nKsKg hypothesis (using SQL'AW). The data show the woJl-rnown broad

low-mass enhancement, as well as the peak near 1300 McV in the f - A^ mass

region. The data are so far unaorrecteri (us will be all other plots shown today)

••ut ..:-. r..v:. • . iv. -. , !u .n i> slmwr, lor ri-fi-ri-i:, «•. \ot«- ih.tt, ..Ithtumh

the hij;h-m.if-f. >» . ,-pt.jtH.r ' I - ' r c . i s e s , tli.Ttr i .s .i rvat«on.tbte .n <. rpt. int e wt-1! up

! " . I r » ( } • , - • - . ! . • • • - ! ! . - > r . - t T I M M ,

Mint ' l - c : ! , - . : : . r - . t s s r . s u l u u o n : * - T . JOO'! : r; ihii- data H<vtti-r than

I*' \'.<\ ; rn i r !hn^l»..ld !hr»iuKh 'hv '. - A. m:u,:\ we w.!l l.t- ..bh- to s C . »nh for

• M r r o v r' V f>uir.p.s, ! i^viri- i .-hnvi1- ; -.. - .pi-.trjin i» It! M> '• utr.s. .'»(>:<• "h.tt tht-

s«inrwh.i! -<«i;i;v>tl-.'- pi'.ik .i* I'1?,! V r . i: i ; t . .' rcm.'tt r:?, ••;:! !- not •.;,,:•-tli .05'.

. l i i i tp.l l i ' i i ; . Sliould this pv-\V rvmr.xn in the :ull d.t:.. >,m.pU- iwhi* I: will havi-

7- 10 t i m e s .i* much d.ita), we will have quitr .i pu/,/li- ••:•. •••.tr :iir;<!.- -.:]•.(•)!

an vx< i t ing onel Rim e no such peak i s p resen t in the Arttonne r. K r.it.t which

have sufficient s t a t i s t i c s and reso lu t ion to dcK-it i t .

In addition Ui se,i r i l l ing for n a r r o w peaks , we intend to di» -i tull liioincnts

an.TlysiK ot the final d.it;t s .miple. Our angular .it rcpl;*.nie is quite cnoti .i^ veer;

tn Fiiz, 4 in which thv K S K S d**<.ty .ini;ut.-ir d i s t r ih .n io . Chi- T .nVson .inslei is

plot ted .i»J .» /unr t ion of the KSKS t'ffi". fi\ f m a s s . Also shown if the re la t ive

lUippt . inu 1 whii h .curls lo dip sli^htlv for fore-.i l t dec.iyp diu- tu the slow K^

decaying u p s t r e a m of the ta rge t anti counter and vetoing the event .

Final ly . J-'m. *» ihow.s the r e s u l t s of a p r e l i m i n a r y momen t s ana lys i s of

th is data in r>0 MrY m a a s bins. 1 he most in teront inc fea tures lie in the *i ̂  \:K1

Y ° monirnt.-i. Thr V monwnt peak* in the f - A m.ips ropion a s expei t ed .

The Y ? moment has a very s t r ik ing behavior whit li would seem to he .ible IO br

i n t e rp r e t ed in t p r m s of the inter fcretu v between .i d-wave Hrcit - Wipnrr and .i

slowly varvlni; . p redaminan t ly re.-il, K -w.ive .mipl i tudr . I Note that tin* V^

mntnenl vaniphes .it -H-ITO Mi-V v.beri> Ihe f ° IW'eit-Wigner ampl i tude would bo



expected to be purely imaginery.) The main point here I* that we will be able

to study the s-wave and d-wave amplitudes in detail In the f - A 2 muss region

uiing i -d wave interference as a probe.

Some of the most Interesting features of the KK production should be

clarified by comparing K+K* and KSK* data. I would like to now discuss the

K*K~ data, from the Argonne EMS group and comparu il to our d.ita. Figure 6

shows the K K" m a n spectrum. As I have stated previously, it is quite clear

from this data that other than the t , there is no sharp structure in the low-mas<i

region.

Figure 7 shows the Argonne moments analysis. Although th* Y? moment

has the same general character as the K,Kg data, the Y° moment l» quite

different. This is most likely due to the presence of p-wave in the K K" data

and we would hope to be able to sort out the p-wave production by comparing

these fits.

The Arfonne data has been analysed In terms of (- A^ interference, and

the best fit to the Y* moment U shown in Fig. 8. They rind that the production

is coherent (coherence £ > 0. 4 at 90% confidence level), and th.it the production

amplitudes differ In phase by 52° t 21°, consistent with a prediction by Irving

andMlchaet Shown nlso in Fig. 8 in their prediction for the Y J moment for

K,Kt production obtained by taking their solution and rlmnged the f - A> relative

phase by 180°. Figure 8b shows our data with thuir prediction. Tin- .igm'mvnt

is quite good, but we can maks no conclusions until our full data sample It avail-

able and the data are corrected.

V. THE FUTURE

In Ihts short talk, 1 haven't been abl« to «u Into great detail, but I hope

that the tjeneml trends of the new data and the data analyses have become clear.

One aspect of the data not discussed (because we need more statiitict) Is the

high-mass KK system. The Notre Pame sample should have sufficient statistics

to study KK production up into the 2 GeV region. In particular, we hop* to be

able to study production and decay of the newly discovered h°(2020) in the KaK,

final state. Needless to say, much work remains to be done in these experiments,

but it ia abundantly clear that the data are rich and we tupect their analytics to

be particularly rewarding.
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SPECTROSCOPY AFTER THE NEW PARTICLES

tarry J. Lipkin"

Institute of Science
Rehovoc, Israel

Argcme National Laboratory
Argonne, Ill inois 60439

Feml National Acctlerator Laboratory
Batavia, Illinois 60510

1. MmXUCTKM

Theorists have abandoned conventional spectroecopy and arc busy inventing

wrong theories for tha naw particles, M chart have ban no recent theoretical

contribution on che conventional hsdron spectrum. Rosner's London review*'

of the status of th« conventional hadron spectrum i s a t l l l i*> to dtt i at this

tlaa. But the discovery of naw particles2' which do not f i t Into our previous

picture of the hadron spectrua t e l l s UB something la aisaing in our description

of hadron structure and hadron spactroacopy. We therafora nexamlne convantlonal

speecroscopy and look foe che putties and paradoxes which haw arisen in a t tes t ing

to describe tha properties of the (now particles. These my offer clues Co che

•Using elasanta necessary for the description of the new partlclaa.

Predictions of the existence of new TtssTses of freedom from the properties

of conventional particles have been discussed by Cabibbo3' who cotpared thu

present theoretical situation to the irragularltlee observed in the orbit of

"Supported in part by the Israel Camlssion for Rule Research and Che U. S,
Snergy Itcaearci. aid Development AtMnistracion.

the plmet Uranus which led to the prediction and the discovery oi the new

planet Neptune. Our guide to searches for new planets, new particles, new

symmetries and new degrees of freedom i s based on the two key questions: (1)

Who needs i t and (2) who cares i f i t i sn ' t found? Evaluation of a proposed

theory mast consider CUD crucial aspects: (1) the uniqueness of the theory

and (2) the constraints imposed by external experimental information.

As examples of this guide we ask the key questions in the cases of (1)

the search for the planet Hep tine, (2) the search f ir the fi" and (3) the

aearch for SU(3) Ma a higher syametry for elementary particles.

Tiie planet Neptune was needed by those who believed in tfewtcn'a lava

of motion and gravitation and che precise astronomical observations of the

orbits of other planets. If Neptune were not found either Ncuton's laws or

the astronomical observations would have Co be discarded. The prediction

was unique; no enpeting models explained the Irregularities in the orbit

of Uranus. There were very many experimental constreintn provided by the

laws of notion and gravitation and by a l l the data on planetary metier, thich

f i t together to predict the existence of Neptme.

The a' was needed by those who believed in SCO tyranny ; s a

classification scheme for hadrons because SU(3) successfully classified 33

observed particles in four SU(3) nultiplets with only one vacant sloe retaining

to be filled. If the 11" did not exist the synnecry scheme which had already

fit the other particles would have Co bo discarded. The schms u i unique.

No competing classification existed for the knmn particles. The existence

of 35 particles having the proper eigenvalues of spin, parity, isospin am!

hypcrchA!*&G to f i t into these SU(3) multiplecs provided a sufficient nuifcer

of experiiantal constraints,



The March for SUO) w ctrpleMly different from these n o other

searches. Afur isotpin aid hypercharge becaas established there w e in-

dication* that * Mater (yatatry ahould exist to provide a classification

adwat for particles having th* M M ipin aid parity. But t h r n w»re very

any p o u l b l l l t i u aid v n y feu eqwrimnul constraints. The SU(3) syanctry

fxcup t a i found only after at eltJit-ycar journey vl» al l the uronr. synKtrles. '

Today cht transition tarn the SU(2) x U(l) of laotpin and strangeness to SUO)

•aaas a* aiapU M 2 + 1 - 3 . tut the theorist* did not know they had SU(2).

Itotpln vna ctnaldtnd to bt a rotation in a 3-dtaaMioul tpacc aid Its natural

aanaraUutlcn was rotation* in apacai of hltfur dimensions, Ufa » ( « . R(5),

R(6), RC?) and *.<«. New of thtM higher rotation syaaetrie* worked. The

particle theorists needed to laam nuKhint naw, naatly the unitary groups

which wan not anon to thai at that tim.

M a y , particle theorist* haw laamcd a l l about the SU(n) (roujx ami

al l about quark*, and the experiancal i ltuatlon auggetu a hlehcr t>Tir«r-

beyond SUO). Th« thaoriau add a x e and aoc* quark* to Mk* l«rj«r and iargtr

SUftO troujia. At the uraaait r a n they aay and up with SUffloaanftliC with a l l

th* particle* in the Roaanfald table claMlflad in the funoaantal rapniantation

of SU(n> whan n i s th* nu**r of partlclaa in the table.

A * quack aodel waa bom whan the nuabar of ofcaanad hadron* bacaae

largar and larger aid th* idaa of a*Un( thai a l l out of a aaall nuabtr of

ba*lc bulldinc bloda m a i l attractive, lut quark* hew not bean fotnd.

iMtaad aaparimnuliat* have found naw pnanoaani not eaally deacribed by a

•lapl* andel contatidna, only three qutrka. Ih* cheorHu add apt* quarka:

four, f ive, alx , elfht. nine, twelve and eifitaan quark aodtl* have b a n

auajaatad. A|*ln there a w t to be too a n y to-called al—ntary object!.

rwhapa they a n not eleaantary but a n aad* of evan aeallar ad>-qutrkB. A*

cxpcrljicnts do not flnJ quirks, theorists find excuses for addinn evon more

quirks. Perhaps ih i s is not the right approach to go beyond SU(3).

PerlviiJS the quarks are like the fictit ious 3-dimensional isospacc whidi

wut so useful in the early days for inderstaiding the irplications of isospin

symetry. A realization of a given sytmtetry which i s useful but las no real

physical basis can inficdc the scarcli for a higher syumetry. Miybe today we

need to itop adding more quirks and to learn something new.

2. HIE MttJIHH HIMBffi OF ELEMTOARY BUILDING BLOCKS

The Bcarch for claiaitary building block* for nadronn5' bafai with the

FemL-Yang uodcl ' which tuggtittd that the pion vu a bmnd itate of a nuclecn-

•itinuclcon pair. The discovery of atzange pnrticlea suggaetad the addition

of anther basic building block to carry the stronaawjai quantun nmfcer. Ihe

Sakata itcdol7' added the A hyperon to the nudecn to nake three ba»lc

buildins block*. Goldh*b*r8> auignted the addition of the K oaaon a* the

basic slrauge building block, with the A at > TO bound e u t e . No detailed

dynantcs of such peculiar strongly bound lystsis WM eerlmaly proposed. Ihe

problfm « t to find the ntalnun niaaer of basic building blocks frcoi which a l l

observed pnrticlcs could be constructed witll proper eigenvalue* for a l l con-

scrvod qu'litun nunboni.

The discovery of SU(3) nultlplete with the baryons clatsifiad in an

octet rather than a triplet led to the replaconnt of the Ferol-Yang-SakaU

nodal by the quark node! having as basic building blocks A triplet of «pin-l/2

particlen witll bnryon mrtier 1/3 and tlic m e isospln and straiganess quancua

nuw»r> as the Stkatu triplet. The Goldhabcr mdel was discarded.

The suggestion that a color dxgrae of freedom^'"" was deatrablc to

describe miy hadron prontrties lad to the expansion of the 3-qutrk sodcl

into the 9-qusrk laadcl. The suggestion tlMt charm i s also needed to



describe hadrons leads to even more quarks. These degrees of freedom which

add new typea of quarks can be Ascribed in a general w y ^ by defining

"generalized color" and "generalised charm." Generalised color demces models

wich additional quarks that are a l l SU<3) crlplecs labeled by a new quantum

nuoter called "color." with an additional SU(n)00^or synretry transformation

between triplets of different colors. Ihe requirement that a l l observed states

be color singlets leads to a classification with exactly the sane nvV tplet

itructure as the conventional 3-quark model. The original proposal has three

colors but any number can be considered.

Generalized charm denotes models with additional quarks that are al l

SU(3) singlets and have new additive quantum Timbers. Ihe original charm

proposal added a fourth quark and one new quantum nwber called charm and

defined an SU(4) synmetry. Centralized charm adda n quarks and n new

qumtun numbers to neke a system of 3 + n quarks and a higher synmetry

Su(3 + n). These additional quarks are postulated to htve a high mass to

explain why bound states containing charmed quarks arc not observed in the

conventional hadron spectrum.

We now return to the problem of finding the nvfninnin nintoer of basic

building blocks needed to describe the observed states, tet us examine models

l i t e the GolAaber nedc 1 which hove elsnsitary bosons as veil as fermions

and transform their basic fermions into quark-like states with color and

baryon nunber 1/3. The niinimm nunber of basic states i s achieved by choosing

the A and K as tht elonsntary building blocks, with the nuclccn u i JlK

bound state. The quantum nunbtrs of a l l the old particles cm be constructed

from these building blocks. Wtwn the spin and antipurticle states are counted,

tiiio model has a total of eight basic states in contrast to 12 in the Sakata

and quark models.

Ihe "quarkized" version of this AK node! has a strange A quark with

baryon timber 1/3 and a scalar or pseudoscalar boson with isospln 1/2 denoted

by K as basic building blocks. The constituent nenstrange n and p quarks

are bound X* states. All states of the old hadron spectrum con be constructed

from these constituent quirks just as in the conventional quark model. In

addition to the conventional suites of the tiadron spectrum constructed from

constituent quarks, states of the K bosons without quarks can also be con-

sidered. These additional states can accanaxiate a spectrun of new particles.

The «K system has two neutral states with isospin 0 and 1, respectively.

These might correspond to the * and V1 states. Note that the K has no

SU(3) classification and the new particles forosd frtrn ^'s would not appear

in SU(3) nultlplets. Note alto that the lowest state of this systsn Is 0*

rather thai 0" *u in a qutrk Btxfcl.

In this picture the strange quark X is elencntary and the nonstrangc

quarks n and p are ccnfiosite, while SU(3) symetry and current algebra

do not exist at the fundamental level but arise as a phcrwronological syncctry

of constituent quarks, amlogous to the Uigntr su|->eiTrultiplot syonecry in

nuclei. Color can be introduced by coloring the strange quirks. The nine

colored constituent quarks of the conventional three triplet nsodel then appear

as three elementary straige quarks and six coopositc nonserange bound systco;

of a colored strange quark and a strange boson of tsosptn 1/2. This model

has only five basic building blocks, a colored quark triplet and a boson

laospin doublet. The fermiona carry the color and the bosons carry the

isospin. Uhen antiparticle and spin states are counted this model has only

16 basic states instead of the 36 of the colored quark rodel.

Thus the minium mnber of elementary building blocks necessary to

produce the observed spectnn including the new resonances is ouch less
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than the nu*er foutd In models with colored aid charmed quarks, H)dels with

elementary bosons as well as elementary fermions allow a l l states Co be con-

structed with a ouch smaller nu&er of basic particles. Such models might

also be euggasted by supersynnietries ™ which place bosons and fermions

together In supemulciplets. The purpose of this discussion i s not to present

a serious argmant for this particular model. It i s rather to point out the

possibility of new directions including those having no single SU(3) description,

to counteract braiisMshing by quirk models in which everything is made from

elementary spln-1/2 objects, and to enphaeia thjt possibility of a unified

explanation of the new particles and the old particles.

3. OWW AND OMR

la* us now exadne the chain and color degrees of freadco and ask who

needs than.

3.1 Hio Needs Oiarsrt

People who like taut* theories like chara. tut now that two kinds of

tank Interaction a n observed exptriaantally cbam i t needed to unify weak

interactions and weak interactions. The present quark structure canoe give

a unlfiod description of the two interactions produced by charged aid neutral

currents. The vault part of the Hodltonian i s written aa the t in of two

t e n s , one for the charged current and one for the neutral current,

' GchJchJch + W n a u t W ' (3.1)

ftut there is no vsy to relate the strengths of the two Interactions. For

aaeeple the requireesnt that G^ m l c ^ . should be equal hat no meaning

because there is no unique nomlitatton for the charged and neutral hadron

currents relative to one another and no unique nonalization relative to the

Upton current. The Cabibbo theory provides tuch a ncraalintion for the

charged currents but canot work for strangeness conserving neutral currants.

This i s ttDSt easily seen by examining the linear cosbinations of n and V

quarks rotated by the Cabibbo angle

n c = n cos 0 + * sin 6 (3.2a)

A c s n s i n 9 - X c o s e (3.2b)

where 0 i s the Cabibbo angle. The charged current has components with the

form

while die particular state x= defined by Eq. (3.2b) i s cootiletely decoupled

from the charged currant weak interaction. The leptonic part of the charged

current hat exactly the same form and some normalization as the charged hudron

currant (3.3).

The neutral current which conserves strangeness cannot be expressed

entirely in terns of the states p and n c but mat also include a con-

tribution from the \ In order to conferve strangeness. The naet neneral

etrangenees-conservlng neutral current i s mat eaaily written in t e r n of the

original inrotated (pnA) states

Jneut " "ffi* + " ^ * T(IX) (3

where the coefficients a, 6 and y are arbitrary. There i t no obvious way

to determine than or to relate them either to the lepton currents or to the

charged current.

The necessity or desirability of tnlfyins, the charged and neutral weak

Interactions suggests that there i s impelling missing In tills tlnple quark

description (3.3) and (3.'<). The addition of e fourth dinned quark enables



a very tiaplc and ckfcsnt description^ in tiiich the charged and neutral cumnts

hwt * well-defined relative noraelizatlon and the unification of the t w

Interactions U straiahtforwurd. However, this SUtt) description is by no

e a n unique and obss not satisfy the criterion of having a n y experiiantal

constraints. Than are no txperiaontsl conatninta forcing such m SU(A)

description. Many otbar possibilities extsc with no nperiaental Indication

that any one ia auparior to the others. The SOW than sebase i s only one

of a n y «ay> to introduce a n w Internal degree of freed™ aujsasted by the

presence oE neucral strsngsnese-cniserving currants together with the Csbibbo

charged (Raneanau-violatlnts cucrente.

3.2 HID Need! Color?

Ian/ n a m e haw bean proposed for intnduclnt color, and not a l l of

thai a n isapatibU. Color i s needed by

1) People who like ordinary feral s tat ist ic* for quarks'' and do

not l i t e barym aDatls with three spln-1/2 sharks In syeastric rather than

in antisyaaaeric states.

2) People «ht> like integral electric chars*. I0 )

S) People 1*10 believe Adltr's argue** for color1*', ba»edonth»

currant-alaebra-rwc calculation of the decay i ° * r». M i s s ' s reeult U

proportional to the s i» of the equerae of the chartw of a l l elesantary

feratone In the theory. The nuserical experlsantal value for the width of

this decay sgxaea with predictions froa a 3-color aodel and dlaairraat with

ssosls hevint no color defne of freedoa.

V) People t in <ant to piah up the ratio P. £ e V » hadrona/aV » u V .

iteae prssant axparlaanul \ » h » enceada the prediction f n a the elaj>le quark

eoeel . 1 5 ' Ins addition of new internal degree* of freedom puahsa this ratio

up. Just aa in t" . rt-

5) People who worry about the saturation of hsdrons at the quark-

antii|uark and three-quark levele and want a mdel vllich explains * y state.

like qqq and 4qq a n not found. Colored oodels provide a natural description

of this saturation.12-16*

6) People who like non-Awllan gauge theories and quark confineranc.17)

However these people require the color aymetry to be an exact symetry of

nature not broken by weak or electronaBneclc Interaction*. They are unable

to incorporate integrally-charged quarks Into thla franauork and aust have

fractiaial charaa*.

7) People who want to explain the new putlc lea with colored states

Chat are not color e l n i U t s . u > They require the Han-Nanbu integrally-charged

aodel in order to explain the production of the particles in e V annihilation

and therefore require breaking of color swastry by electnastnetlaa.

There Is a definite conflict betwjen those vho vant to explain the

new particles as color-octet states and those who want to use color In a

non-Abelian gauge theory as an exact syaaetry of nature. There i s also a

conflict between the explanation of new particlas as staple color-octet states

and the success of the color aodsl in explaining saturation at tha quark-antiquark

and three-quark systasa. This point i s discussed in detail In the following

section.

4. THE CQURED (JUUK HXfL BUR SKnSAIKN

How color can lead to aaturatlon in the hadron apactrua is illusti.tted

by an instructive exaaple12'16* of a fictitious nuclear physics world with

a l l observed nuclei conroted of deutereni, a l l observed states with laospln

•em and the neutron and proton not yet discovered. The experimentally

observed properties of the deuteron would Indicate that i t Is a tuo-body

system, vhoae constituents might be called nucleons, In this iaoscalar



daucorcn m i d . the isospin degree of freedom would not be known, only

i»o»r»1jr propextiss of atatM would be measurable and there would be no

My to distinguish between the neutral and the proton. Thut the tuo nucleons

In the deuteron would appear to be identical particles, with the deuteron

electric charge divided evenly between than. Each nucleon uould thus haw .

a charge of 1/2.

% - l / 2Q d -+ 1/2 • <*.l)

Ihe ground state of the deuteron and a l l the observed iaoecalar excited slates

have wave functions symetrlc in space and spin rather than antisymmetric aa

expected for two farsrtons. Ibus the nuclaon appears to be a particle with

fractional chare* and peculiar stacistlca.

At this point a clever theorist aright suggest that than a n really two

kind* of nuclecns with different colors. The red nucleon denoted by p has

a charae of + 1 and the blue nucleon denoted by n has charge uro. A

hidden SU(2) sjmaetry transform between different colored nucleon states

and a l l the low-lying states would be singlets In this S U O g ^ degree of

freedom. Thelx wave functions would be ani l i ;—tr ie in color and Fensi

statistic* would require thaai to be syaattric In apace and spin. l l u the

colored nucleon would haw Integral 'iiargaa and satisfy ordinary Fatal

statistics.

lhis colorad dsutercn weld is an exact analog of Chi colorad quark

•odel for hadrona. Consider the If which consists of three Identical

stranee qianfca in the quack aodel and has a spin of 3/2 and an electric charge

of - 1 . lhe chare, of the 0" is assuwd to be divided equally between the

three atranat quuks. Una

- 1/3 . (4.2)

Ihe spin-3/2 state Is totally symretric in spin and a totally symEtric spatial

wave function is assured for the lowest state. Thus the strange quark appears

to have a fractional charge and peculiar statistics.

Now suppose that there are three kinds of k quark! denoted by Aj, A,

and 1̂  with three different colors. If there i s a hidden SU(3)co^or synmetry

and all low-lying states are required to be singlets in SU<3) •, , they are

antisyimctric in the color degree of freedom and required by Fermi statistics

to be symnetric in the other degrees of freedom. Thir introducing color

eliminates the peculiar statistics. Integral charges are also obtainable by

setting

vv° <f>

W.3W

Vfe have chosen cite n" for thin staple cxsnple becauso *l coitalns only

strange quarks, ihe sane arguments hold for boryons containing both ncn-

strange and strange quarks. These have quark model B i t fuictiov- totally

aymetrlc in the SU(6) and spatial degrees of freedom. H-.ey satisfy normal

statistics i f they are required to be antisymrctrlc in an additional color

degree of freedom.

The aaauiption thit only color singlet states a n observed leads to

exactly the sane predictions for the classification of hadron atatas as the

conventional quark nrdcl without color. For a l l observed properties of

conventional hadrons, there is no difference between noocla with integrally-

charged and fractionally-charged quarks. The strong interactions of both

kinds of charged colored quirks are Identical. Differences arise only In

the clcctroMgnctlc and possibly in weak interaction, and are observable

only in states which are not color singlets. Since our discussion of satu-



ration depand* oily en strong interactions It holde equally for integral ly-

chsrged and fractionally-charged quarks.

Tht colored quark nodal also answers chret pustlos which arc unsolved

in the conventional nonrclativistlc quark mxiel. Thaae are:

1) The trlal i tv puzzle. The ijuerk-ontiquark interaction ia attractive

in all poeeible channels aa indicated by the existence of bound quark-antiquark

stKea for a l l poaaible valuta of qumoai maters. Ai antlqturk ahould

tharafore be attracted by the three quark* In a baryon to aalut a otate of

three quarki and one antiquarf. No auch bound atataa with non-iero triallty

a n observed.

2) The c o t l c i putzle. The above arguaant alao holda for autea like

qqqq or 4qq thich have proptr trial i ty and are noc occluded by any new

principle pramanclnt cha obaananca of fractionally-charged atatca. The

attractive interactions neoaaaaxy to bind thre* quarki into a baryon and a

querk-antiquark pair into a aaaon ahould bind these exotic etntea even acre

atrongly than normal hadrona and predict unobearvad e m l c naaona and baryone

near or b»low the plan and nuclcon messes.

3) The aaann-batyon pueale. The quark-antiquark and quark-quark

intaractiona n u t both b* attractive to bind both naaona and baryona. However

the quark-quark interaction n u t bt coiuidcrably waker than the quark-antlqoark

interaction to prevent dl-quarks froa being obaeruad with anaeee ccaparable

to Maona. Low-lying bouid stataa occur in the thne-qwrk ayaceo rfiich hta

thru quark-pair interactions, rather rhan only one aa in a naton. Conventional

aiaple interaeticna have quark-quark and quark-antiqiark interaction! uhkh

are equal in naftiitudo and are eitlwr oppoaite in sign or both attractive,

depending on the behavior of the interaction under charge conjugntion. TV

interaction nacaaury to bind vesaa and haryons doca not hiue a siiapic bduvlor

under charge conjMgation but rather nquirea that the even and odd ccotwnanta

aatiafy a very peculiar relation.

All these puulea have bean shown to be solved by a model with three

triplets of colored quarks inta.- :ing via ths Yukawa interaction produced

by exchange of an octet of colored vector gluons. In chia mdel neauia and

baryona are both bound with the daalred Interaction strength. The difference

between the quark-quark and qusrk-antiquurk interactions la given naturally

by an algebraic coefficient from the color algebra. States Oiich arc singlets

In 3aO)coiac behave like neutral atooa with no interaction with any external

qutfka. The individual oxponents of the bound colored singlet acatos have

both attractive and repulsive interactions with an external particle. These

cancel exactly aa in the case of a neutral item. Thus there ore no bad

trial i ty states and no eietlc states in thla model. only the desired slates

appear — or Bora correctly - only the states that wen desired before the

ditcovery of the new particles.

Ihese colored quark nodela bound by an octet of colored gluons cannot

•iaply incorporate the new particles. The color octet states of a quark-

antlquark pair which have been suggested as possible configuratlona for the

new partlcla*1*' a n unbound in this particular nodal because the quark-antlquark

interaction la repuleiw In a l l color octet, states. Thia repulsion ia needed

to prevent an antiquark from being bound co a baryon to make a 3qq state.

If an attractive interaction ia postulated in certain color octet chamois

to provide states for ths iwu particles, chare is no longer a cancellation

between attraction in color singlet and repulsion in color octet state* and

the color singlet baryons no longer behave as neutral anas . Thus Chen is

a conflict between the saturation properties of the colored-gluon-Yticawa

interaction and the possibility of describing the new particles aa color



octtt hound >C*CM. With slsple inunction* me can have either saturation

or a description of tht new particles, but not both. The endels which

propose color for the new particles disregard the saturation question Cor

ordiiiiiy particle*. The difficulty e n be overcast by n><« a o t l c uodels

a discussed below.

5. SPW SfUTTOCS 01 HE >ESON STEOWM

The discovery of new particles of spin on* and the absence *o far of

m> spin-aero particles raise* tht question of why the i n M t MW particles

ahould ke vectors rather than pseudoecalars «* in the conventional spectrum.

HMavar, this question can bt nwaraad to «hy tha lowest in tht conventional.

seeccnai ara nsaidntcaitri. Thaw la no anewer to Ala question. All aodala

aaecribe tht apta (pllttlnaa with an anamal D*raBatar Inaartad by hand. I h a

than a*y b» aona intenat in aaaainint apin aplitcint In the convwiticnal

baton apactna to look for clute In tndaraundlnf thi nr.' nartlcla*. Ihaaa

•pin aplittinsr a n inotad vary aacullar. 1t» p-» iplltt lng «hich U »

t i a n t hyanrfina aplittln( in .toatc or poaitronlta language ia of tht Mat

cedar aa tha o-A2 aplittlnc «*>ieh la an orbital aplittinx. lha apllttinx

Muaan tha A2 mi tha I vhich la a hyperfine aplltting in tha p iov* i»

cmiatant with aaro. I n tha M M hyparflna apllttin( la larni and of

tfca aaat ordar aa tha orbital aplittinj v h i u tha p-vma hyparflna apllttin(

ia aero. Thaw ara not aelaiiiad iii cht anvantloMl quark andal out Jiaply

inairtad aa «iitarnal tnln-dapandant tetaracticna aach with ita cut atranftth

All thaa* proi lar apin aplUtinaa can bt axplaintd by adding a rapulalw

cort1' ) to tha qutrk-anclquarfc potantial in the triplet apin etatc. Such

abort-range hyparfint i n u n c t i n w hew been atajteted20' . but a n noraally

treated by parvurbatlcn theory which naglecta the triplet-singlet splitting

resulting from differoices in the watn functions, and considers only the

interaction. A strong repulsive core which c m o t be treated by perturbation

theory gives oi energy shift from die added kinetic energy of the wave function

forced to vanish at the origin. This energy is on the scale of the orbital

splitt ing and independent of the strength of the core. This effect occurs

only in the s wave where the wave function Is otherwise appreciable at the

repulsive core and not in the p wave where the wave function already vanishes

at n a i l distances.

A rough estfjute of the effect ot a repulsive core on the ntaon apectrun

i s obtained from a haracnlc oscillator nodel with the effect of tht core in

the 3 S stata slailated by urine, a wave function with e-wsut angular dependence

and p-wave radial dependence to take i t vanish at the origin. ThJa leads to

the following spectrua

Ê  » * Au (nomal s wave)

E " ^ A<i> (a wave with p-wave radial dependence)

E, * Ê i " E 2̂ " Ej • y K^ (nomsl p wave) .

The p thus appears roughly midway between the " and tha p-wave states.

We now examine the effect of such a repulsive core on the interaction

in color octet states in a colored quirk nodal1". If the repulsive core

haa the sans color behavior as tht rest of the interaction i t has opposite

signs in the color octet and color singlet etates. The qutrk-antlquark

interaction in the 3S color octet state then has a very strong short-range

attraction and a rspulsiw potential bonier. This leads to a color octet

of bound vector mesons having a such snnller size than conventional masons.

There are no bound color octet psoudoscalar states since the repulsive core

(5.1a)

(5.1b)

(5.1c)



i£ not present in thr S color singlet pseudoscalars aid no corresponding

attractive interaction appears in the S color octet state. If the new par-

t ic le i are such "collapsed" states of truch smaller radial size than conventional

hsdrons the difference in the wave functions could explain the suppression of

radiative transitions between collapsed new particles and normal states and

tht mailer photoproductixxi cross sections for the new particles.

P*?"*1T argtasnts have been given in the past for the nucleon-nucleon

Interaction. The original Fermi-Yang rodel for the pion was supported by the

argusent tiiac cht repulsive core present in the nucleon-nucleon interaction

would reverse sign and become attractive in the nucleon-antinucleon interaction

and could lead to bound states. The possibility thsc collapsed states of

duplex nuclei could be produced by a very short-range attractive interaction

within tht repulsive core " has also bam suggested.

s<mtj«¥. qualitative effects are obtained from a strong short-range

hyperflne interaction which i s attractive in Che singlet spin state and

repulsive in the triplet spin state , rather than being completely absent in

the singlet state. The attractive short-range potential in the spin singlet

state bacons repulsive in Che color occec state and nay bind collapsed

vector stfttes but not collapsed pseucoscalars.

This discussion gives another example of how considering old and new

particles together and using tht unexplained puzzles of the conventional

hadron spectnm can lead to new approaches in understanding the new particles.

6. TWEE KINDS OF QUARKS

There are many puzzles and paradoxu behind the usual assertion that

the quirk model gives a very good description of the hadron speccrun. Everyone

has his <*n quark model which i s different from other quark models. Each

gives a good description of seme aspects of the hadron spectrun but not of

others, and different approaches appear to be inccnpatible. This paradox

i s Illustrated by the question, "Where are the friends of the p meson?".

Which are the isovector mesons which belong in die sane family or supenmiltiplet

as the p?

The SU(6) classification puts the p and Che n in the sam>. supermultiplet:.

Current algebra relates vector and axial vector currents and relates vector

part i d e e (p) with the axial vector (Al). Exchange degeneracy and duality

place the P and the A2 on degenerate Reggc trajectories. Chiral symnetry

describes pion anisslon with the axial charge operator Q .̂ Thus any state

A coupled to the pn system has a nonvanishing matrix elanent <A|Qj.|p> .

A •• p + it * <A|Q5 |P> i 0 (6.1a)

P * A + * •• <A|QJ!P> l* 0 , (6.1b)

Since Qr is a gmerator of the chiral symctry algebra any icaonance A

which satisfies Eq. (6.1o) or Eq. (6.1b) oust be in the same chiral synnetry

nultiplct as the p. Similarly, for any state A' coupled to the An eystem

A' - . A + " *<A1|<!5|A>I' 0 , (6.1c)

The p, •, u, Al, B. A2 and n a l l saclsfy the condition (6.1a). (6.1b) or

(6. l c ) . They must a l l be in the sanp chiral symrtry nultlplet together

with a l l higher states which decay to these by successive pion emission.

This paradox has been treated by represontati*) mixing in which each particle

has many coaponaits classified in different chiral Ryrasetry representations.

All these pictures arc partially correct. Each one gives a mass tomila

relating the » miss to tho masses of other bosons but each picnire involves

different bosons. How do we put these different pictures together?



The hydrogen atom provides an instructive exoiple of three conpletely

different approsche* to composite models with uikncun basic building blocks.

Suppose the proton and the electron had not yet been discovered but the

low-lying states of hydrogen spectrun had been measured by scurfy-ing the

emission and absorption of lxxr-energy photons. Che can imagine the following

trialog betuven an atomic physicist, an S-matrix theorist and a field theorist

regarding tb~ structure of the hydrogen atom.

Atonic physicist: The hydrogen atom consists of a proton and electron

which wi l l eventually be discovered. Ihe hydrogen spectral Is given by

wiving * Schrotdinger equation with a Coulomb interaction. This model

also gives correct values for radiative transitions. The reLitivistlc

version with Che Mrac equation gives the fine etxucture splittings in

agreement with experiment,

S-macrix theorist: Nobody has ever seen en electron or e proton. Ihe

observable quantities ere photxne, the noroal stable state of the hydrogen

atcn and the 8 aaerix for photon-hydrogen scattering. The objects vhlch

atonic physicists call excited states are poles In the photon-hydrogen

scattering amplitude. Protons and electrons ere fictitious objects which

will never be found. Ihey ere only useful mathematical objecte 'In drawing

diagram to explain the observed quantun msfcers of the hydrogen atom end

to explain the absence of stetes having exotic quntun nmfcere.

Field theorist: A. correct description lus t begin with a Lagranglan

for the electron, proton and electromngnetic fields whose quanta are the

partone that make up the hydrogen atom. The true wive finctim for the

hydrogen Atom contains very many partona Including electrons, antielectrons,

protons, entiprotoni and the photons which are vector gluons ••ihoae Interactions

bind the partons together. Consistent calculations using quancun electro-

dynamics aid perturbation theory give exact descriptions of all properties

of the hydrogen atom. Hie atomic physics approach i s a crude approximation

which considers only the valence particles, the electron and the proton. It

gives reasonable results for some observable quantities because a i s a

eottll mnber. But the full apparatus of the field theory i s necessary Co

calculate effects of the Infinite parton sea, l i t e the lai> shift and

vacuxn polarization.

In the case of the hydrogen atom the field theorist has the ultimate

correct description. But In hadrcn physics where interactions arc strong

and tnknown the question ia s t i l l opui. Each approach works in come areas

of hadron dynamlca but not In others Field theory and i t s parton model

has been useful in treating high energy deep inelastic and hadron-hadron

acattering, but not for hadron spectroscopy and intermediate energy scattering

where the atomic physics and S-uetrix approach** have been very successful.

The difference between the three approaches to hadron structure Is seen

explicitly In comparing the throe approaches to spin.

1. Jhe static approach of the atomic physicist describes spin with

Pauli natrlcas or the Dirac matrices o. Static spin combined with SU(3)

gives the static SUC6) syrxnetry which provides a successful classification

of the hadron spectnn. However stat ic Su(6) fails as a synmctry for

transitions alnce i t forbids the most cctmn strong decays.

a /• N + a
in static SU(6) .

(6.2a)

(6.2b)

2. The chiral approach of the f ie ld theorist and parton model considers

chirality defined by the Dirac m-itrix i$ which is equivalent to on end

helicity In the Infinite mnentun fromo with p s - <•>. This description in



good for the- applications of current algebra and PCAC. However i t i s bad

for classification because there is no sljipie way to Include rotational

lnvariance and require states of different hel ic i ty of the sane particle to

have the s w mss and I t suggests the existence of parity doublets which

are not foir.d experimentally.

3. Hie ReBBe approach of the S-matrix theorist places particles on

trajectories along which the spin changes. Ihe Regge approach gives a different

•pin ipcctrun from SU(6) and suggests the existence of particles on daughter

trajectories.

Ihe folklore which says that the hancnic oscillator quark model of

the atomic physicist and die linear Regge trajectories of the S-satrix

theorist agree in their predictions of the hadron spectrun i s very misleading.

Ihe contradictions are isnEdl£tely evident when spin i s considered. Ihe

Sll(6) hammic oscillator quark model has degenerate t aid c masses. They

are not on degenerate Regge trajectories since their cpin i s different; rather

they are required to be en different trajectories with a spacing of one unit.

Degenerate u and p trajectories would not give degenerate masses. Neither

the muses nor the trajectories should be expected to be exactly degenerate.

But the puzzle is that the real world is exactly half way in between thne

two cases. Neither the muses nor the trajectories are degenerate, Ihe

spacing between the » and p trajectories i s neither zero nor one but

1/2. Hiy?

Static and chixal approaches to spin haw been coobincd by the definition

of W spin and SU(6)H. Hie spin f l ip operators in the W spin scheme are defined

to f l ip both YS and c^.

(6.3)

Ihesc operators f l ip helicity in the infinite nranenttm flame and arc equivalent

to ordinary spin operators In the rest frame except for a phase factor. They

are Invariant under Lorentz transformations in the z direction one '.iseful

for a l l processes where a Lorentz frame can be defined with al l nmenta in

the z direction. W-spin conservation allows the strong decays (6.2) forbidden

by stat ic spin conservation. The associated SU(6)K symnetry leads to good

results for transitions as long as there i s no transverse cmentun. However

the W-spin fomulaticn breaks down in the presence of transverse nrxaentun.

Hadron states with f inite orbital excitation always have transverse momentim,

since

\ * 0 » Px . Py + 0 . (6.4)

7. VH> NEEDS MICSH? WHERE IS JAOCSCH?

The Melosh ' transformation has bean suggested as an answer to a l l

the questions regarding spin aid transverse momentim, but papers on the

Melosh transformation tend to obscure sinple physics uith duplicated formalism.

The relevant question i s "tihere it Jackson?".

Consider dw etrissiAn of a pion by a quirk. The process is particularly

sinple in the rest franc of the final quirk state with the z axis in the

direction of the momenta of the incoming quirk and the outgoing pion. For

virtual pion exchange in a scattering process this frane i s carnally called

the Jackson franc. Since the pion i s spinless and carries tu angular

ncoentun in the z direction the ?• conponent of the total angular nmentui

i s equal to the z-conponcnt of the quark spin in this frame. Thus o z

cannot flip and i s conserved. Applying SU(3) and parity conservation shows

that EU(6)W Is automatically conserved for pion emission in the Jackson

frame of the quark.



But where is Jackson? Experiments see hadrons not quarks. They

measure hadron nnmenta and noc the quark momenta inside the hadron. They

carrot find the quark Jackson franc and present their results in the hadrcn

Jackson frame where there is no transverse momentum in init ial and final

states of the hadron which emits the picn. But this frame i s not the quark

Jackson frame and die quarks inside the hadron can have transverse monentun.

The Melosh school say they cannot find Jackson either but that there is an

uiknoun transformation betreen the hadron Jackson frame and the quark

Jackson frame.

Big deal.

If you can't find Jackson you have to work In a frame where hellcity

flip is allowed and SU(6)1; i s broken. Two kind! of terns thus appear in

the description of plan emission and giv» two unrelated reduced matrix e l n e n u ,

one for nenflip transitions which conserve SU(6)H and one for f l ip transitions

which violate SU(6)W. If we could find Jackson uc could relate A I M two

mtrix elaaef :s. But so far no one knots how to find Jackson. The existence

of these two indepmdent terms was already known in the f irst applications

of the quark model to pionic decays. Tht ruo were than called direct and

recoil terms.

Vho needs Mtlosh?

8. team THE SBCLE-QUAUK TOSSTTICH — ra ZUEIG RUIE MSSIHS

The big puzzle in tlte quark model description of hadron transitions

has not been considered by the Melosh school, namely, ths success of the

description of a i l transitions by single quark operators. This l^vin-Frankfurt

rule 5 ' 2 ' ' , f irs t applied to higi energy scattering to give the ratio of 3/2

for nucleon-nucleori to pion-nucleon scattering, postulates that only one

active quark in each hvj>-or. i s responsible for any transition and a l l other

quarks are spectators which raisin in the same state. This single quark

rule has been applied with inlforni success but without Justification for

transitions which cover the complete spectnm of strong, flloctromagietic

and weak transitions. The active quark can entt cr absorb a pion, a photon,

a leptcn pair or a Reggeon. The Zweig rule**' which says that a quark-antlquirk

pair cannot disappear in a transition i s a special case of the Levin-Frankfurt

rule which requires either the quark or the antiquark to be a spectator

and remian in the final state. Thus both cannot disappear. But both the

I«vin-Frankfurt rule and Its special case of Zweig'• rule can be defined

only in some kind of Bom approximation. In any theory these rules are

violated in higher orders by a succession of allowed transitions. Consider

for example the Zweig forbidden decay of the f' into two plans

f / . 2 i . (8.1)

But the following transitions arc a l l allowed by Zuelg's rule.

KT

Dw* ..-• higher order we can have

There la no wiy to forbid the transition (8.3) i f the transitions (8.2) are

allowed. The only way to suppress the transition (8.3) la to claim that i t

la somehow of higher order and therefore smaller than the Bom term. But

why should a Bom approximation be valid for strong interactions?

(8.2a)

(8.2b)

(8,3)



Io obtain sens Insight into the mysterious validity of the single quark

transition ve look for cases where this approximation bracks dawn and we see

the higher order two-quark transition. Bit best place to look i s in total

cross sections for high energy scattering where precise data arc available

at the 17. level aid smll breaking effects of the Levin-Frankfurt approxiratlon

can be found. This approximation, also called quark-nodel addicivlty in this

context, breaks dnn at the 15-20% level in total cross sections ' '. For

exaple,

o(«p) < (2/3).:<pp) (8.4a)

rather Chan being aqual as required by tnti Levin-Ftacikfurt ipproxioatlcii.

However there i s also a consistent difference of the same order between

UN and KM total cross sections

o«p> < o("p> . ( 8 . * )

Recently an eirdrical relation between these inequalities ha* jean

•ban to agree with experiment over a wide energy range '.

o(iTp> - o(K"p) - l/3o(pp) - l/2o(K+p) . (8.5)

The agreanant with experioant ' i s shown in Fig. 8.1. The two intqualltlH

(8.4) thus scan to be aaplrically related evan chough m i l l bnkkdom

of quark-model addicivlty and the ochtr Is a braakdoun of SU(3) lynmcry.

Tho celadon (8,5) can be derivtd fnn double exchange nodels daacrlbad

by two-quark operators vhich discriminate against stranganaas. Exainles

of such models are the double exchange of a pomeron aid m f as a cut

or as two legs of a triple Regge diagram. However the experimentally observed

energy dependence is not that of a powron-f cut. Itie difference o(w"p) -

o(K"p) which should be due Co this addidonal contribution decreases very

slowly from 5 nb at 2 GeV/c Co 3.S nb at 200 GcV/c. A Diple-Begge diagram

night give chlx energy dependmce27^.

Ihm another intriguing puzzle i s added to the question of why the

single-quark transition work* so well, nanely, why does strangaieii dependence

of che total crocs section seat to be related to quark nister dtpandnce.

This reminds us that we really do not understand strangeness. Attributing

the difference between strange and nonacrange particles Co oonaclcuant strange

and nonscrange quarks sinply shifts Che question to the quark level. Perhaps

Che answer Is in a model like the ana proposed in Sect. 2 which gives a

different sCructure to strange and nonstrange particles. In this nodel

with elamncary quarks and eloantaxy bosons a double-scattering contribution

with one scattering off any quark in the hadnn and the second off any boson

sst is fUs the relations (8.4) and (8.5).

9.

'This year's Mnaaticn i s next year's calibration".. .ranark by V. L.

Helegdl one year after the discovery of CP violation whan kaon beau expert-

oantaliscs were already using the CP-vlolatlng 2i decay node to calibrate

Chair apparatus.

The rapidly acoaulating expcrinsntal dsta on production and decay

of the new particles furnish a new laboratory for the study of old symcxles ,

quark models and empirical rules like Zwig's rule. For such high mass states

a l l quui-cwo-body and quui-thrae-body decay channels related by symstrlas

a n open and wall above threshold. These final states have such large

aunanta chit kincoatic breaking effaces of thresholds, barrier factors and

sass differences can be neglected. This rich source of experinantal data



with many related decay nodes should enable conclusive <md significant tests

of theoretical predictions.

One important open question in conventional tests of SUO) synmetry is

whether the observed suppression of kaon production relative to pion production

can all be &q>lained by klnenatic factors resulting from the Kir mass difference.

or whether there is also an Inherent SUO) breaking. A clean test of this

point i s obtainable by comparing 2n and KK decay nodes of high mass states.

An SU(3) singlet state must have C • G - + in order to decay into two pions.

There are both theoretical and experimental indications that such states should

exiat as new scalar and tensor mesons. For such a state SU(3) predicts

K+K') . (9.U)

Any deviation from this prediction would indicate tithar an inhenm: SUO)

bnatcing in the decay vertex function or the presence of an octet component

mixed with the singlet in the Initial state.

If the new particle ia not an SU(3) singlet but a metfcer of a nonet

other maabers should be found. Equality between picnic and Kaonic decay

Bsdts i s predicted for the sun of the decay rates over all MUtnl nonstrange

nsbers of a nonet or octet.

£ r(x - "V> -V r(x •> KV) (9.ib)
X X

where the sumatlon is over al l neutral nonstrange starts in the octet or

nonet. The SUB rule (9. lb) holds in the SUO) synnctry limit Independent

of nonet mixing angle*. It could be broken by mass diffemicas between, the

different x states in the octet or nonet. However such mass breaking effects

are easily taken into accoint without introduction of arbitrary factors.

The relations (9.1) can also be obtained from U-spin invariance without

requiring the full SL'(3). Ihus electromagnetic contributions to the decays

should also satisfy these relations.

Ihe new vector particles have C * G • - 1 and are forbidden to decay

into two pseudoscalar mesons i f they are SCO) singlets. Ihe best test of

the equality of strange and nonstrange couplings for such states is in the

vector-p3eudoscalar decay mode. The relations analogous to (9.1) are

r <*.ingl.t * p V > " r ( Wet

The baryon-sntibaryon decay nudes can also be uied

inglet

PP>

(9.2a)

(9.2b)

<9.2c)

<9.2«

Equation! (9.2) also follow only from U-spin invarianee and apply to electro-

magnetic contribution!.

If the relations (9.1) and (9.2) are fmnd to be valid cxpcrlmntally,

decay mdei involving the n. n', u and * states can also be studied to

determine values for nixing angles aid to test the validity of Zweig's rule.

Quwl-three-body decays are also simply related by SUO) and additional

constraint! a n inposod by Zueig's rule. The c(S, uNC, K Kv, tYK and «nit

decays arc all related by SU(3) to the observed unit decay and should provide

significant tests. Zweig's rule forbids the *«» decay mode for any init ial

singlet or nonet state.

g



* »«») • 0 by Zwelg's Rule (9.3)

Thus we strength of Che }mt decay node insnilately gives on indication

of the; validity of Z«ig'» rule.

For on initial state which Is an SIK3) singlet then are two SU<3)

invariant amplitudes if Zuelg's nil* is not assuaed, corresponding Co the

octet and singlec I U U S of the vector aesons. All decay auplicudcs can be

expressed in tans of two which «rc cakan « input, It* urn and ««•

•odea a n convanlenc for input since the former has bean observed and the

latter should vanish if Zweig's nil* holds. The SU(3) prediction! a n then2"

(9.4a)

( 9 . » )

(9.«C)

(9.W)

A0(c0"°ng)

vhen AQCVPP) dinocaa the sBplltuot for the dscay of a inltary singlet

into any particular VPP state. The.final scat* can be defined either by

the mmnta of the three neons and Che polarization of Che vtctor w o n or

by any partial m wplicudc. The relation* (9.4) an independent of all

Unmade variables and hold in any logion of Che Dalits plot.

Other high mass resonances such as the newly reported H meson ' also

offer che possibility of spectroscopy with aany span channels and fauer

kinamtie anbtguicles. The H aason should be observable in the K W eodc

as K(K8 and give a very clean signal with l i t t le background. If the H

has the qunm.ui] nmbers of the f meson excepe for spin, as eiqiecced i f ic

is Che Reggc recurrence, ic should also have the saoie mixing angle. For

this cose the KgKg width is related to Che observed 2n width by SU(3)

r(H <H - A 0 ) . (9.5)

The Rage* recurrences of th* A2 and the f' should also be expected

and observable in XX sodas. The analog of f-A2 interference should also

be aaan In che Rtgge recurrence* of these scaCas.

10. THE f-A2 vnamma
An lncaraaclng tww cool which can be useful in ha spectroecopy

la Interference between resonances which have a otaxn dscay acda. The o

and u a n maple* of scales which a n marly daganerat* In M I S and for

which interesting interference affects have already bean observed. These

particles have no cosam strong decay and* and interference is observable

only through che m i l •lactroaagnetlc contribution Co the a * 2« decay,

loch the p and che u are coupled to che KK syscam and would show

atrong interference effects in che KK decay node if cho chxswl wure open.

In an SU(3) syaaecrlc world with equal kaon and plan aassee chese KK decays

would have the sane strength as the e - 2r decay. '

For higher resonances such as che censor isions s similar nonet

structure Is observed with nearly degenerate Isovector and lsoscslor nonstrang*

boson* thsae are now abovs th* KK threshold and interference effaces

can therefore be seen. For higher noneca well abovs che KK chreshold

tn* NC dtcay rode should approach che cwo plan decay node in sCranfCh

and allow strong interference effects to be observed.



Because the f aid A2 haw different isocpln the r t l a t l w phut uf

thi charged and neutral loon pair dcray tJxfef U different In the M> cue»

Tbue i f the f n ! ti arc produced coherently the Interference eontrUxslotu

observed in the toon pair decay channel taw oppotlte <10U in the K+K" and

KTp daoy nodes. This chirgt aiyoKtry can bo very ttrlklre in K M COM*.

Interference ef fecu haw been reported and uted in the analynit of tht

reaction30'

r + p - r f + n U0.lt)

where hr danoui a naucral nontrrane>> ntaon which denayt in tht M( n k .

rf -. K • ic. (W.ib)

Both tht f and the A2 can be produced in thit reaction and Interference

effects can b* obtervad. However toat coharanc* i t lott In avaragine, over

polarisation atattt and angular dtttribuelona i f tht t » t u t M a n producad

by dUftrant raactlon iKhaniaat. With pion baaa the f la produetd primarily

by pion exchange whil* tht A2 canoe bt producad by pion exchange btcautt

of 0 parley and mat bt producad by tout other axchaaj* tuch a» e e«cha««

The u n a r m * i t tharafon nducad and la meal dtptndtnt. Oiot the proptrtiia

of tht rucnanctt arc well eatabllnhed this onJel dtpandtnet can be UMd at

a teat of tht tndtlt for tht reaction •achard*a. }u Houtvar i f tht aaraattara

of tht nacnanc* urn not nai l attabtlahtd tht dtecripelon of tveh « reaction

becomes anblguout and coapllcat«d.

Stronger interference! af factt with lata andel dependanc* are obuinabla

Midi kw> mi photon baaat which do not hive n definite C parity and can

produce both the f and the A2 by the tane aKtanlaa. This occur* in the

reaction

%rvrrc K ml Y iUt*»tt w»y nurlcf-r, IKKI !i;.Tvn«i r:.»:v3 nli^.i^i !i>" tiw cizt-

Mruiiion l.fc». x*i ; f i i tlte cohcrait l lnur uo.lml'.nn of f xid A3

«4tidi cint.>£nr, only n jip (nnrk-ansjo^irit ;ulr anJ t̂ jca txa. cont*i:t xi m

coapomnt. Ihii: s u » dcc-i;^ iinly iv.to ci-jcr.uii faon*. TV neucrxl K*on

decay awfe i> (.'rbliUai b t c i w tlic f and & decay a^>Un«iM ewKtly

canrel one w»ther in tho neutral code.

(IDZb)

oo. :c

Ihia reault i t tlanly Man In ejuwti dlv.raai but f o l i o * free the u«(t(;tSnM

of SU(» tyaaetry an) tdaat obeli* without rac|uirlnK any eneelfic quark

aoJcl e«euepticm.W tffecca at SU()> eyaMCiy braaklnK ex. be included

by intentaK phyalcal eaete* end widtha for the t and A! Inetaaj at

atautint the tlc^wtracy at llv tyaaury l ic i t . Flgurea 10. IJ am! 10.1b ehar

predicted craat eactiont obtained by aiaply addlnc Irelt-wlpwr reacnanoe

curve, with relative eaanttuk and phiw pred-cttxl t-j SU(3) but with ttw a n

end widih glvm by the aaptriaanral * M . The contribution fma th* f' It

alto Included tlnce it U »I«o d««mlne»l relative to the f evd A2 by

*I(3> txcejK for a phue utilch dt|itndi on Ihe alenwure o( t l s cachanfv.

ricurc 10. U h u the f' nhaae corrMecnduig to odd tlBWurc OKhtup euch

at vector aachaiKe while Tin 10. lb hw the phaec comaroidinc ro even

eiomure cadvewe tudi <> acalar and tavor. lbs tuppreMtm of the VrK

and* inter the f-A2 |<«*. i t vary mriml. Then la aleo a (urpritlng affect

of thu Intcrfcrcmi U'lurm ihr owrlappim; Mi l t of the f aid A3 aid f

rraonaiccn. Fxict quantitative forurrji of tnoae curvm <m? not reliable in



this region since the sisple Breit-Wi&ler description nay not hold in the

tail. However the difference between the chsrged aid neutral decays near

the peak of the £' my be observable. Figures 10.1 also show the curve

which wmld be obtained if there were no A2 contribution and no lsovector-

leoecalar interference. The interference effect in the tails of the f end

f' are s t i l l noticeable.

SiatUr effects are observable In the production of neutral sasons by

the TT reaction335

This can be studied with laptcn collldlns

<10.3a)

(10.*)

Again SU(3) determines the relative «splttude and phase of the f. A2 aid f

and the predicted cross section Is shown in Fig, 10.2. Ins K^" i s strongly

suppressed In the f-A2 region but not as strongly as in the case of the K"

reactions (10.2). The predicted shlfc of Che K^? peek reUcive Co K+K"

might be observable enpertaentsUy. A large K+K"/K°? ratio i s predicted

in Che f' region and might also be observable. Such interference effects

say give new tnalgit into Che nature of these pertlclse. Once the technique

Is established chey nay serve as a powerful tool for uwcraabUng reaction

mechanism,

11. TESIS OF ZWEIC'S RULE BY p - u AW f-A2-f WmFlWNQS

Interference effects which measure small amplitudes directly rather thm

their squares can provide sensitive tests of Zweig's Rule. The forbidden f

production anplltude in the nH reaction (10.1) has been detected by f - f

interference.34' Similar interference between the tail of an allowed f

amplitude and the peak of the forbidden f • amplitude should appear in the

K'H reaction (10.2a). Since backward f production i s forbidden, f - f

interference in the allowed Kf decay Bode should be slallar to that observed

in Che «N reaction (10.1), but tests the validity of Zwaig'a rule at a

bsryon vertex richer then at a atson vertex. Forward t' production la

allowed, and Zwrig's rule can be tested in Che forbidden «» decay node

by f - f interference.

The f-A2 Interference dlscuised In the reaction (10.2) and the analogom

P-u interference also really tesc Zueig'e rule. Thle Is rat easily seen

froa) an SUO) rotation of the faaUiar selectlm rule forblddlnj • end f'

' Juctlon without accospanyirig soraiiae particles. Int*rchen|tn( the rolee

of n aid X quarks we tee that Zwalf'• rule also forbids production of

Che scace Hjj which conalsU of an in qusrk-anclquark pair without accaspanylnt

particle* containing n end n quirks. IC thus forbids the production of

state* emalninf only b£ and charjsd kana. Neutral nonstrame a w n

produced with charted kaone suet be In the tf state which Is an equal and

fully coherent stature of p and u or of f end A2. Htxlsui Interference

should be observed in decaye. One exasple le seen In the relation* (9.4)

between • decays. If Zwlg's rjle (9.3) holds the npUtudes (9.4b) and

(9.4c) becav equal and e*ibtt aeidnui Interference in the K V « V decay

•ode. A eiMUr effect should occur in the decay of sny. SU(3) singlst neson

in thle node and also in pp and e+e" amihllatlcn in this mode.

Different enperinmti which produce the p and u only vU the ^

•tate should all eatable the Mee interference end the sees « V effective

BSSS dlscributtons. Thus reiults tram several experiments cen be combined

to te t betur etatUtics.
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Erlcion Fluctuation! in Hadron Scatterlni

S. FRAUTSCHI

California Institute of Technology. Paaadcna. California 91125

In MdiuaMiGJvy and hew/ nuclei, jt excitation energies* <*f A lev KcV

or *ore, there are so cany I ' w l t that one n-sorU to stAtlHtlc.il wthads for

treating thcan One count* th«- nusher of ways that A nuclconi* in <• nuclear

well of volune V can be given a total cxclt.it Ian .mrgy t . The remit 1*

«*4t ( i )

Alternatively, mint l l i c f « c t t t l * 1

V - A

for nucltfit °nc can expran» P AH

(J)

In th« cam ol tiadronii, we Mr* not sure wlwllipr n«v ICVFIH kwji pci-urrtni;

It tilth M i s a, Mid If they do wr nro not Htirc wliAt cim»tltutfntH to count. The

extrcfte view, vhlch 1 nti«ll Adopt for al l VMttruto* In thin talk, If. lliat ttiv

niMbcr of h«dron level* keeps Increasing at high Baanei at the very rapid rate

• /In

A level denHity of f!il« typo has Soon i

I) In tin utatliitleal hnotmrap1""' ,

<*>

I t>y coven*I piiynlcnl jt(i'liin>n i

• thr hiitlrun I P W I B AH Mile

On* Unit that a typical hairoA level of mt»» • 4ccay« via A chain of

alon enlanlonpi* ultlBiatoly prodncinit n plpno wlieri- n In of order

'Work aupporced In part by tha Energy Rttearch and Dewlopient AdKlnlatratlm

mitt Contract No. »T-( l l - l ) -68 .

It ve auliHtltulod In (1)

for the nimher at particl

E * a.



v* see chat we would get

«/T.
£>(M)~ « - « ° • <•)

FroM this point of view the new feature Is the linear growth of the

nuabei of decay products with ••

11) In the MIT bat Model one treat* the hadron levels as Made of quarts

in a voluate

V • a . (7)

This i s coMpleLely different froc the utatiatical bootstrap, and yst If

we contained (7) with eq.(3) we would gal

" T0
0<M)~ • - a .(I)

Here the new feature 1* the linear growth in volune (*q.(3)l or In the

matter of quark pairs in the VOIUM froas the viewpoint of eq . ( l ) .

I l l ) In the dual resonance Model** one thinks of hadrons as strings of length

I * m . <»)
•/To

Counting the oscillations of the string gives O(M) ~ e again. It

•ay be possible to Interpret the strings aa "sparks" of gluons running

between quarks. la this picture the rapid increase in levels i s attributed

Mainly to gluon excitations.

If quark* and gluons are perfectly .onfined then we have a choice ol

working with the observed hadron levels or with the tumiaecntal quark and gluon

constituents, and the highly diverse pictures (i) - ( i l l ) are not necessarily

all Mutually exclusive.

* Actually things are a bit More complicated. Eq.(3> applies to excitation* of
non-relativistic fenlon constituents above a f i l l ed fcnsl l eve l , whercae
P ( M ) ~ «xp(c V ' B 3 ' * | would be appropriate to the hadron. caae ( n l a t i v l s t l c
quark constituents, quark p«ira included, no f i l l ed feral lev*!) . Tfils sore
appropriate form of e leads to the SSMS conclusion, however, when the condition
V • • i« employed.

Whatever the underlying picture, th* levels May b,i divided into two

classes, separable and overlapping, for purposes of observation ( f ig . 1) .

The. separable resoaaflcea at* low enough ao that no other resonance with the

saae I , S, 1. / , . . . l i e* within one decay width r of the*. Thua they era

certainly separable in a partial viv* analysis, and May stand out aa Isolated

peaks in certain reactions. Levels of this type have Individual HSMSS and

are l isted 1M th* Particle Data Taslee. Uh#n we count the* we f U s the renutt

shown In Pig. 2.

Clearly on* cannot uae the separable resonances to establish any d l t tr i -
M/T

bution such as p - e I However, i t Is reaarksbl* that the observed curve

Is what one expect' if o has th* spsclflc for* e ° . Thai i s , rough .attUates
-WT-

coeparing the spsclag • between resonances to the width r .» a t Indicate

that resonances begin to overlap at about 2 C*V for l«w J, and ao—what later

for high J wHcrc the threshold for levels la shifted upwards In •**• (Pig. 1).

Us claiM that th* higher MM* resonance* art not individually detectable bacAus*

they overlap. Since they do not produce resolvable peaks, eve* In individual

partial waves, their existence Must be inferred More indirectly. This can be

4OM by finding reactions who** cross section i s controlled fey stat ist ical

factor* associated with th* large nuaber of overlapping resonances. These

s tat 1st leal ly-ceatrolUd reactions rt th* ones w* are gelng to talk about.

Th* question iMMdiatcly artnut: how con atatUtlcal equillbrlun b*

established during tli* very short tin* available for a nuclear or hadronlc

reaction? In general, i t cannot, in nuclear physic*, for e u a p l e , co-called

"direct reactions" occur In which th* final particle* are knocked out l*M*latsly

without cosing to thenal equilibrium. However. atatiatlcaX Mulllbriu* jji

achieved In certain reaction* which proceed via coapound nuclear atatea.

a + b -* cocM-iuad nucleus - c + d . (10)



Two conditions mitt be act:

1) The lifetime T of the compound nucleus must satisfy

T " ' r e l a t i o n
(in practice the transit t i « across the nucleus Is used

to estimate, ot at least bound, * r e i a x a t l o n >*

i i ) If the reaction i» in the overlap region, there suit be random

aaong different compound nuclear levels (definite phase relations are

not statistical). As a rule of thunb, the Intermediate levels are aore

likely to add randomly if the final state is unrelated to the initial

state.

When these conditions arc satisfied, we get the familiar relation"! of

Bohr and others

°.h*cd " < P h * "

°ab-»cd p c d

Dcd

(13)

etc. , based on statistical competition uong final statea.

The usual statistical applications to hadrontc reactions are based on

using hsdron resonances in the same role aa compound nuclear levels . That

Is , at nediun energies one assumes that

• + b * E + c + d + . . . . (14)

where £ represents an incoherent sum over hadron resonances» and at high

energies one assumes that

a + b * Z + I
• 4

c + d . . . e + f... , (15)

(the resonances move mainly in the longLt'-^inal direction; in general there nay

be one, two, or more of then) • The statistical competition results In factors

exp(-E/T).

/ f l
U> in particular, e~ e (Hagedorn). then 7 rues only as high at Tfl no

u t t e r how hi£h tiic energy, so the statistical factor represents a very severe

daiplng. Mar Rolls will report on sow recent application* of this Idea .

But this work leaves several question" open:

I) Can we show that tht* liadronlc ti.uiiT ha» tine lo cone Into vqulllSrlua?

(Clearly It tioo.-t not aLways COM Lmo fnuiUbri«o »incc, urn In nuclear

physics, there are n.niy non-nt.it IM ical phenoavna Much at- fcrw.ird prak»,

power-law fallofl of plane i-Kittrd .it Urge p..etc. But does It ever

cow into equilibrium?)

II) Sore of the phenomena hnvv nltcrnjtiv<- cxplnnjt(on« ul>ich arc stAtUtlcal

in part but dp not involve a spectrusi of o net ted ntntcH. tax tttvnple, in

the hydrodynamics 1 nodcl basi>d on varlv vnrk ot Landau and Fostfrrtnchukt,

high energy collisions produce a tort of ti.nlrooic fluid t/hlch expamls

I as inly longitudinally) until the density lit only a few hundred HeV per

(ferml) , then breaks up into pnrticlen. TIIF particle* *tt then at •

temperature T^ u^, producing effects slallar to those found In the Hafcdorn

•odel.

The BOHt convincing way to answer tlu'Kt- qucHtious would be to show chat there

sr« resonances vltVt high IUK» .mil long live» - at tlio wry li-m»t, longer than thr

10" sec transit tlas acrosrt a hadront I will deiu-rlhr first the theoretical

and then the eitperiBental approach to this question.

Theoretical estimate of f. This work has hern carried out by Matthiae ,

Nt!i»10), Haiwr111, imd Frautschi&). They show that It Is posvlbU to antUutc

the average resonance width by detailed bslance arguiwniB. Tliesc irgujwitta,

again originating with the nuclear physicists, relate densltl** e and transition

rates T. Specifically we balance transitions between resonance* (res) and

continuum (cont) :



the width of the subset of resonances appearing as intetuedlate s tates in our

particular reaction behaves as

If the reaction proceeds mainly via direct channel resonatic&s we have

o * a * n R2 . (19)

cotit-*res tot.

Thus T equals known factors times P c o n c / C
r e s '

Now one's naive expectation is that; l'(m) rises with mass because more

phase space becomes available. This naive expectation is fulfilled If there

are few resonances (p o n t / o r e s •*• as m --•»). In this case the lifetimes are

short and It is hard to see how even a partial s t a t i s t i ca l equilibrium can be

established. On the other hand, in the s ta t i s t ica l bootstrap approach, o r e g •

°cont *" o n c n 9

T - const <* mff - (20)

(Here the phase space increases very rapidly but so does the number of resonances.

A typical resonance at any m is associated with a newly open channel, Just

m or so above I t s opening energy, which gives i t about as much phase space to

decay into as £(1235)). This value for the width imp1lea a lifetime

(21)

which Is no longer than the relaxation time and thus marginal for establishing

s ta t i s t ica l equilibrium. Some investigations in the dual resonance model (Green

and Veniziano ; Kiev group ) suggest a more promising situation when a

given elastic reaction ab •*• ab is followed to a high kinetic energy: even though

the overall average width is

t r <m,
1

[Note that these two results are not necessarily contradictory since channels

with high kinetic energy, though experimentally very iaportant, are s ta t is t ical ly

unusual channels when one has a tlugcdorn spectrum.] If 'q.(23) is right, the

prospects for establishing a partial s ta t is t ical equilibrium bvrytne excellent ot

high energies. In summary we note tin- siople pliyslcH behind tlicso thvorct Uat

results: Sta t is t ical equilibrium U likely to he established only if Uttractive

interactions tend to trap the part lcl ts t such interactions should produce copious

high-mass resonances with relatively narrow wlJtlia,

How can one detect widths in the overlap region cxpcrlwentallv? Once aore

the appropriate drgument has been produced by the nuclear pfiysiciuts (tricsan l ) ) .

Tnc general idea Is that where s ta t i s t ics apply, there must be fluctuations. To

puri.xo this point in aore detail, let ut considac the parlt.il w.ivo .n.pilHiiie

for a reaction at intermediate energies an a a urn over rnaonanccs (eq.(lA)) cnclt

represented by a Breif-Wlgncr tens:

ab ' cd
(24)

(22)

U* normalize |A J to 1 at the unltarlty bound. The numbor of overlapping

resonances in

n *0<E)r , (25)

where p(E) and r now refer apecificaJly to the density and width of resonances

witli the quauLULI iiui.t..i,it> J, u, . . . appropriate to our re<ict ion (the tciin

variation to keep in -Bind Is o (E) - e tn the liadronlc caaej. Thu typical

partial width is



-a^-«i (26)

since1 in the elastic channel they must sum to 1. In an inelastic channel

YabiYcdl B * y h a v o * i t h e r s i * n *° c h e B U O i B smaller. In general A may contain

two terms:

AJ - i i + SAJ . (27)

A. 1R the coherent contribution that occurs i f the resonances rend to be in

phase. 5A represents the fluctuations about the coherent amplitude-, resultinr

from variations in phase, partial width, and spacing from one resonance to the

next. 6A i s expected to fluctuate in sign and have the characteristic magni-

tude

| « A J | - ~% vS"*-^- . (28)

where 1/n la the strength of a typical resonance tern and Sn i s the result

of •uianing over all resonances with random phases. Slnllar expressions apply

to the sum over partial waves. It is expected that fiA is always present

whereat A. depends en the reaction; examples of large A. are forward clastic

scattering, charge exchange peaka«etc.

Id a purely statistical reaction,

Ac • 0 (29)

and

<(A|2> - ( | a A | 2 > ~ i ~ e ~ E / T . (30)

This ordinary Boltzmann factor la what one sees in poor resolution [here the

averaging in (30) is provided by experimental smearing over energy]. But In

good resolution one should see strong fluctuations about the Bolf.znann factor.

Even in a .cHtieront reaction, the full rate |AC + 5A| should show

fluctuations of relative height 2 | 5 A | / | A J . Thus these "Krlcson fluctuations"

are expected to occur in # broader variety of reactions than do other statls-

tica' phenomena.

In all cases the fluctuations are characterized by an energy width

and in angular width

(31)

(32)

The energy width 1B evident from the argument that when the energy la increased

by I', one get); a now set of overlapping resonances with a new set of phase

relationships. The angular width follows from the usual argumenti about how

fast a Lcgcndre polynooinl can oscillate.

The experimental situation is that Edctou fluctuations arc well established

and a useful tool in nuclear physics, whereas there Is no clear evidence for them

in hadron phyaic*. Let u» review a beautiful nuclear case as an txinpl* of

what we arc looking for. The reaction

p +
 5 6

F e •* p + 5*Fe (33)

has been studied ' ovor the range E - ,93 to ,96 HcV at intervals of 2 to 5 KeV,

at each of suvcral angle] between A3* and 171* (Fig, 3). At fixed energy, the

dependence on angle Is characteristic of a dlffruition peak with niniaa. It la

at fixed angle that the cross section exhibits rapid Erlcson fluctuations as

the energy Is varied. The fluctuations are visible at all angles, but 6A/A is

biggest at the larger angles where A(i.e>, the coherent diffraction tftra) Is

snail, Fro* tH« observed fluctuations one learns that:

I) resonances arc present in this dlffrnctivc reaction;

II) the resonances have f « 3 KeV;



I l l ) the resonances have roughly the Uv.il density expected froB nut-lenr theory.

[The level density is obtained froa the data by • correlation function

•ethod***. In essence the method eitimates |AC1 by smoothing over the

data, and |6A| by using our result tliat the relative height of fluctuations

is approximately 2 ! ' .A | / !AJ when A- Is present. Companion with eq,.(28),

|5A| - 1/^n, then yields the number of overlapping resonances n - To from

which p is readily deduced.]

In trying to carry the** Ideas over to hadrona. one encounters A difficulty

itxnediately. Proton-proton elastic scattering, the reaction which can be Measured

with greatest precision, has a vary smooth difftrontlal cross section In both

s**) and t17^. The most critical experiwent Indicating the absence of

fluctuations is that of Akerlof et a l . , who fixed SCH • 90' and varied the

entrfy in snail steps. In an attempt to understand this failure, 1 noted

that the proton-proton channel is exotic and apparently doaa not react via

direct channel resonances. One should look for Ericson fluctuations in non-

exotic channels which do have resonances, sucli as «N» KN, or pp • The fate of

this suggestion has regained undecided to the present time due to the difficulty

of obtaining the necessary precision with v, K, or p beaw*

The best studied case has been

w*p * t*p , (3*)

where precise data with tht necessary closely-spaced energy Intervals does

exist in several kinematic configurations above the separable resonance region!

i ) Zero degree (3 ) and ISO' scattering up to lab soisentun of saw what

higher than 5 GeV/c. Th* familiar peska and dips in this data* though

usually interpreted as single reaonances, can also be interpreted

* Even in non-exotic reactions, two-component duality complicates the estimate

of |(SA|in eq.(2fl)1S), jjAj is now reduced froa (unitariry boundj/.'n to Urn \)t&

when Â  is tht Kegs* exchange contribution to thv forward clastic amplitude.

Th* vanishing of £A in pp*pp can be viewed as a special case of this relation.

as Ericson fluctuations * . The peak* oru, of courhe, ouch mare

preasincnt at 180* where Â  i t smaller.

II) Hear S GeV/c, the Lundby group ' obtained a nearly complete d?/dt

at each of two energies separated by only tEj-, m 30 KeV. The it p •• ir p

datd exhibits a striking shift from one energy to the next. Two energies

are insufficient to determine r, but a surprisingly small T is sugguKttd.

Schnidt wil l review thin tantalizing but Incomplete evidence for

fluctuations.

III) The Lur.dby data points up the fact that th2 region around 90" ( whr ro Ac l i

sul les t* should exhibit tht largest fluctuations . An Argonnc-Colunbta-

Hlnnesota collaboration has now undertaken • vysteMtlc survey io this

region. Peterson will review the progress of thin work, but in rough

outlint they will study the roactioni

PP *PP

in t?i. k ineut ic rigion

- 0.3 < c°»«CM < • 0.4

(35)

(36)

(37)

at entrgy intervals of order

&ECM« 35 HeV. (38)

This work wi l l be the wo»t d>UnttivB to date.

•Exotic exchange reactions such as backward K~p •+ K~p or pp •* pp would be
similarly favorable,



What will the results teach us? If do(5)/dt Is smooth, or if apparent

fluctuations arc always explicable in terns of fixed t or u phenomena23', then

cither

I) thtre are no nore high mass resonances, or

II) the resonances are broad [this Is contrary to expectations in both the

statist ical bootstrap and dual resonance models, ind would mike It hard

to justify any statistical model of scattering as we have seen], or

i l l ) the resonance couplings and spacings cannot be treated as randotn in Iiadron

physics [actually this i s true in the present version of the dual resonance

model, whert the levels are highly degenerate, equally rather than randomly

spaced, and couple in highly coherent fashion. It is an open question to

what extent unitarizatlon of the model (loop corrections) will randomise

the positions and couplings of the resonances, giving the model a more

stat ist ical aspect].

If, on the other hand, narrow fluctuations are found:

a) They wil l provide evidence for at least as many resonances as there are

new peaks.

b) T will ba determined. If It is small, the fluctuations will be easier to

see snd furthermore the whole statistical approach will bo better Justified

as we have seen.

c) The correlation function will provide a stat lst ics l estimate of p(n), which

will greatly exceed the minimal estimate of e(a) Indicated by the number of

peaks directly observed.

d) The Investigation can be repeated for various channels: *+p, K+p (exotic*

smooth?), pp (exotic, smooth?), ir"p, K"p, pp. Each reaction should yield

Information on direct channel resonances with a different set of quuitum

numbers.
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Figure Csptions

Fig. 1: Schematic plot Indicating where rp(m,J) is large enough to

mike individual level* (of • given J P , I , S , I , . . . ) overlap,

Fig, 2t Comparison of s t a t i s t i ca l bootstrap spectrum with experiment.

The experimental states Include a l l hadrons assigned definite

spins by the Particle Data Group as of 1973. The s ta te i arc

weighted by (2J+1) (21+1); both particles and antiparticles

arc counted except when stlf-conjugate.

Fig, 3: da/dft for p + 56Fe + ] > t taVt toeasured in steps of 2 - S KeV

around 9.A McV (taken fro* Ref. 15).
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imental Search fc<

F,H. Schmidt — University of Washington

1371-72, wMlle or. sabbatical le&vo at CSRN,! participated in

a search for Uricson rjucuiatlor.s In T-?;> e l a r t i r Scattering at 5 GeV/c. Our

results were published in I'hysics Letters; BIS, 357 (JG73): riuctuations

in Large Anglo r? Elastic Scattering at 5 GeV/C, IMI. Schmidt, C. Bag]in,

P. J . Carlson, A, Eide, V. Gracco, K. Johansson, and A. l>undby.

The results are neither spectacular nor convincing, but we found some

indications that the flp cross-section changes very rapidly with pion energy,

as should be the case for Ericson fluctuations.

Th* phenomenon of Ericion Fluctuations i s well-establialmd in par t ic le-

nuclnus reactions and scat ter ing, to I ' l l br ief ly discuss th is case f irs t and

*ticM BOTH* typical resul ts .

I*ip,ure 1 (top half) Bhow3 ,I nucleus represents) by <i potential noil

which in "topped" i.y the vnulomb petnntitil. The micluohR tn the etiihli- Male

l i t (n tlm (Oir-p l.jue) rrrml Roa. Ahave tlm top cif thir. ru.t, .ire tli-r.l Ic.und

very slurp bo\»»l level:, which. If excited, decay t.y ^nm* omiuaion. Al hiphcr

enQff.ies! the levf-ls become more nuiwrous, and after th« morp regular ioaturvs

of nuclear structure begin to fade away, the levels may be thought of as

st.it JL*lc.iUy dintribuicO.

At the ::oro level cf cnerpy, ncutt-ons Ijtcon? unl-oui.d, but tionttitpJcBs

fl.ui, ntL'.rcn (.-'-tfi.c Icvti i uri; olscrvcd, a;, illu-tt\.u-d iu tho. lu««i \>a\f

of lifl, 1. Tyj :r«i!v, I Si>; '-1 ahaip tiriitron lcvolt. are &ep«r«itod |,y pnprf.iic

in '.tw u.v. rnii,vi th'V ,••• PtotiMic.Uly di&tril'utud, <iml ,n firr.t .in uverapc

r | l f " ' - ' i n | ' t i " ' r".-'1 v.n'» .1- :J , „• wt-iH hr V).> r.ine for BfjMr.ir.*(' l -wly.

where I.* '.• i!.i- nur^ei rf lc-vels ii.t-luded in the- average- It is also giver, by

pAF, where P is the avcr.igt: 3cvel density.

Th« Etati3*"ica3 iit'tt*i»ut i'T- of" the lt-v^ls can I.11 naively thought of

as l>ein£ caused by a "lv-.\y" •-•Qlict1. ^OTet.'.viL.

At higher rntrf.it:;, the lowls begi: -.c wideii an<3 to overlaf.-, so thut

quantum mwchjnical in: < ! r ' r . :.-•• iief.it.:. to oc;ui", whitl. r-j:.r that botf. t!ic

omplltuil^s of the overlappinc s ta tes , ai^" xhcli ^J.^PCJ , will determine their

effects on cross-Mvtionr. This. !: ttitf rrpi-jTi ff Lric«t<tt TluitMilt i t : . ; . Puc

to the random phases, t!.f- ohsc-ivcd cross - sect ionr- fluctu.i**.- ly factors which

arc much larger than would bo produced only l>y f luctuat ipnr. in the level density

i t se l f . This i s , in f«ct , tlie fealur* wlilcli wtft f i rs t introduco-J ty " . I'ricseii.

For rhorccd part icle ci-or.s-Kectiuns, the levels contributing can l ie

far above the zero cnurpy level. I'ipuio ? sliowr. oxi-fflscntal results for

p,p elaBtlc and inelast ic scattering on Ni-68 vs. -ncrgy. The inrLiMic

ccatterinp in this ilju!-tr,itlo« encites the first r»xcitod r ta te in Ni-be

lylne .it an mirrfiy vl J.1W HcV.

It It. Iinnii>>tf.it • lv KIVIHI- ih«( Uric:ioti I'luctUJ'JOIK- product: tjultn

(lv.ii.«.ill' | . - « l l ' i . Hut-: th.il tl.it-c I:- lie .tpp.ili»i corrrl.ilinli iotwtriii tliit

f.lu«*tuijt ion-. ,11 Ifiti" wit'i tlit...«' ni l?0". Thit- U ancUicv clmra(t«vlht Ic of

IIi-icHon riuctuatlonu. Also, the <'l«Ftic aud inelastic crorp-ticctlonr «rc yn-

correlatod.

rir.uvc 3 Rlfwr. «l.,rt cm W uone witi. :^" dnta of H p . 7. The energy

rorrplat ion fuiu-iion .

IK plotted vi. 6 (D. Tho .tvt rof 0 1- w l widtlh f is then i-tvoalud -• in th is

t . i r . o ,-il.t.111 Id K V V .

/\ . , . ! ( l j : ft:, • • '••,",.-.!" • ' v c ! v i . 1 i V i . - . , t o . i r i . i f v . - :• i K i l f l l * vs.-



perimental resul ts for (say) i>p scattering in the ntiurcy region of (say)

5 GeV, would require a prohibitive amount of effort . Thus, what we did

do at CERK is very l i t t l e compared witli what ore might like to do.

*±p scattering had already been measured by Arne Lundby's group at

S GeV/C or 3.1 GeV/C in the cetiter-of-uiass system. The data nummary tapes

were s t i l l available, and i t occurred to us that we might be able to re-analyse

them by dividing the cross-sections into two energy groups, separated by about

15 MeV.

IS HeV i s a very small change, and we real ly had but l i t t l t expectation

of observing anything interesting. We were nonetheless stimulated by Stevt

Frautschi's theoretical tnvistigations.

On the other hand, ear l ie r work at CERN by Allaby, t t Hi, (Physics

Letters 23_, 369 (1966)) on p,p scattering at fixed energy but variable angle

did not reveal any sign of Ericson fluctuations.

The original experimental arrangement for the 5 GeV work le shovn In

Tig. •+. The beam hortoscopoB dofin© tho incoming tiuam illrt'cticn, mid tliu various

sp.irk t-'hdml'iira determine the trajectories of scattered part icles . Additional

coiiiitrdlnta arc provided by nwgutttic deflection.

The incoming «* beam was selected in momentum by magnetic deflection*

and the ptons were delimited by an exit s l i t . This s l i t selected a momentum

width of about ±1.21.

Each l ikely event was f i t ted kinomatically by means of a computer

program. Host sigr.ificar.tly, tho program calculated the beat f i t to a l l the

measured data by ci:!;juLtinp. the iricor.inr :'ion mnmontum. It was th is la t te r Feature

which we realised could be used as a schotnc for dividing tho scattering data

into two different enerpy blnu. figuro !. shuws .-.ehonntlcally thv method.

Tho validity of such a procedure clearly rests upon the resolution,

fip, which is dctiifVciMe l»y tin: entire comi.indtion of apparatus plus computer

progr<itr., and it mint lv clumon:. t i l led. There; was no way to do tliis. with tho

5 GeV/C ddta* but fortunately I.ut.iit.y's ^(tiij. t.«id \MTA conpleted a series of

runs at 10 GeV/C with the same .r^ifpr.vnt, excrp tli-H .i rtonivntuir Knjectlng

hodoscopo had been added. Thus, a n«rrow bond, fip/p « 0.2% could bt analytod

to find the experimental resolution at 10 Gt'//C, from whie)i the roaclution at

S GeV/C was inferred. This i s uhown In VlR. C

Thus we wore reassured that the momentum resolution of thv overall

system was adequate to justify dividing the crot>ii-t>cctiori data at each Rc*ltariti£

angle into two energy intervals , separated by IS HeV in the c. of m. system.

Our final result* are shown in r ig . 7. In the two halve:- of thu figur*

the quantity A is plotted for n+ at the top, and w" at tht bottom, vt the

usual momentum transfer parameter ( - t ) . A is given by

m H (upper enorcy bin) - H(lower enerr.y
N (ujtpu'r* uniTRV bin) * NUOW.T <-nuir.y

s1|tnl 1 ic.nit ' to noto in that tin i niiown tin r.if<n

tht »+ data docs show a significant valuv for A. Tht apparatus was incapable

of distinguishing whollmr a *+ boom or a n" boom was iritroducod from the proton

synchrotron. Thus, we belicvt that the n+p cross-section truly dous change

radicdlly in only a 15 M«V energy shift tis indicated by Tig. 7.

After 1 loft Cf.RN In September 1972, my co-workers s t i l l in Geneva

made ir.tiny chocks to assure themselves that the effect war. not instrumental.

Of course, wlmt WO'VP observed rc,iy bo the influence of c single sharp

resonntico in tho n+p systna, Imi. this: r.octn^ uiiUU-ly i» view of tiio ciiango in
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Search for Ericscm Fluctuations in n+p Scattering at 3.7 and 7.1 GeV/c*

U. Michael

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

University of California

Berkeley, California 94720

Data on ir*p e last ic scattering, obtained from two high-stat ist ics bubble chairber

exposures at 3.7 and 7.1 GeV/c beam momentum, have been examined for Ericson

fluctuations. No evidence for such fluctuations has been found. I t 1s shown

that f ixed-u features 1n up scattering wi l l lead to ncn-zero values of the

asynmetry paraireter at f1xed-e.

1 would l i ke to present results from another ex post facto experiment nn

Cricson fluctuations; that is to say, although this experiment wasn't

designed specif ical ly to look for f luctuations, i t appears that i t night

contain some information on the question, so we have done a simple analysis.

The process observed is ir+p elast ic scattering at the two beam momenta of

3.7 and 7.1 GeV/c. This is a bubble chamber experiment, carried out with the

82-inch hydrogen bubble chamber at SLAC. The data come from two different

experimental groups at LBL: Group A has provided the data at 7.1 GeV/c, while

the 3.7 GeV/c data come from the Triiling-Goldhaber group ( ' ) • At 7.1 GeV/c,

the data come from about 700 000 pictures having a 'sensitivity of 43 events/pb.

Some 500 000 two-pronged events have been measut-Jd, with about 13? 000 f i t t i n g

the four-constraint elastic hypothesis. At 3.7 GeV/c r i e processing of events

is s t i l l underway, but we have a sample based on about 550 000 pictures, which

have yielded about 50 000 elast ic events. Trie analysis of these data for

Ericson fluctuations has been carried out by George Gidai and myself.

What experimental condition permits us to Mke such an analysis? I t is that

the spread in beam nionentum is signif icantly greater than the resolution of

an individual beam track. The spread in beam momentum 1s between 3S end 4%,

while the momentum of an individual bean track 1b known to 0.5% or tet ter .

This comes about because trie momentum of a given track is correlated by the

bean optics with the transverse position of the track 1n the chamber. The

situation is sumnarizdd in Fig. 1 , and nore specifics are given in Ref. 2.

Fig. 1 also shows the kinenatic region covered by this experiment in terms

of the conventional Handelstarn variables s and t . Keep in mind that on this

plot a l ine of constant u l ies at 45s to the t -ax is . That fact wi l l enter

into our discussion of projections on t .

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of center-of-mass energy at the two nomenta.

For the purpose of studying fluctuations, ttie data are divided into three

bins in c m . energy, as indicated by the dotted lines in Fig, 2, The

boundaries are chosen so that the number of events in each bin is the same.

The difference 1n the average energy of the outermost bins is 30 KeV at 3.7

GeV/c and 60 MeV at 7.1 GeV/c.



Figs. 3a and 3b show the differential cross section do/dt with the three energy
bins combined at each momentum. The test for Ericson fluctuations is to make
the corresponding distribution for each cm. energy bin separately, and compute
the asymmetry parameter, A( t ) , between pairs of energy bins. A(t) Is defined
as follows ( ' ) :

Aft) - Ott.hiqher) ~ Qjt.la
m ' a<tthigher) + a<t,la

where o(trhigher) and oft,lower) are respectively the values of the differential
cross section for the higher and lower energy bins of the pair.

Before looking at the results for A(tJ, however, let 's consider a circumstance
other than Ericson fluctuations that can lead to non-zero values of Aft). That
circumstance is the presence of fixed-u features In the np differential cross
section. The effect of such features on A(t) is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 4 for two idealized cases. In the case of a fixed-u dip, an oscillation
Is induced in A(t ) , as Il lustrated in Figs. 4b and 4c. In the case of a fixed-u
slope ( i . » . a « ebu), a square-wave shape is induced In A(t ) , as illustrated
In Figs. Ad and 4e. More generally, a fixed-u surface having both ingredients
may be present* a:; Il lustrated in Fig. Af.

Do we have evidence for such fixed-u features 1n our data? Figs. 3c and 3d show
the differential cross section with respect to u for each momentum, and i t may
be seen that the shapes are very similar for -u < 3. For greater c lar i ty, a
magnified view of this region is given in Fig. 5. The backward peak and well-
known dip at -u « 0.15 are readily apparent, and there Is a smooth fa l l -o f f
front a secondary maximum near -u * 0.6 to a minimum near -u * 3. Since this
shape persists from 3.7 to 7.1 GeV/c. (an Interval of 1 GeV in cm. energy) I t may be
regarded as an approximately fixed-u shape. A similar shape has also been
observed in CERN experiments at 5 and 10 GeV/c (*). The dip at -u * 0.15 is
too narrow to have an observable effect on A(t) at our stat ist ical level, but
now let 's look at the results for A(t) to see I f there is any effect from the
fixed-u surface, or any Indication of t*ie presence of Ericson fluctuations, and
then make a crudo estimate of the expected magnitude of the effect. Fig. 3

can be used to see which t-values correspond to the fixed-u surface. The region
from -u = 1 to 3 maps into the neighborhood of - t = 3 to 5 at 3.7 GeV/c, and
- t - 10 to 12 at 7.1 GeV/c. Fig. 6 shows A(t) for the outermost cm. energy
bins at each momentum. At 7.1 GeV/c, there are points about three and two
standard deviations from zerL - t = 11 to 12. At 3.7 GeV/c, there are points
approximately two standard deviations from zero in the neighborhood of - t * 5.
In both cases, these non-zero points fa l l in the range of the fixed-u surface;
otherwise, the asymmetry is consistent with zero. For completeness. Fig. 7
shows A(t) for the inner pairs of bins at each momentum, although these should
be less sensitive than the outemost bins. Again, there are no significantly
non-zero values of the asymmetry. Fig. 3 shows the correlation function, C(c)
{defined on the figure), which uses the infomation from a l l three bins simul-
taneously, and should give the best Indication of any real effect (s) . Again,
there are no significantly non-zero vaKes, except possibly m the region of
the fixed-u surface.

A rough quantitative estimate of the expected asymmetry for a given slope in
do/du can be made as shown in Fig- 9. The slope parameter, b, can be est i -
mated by drawing lines on the data of Fig. 5 and on the CERN data of Ref. 4.
The estimated values of A(t} are quite compatible with the observed asymmetries.
The fixed-u features of the cross section thus provide a satisfactory explan-
ation of the present data, and we conclude that:

- There is no evidence for Erkson fluctuations in these data (but the
sensitivity of this experiment is not great),

- Experiments to study fluctuations must properly account for the gross

features of irp scattering.
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(Tr i l l ing-Goldhaber group) G. S. Abrams, B. Y. Daugeras ( v i s i t o r from Orsay),

A. D. Johnson, and F. C. Winkelmann. For a discussion of e l a s t i c scatter ing
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Steve Frautschi has pointed out to us that C I H , ( t ) computed for a siwll energy

Interval w i l l necessarily underestimate the true correlat ion, since a* over a

snail Interval may be signif icant ly dif ferent from the true o. This 1s

I l lustrated schematically in Fig. 8.

"*P - " * P 3 . 7 . 7.1 G e V / c

0

S -,o

-15

-20

i • • • »-i i i i i i • • • • i

_ , \ .

0 5 10 15 20
(CeV)

Fig. 1 . A search for Erie^on fluctuations is possible in this experiment

because the spread in beam moirentur is s igni f icant ly greater than

the resolution (see Ref. ? ) . The randclstan plot shows tne kine-

matic region covered, alonp with a ;ort*on of th? data.
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F1g. 2. Distribution of center-of-mass energy <t the two rawnti. jte the

difference In abscissa scales. The dotted lines Indlcrj the bins

used to test for fluctuations.
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Fig. 3. Differential cross section with respect to e and u. Note the

effect of the spread In boan r̂ npntum.



Fixed-u features of the differential cross section introduce correlations in

t-projections. ( « • t * u - Em2.)

higher energy
lower energy

*(t) 0

(c)

V
»<t) 0

(e)

dip

Fig, 4. Illustration of the effect on A(c) of fixed-u features of the

differential cross section. Both of t!ie •1daa'ue'1 elements shown

here occur in the data (see Figs. 3, 5, and ii).

0.0001

Fig. S. Differential cross section for -u < 6. llote li: similarity of

shape for ~u < 3,



»*P-»*P 3.7 CeV/c
LOW-HIGH, AC - JO HtV

^ • S E t i

- I (CiV)

"*P-»*P 7.1 C«V/e
LOW-HIGH. 4C • 60 MeV

0 I 4 6 t 10 12
- t (CeV>)

Fig. 6. Asymstry perimeter for the outer pilr of bins «t etch iranntun. -

The (lotted lines Indicite the region likely to at most sensitive

to Ertcson fluctiutions. Values neir the backward direction ray

shtr.i the effect of the different amount of phase space available

at each energy, or the effect of tne fixed-u dip at -u » 0.15.

• •p-it'p •
LOW MIDDLE. IE - I S U«V

3.?' C»V/c
HIDDLE-HICH. 4E > IS M«V

, +
2 4 •

- I (0tV>)
4 (

- I (CtV)

*p-»'p 7.1 CtV/e
LOW-MIDDLE, IE > 30 MtV MIDDLE-HICH. it - 30 UtV

hj '1th,
0 2 4 « e 10 12

- I 10«V)
0 2 4 * 6 10 12

- I (C«V)

F1g. 7. Asymmetry for the Inner pairs of bins at *ach momentum.

See the Ciptio. for Fig. 6 for an explanation of the dotted lines

and backward points.



'p-ii i. 3 ' leV/e
CORRi • " ION OVER 5 Ecu B i t s

1

- I (CiV'l

u'p-n'p 7.1 C«V/c
CORRELATION OVER i Ecu i l N S

Definition A(t)
a (t,higher) + a(t,loww) K

Assume

Then

Empirically

and

So

o (u) . e

Aft; ' Ma

b m 1 - 2 (at -u « 1. See Fig. 5 and lief. 4)

• - a . • -2EAE (from • • t • u • E»')

(GeV/c) (GeV) (HeV) (GeV1) (approx.)

LBL

CERN

LBL

3.7

5.0

7.1

2.6

3.2

3.8

30

20

60

-.17

-.13

-.45

-.11

• .09

-.3

-.3,

-.2,

-.3,

-.5

-.5

-.7

See Ref. 3 for the CERN data.
The column "At" Is obtained by setting b • 1.5. I f b is taken equal to 2
(as i t appears to be at its steepest point) the predicted values of A are
just Su, and the agreement with the observed values Is even better.
I f a is decreasing with • or b is increasing with m (shrinkage), the predicted
magnitude of A will Increase.

Fig. 8. Correlilion function for the three bins at each momentum.
Sse Footnote 5 for an explanation of the sketch, (c).

FJg. 9. Estimate of the asyumtry, A(t), induced by s given slope, b, and

comparison with observed asymnetries.



RACKWRD RIASTIC SCATTERING IN THE 5 CuV/c RECH'K

R. L. Dlxon, J , M. Fletcher , A. F. Gjrf lnkel , P. J . Loeff lar

S. Mudrak, E. I , Shibata, K. C. S t a n f l e l d , Y. W. Tang+

Department of PhyalCi, Purdue University
Mest Lafayette, Indiana 47907

E. W. Hoffaan

Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, I l l l n o l a 60439

Presented by E. l . Shibata

4t report pre l ln tnary r« iu l ta for <f*p •• prT d i f f e r e n t i a l

croaa sec t ions a t a i x bean aowtnta bttwean 4.75 and 5 .2 GeV/c

for 0 > u > - 0 . 7 < G e V / c ) 3 . These data a r t discussed In terms

of the poss ible e x i s t e n c e of narrow atructurt in th» c v n t a t -

of-maaa tntrgy drptndanca • • would b* t x h l b l t t d by an Crlcion

Eluctuatiem or a narrow plon-micUon raaonanct.

*R»»tarch aupportcd by tit* U. 1 . Energy Rtatarch and D*v«lopnant Administration,

fPr«aant v^-zzf Sylvanl* Corporation, Kvedhan, MaaaachuaetCa 02192.

In this paper we make a preliminary report on our measurements of

n~p elastic scattering near tt<e backward direction [0.0 > u > -0.7 (CeV/c)'1

at Incident momenta in the 5 GeV/e region. This region in *-"p clastic

scattering Is of particular Interest for two reasons; (a) Some time ago,

a very narrow baryon resonance was reported by Kortnanycis et al. It was

observed as a bump at 5.P GeV/c in the energy dependence of rTp elastic

sectoring at 180°. This unconfirmed state, the N*(3245), had a matt of

3245 t 10 MeV and a width2 less than 25 MeV. it has been suggested by

Krttch that such a narrow baryon resonance might be related to the narrow

J/t meson; (b) In the 5 GeV/c region Schmidt et al. have reported

fluctuations in the differential cross section for large angle ̂ p elastic

scattering, which occur over a snail change in Incident nonentun (approxi-

mately BDMev/c). These fluctuations ware interpreted as possible evidence

for Eric ton fluctuation. ' Schmidt et al. found that their *~p elastic

teattaring data ware consistent with no fluctuations over the whole t-range.

However, they note that there is somt indication of fluctuations for

|tt > 5 (GeV/c)p and that their data cannot rule out fluctuations In rr"p

that are small compared to whit they observed in rt* p.

Our data coma from a aeries of counter/wire spark chamber tfxperiratnta

perforated at the Argonne National Laboratory Zero Gradient Syticb-etron

(AHL ZGS). These experiments ware designed to study reaction* of the

typw

and
TTp -»

r P ••

near the backward direction betwten 3 and 5.5 GeV/c, Here X and Y repre-

tctit haryont o£ »tr«ng«ne*B 0 mi -I. reapectlvely. A large solirf angle

magnetic recoil spectrometer was used to measure the directions and moment*



of the recoil *t''a; fro" this information Che ma«* of the forward-going

baryon system was calculated. In addition to backward TT'P elastic scat-

tering eventa, our data sample include* Inelastic channels iucti as

and K"p •• r*"", \**Klifir-^~ .

So far, remits on a comparison of the reset Ions

and K"p •* ITTT"

at 3 and 5.1 GeVr/c have been reported. However, most of the data are

s t i l l being analysed. This include* our "*p backward elastic scattering

differential cross section measurements at twelve different Incident

momenta between 3 and 5.5 GeV/c; previously theae differential cross

sections have been Matured in this u-range only at 3 GeV/c and 2 $.91

CeV/c.9

As shown in Fig. 1, eh- apparatus was installed in the ZCS 17° Beam.

This bean line La a two-stage transport system designed to accept nega-

rtve particles produced st cere- degrees by the H4 Internal target.

Targeting a 3.375" beryllium M4 target with 101 circulating protons at

12,3 (icV/c gave approximately 2,5 x 10* **", 20,000 K", and about 2000 "p

at 5 GeV/c. Intensities of up to 4 x 101 "'/pulse were used In these

experiments In order to have a reasonable K" flux. At the first focu*

a ten-element hodoscope, P, subdivided the 2,5X momentum bite Into ten

equal intervals') at S GaV/c a single momentum bin corresponds to a momen-

tum Interval of 12.5 MeV/c or an Interval of about 4 MeV in center-of-

maa* energy. The liquid hydrogen target was located at the second focus,

where the beam spot s l se was about V in diameter <F*W). The incident

bean direction waa determined to within ±2,5 rorad by the Interaction point

In the liquid hydrogen target and two hodoscopes of five elements each,

BH and BV, placed after the last beam quadrupole magnet. A beam particle

was required to give counts in two counters, BMl and BM2, placed in the

beam line, no count in a hole counter (hole diameter of 1.25"), and counts

in each of the three hodoscopes, P, BH, and BV. A beam particle was

Identified aa a pion If it produced counts in al l of three threshold

Cherenkov counter* set to count plons (CPU, 2, and 3) .

The Purdue/ANL recoil spectrometer system is shown In Fig, 2. The

beast was Incident on a 24" long, 2" diameter liquid hydrogen target.

The momenta and directions of recoil ptons were measured in a magnetic

aptctroiteter, consisting of wlro spark chamber* with magnetostrlctlve

readout* placed before and after an SCM-105 dipole magnet with a central

field of 11.36 kllogausa. This *tagn«t wa* 30" long and had an 84" hori-

•ontal by 26" vertical aperture. A 1/4" thick sclnti l lator counter (Si)

alongside the hydrogen target in coincidence with an eight-counter hodo-

acope (S2) at the back of the spectrometer indicated that a charged

particle had passed through the recoil spectrometer, A veto counter (VI)

was installed to cut down on background resulting from recoil proton* from

forward rTp e last ic scattering, but wa* not Incorporated into the fast

electronic trigger. For n~p backward elastic scattering at 5 GeV/c this

spectrometer measure* n" recoil angles between 85° and 145° in the labora-

tory system (between 145° and 170° in the ccnter-of-ma*s system); the

recoil plon momenta ranged between 460 and 8S0 MeV/c,

In the forward direction two sets of counters (Fl and F2) and a set

of four wire apvrk chambers were used to give information abo'if the forward-

going baryon systea. An additional threihold Cherenkov counter (CF) set



to count TT'« l* placed inn td Lately down it ream of these spark chambers in

order to enrich our backward elastic TV"P data by vetoing f « c forward-

going ploni in one of our possible triggers.

Three different triggers were used In our measurements of rTp back-

ward elastic scattering. The firat of these vat a simple missing nan

trigger, which required that a charged pirticl* pats through the recoil

spectrometer In coincidence with a beam pion. The second trigger added

to Che simple missing mas* trigger the requirement that * charged particle

other than a pion pan through the forward set of spark chambers. The

third trigger required a beam pion in coincidence with a random pulic

frost a pulse generator In order to awaaure the bean momentum distribution;

thif was required for the proper normalisation of data from different

elements of the momentum hodoacope. Theic three trigger* were taken

simultaneously. Our results for tTp backward e l i i t i c scattering using the

firat trigger are Indistinguishable from the results using Che second

trigger. Thus, d«t« from the n two tri|g*r modes have been combined.

The experiment we connected on-line to an EHR 6050 computer. In

addition to recording the raw data on Magnetic tape, the coaputer made

many checks of the apparatus, analysed about 80% of the events with a

negative recoil track and provided missing mass and angular distribution

histogram* on-line.

The missing masfaquared (*&+) distribution for the reaction

T̂ p -• XV

at S.I GeV/c is shown In Fig. 3. At other Incident momenta In the S G*V/c

region, the distributions are similar. The signal for rTp backward elastic

•entering, as evidenced by the peak at the mass-squired of the proton,

appears clearly with only a small background, in addition, the A*(1236)

end a peak in the region of M^ - 1.52 CeV/c3 are observed.

Eventa tn the proton peaV were binned according to the four-momentum

transfer, u. These data were then corrected for " decay in the spectrom-

eter (< 16.0%), TT decay in the beam after CPI3 (<0 .3 l ) , nuclear Inter-

actions (< 71), leptons in the bean) (< 1%7.), spark chamber tracking

inefficiency (~ 5%), losses due to random hodoacope tags <~ 167.), and

events In the distributions outside cuts (~ 17,). Using the Monte Carlo

technique, the acceptance of the apparatus was determined to a statistical

accuracy of < ±& for a Au-bln of .05 (GeV/c)B, A correction was also

made to account for a small nonresonant background under the proton peak.

Cauasian peak for the proton, relatlvistic Brelt-Wigner shapes for resonances,

and a polynomial for the background. The signal to background ratio was

found by integrating the fitted signal and background functions between

the mas* cut limits. This correction tfas typically ~ 14%. By repeating

this process for different u-blns it was found tint the correction did not

vary with u within statistical errors. The Inset In Figure 3 shows the

ml suing masi-squared distribution tor |u| > 0,5 (GeV/c)r, where a strong

signal *t the largest momentum transfers U t t t l l present.

Hit corrected n~p backward elastic scattering data at 4.75, 4,95, 5.05,

5.10, 5.12, and 5.20 GeV/c are shown in Fig. 4. The errors shown are statis-

tical only, rt estimate the additional systematic error to be < ±87., The

uncertainty In relative normalization between the CTOKB sections at dif-

ferent incident momenta Is estimated to be < Wh. These data ex*1" ft

backward peaks which can be fit with the simple form

* • » • - •

The results from such fita are listed in Table I,



In Figs. 5 and 6 our v'p elastic scattering differential cross sections

are plotted as a function of incident beam momentum for two different u-

intervale. The u-lnterval used in Fig. 5 i s 0.0 > u > -0.7 <GeV/c)a ; in

Fig. 6 it la -0.025 > u > -0.075 (CeV/c)r. The prominent features are a

broad bump at about 3.75 GeV/c and a hroad shoulder or bump at about 4,75

GeV/c, both superimposed on a cross section decreasing with increasing

energy. Ve interpret these broad structures as being due to the s-channel

formation of £(2850) and £(3230). There la no narrow structure in the

S.I GeV/c region, when Kormanyoi et al. reported a narrow peak in tha

n'p elastic scattering cross section at 180° (the data of Kormsnyos et al .

arc also plotted in Figs. 5 and 6 for comparison). However, If the peak

observed by Kormanyos et alt is associated with a high spin nucleon reso-

nance, the resultant angular distribution would oe very sharply peaked

toward the backward direction and its effect in our data, taken at center-

of-ttaaa angles between 145° and 170°, would be much reduced. Also, we

are currently investigating interpretations of all data within the context

of dual interference models, which may explain the observed effects.

In order to investigate possible Ericson fluctuations ' in np elastic

scattering, we have Marched fo.- -hanges in the differential cross sections

which occur over small increments in oenter-of-mass energy. The largest

effect we observe occurs between 4,95 and 5.05 GeV/c, a separation in center-

oE-tiatt energy of about 30 H»V. In Fig. 7 the asymmetry parameter

^(5 .05 GeV/c) - -j-|(4.95 GeV/c)

-p(5.O5 GeV/c) + :p(4.95 GeV/c)
au au

is plotted as a function of u. A ~ 157. asymmetry occurs in the region

-0.05 > u > -0.25 (GeV/c)s, corresponding to a ~ 30X decrease in differci

tial cross section in this u-reglon between 4.95 snd 5.05 GeV/c. rfe

therefore rule out any fluctuations as large as 50Z in the asynsaetry param-

eter as was observed in TT+p scattering at 5.0 GcV/c by Schmidt et al.

7e wish to thank the staff at the Zero Gradient Synchrotron undor the

direction of T. K. Fields for their support without which this experiment

would not have been pas sib We also express appreciation to A. Kriach,

A. Yokasawa. E. Peteraon and I. Price for helpful discussions.



TABLE I. Result* from fitting measured differential cross
sections with the expression

Incident Beut
Momentum

(GcV/c)

4.75

4.95

5.05

5.10

5.12

5.20

A
[,Lb/<GeV/c3]

12.2

11.3

8.2

7.4

7.7

7 .3

±0.8

±0.6

±0.5

±0.3

1 0.4

1 0.4

B
[«5eV/<:>-=]

4

4

3

3

3

4

.6

.7

. 9

.7

.9

.0

± 0 . 3

± 0.2

± 0.3

±0.2

± 0.2

± 0.2

X

11

13

28

12

13

12

3

.4

.7

.2

.8

.5

.3

••greet
of

Freedom

11

13

14

11)

14

14
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Flftute C»ption»

1. Plan view of apparatus in the ASL ZCS 17C Beam.

1. I'urdue/ASL (U-coil Spectrometer System,

'. Visaing mass-squared distribution for the reaction ff^p -• j f V at

>.l CeV/c for 0.0 > u > -0.7 (GeV/c) r; inset i t for -0.5 > u > -0.7

(GeV/c)' .

4. D i f fe ren tH I croas •ect loni at 4.75, 4 .95, 5.05, 5.10, 5.12, and 5.2

GeV/c. The 180° ff'p elastic scattering cron aaccion neavuramenta

of Komanyoi et a l . (Ref, I ) are also shown (square points) .

5. Energy dependence of the ™"p elastic •catterLng cross section for

0.0 > u > -0.7 (,GeV/c)v . Also stiown «r« the 190° TT"P e last ic scat-

tering croit section neasuraaent• of Kornanyos et a l . (Ref. 1) ,

6. Energy dependence of the **~p elastic scattering cross section for

-0.025 > u > -0.075 (C*V/c) r . Al-i* shown are the 180° - "p elastic

scactering cross lection measurements of Kormanyos et a l . (Ref. 1) ,

7. The asynmetry paraswtur

••••(5.05 C^V/c) - ^ ( » . 9 5 GeV/c)

^ ( 5 . 0 5 GeV/c) + ^ ( 4 . 9 5 GeV/c)

at a function of u.
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ERICSON FLUCTUATION EXPERIMENTS AT ARGONNE*

E. Peterson
University of Minnesota

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

This is a report of an experiment that was expressly designed to look

for Ericson fluctuations ID IT" and w+ large-angle clastic scattering. The

panonnel far the experiment consists of Marvin Marshakt Hans Courant,

Wei Peterson, myself, and Keith Ruddick, all from Minnesota; Ruse Klerr,

Bob Miller, and Phil Schreincr from Argonne; and Keith Jenkins and Larry

Price from Columbia University.

Thb existing data on IT* and IT" and elastic scattering near 90° c m .

are shown in Figure 1. In the momentum range from 3 to 8 GeV/c, error

bars are anywhere from 30% to a factor of two- It is clear that if one wants

to look for Ericson fluctuations, one has to do a very systematic, closely

spaced energy search, and on* has to design an experiment with a Large

acceptance, since the cross sections are very small at 90°.

L«t me remind you just a bit about the kinematics of elastic scattering.

Since »n elastic scatter has to be coplanar, there is one constraint immediately,

If you measure the angle of one particle, a unique angle is predicted for the

second particle, assuming that pion* and protons can be distinguished. Thus

m slmpl* measurement of angles alona is sufficient for a two-constraint

determination.

The experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 2. It is in place in

Argonne'd beam 5, a new beam built for this experiment. The beam has a

momentum bite of ± 5%, a momentum resolution ot ±0. 25% (via a 20 bin

hodoscope at the first focus), a length of slightly over 1200 irches, and

a very high acceptance of about a half a militate radian. The beam is de-

fined by trigger scintillators Bl , B2, and B3, and Us position and angle

measured by hodoscopes HI and H2. There are two large Ccrenkov

counters in the beam, each consisting of two optically isolated sections

(to minimize delta ray contamination).

Downstream of the 12-inch hydrogen target are three sets of multi-

wire proportional chambers with associated trigger sclntlUators in each

arm, followed by large pion detecting Cerenkov counters. The remaining

counters (TV, BV above and below the target; 2 side veto counters, SV;

and the downstream vetos, DV) are lead sclntillator sandwiches. Note

that there are no chambers in the beam. The beam is measured by scin-

tillation counter hodoscopes, which can tolerate very high rates. Tha

spectrometer is very short. The back multlwire proportional chambers

are 16 inches square, and are approximately 40 inches from the center

of tha hydrogen target, which means that the apparatus has a very large

acceptance for elastic scattering. It varies over the momentum r&nge of

2 to 9 GeV/c from 25% to perhaps 35%.

A typical acceptance for the spectrometer is shown In Figure 3, for

S GaV wp scattering. It covrrs the range In cos (ft) In the center of mass,

between about -0. 3 and +0. 4. Tha acceptance peaks at 30%, Is larger than

20% over most of the range, and is very smooth.

The data is transferred to a PDP-9 computer (at a maximum rate of

150 events/second) and written on magnetic taps. Besides various diagnostic
Work supported in part by ERDA Contract A T ( l l - l ) 1674.



calculations, a portion of the data is completely reconstructed and analyzed

on-line. Figure 4 shows three such on-line histograms: a plot of coplanarity

{the triple scalar product of the beam, right arm and left arm particle

directions), and the difference between measured angle LOT one particle and

the angle predicted from the other measured quantities for pp and irp scat-

tering, respectively.

We plan to run the experiment with positive and negative un*eparated

beams from 2 GeV/c to 9 CeV/c, with adequate statistics for fluctuation

analysis in the lower half of that range. To date, we have run from May 15

to May 30, 1975, with data run* centered at the eight momenta shown in

Figure 5. This actually meana that w* took data in every 1/2% interval

betwaen approximately 2 .9 GeV/c and 5,1 GeV/c. These «ight momenta

ar« separated by 8%, which allows us to overlap each setting 1% on either

•nd. Figur* 5 also indicates the total flux on target and the estimated

number of vp elastic events for the total momentum bite (± 5%) and angular

acceptance (-0. 3 ^ cos Q $ 0. 4). The pp elastic data, taken simultaneously,

are Tnuch more copius.

Unfortunately, th« final analysis has not been completed on any of the

data taktn in May. Tha preliminary analysis that w* havt done to date is

•neouraging- the major feature of large-anpU up scattering, the dip at

t s -2.8(GeV/c) , is well reproduced and the large angl* pp cross sections

show no Indication of angular structure, features that are in agracmrnt with

previous exp*rimtntal data. At pr*t«rJ, we see no indication of large

variations in th« differential cross stction for vp scattering between adjacent

1% momentum intervals. It should be stressed, however, that this Is a

preliminary indication only and that no conclusions should be drawn until

the analysis is completed in the next few months.

Figure Captions

1. Cross sections for ir p and ir'p at ft = 90° (center of mass) - data

compiled as of January, 1975.

2. Experimental apparatus for E-365.

3. The acceptance, at 5 GcV/c, of the spectrometer a" a function of

coc 6 (center of mass) for np elastic scattering.

4. On-line results for copltnarity and measured angle minus calculated

angle for pp and np scattering. (Off line reanslyals with improved

alignment parameters has improved these resolutions by approximately

• factor of 2).

5. Summary of the date, taken during the first running period of E-365.

The more numerous pp data arc not summarized.
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2.99CeV/e

3.2OGeV/e

3.42 GeV/c
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May 15-30, 1975
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Resonance Superposition Considerations for e e" tad pp Annihilation!

B. Mar«olii*

Physics Department, McGlll University,

Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3C 3S1

I. Introduction.

We have seen already in thia conferance that there

exist many hadronic resonances in somewhat irregular array.

sytmetriea Mem to be broken considerably and (tataa which

are expected to appear are aometiiMa not found. This suggests

the possibility that above the low mass discrete spectrum a

stat iat ical superposition of resonances may be in order in

non-exotic situations. We leave open the quastion of the

possible existence of exotics. & discussion of this possib-

i l i t y wil l take p l a n later in the fyaposiumj.

•Supported in Part by The National Research Council of Canada and
The Quebec Department of Education.

XX stat i s t ica l Considerations and TharmoaVnamlc EqullibriuM.

Over what energy range may such a picture of atatia-

t i ca l resonance superposition be expected to be important in

determining reaction rates? Consider for example the reaction*

P • P • Anything. (1)

Statist ical behavior has associated with i t the related

phenomenon of thermodynamic equilibrium.' ' Ha aeek here to

estimate through Mini-classical angular momentum arguments the

energy range for annihilation reactions to be capable of

establishing something approximating thermodynanic equilibrium.

For an impact parameter b (see Figure 1) one requires a time

* »



I l l Annihilation Reactions.

We will consider, in addition to the formation reaction*

p+P - hadrons* using a generalized vector dominance picture

the reactions

e+ + e" * hadrons (5)

Over some energy rang* these two classes of reactions

possibly have statist ical behavior of a similar character.

The main emphasis in this paper is on

A. A s tat i s t ica l description of formation reactions of the type

a + b - M * anything (6)

B. A comparison of experimental data for the reactions (1) and

(5).

He have been interested (since pre 1j>. y days) in understand-

ing the results of the SPEAR and other e+e~ experiments.

Features of interest in Addition the the new particle* are

1> The inclusive "Thtrntodynamic" spectrum of it, K and p {Figure 2) .

These data indicate a hadronic temperature To % 170 MeV

corresponding to a hadronic redlus of about 1.1 I*. (5)

2. Extensive data on the mean produced charge multiplicity and

the ratio of charged to neutral energy.

3. charged prong data (unpublished).

4. The cross section for «+e" • it+u~n*!t*

5. The total cross section for reaction (5).

for a disturbance to propagate laterally through the pp

system.

The interaction time of the hadrons can be taken

to be of the order of the time to "pass through one another"

This time

where T * 4lfflp is the Lorentz contraction factor and ft

is the radius of the hadron. Now

(4)

using (?/ and (3) and invoking the necessary condition for

thermodynamie equilibriumt*T. Now <£*» I4n^ft * * 'or

R ~ l fn. One deduces then from (4) that at high enough

energies ffca tew Gev.) the more peripheral partial waves

wil l not contribute to a thcrrodynamlc equilibrium situation.

This non-ststistical paripheralisrc i s less substantial in

the case that T is longer than the estimate of equation (3)

due to attractive interaction of the hadrons.



Statist ical superposition of a high density of f«tonances

leads, as we shall see to reaction rates which depend

essentially on the phase space for the particular channel

under consideration divided by the total phase space available

for a l l channels. For high level density there i s no trace

of resonance behavior (aside possibly from fluctuation phenomena

which are being discussed by others in this symposium). Phase

space methods in hadron physics can be traced back to the

work of Fermi'6* in the 1950's.

I will report today on a simplified estimate in

which the s-channel resonances * after emitting one pion at a

time in the first steps of the decay chain, emit a pion and

one J, W or 1] meson in the last step as in figure 3*

r v
re, 3

The termination of decay chain by emission of a § -meson

allows a realistic calculation of the four charged pion

exclusive channel, which we include in this paper. Emission

of a single • , « or ^ earlier in the chain gives results

similar to emission at the end. The s ix charged pion exclusive

channel* for which data also exists* requires consideration of

multiple £ emission. which we do not consider here. The

above approximation to the decay chain has been used success-

fully in describing diffractive production of five charged

pions.
(7)

IV The Model

Consider first a process of the type

6.+ Gr ••£> M - -^ C + A

(8)

(7)

where Hj is the mass of the -i resonance. Then for a super-

position of such resonances we have, suppressing angular

momentum labels in the forward direction

A *

The question of the relative importance of coherence or

incoherence i s determined by the sign of the (real) coupling

constants Yab")Vcd " w 8 9° from resonance to resonance.

For elastic scattering • + b - a + bj,n the forward direction

z (UT

and cohannc* i* cX«irly dominant.

Given many reaonancaB character iz«d by average



widths and at a level density, given by the statistical

bootstrap say. we can convert the sum to an integral.

Looking at the imaginary part

According to duality, at high enough energies

« ft*

(10)

tlOa)

(11)

where a(t) i t the t~channel exchanged Rcgge trajectory. I t

follows that

(12)

we can jet a more preclie exprenion for partial width! as

follows. The total width if the turn of partial widthi. Then

working in the CM. frame we have that the total width

£

where r(j',)H>--l'|,)Mii) i s **• partial width for emitting

particles with Masses M,... Mfc and momenta (•••••• K* ,

The factorial assures that each state i s counted but one*.

Comparing expression (13) with the s tat i s t ica l

bootstrap equation for the density of fireball states (5 ) (D

(14)

we find the expression the partial widthi

(15)

so that for the two body channel

(16)

In the above the quantity v is the hadronic volume containing

the constituents of the fireballs. We see that i f the total

width varies slowly with M, each partial width i s a slowly

varying function times Q (H).

(13)



Hi return now to the non-elastic c a n

a + b * M » c + d

Neglecting intrinsic spin we can write the amplitude for

this reaction In the fora

S
(17)

where Yj! i s the square root of the width for e last ic

scattering of 1 by b for the resonance of mass E V end angular

monentun I .

We have then for the angle integrated cross section

Where for random signs or rapid oscillation

of the coupling constants the sum of terns with l + l ' wil l

not contribute. We have in this case, converting the remaining

sum to an integral and ignoring angular momentum

V s 5'S) (19)

Since each partial width cC ? (E) we have that
-I -I

' o t S <E)' Xt l o l l o w B t h a t * l n e e J ( E

exponentially with E so does (19) This is as opposed to the

resonant part of e l a s t i c scattering which goes, as we saw

abovsr as a power of E. In fact for a trajectory In the t -

channel with intercept 1/2,

(20)

we ask now whether neglect of the "off-diagonal" terms in (18)

i s an approximation which corresponds to any reactions in the

real world. He gain some insight simply by looking at data.

He f i r s t examine angle integrated cross sections for the

reactions

(a) p • p * n + n

(b)

(e) 1 -t p » y + (21)



In the reaction (a) we have an amplitude

(22)

Similarly the amplitude form it"p - it°n (not In th« list above)

hat the form

(23)

The above amplitudes should behave much as the non-diftractive

part of elast ic scattering. In the reactions (b) and (c)

on the other hand we expect a strong incoherent component

since there i s no simple relationship with forward elast ic

scattering amplitudes. For some energy interval above

threshold we can then expect

ot,

Sine
• E f t ,

e. *

,24,

(25)

Figure 4 shows data for the reactions (a) and (b) above

indicating the strong coherence of the reaction pp * nn and

strong incoherence for pp •* ITIT. The dotted curve for

reaction (a) i s calculated as a coherent process, assuming

t-channel exchange of trajectories with intercept 1/2.

The curve for reaction (b) i s calculated as an incoherent

su» of resonances using formula (19). The normalization

is in each case arbitrary. Figure S shows data for the

reactions pp •* o it along with a calculation of the incoherent

component. He see here a strong incoherent component falling

into a weak coherent behavior (baryon exchange). He see then

from the above that for channels with no simple relationship

with forward scattering, we have strong incoherence phenomena.

Incoherence phenomena in the few Gev region may be

expected in scattering for non-exotic a-chsnnel situations. This

is expected to be the case i f in fact diffractive effects

are not important at large angles.'9 ' The incoherence i s

expected because of the rapid oscillation with angular

momentum X of the spherical harmonics at these angles. Figures

6 and 7 show data as compiled in reference 9 along with

incoherent resonance superposition calculations for 90°

scattering in n~p and pp systems. Similar results prevail

for K~p and n*p scattering. " ' The cross sections a n not

only similar in energy dependence but to within a factor of

two or so in absolute value. This reflects a similar density

of boson and baryon resonances, m fact many non-elastic 90°



cross sections involving non-exotic s-channel situations are

similar in magnitude and energy dependence (10) In contrast

p-p c las t ic scattering is 50 times larger and with a different

energy dependence. Data for the K p system are scant.

V. **e" and pp Annihilation;

The calculations described in the last section have

been around for a year or two, having already been published.

We now con* back to a question mentioned above; the similarity

in annihilation data for a •*" and pp. The following quantities

as has been mentioned in Section III have been measured for

e+e~ annihilation.

(a) Prong number fractional cross sections (unpublished)

(b) Charged Multiplicity

(c) Charged/Neutral Energy

td) e+e" * w**"***" cross section

(•) Total Cross Section as a function of «.

We have made a comparison of thtsa results with measurements

of the corresponding quantities in pp annihilations r having

mad* a compilation out of the l i t e r a t u r e . ( U ) ( l 2 )

Since the results (a), (b), and (c) involve branching

ratios a:one, a stat ist ical approach such as described above

can produce detailed predictions independent of the initiating

mechanism. Although for e+e~ annihilation there i s an

assumed underlying generalized vector dominance in the

picture, the details of the way in which the virtual photon

enters the hadronic world are not essential. Further if we

use the experimentally given total cross sections we can also

determine the rate for reaction (d) absolutely.

Determination of the total cross section of course

requires knowledge of the photon-vector meson coupling. We

wi l l come back to this question.

The method for calculation of the relative rate for

any process involves building up recursion formulae using

the coupling constant information provided through equation (16)

and more generally (15). I wil l not describe the details of

the work here. There is one parameter for « e" annihilation

that on* might worry about, the relative contribution of

isovector to isoscalar coupling strengths. We find l i t t l e

sensitivity of our results to this ratio. The results arc

then applicable to pp annihilation as well.

The calculated fractional prong cross sections are

shown in Figure 6 together with available data for pp

annihilation. The calculation of charged multiplicity and

fraction of energy •merging in charged particle emission i s

shown in Figure 9.



The calculated absolute cross section for e e~

•*• ir+ir~it+ii~ is shown in Figure 10 along with data.

The s tat i s t ica l model overall provides a good

description of the data for prongs, multiplicities and the

n+ir"ir+ir~ mode at the lower end of the energy scale . For

e e" w* do (in common with most models) predict too large

a charged/total energy ratio at the high energy end and the

calculated * ir~ir n~ cross section i s somewhat low in this

region. At the high energy end, the model agrees better

with the pp data than with the e*e~ data, which seems generally

true wherever deviations exist between results for the twr.

reactions. Further auasureMnu at the high energy end should

t e l l us whether stat ist ical behavior persists at higher

energies or whether coherent effects become dominant.*6' ' 1 3 )

As a final comparison of e*e* and pp annihilation

we show cross sections in Figure 11. The pp data points

plotted are the pp annihilation cross section multiplied by

an arbitrary multiplication factor of 0.9 x lo"6 . The

energy dependence of pp ind •%" data are similar (apart from

the • end V resonance peaks which are not shown). we have

no explanation of this similarity, s tat ist ical models

predict branching ratios. They do not- describe the dynamics

of production. However noting in Section II that at laboratory

energies of a few Gev one may expect incoherence to be

dominant for pp annihilation,and since only a few partial

waves are involved the similarity i s perhaps not so surprising.

We remark finally that i t will be interesting to see as data

accumulates to what extent the similar behavior of pp and

e e~ prevails and to what extent they differ.
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Figure 1 Schematic Diagram for hadron-hadron i n t e r a c t i o n . Onlir

a range of values for i * pt n V allow for the p o s s i b i l i t y

of therinodynainic equilibrium.

Figure 2 Negative p a r t i c l e y ie ld per un i t invariant phase space

versus par t i c l e t o t a l energy, from e fe~ annih i la t ion

at to ta l center-of-mass energy, J"s * 4.6 Gev Kef. 4.

Straight l i n e corresponds to exp - (EAT,) with kT,-

0.164 G*V.

Figure 3 See Text.

Figure 4 Cross sect ions for the react ions pp •* nn (crosses) and

pp -*- *+n" (circlf ts) are shown as a function of energy

and their behavior i s very d i f f e r e n t .

The curve through the data for pp -» nn i s given by
SpBEAH' w h i c h l s u y m p t o t i c a l l y suggest ive of rho

exchange. Data for pp •• n v~ i s compared with formula

(19) in the t e x t which i s inverse ly proportional to

the density of states and characteristic of threshold

tnhancaMnts • The theoretical curve is normalised

to the data.

Figure S Data for the reaction pp •> j " * + i s compared to formula

(19) in the text. The rapid fall-off of the data from

1 to 2 GeV/c is explained by the threshold enhancement



mechanism. The high energy points at 5 and 8 GeV/c

are suggestive of a small contribution from coherent

interference of different resonances, as explained in

the text. The data i s essentially isotropic except

for the two high energy points. The theoretical curve

i s normalised to the data.

Figure 6 it'p elast ic scattering data "'and theoretical predictions
19 'with temperatures To - 140 HeV (Solid Line) and 160

HeV (dashed l ine) .

Figure 7 pp elast ic scattering data l 9 1 and theoretical predictions

with temperatures T, • 140 HeV (Solid line) and ISO

HeV (dashed l ine) .

Figure 8 Fractional prong cross section predictions for e**e~ and

pp annihilation versus ¥ s . Points represent pp data.

In a l l calculations the hadronic volume is a sphere of

radius 1.1 ferai.

Figure 9 Mean charges particle multiplicity versus /"sT Also

total energy in charged particles divided by total

hadron energy versus / T , i f a l l charged particles have

pion Mass. e+e" data are preliminary. No errors assigned

to pp points. Curves are our model predictions.

Frascati and CEA data are taken from Richter's rapporteur's

talk nef. 4.

Figure 10 Exclusive four-charged-pion reaction. The curve

represents our model prediction where we have used, for

getting e e~ theoretical branching ratios, °total^e *"

» hadrons) - 10.4 + 178.S/s nb.

Figure 11 Total hadronic cross sections. Frascati data below

2.6 GeV are not plotted because of large variations.

s
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Exotic Nff Resonances*
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"Exotic" baryon-antibaryon resonances (those supposedly composed

of two quarks end two antiquaries, and coupHna predominantly to baryon-

antibaryon channels) have been predicted fn various way; over the last

seven years. The Init ial argument 1n favor of such resonances cane

from duality:'*2 without direct-channel states belonging to the 1 , 8. 10,

N>? end 27-dfiensional representations of 5U(3), 1t Is Impossible to build

up a t-channcl contribution corresponding to th« ordinary (non-eiotU)

Negge trajectories. The resonances mist couple doninantlv to baryon-

antibaryon channel* I f duality constraints In mson-meson scattering are

not to be disrupted.' This coupling can be ensured by postulating slicple

quark-model (election rules.1

A slightly different (but related) argument for exotic baryon-

antibaryon resonances makes ute of the observation thtt any pair of

hadrons H,, N2 for which a qjirk 1n H, can annihilate an enttquerk In H2

fom their first resonance not far above threshold.* I t Is estimated that

for baryon-antibaryon systems such "ftrst-resonance" formation would take

place for pc H a 200 MeV/c. (This estimate 1s based entirely on optical

considerations and makes no pretense to a detailed dynamical understanding.)

Theories of dual strings> when discussing exotic (qqqq) objects, seen

to require that they decay Into baryon-antibtryoa pairs,6 1n accord with

the rule of Kef. i.

Finally, one can construct t nucleon-antinucleon potential by

reversing the sign of the appropriate (G-odd) mson-exchanot tarns in the

nucleon-nucUon potential, and suitably modifying the result to account

for absorption.' This procedure suffers from our ignorance of the low-

energy absorption effects themselves, as noted below and elsewhere 1n

Si



these proceedings.' Nonetheless, i t Is < "first guess," <nd using such

< potential one c<n predict • host of "quastnuclear" KH bound states.

These states could be quitt narrow as a result of centrifugal barrier

effects* excep for the S-waves which are expected to have widths of the'

order of 100 HtV.

I reviewed some experimental suggestions for detecting exotic Nff

resonances a couple of years ago. Here 1 would like to mention son*

additional possibilities not directly related to humo-huntino. (Recent

developments In the latter field ire noted in Refs. 10.)

1. How bjo. jre. Regoton-axchnnqe contributions to barwn-antibaryon

total cross sections? Tht quark model predicts o^t

be in the following ratios:

5 : 4 : 3 : 2 : 1

pp : (Mi.fp : AH : S*p : f * p

. ' 1

(1)

These ratios art based on lipkin's rule" for counting the number of ways

an antique* In the projectile can annihilate a quark in tht target. Tht

numbers correspond to tht assumption of pure F-type coupling at the baryon

vertex. Modifications for F f 1 (F«D • 1) have been given in Ref. 12.

The real pj£Ji of tht corresponding barvon-biryon aaplttudes are

related to the quantities In Eq. (1) by crossing. Hence

Rt(pp)< Rt(pn) ~ t e ( V p ) < Re(M0

< He(z-p)< « t ( a - p ) < «t (a"N)sO

In particular this implies

a relation which has been found to hold for Z 's of moderate energy

(less than a fexCtV).

I t is also essential for U i successful application of duality to

baryon-antibaryon and baryon-ba yon systems: a) that the non-Pomtranchukon

imaginary parti of BB amplitudes be small, and that there be no appreciable

M resonance formation, and b) that real parts of tt amplitudes

approximately vanish near t • ', I f tht leading non-Pomranchuk trajectories

have Ot(O) - 1/2. These predictions will be tested in the near future in

charged hyperon beans at Fermi lab and SPS.

2. How small art S-wavt annihilation rates?

Consider tht S-wave I • 1 Hi spin-avtraged scattering amplitude

f(k) • k"'t1 t sinS

In tht scattering-length approximation

k c o t t - 1/t ,

(3)

(4)

where k 1s the center-of-mass momentum. Then the amplitude

fWM/IMKl) (5)

has a pole at

k • • I/a (6)



If eq. (4) 1S a good approximation to f(k) even near the pole, the

binding energy B and the width T of the "7 bound state ore oiven by

Re a - - 1 / v1 m,.B

,14

In a / Re a • - T /4B

when r « B « ">„

Since, for small k,

<Tti &

one has

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

in the event that the. S-wive scattering Is dominated by a bound state.

Thert art several ways to estimate i^ L l b 0 - , M l as vi,b~*"t> -

a) Using the Bryan-Ph1lt1ps S-wave scatterini, lengths.6 e.g.

ph ( 3 S,) : I « a • 0.(7 fin, <">

(assume \ Is similar)

one finds

(13)

(Here v^i)y is expressed 1n units of c ) .

b) Suppose there existed a ph bound state not far below threshold. As

en example let us take an object with B • 83 IV:V, r - 8 HeV (this is

consistent with a claim In Ref. 16 ) . Using Eq. (11) we would then

esttnate only

S * (14)

instead of Eq. (13). Since the Bryan-Phillips imaginary parts of

scattering lengths are not based on any actual data. Eq. (14) is every

bit as possible as Eq, (13). As mentioned by Reedcr, the actual constant

has not been measured. I f Eq. (14) held, the annihilation cross section

would have to show a dramatic drop as energy decreased below present

values rising again as ' /<{ , ( , at very low moment* where a l l higher

partial-wave contributions die away. This kind of behavior is the sort

anticipated by Ball and Chew in 1958.1S

c) One could measure o j n e , down at an energy where one was certain that

p"p scattering was dominated by S-wavcs. This is very d i f f icul t because

slow antiprotons stop. At present beans of n't (which don't have this

problem) s t i l l have not been produced at low enough energies to resolve

the question.



d) Suppose one knew • slow it was produced in * medium (e.g. . liquid

hydrogen) with It nucieons per cm i t t • 0. Its mean free path i .

which, for sufficiently low velocity, is

* (rti,n1h

(15)

(16)

as one sees by comparing eqs. (9) and (10). Thtn tht lifetime against

annihilation is

For example, in liquid hydrogen,

-r- . WO nsec

• const. (17)

(18)

I t would bt amusing i f an electronic experiment could be devised to measure

this H fe t im. In the presence of spin-depwident forcts, tht 3S, tnd ' s 0

annihilation rates would differ.

3. How, wall do symnetrtes describe Rtt annihilations t t rest?

The fact that p*p goes to n°n° at rest" t t a rate not much smaller

thtn P P * T I V 1s indeed remarkable. TheirV final t u t t is forbidden

for pp in an s-wave. At the sane time the process pp- R/'KS is highly

suppressed wttn respect to pp-'nir, wMIe Fp-'Ki'trJ1 proceeds "normally".

(The K°Kj° final state also is forbidden for pp in an S-wtvt.)

We would like to suggest an explanation for the suppression of pp»K°K°

that does not require p p - n V to lie suppressed. In pp -cO"0" let us

suppose the SU(3) amplitudes are described by the graph shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Model for pp *KK tnd possibly all O'O"
final states.

Then thtrt ire four taplitudes: two with f • + (positive charge-parity)

tnd two withf • • . The f • • MpHtudts Involve d-typt coupling to

the nson pair tnd f or d-type coupling to tht btryon ptir, whilt tht

P • - militudts inwlvt f.typt co-.ioling to the nesons tnd f- or d-type

coupling to the btrytiss.

Now, by a suitable choice of the I • + f/d ratio at the baryon vertex,

i t Is possible to decouple the <jq pair which couples to ( ( / < / . This

choice ts \ • ^ (in t nornaliittion where f • d • 1 and qm ~ f * d).

The choice My not bt ts arbitrary as I t looks at first sight. The

annihilation r> •• K , V f nquint t pair of energetic 4, ? quirks to



ewrge f ro* the pp miasma and to become dressed respectively with ?

and s. There my be some dif f iculty in finding energetic d or 7 quarks,

just K stews to be the case 1n deep Inelastic scattering. The choice

of ' twhich suppresses the emission of a d3 pair altogether Is precisely

Consequently, He use the suppression of

obtain the paraMtrization shown in Table I .

£° as an Input, and

Table 1.

N F - o V annihilations i t rest. (Normal l ied with respect to pp.* a l l ;

units of 10"3).

Process

— » « « :
pn -» TI-n"

>) Bef. I t

b) Btf. 17

c) Bef. 19

Prediction

If. 4 *V

U )r.+lr t

*%/3
*• . / '«

(2f--l)Z

a)T-

*- + KV

d) Ref. 20

t ) Ref. 21

Predicted Rate

(Input)

(input)

(Input)

(Input)

0.32 i 0.10

0.05 * 0.02

1.3 to 5

4.5 t 0.9

0.64 i 0.20

i. a t. o.:i

Exptl. Rate

3.2 1 0.3 *>

0.48 * 0.(5 " '

0.008 t 0.004 w

1.1 t 0.1 § )

0.22 t 0.05 d )

0.27 1 0.12 d l

(0.61 1 0.09 * j
10.92 i 0.03 5' .
l 2 . 2 * 0 . 3 « ! - O
t 7 . 5 t 1.5 9'

_0.IB «•">

2 .4 .0 .6 f » ' 1 >

Table 1. continued: Notes

f) The ratio (pn ^» «ll)/(pp - » a l l ) • 0.76 • 0.02, from Ref. 22 is

used here.

g) Ref. 22

h) Branching fraction pn ->•*>-•/ /pn ->• a l l private communication from

T. Kaiogeropouios.

1) Branching fraction p"n -> ic'K' / pn — * al l • (3.2 t 0.8) x 10'3

private comunfcation by T. Kalogeropoulos to Ref. 23.

The worst violations In Table I appear to be those of the charge

syamtry relations

rtpn-'nV ) . 4 r(pp-.nV )

-2 r(pp-nV (19)

(20)

Otherwise the description is not bad: one would Hke to know the £ • *

rate Y+ better, and one would like to know I f pp -»j ; i Is really as big

as hinted In Table I . I t Is interesting to note that some evidence for

charge .symetry violation 1n Nil annihilations at rest has Indeed been

clalmd.2 4

When one cones to the processes KN H>1"0" the situation is

entirely different. Table I I stows the processes and predictions; we do

not even attempt to f i t the dita. The most glaring discrepancy (s that,



while SU(3) predicts

r(pp —> n» f"
(21)

this ratio experinntally is 0.006 i 0.003! Note that the n- j> rate is

"anomalously" large. Perhaps the TTJ> system can be produced via a qciq?

state, as 1n Figure 2.

Figure 2. Possible contribution to pp - I T "f" .

I t is also disturbing that th* * " / / n * u ratio is not smaller: i t

should •» zero i f Zwtig's n i l * h'ld. (The f , being composed of s7,

should decouple from nonstrange systems.)

Experiments with low energy antincutronSi and with track-sensitive

targets to record such processes as P P - * T T V , ir0^, *jy , t tc . t are

bound to Improve th* data on low-energy NN annihilations markedly. At

presents however, nature seem to be using symmetries In a rather "subtle"

way 1n these processes. I t 1s possible we shall be able to leam

something even from syimtries a: badly broken as the ones described here.

I must nonetheless confess to a certain amount of bafflement as I look

l.ack on numbers which—while over ten years old—have not been explained

In nearly as sinptc and universal a way as the whole wealth of (non-exotic),

resonances and their couplings.

Table I I . NN-r-1'0" annihilations * t rest. (Normalized with

respect to pp —» a l l ; units of 10"3) .

Process

" > " . !

N)N-

Prediction

»F. -»)' r-

o
o

a. r-
•* r+

o

Experimental rate

2 9 * 4 »>

14 t 2 *>

2.2 * 1.7 * '

2 . 4 t O . 3 b )

0.4 t 0.4 b )

0.S4 * 0.03 b '

0.B6 * 0.17 c '

0.08 + 0.04 c )

O.20 t 0.04 c )

a) lief. 18

b) Ref. 22

c) Ref. 19

2.46 t 0.24 ei
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Talk praaanted by L. Montanet, CERN

ABSTRACT

The pp total cross coition has been measured from 191O to 1944 MeV

with a mass resolution of ^ * 2 HcV. No fine structure has boon observed

with To abov* the s t a t i s t i c a l Unit of 40 MoV ml). The par t ia l cross

section of pp annihilation, clastic scattering and topological crous

sections are also presented.

ft recent measurement of the pp

i 360 and lo'io 'loV/c indicate-*; th

I total cro::a section:-. 111 bet-

H - <1932 ± 2) MeV with a Breit-Wigner width of (9™) MeV, and correapon-ing
80

9 )

to A cross section of (180mb aj?ove a smooth background. In general, r.^arch

for narrow heavy resonances, in particular in the pp system, tins been s t i -

mulAti.-o by the icccntly discovered J-if1 ol>je«:Ls. Moreover, thurn am several

interesting theoretical ideas which suggest the existence of HH bound or

excited states iPl or postulalo the '.^istonce of exotic HN systems 13].

He have neaourea the pp interactions between 1876 and 1950 HeV of

to t a l energy, using A nearly monochroMatic bean of antiprotons entering

Into the visible region of the 2 m hydrogen nubble charabor with a momentum

of (570 t 3) Mcv/c. The average member of antiproton per picture was 3.5

and we took 170 000 useful pictures. This report in based on a preliminary

analysis of half the sample.

The antiprotons are slowed down in the visible VOIUM of the bubble

chamber and thoso which do not interact in f l ight annihilate at res t after

132 en.

Two character is t ic features of th is experiment are worth to be

•cntioned. An absolute cross section Heasurenent i s possible for t o t a l ,

O, 2, 4 and 6-prong events and e l a s t i c scattering since a l l the antiprotons

entering into the fiducial volume interact in f l ight or at rest . They give

« characteristic track [<] and interaction in the chamber. The spread of

the pp annihilations at rest i s a precise measure of the beam resolution.

I t i s equal to M c i of liquid hydrogen, giving a Mas resolution of £ 2

to t 3 HeV in the mass range of in teres t .

The track length distribution of the incident antiprotons is then

converted into an energy dependent cross section, using the known density

of liquid hydrogen* We were able to check our ab i l i t y to determine these

track lengths t;nd the density of liquid hydrscon, using a nasc dependent

geometry reconstruc.ion program and th* information given by the kinemati-

cally constrained pp clastic scattering events.

He have checked our scanning and measuring efficiency for a small

fraction cf our data. I t was found that this efficiency is larger than 98t,



Pir UhiP 1Mi,t cn»i-;ojy of »•'(.•).:.-., the _(-..p3:'to reconstruction of tire events

sliov>, an expected, n loss in asiiaithal and polar angular distr ibutions.

Whereas the f i rs t one can bo easily corroctoc! for, and dops not show any

energy dorjfndenee, the corrrctio>:S lor the iccond one need a careful extra-

polation to 0 = 0°. This l as ; correction is not yet introduced a:i<3 we-

ther of01 e present a l l the distributions with a cut for the e las t ic scattering

events a t 0 * s°. This should not Introduce or suppress any structurelab
in the crocs sections unless those structures occur only in the clastic
channel for 0, < 5°.

lab

The most dc ica to probion we have to face concerns the beam contamin-

ation in incident antiprotons with abnormally lav momenta. This contamina-

tion is largely duo to the fraction of the antiproton beam which doos not

enter into the bubble chamber through the 5 ran thick steel window, i t i s

eliminated by geometrical cuts . We have checked-the efficiency of these

cuts, using a beam of protons of similar characteristics to the antiproton

bean. These protons, apart froa a snail fraction which e las t ica l ly scatter,

stop In tho expected region, with however a t a i l which extends to 1910 McV.

Another Method to check the efficiency of the fiducial cats i s to use the

fit ted momentum of the e las t ica l ly scattered incident antifjrotons. Again,

th« antiproton momentum gpectrum which can be deduced from th is sample

does not show secondary structures in the 1913-1950 MeV mass region.

Oitm mrtt therefore necessary to get rid of a ta i l of low momentum

•ntiprotons (p < 350 KeV/c) . A complete study of the effects of this con-

taaimtion and of these cuts i s in progress. For the moment our data nay

s t i l l be affected by • smooth distorsion in the energy dependence of the

cross section. Possible systematic errors Are evaluated to be less than

1% for M/o ,

He now present end discuss the resul ts .

Pig. 1 shows tho to ta l cross section as a function of the antiproton

length. The s ta t i s t i ca l errorn are A<T ̂  3.0 mb for flM *v 2,0 HeV. Prom

this dis tr ibut ion, we can exclude the presence of a narrow resonance in

the 191O-J944 McV mass range with To > 40 McV mb for a width comparable or

smaller than our mass resolution of t 2 MoV.

O:i fi«. ."', -jr- c-iv.i arts ccn.u.rcu LO the- n.-i'Uts of C.Vi.> i oil <-.. a l . , \l).
He- nw i,;,t flviciv, r'lf ••-uu.c.re t!i-y t.lni.. at l'.'i? Ki-V.

However, wi* r.ust ici;.:1 that our rosultn are s t i l l t-f'liniin&ry in

two respects. IJo ftoiL; ccti -̂ r. Ĵ os fci'.-r'n i ncluucd yeL, Lo t.»ik*> c^rc ot t hi*

Forward cl.ii.tic events. We FtilJ hv.-c- to complete our sMi-jy of the hears

cont <i!niridtj.on, but thi s f̂ hould not af l c-ct si^Mif^.canLly O'JI1 cone 1 us ion a,

Cony j.y er incr tho limi- t-̂ d j"<jinift of o f̂î cf iv<̂  TTJ»"II V ĈOVOK'̂KJ 1̂\* o^r oxocr i "if'Y* t •

any resonance produced in the vicinity of this mass raivre with a width

largur than 3O HoV would escape obsovvotion. In r\irtirul,-ji'( our d^ta cannot

be iiKofully compared to thof.e of kilomi et a l . , [5l , who annlyzfc: pjj back-

ward t-lastic scattering and int.Drf.reted their ri'Hults in terms of a Breit-

Wign&r with H * 1942 and V = 57 HeV. The same is true fur tho results of

Cline et a l . , ((>].

Topological cross sections can be examined in the same way. Pig. 3

shows tho cross section for 0, 2, 4 and 6-prongs. No narrow-resonance is

observed in the 1910-1944 HeV mass range. Again, no l imit c/in he placed

for reaonancr-s with T > 30 MeV.

We can also combine 2, 4 and 6-prong events to place in tipper limit

for the annihilation channels, and combine the e las t ic and O-prong events

to get a good approximation of the non-annihilation channels (the O-prong

events are known to be mainly pp •* nn). This is done in f ig. 4, where the

e la s t i c cross section is shown for events with 0. . > 5°. No significant

structure is observnd in these distr ibutions.

Pig. 5 summarizes the measurements of tho pp to ta l cross sections

performed by Carroll e t a l . r [ l i , U. Juoaldi et a l . , [7] and this experiment.
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FTGUPE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 EP total crops sections as function of the antlproton loiqLh.

Fig. 2 pp total cros? section compared to the results of Carroll et a l . ,

111. The curve representing the tsckground has been normalized

to our data at the high mass end, and the Brelt-wl7ner reproduces

the characteristics 5i<">» *••> I D - I°J<"«9 i " c«": » » s s "Solut ign.

Fig. 3 pp cross sections for 0. 2. * and 6-prong events.

Fig. -1 a) J5p "anninilatlon" cros-s section ( 2 * 4 + 6 prong) j

b) pp "non-annihilation- cross section (elastic t O prong) I

c) pp elastic scattering cross section (with 8 l n b > 5 ) .

Fig. 5 Compilation of pp total cross section measurements. Tho product

p.o is plolK.-a against p, »hcrc p i s tho Incident antiprotor. monc-n-

trai in the Hrj ra tory . The o.p scale for plotting cur data was

adjusted tr- .jet agreement with rcf. [1] for our highest four-

momenta pti i i ts .
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Study of Anti-Weutron Annihilations at Low Energy*

Don D. Heeder
Phyaics Depart* ant

University of Wisconsin
Maaison, Wisconsin 5370*

The motivation for the study of the anti-nucleon cross section

at low energy has been discusoed extensively at this conference

and elsewhere* Despite a substantial experimental effort a number

of important questions have yet to be answered. Among them are:

a) At what energy does the NN interaction proceed ex-

clusively through 8-wave? What is the range of

annihilation force*?

b) Are there important mesin resonances produced in

the direct channel of 5TN system above Ffo threshold?

A major obstacle in the study of pN a t low energies i s the

energy loss of the antiproton due to ionization. This severely

limits the track length which can be obtained at a given momentum.

Furthermore, the rapid change in energy and the accompanying fluc-

tuations in energy loss make i t difficult to ascortain the energy

of a particular interaction. One way to circumvent this problem

is to "turn off" the energy loss mechanism by using anti-neutrons

instead of antiprotons. The antineutrons can bo obtained cither

directly in p-nucleus col l is ions or indirectly by firjjt isolating

antiproton* and allowing them to charge exchange tpp * Iin) . The

lat ter method has been used by our group fit Wisconsin to study np

usinq both bubble chamber and counter techniques.

*Work supported in p*rt by the u. s. Energy Research and Developnent

Administration under contract E(ll-l)-981-47C.

V. Scherer, D. Cline and myself have studied interactions of

antineutrons in the BNL 30" hydrogen bubble chamber which has since

been re t i red . In a 200#000 picture exposure of the chamber to a

antiproton beam of variable momentum (500-750 MeV/c) we found

65,000 neutral "2erc-prong" interactions, of these about 2000 were

accompanied by an n annihilation into three or nore charged par t i -

cles, in the bubble chamber the likelihood of observing a zero-

prong and an annihilation is proportional to the production of the

antiproton charge exchange cross section and the antineutron total

cross section. Thus the charge ox-hongo (CEX) cross section ia ob-

tained as <i by-product ii\ the analyses. The CEX resul ts Jro phown

in Tig. 1 which indicate that the charge exchange reaction remains

a significant port of the p total cross section to energies quite

near threshold (100 McV/c). Wo measure the p momentum and the n

laboratory angle only. Thus there \d a two-fold ambiguity in the

cm angle and consequently in the n laboratory momentum. Fortunately

in a small number of events the ambiguity can be resolved by also

observing the elast ic scattering of the neutron. The forward back-

ward ra t io for the chftrgo oxchongo reaction is shown in Fig. 2.

Because the low energy antinoutrons arc corrolated with backward

angles, the approach to fore aft symmetry indicates tho u t i l i ty of

tho charge exchange technique in producing low energy antin&utrons.

During tho Analysis of thin experiment wo became convinced

that tho technique of producing antineutrotis coupled with a counter

deteeter would bo vory useful in tho imrstiRflticn of the character-

is t ics of annihilation at low onorgy. A pioneering experiment to



measure np total cross section was proposed at ANL in collaboration

with J. Learned, J. Happ, B. Gunderson and V. earner i til. A diagram

of the apparatus i t shown in Fig. 3.

An enriched antiproton bean was produced by the Low Energy

Separated Beam e.t ANL (Beam 42) . This beam incorporated a single

stage of electrostatic separation. The resultant beam had a

(ii-tO/p ratio of 50, as shown in Fig. 4 where the time of flight

spectrum of the been particles is shown. The use of time of flight

rejection in the trigger coincidence and a water cerenkov counter

(see Fig. 3) to reject light particles reduced the n-u background

in the trigger to i2t . An a posteriori cut on time of flight fur-

ther reduced the background to a negligible valuo (Fig. 4) . How-

ever, the rat* of unwanted particle* through the various counters

was the limiting factor in the extension of the experiment to very

low energies.

The identified antiprotons were directed into a polyethylcno

target in which counters S^_3 were imbedded. The production of an

antineutron was signaled by tho disappearance of an antiproton with

no count in the lead scintillator counter A. The detector was com-

posed of five layers of steel and scintillator (about 1, absorption

length). The momentum of the n Ls calculated from the time of

flight between T2 and the detector.

The measurement of the cross section is made by noasurimj the

transmission of the antineutrons in poor oconctry through a target.

This target consisted oi « CHa heptane liquid sclnciUator or an

equal amount of Carbon in solid torn. The hydrogen cross suction

can be obtained using the customary subtraction technique,

The "poor geometry" transmission measurement will provide

only the inelastic cross section. However, information on the elas-

tic scattering can be obtained from the active heptane target.

Recoil protons from n elast ic scattering on free hydrogen are

stopped and the energy is measured by recording the pulse height of

several 5" photomultipliers which view the scintillator. Coherent

elastic scattering on the Carbon nucleus e n bo eliminated by i ts

very small energy deposition. Incoherent elastic scattering is

believed negligible because in a similar situation we measure loss

than five percent of the charge oxchango antineutron production to

occur on heavy nuclei.4 Thus the pulso height distribution is pro-

portional to the proton kinetic energy distribution which in turn

is proportional to the momentum transfer t . In Fig. 5 we plot the

t distribution measured in this way for al l the data (2S0 to 750

MftV/c). The solid line i s the measured slope from pp elastic scat-

tering » The agreement is qualitative but suggests that we can

correct tho inelastic cross section using the elastic cross section

and cbtain the total cross section.

The results of the measurement ot* n total cross section are

plotted in Fig, f, together with other existing data. The dashed

lino is a parameterization of tho pp total cross section by

Kalogoropoulos. The results indicate that the annihilation amp-

litudes arc prudominatoly I * 1 at low energy. The solid line

represents tho s-wavu unitarity limit and the data support the con-

clusion drawn from pp data that uvon at the lowest tnonenta P-wnve



and higher arc vary important.

In conclusion, we have dononstraiud that the technique of

using antineutrons to study vory iow er.er»ty .intinucleor. interac-

tions is fvaxiblc. The lir.itation« or the cxjx.*ri«cnt v«rt- ir,:-^^

by the bean backijrc-und rato* and -*ro not mhwrvn'. ir. ;i,v nc-tiuxl.

The limitations of the bubble chanbor expertnont were isj-'iicd by

the srvall Biz* of the chamber which rotlucco the r i te .md introducc-

syatatnatic errors in correcting for dercction efficiency. Kc h.»vc

addrassad this problor by a vary recant exposure cf tho Mil 12'

bubble chamber to a low energy f> bean. He expect to nafco a nuch

norc precise "coiyrcror.t Jiir.if \h:v vxoollcnt. ropojrch cool.
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The ML Multlpartlclc Spcctroaetcr CffS) Prograi

Villim A. love
tirookhavrn National Laboratory

A. THE MPS

lo the pMt several years ainy of the large accelerator laboratories

have constructed or have begun construction of Large solid angle apeetro-

Mttr ayiteat (CERVs 0 w | « , SLAC's USS, Rutherford's RMS). At RrooWiaven

this effort i s called MPS (for ftiltl-Particic £p*ctroaeter) and Is being

operated ea a uier facil i ty by aaabers of the Physics and Accelerator

Departments vlth considerable assistance from the university user coasualty.

The l int of people and Institutions Involved in the work reported here is

given In Table I. The •p*ctronet«r consists of a Urge C aagnet located

la AM corner of the EE1A building at the end of one branch of the Kedium

Energy Separated lean (HESt), I vi l l proceed to describe the state of the

ipvctronater as of April 1975, although considerable augmentation and im-

provcaent la projected for the mar future.

I. The magnet (Figs. 1 and 2> is a C with poles 1.83 a vide by *.$? e

long with a vertical separation of 1.22 a. Except for 3-20 en dimeter

stainless steel columns, the vest side is open to provide acevas for de-

tectors and egress for particles.

The top pole and yoke have 12 slots 12.7 ca X the full width of tne

pole tor the Introduction of etianber nodules who no nagnetoatrlctlve read-

out lines are located In the low field region above the maxn«t.

II. TIi* MESB it designed to separate K' . and i'« ur to about 5 GeV/c and

p up to the rmxinim transportable momentum, which Is about 8,7 <IeV/c. The

IVurbtT] prriiirinrrt untlfrlhp .iimpices of ll»»- Kntrnv Ri'<n-nrch .mil
|}t>vplui)mr>nl Administration

final «pot size H x V ,u the ;IPS hydrogen tarcot was 1.2 en x 2,b co

at S.7 GeV/c and l.S en x 4.0 ca at 4.0 GeV/c. the two oomenta uied for

the last run.

III. The hydrogen target Ln use for the last run vas 4.44 c* diaoeter x

30 ca long aounted on an adjustable carr'«ge with horizontal position and

aagle about * vertical axis remotely ai.'U'st.able.

IV. Detectors

a. Tnr beam wan Instrumented with 12 gaps of proportional wire

chambers with 1 as wire spacing providing 1/41 fvho aotientua resolution

with ^ 1 mr fwha angular and •*• 3 a« position resolutions at the hydrogen

target. A single threshold Corenkov counter, about 99* efficient for

ptofls, was adequate for the conditions under which we ran the separated

tea* for this run.

s . Hagnetoatrictlve chaaber modules were Installed in SIOLS nuebered

3, S, • , 7, 8, 9. 10 (Fig. 2), Each aodule consisted of two x gaps (with

vertical wires) separated by a u and a v gap (wires •• 15" to vertical). V

aagmetoatrlcttve chanber modules (with two gaps of horltontal wires) were

laser2ed thiouuli t!i» open side of tit* ntaftn«t In front of nlota "4, S, 6, 8,

9, 10 and II. Each chaodrr Unn n imsUtve area 1.8 n x 1.2 a and a posl-

tle« resolution of about 1 aa fwha. This i s about twice as large a* ws

achieved In the HK1 chanber* outstep the oagnetic field and the cause Is

under liivstttlRAtton, Behind tUc niiRnet were lttcateU two otiJuU-n fros the

old aprutrompivr, the "I" On x I n) And Oie "E" (4.3 B * 1.6 n) each wit»» 2

I and 2 y «*p«. In the 1 module there U al«r t w ftop with wlro* «t 45*.



XB all Chan thera ware 102 ougtietoecrictive Una* reading coordinates

from -^110,000 spark charter wlraa (a total of 320 k* of wire).

c. la front of IIOE ''3 and under slot ''4 were located two large

proportional vir* chubera TPXi ind 77X2, 1.2 a and t.6 • vide, respec-

tively, each with vartical vtrea 1.2 • lea* with .25 cm separation.

Thaaa were pare of tha cvant triggering xyicaa.

d> Surrounding the hydrogen cell vit t composite scintillation

counts consisting of two half-cylinder*. The dovnetr**) end ot rh«

cylinder la cloaad by a 10co dlaaater sclntlllator. Downstream la a

actatlllation count«r hodoecop* H* constating ot 45 vertical countart

5.4 at vide and a hodoacopa KS in th* ihapi of a flattened Vee with U2

couatera 6.S cs wida.

a. Mtman Cht two counter hodosenpes vaa a Cerenkov ho4oacop# (ZO

cal l i , 18 actual1/ to uie) operated with Frcon IK at acaotpharlc pramaurr

witb a thraahold ac 3 to 3.5 CeV/c for plant.

t. Toward tha and of tha rim four of th* plaaa chaabar "R" wstuUa

latandad to ba used btiide tha hydrogen target for Exaerlaent 3*7 war*

iMtalled baalda the hydrogen target near tha open aide of tht NTS na*n*t.

Each Module haa four ipark chaaber *ap», two irith vertical k-trvn (x «4?«),

t w with wire a arranged t 10' to th* horizontal, r*M<l o<.t by * JtoUe capa-

citor circuit on each wire.

V. All tha data generated by th* detector* <l**crit<v.J {« r«cjrdml in a

coaster aaoory device (data box) with 4 rapacity of 163A4 18-bit wordn.

letween ACS pulses thti device vrltea euntnettc tape record* of tli* «v«nt»,

and in parallel, erananie* aoae event* to t>v Porto of thv ^ • l i w Data

Facility. Thl» stall saeplo of data wentn, along with regular readlnga

of a rapid cycling digital volramer, U prorexinl by the "on-line" pro-

graai> Special event! are Included in the data to nonltor the efficiency

ami BOIIUDK .Kcurary of the lugni-tontr tct lvc cliaabi*t«. Data triggers

are firoceiicd tt.roMgh pattern recognition arid abbreviated geocetry-klne>

•attea rautlnra "on-line" to provide nearly full analyvis of « seiall ate-

tiaCtcs saapte. ''KT Jltpljyi of jotcctor perfors^nce, utfwcilvc bd«« hiaio-

graM, reconstruction of rvent», etc. urt ^vaUablv at the touch of a tele-

type key. Teletype warning aeiaagea of pnor detector performance were de-

livered to the Mrs Control Xooa.

The magnetic lapea were carried to the BXL Central StJenttlle ".otpuimg

Facility for proccaalng by a COC 7600 coaputcr. Proceaalng ttae* were typi-

cally t-ft alnutei for a tape containing 10,000 nixed event*.

i .

There were four separate groups approvrl to do experlnenti with four

•ubatantlaUy different ccmflgurettona or detactort in the H?S. Hevbera

*f all four grotipa were actively enitaged In developing and testing equip-

•eat and computer proRraas tor theae oxperlc**nts when the Joint announce-

ment of the J and -. proapted an trredlate rcapprtttael. H)e four grotpi

•tcided to coalesce and propose a alngle experlnint, using tlir uqulpsent

atr«aJy tn h4nJ, to (nvritt igjt^ t*it twv phpnp=«-non. 1) wjs ij^vdUtely

apparent that the coupling of the "Jtp«y" to any hadron protluctlon channel

would be too snail to collect aany vvtmta In HP5( especially since the

MESI had an upper Unit of about 3.7 CvV/c. The «mi»ption that the new

won wee th* fir*t m4ntfe«t«tion of the existence of "CHARM" was



tbtn considered to offer the best chance for a seaningful aeasurcccnt.*'

Tht J I tsel f vat clearly not "chimed" but could be a bound s ta te of the

charmed quark and it* anti-quark. The cnKlal cxpcrtscntN would be ihc

production of charmed objects. In fact, an MPS propos.il to soarcL- for

such objects with a high energy bean had already been submitted. The

KESB again seemed toe low In energy for such hope- but .1 certain amount

of i~p running at the top energy was included to search for associated

production of a cliaraed seson-baryon final s t a te , Hie. st»-'ond possibility

lay 1c the fact that If the J was, In fact* "orthachtiraoflluz,," a spin one

bound state of cc, then the corresponding spin zero bound state "parn-

charaonlua" should be near It in nas» and, on various grounds, should

couple much c:or«? strongly to hadronn. \'.o tliufi planned 1 "funa.ition"

experiment pp • n • final s t a te , tuning the total c a . i>nergy of the pp

971 tea to He near and just below the .1 BASS to search for the existence

of a narrow peak (J ' • 0 , r sever.)! 'M' l , To naatniir the chance of

feeing a small crofcs tt-ction nlgn.il we looked for pi.ices where norruil

strong Interaction crass sections were UIOBSOIVOH '(ulto yR.ill, The final

•tates planned were quasi-Inclusive T, '. ,iml t'n product inn and - "* «n<t

backward pp clastic scattering.

Data were thus recorded with three separate cnerRies of the Incident

p beam covering the range of 3.7 to 4.2 CeV/c BORentun correiponJlnn to

/ •" - Mnc • 2.99 lo 3.14 CeV/c . Tvo trlggerlne systesa were u«cd ilnul-

caneously* the fl * 2 trigger (no count In the target nc tn t l l la tor , two

clutters I- TPX2) .ittenpttng to detect the decay of siranfto n.Mttr.ils and

a flQ • 2 trigger detecting a forward high momi'iitun positive part icle bv

triggering nn appropriate conblnntlon <if cnuntcrii In HA and H5.

Figure 3 la a ptct of the rffertive e«ss nf the neutral vees recon-

structed for tltr lowest enMpv run ualnc the f- and r hypotheien (there

la no klnesatle i"Vi-rl.ip Sotwvvn the*?)- As expected, si net* the trlRger

Is on forvard noiitrals tht*re ar<* About 1 • t i r^s «is ruiî v " s .̂ ^ * s pro*

duccd. Tie width of the r peak Is aSo«it -V Vi-V (fv'ici, (-(insistent wild

•park chaabvr rr«s«hjt Jjn, but thrrt; ,ir<* clearly substantial " t a i l s " t^

thl« distr ibution. •"«• - ir-.rri^ itl^-i w- t1::-. wsrv resolution 1« the

drif t of ch.irr** d«?os[trii in f'u* ch.ir.hcrs h<-fore the spa.-k (on"..>tifn.

We have monitored thin effect i%nA knev that It v«rlcJ vll'i Map during

this run. We hope tn suhntnn'lrtliy rntucr thin variation bv better regu-

lation of th"* cocposHlon o( thv spark c^naber gas. V'lf.ure • In a plot

of the «inrinc cisti Hqudrcd dlstrit-nt ten for the ' evtiits. Although the

mat* icalc it Rllghtly off, the im-.iiil ''lcnr jraks due t» portr'x'r.il pro-

cemes pp • Tv, \\ are there.

The nlttslnt: r.is-* squared spectran fur ' yvi-nt* (Fli:. 51 howevpr,

shows consliiiT.ibli- -nipprrviK'n of the iju.i^f-elast ic region .inJ aupceitB

that thtn prdti-ift -!n!>t be .i uoo.! place to look for Avv&v of the - .

Pig. 6 ihnwn our "vMn" i'f forward ' projui-tlcn .11 .1 fnnrttnti ^f ;• moaen-

tuB froo 3.? to •;,; fi-V/c U \ M to 1,14 VV/c" " . „« r.m):'-). I V T even!a

zcrvf .if, .-,.". i'Si-i-llcnt Jciioiatnntnr, lull 'tat; l o f a o v e *nv ttossvnlvir. Jvpvsi-

detit ,iccc[>t.inro e f lvk i s , ,ilthout:h .lividing by the Incident bvan o p o t r u c

provider 1 very »lnU,ii plt>T . V'iUitn nt.it n.t !•» 10 cgtm.ini! in ; peflV, IK

seen. ITitch bin In 10 HcV/c which 1H about tl>o reoolut len of t V btsin

sp«ctronoter .mi c«rrtir»p<»niih tn About ) "cV In maun. Since we ,ire iv. Hie

proce^H of prt-p.irfnn tiii« -1.il a t .T pu ' l i. nt ion ! k i l l not quote i> crn»»

section limit except to «nv tlini It Is in the n-^l.'ii ol .1 ii<i - 1. rot>.itns.



Figure. 7 li a Hpectnm of Che lt+ft" effective mass with the •" and A

•vcnti reno/ed. There is still some background but a clear K signal la

obtained (XO to 12 MeV fwhn) again with a low oasa tall. The missing

•ill ipcctrua (Fig. 8) show* no K° or K bump. Figure 9 li the ratio of

the K° to K production as a function of beam momentum. Again we sec no

obvlou* large narrow peak. Not wishing Co leave the Upression th*» the

KPS la de.atgn.td for two track events, we present In Fig. 10 a plot of

th* effective, nast and nisslng mas* for eventa with two neutral K'a pro*

ducvd by 8.7 GcV/c •»" on hydrogen.

C. THZ FUTURE

N«v device* planned for the HFS clila year lncludi a sec of 9 cylin-

drical spark chaaber* with nagnetofttrtcctve readout, designed to surround

the hydrogen target vltli the bean passing down ttw cylinder axis with

t i l la to bring the wires out of th« nagnetic field for readout* The

charter* are 140 en long with diatMters ranging fron 33 em for 11 to 120

« for 19. Each gas la forsed by axial wires an the outside jr.d wire*

aplrallng at an angle of 45* to tht axis an the inttdc<

As an alternative tarMt region detector, the total covpllncnt of

cipiclClva readout chambers Is to be 4L, 4R and 31) aoduUs, a total of

42 gaps. A nev proportional wire chanbvr to bo located In the tiirlJont

btan In front of the hydrogen target *houlJ subRtantlally lnprove the

accuracy of the daureinatlon of thu direction anil location vf the bean

particle and should also aid the allgneient anil E x B effect nensur^aimts.

A high tntrey (unseparacml) bens has bean designed unlnc. Rup«r<-on-

ducting dipoles and should *>e Instslled by next year. By rotating the

H*S aagnet this beaa can be brought to the MPS hydrogen target without

relocating anything oounted in tHc MPS proper. Th* bean should provide

particles up to 25 GcV/c In •nonentua.

1. J.J. Aubert et • ! . . p|»ys. Rev. Letters U , UW (197i); J.E. Au

ec ml., Phy». Rev. lot tort 2^. HQ6 (1974).

2. A. DeJtdjula arvl S.L. CUshow, Phys. Ri-v. o t t e r s 3;, .'.6 (1975).
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Fit. 1 Perspective drawing of MPS sagnet.

l i t - 2 Layout ol HPS detector* - April 1975.

Fl | . 3 Effective B*M plota of neutral veei fron 1.83 GtV/c pp Inter-

action*. Proton-"' and antlproton-** aasi hypotheses.

Pig. 4 Mloslng M M squared spectrua froa antl-laabda production tti

3.83 GtV/c pp Interaction*.

Fig. 5 Hissing y i i squared specErus froa iaabd* production in 3.8:1

CeV/c fP Interaction*.

Fig. 6 Ratio of A to A production at a function of Incident antlproton

H i . 7 Effective u s * of neutral vttn froa ]••) GeV/c ft Interaction*.

•*-«" %u* hysotheilt.

PlJ. I Nliatni e i i f »lot froa K° production In 1.8] C*V/c rf Inter-

action*.

Pit- • katlo of K° to I production a* a fuactlM of IneMunt antl-

froton MMntua.

H i . 10 (a) Effective • » • s lot of r . ^ event* produced hy I.? tieV/c •*

ee hydrolen. (b) Hl**ln| H I * plot.
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1. MIBODUCTION

In this tslk I u i l l review the main properties of the n « particles pro-

duced in e* - e* annihilation, but I v l l l not attempt to present a ful l l i s t

of properties or references. A complete l i s t as of May l t 1972 is given by

Feldman and Perl ; and more recent results were described in a series of

talks "" at the 1975 International Symposium on Upton and Photon Interactions

at High Energy. Hence I must apologize to the (any experimenters and Inst i tu-

tions whose work Is sunurlzed here without specific references, i wi l l usually

limit the references to review or sumnary paperB.

The paper begins with a general description of the continuum region of

hedron production in e - e" innihiletion. Section 2 describes tlK l+.l CeV

enhancement. The • and V are discusser! in Sec. It, and the newly discovered

Work supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Development Agency.
This paper wsa revised after presentation to include new Information.

particles - the PQ, T»C, *(3>*10)t *(»3<>) « produced by y transition fro*

the f and *' are discussed in Sec. l-. Singly charmed particle jesrehc;: In

e+ - e" annihilation ar« austnarlzed in 3«c. 6. Finally tho prop*rti-.i or th<-

eu events produced In e+ - e* annihilation arc prcaonted in Sac. 7.

This i t * talk on experimental results , very l i t t l e theory it pr*«*nt*d.

An adequate presentation of the theory would sake the talk Much too loni.

Occaaionally I wi l l rufer to th* relevent theory or T wi l l point out theoretical

problew.

S. THE CONTINUUM HBIOH

Tha total cross section^ K9^
Bh Including th« rtaonancec, for

e • e" ^ hadrons ( l )

la ahown in Fig. 1. fib* total center-of-Mss ciwrey is des ignited by V,

%m or s/i). A aur* detailed picture of the higher arwrgy region, excluding

the * and • ' , is glvtn In Plg> S. To tlUlnate a bsaic l/a bthavlor and set

a tcale for ffhld It la conv»ntien*l * to define.

(3)

where • is In OeV^ md •/* » auon n u i . Ai ihown In Pi*. 3 , R Inerattet

fro* about 2 in th«? 2 < E ^ < 3 reclon to about 5 In the E ^ > 5 GeV

region* Fart or i l l of this Increase it uauiUy attributed iu the existence

of heavier quarks auch na the charm quark c. Since tho existence of nev par-

t i c l e s with maasea in the 3 to 5 GeV region la also thought to be due to the

existence of heavier qumrka. the rlac in R and the new particles are thought

to be closely connected. However as noted in Sees. 3 and 6 some akeptieium



should be maintained about the completeness of this connection.

To give a general picture of the final hadronic states in the continuum

region, I show in Fig. h the mean chirged multiplicity * f (n \ ; and in Fig.

the averaged observed energy per charged track,

logarithmically with E ; a useful relation ia

- 1-93 + 1-50 In ft)

correspondingly, <^Etf,) increases slowly with E . Finally *3 shown in

Fig. 6 most hidrons have low energy. Hero the rough superposition of the

s fo/dx curves for x % O.b indicates at l«ast crude Bjorken scaling"1. With

this sketch of tht continuum hadronic 3tat« in hand, ve turn to the new

pirticlaa.

3. THE l».l 0«V EHMHCScarr

Returning to Figs. 2 and 3 we observe a 10 to 15 nb enhancement above the

continuum at about E ^ • U.l 0*V. The full width of the enhancement at half

Mxijauai height is about 200 HaV. At this tine ve don't know vith certainty the

nature of the «nhance»ent; i t is usually uiuawd to be an hadronic resonance.

SOM physicists go further and assign the k,l OtV enhancement to the t , + '

fatally, calling It the « " , although tha width of the U.I OeV «nhanceMnt Is 1000

tlitaa greater than the * or *' widths. The width different;* Is explained by

usunlnc that tto U.I OaV enhancement can decty into piirs of ningly charmed

mesons (3*o. 6) , while the • and *' cannot so decay.

GxperlMTtts have not as yet provided any clear widoncc as to the nature

of the i*,i GeV otihaocaBKnt. Tht avara«e charged multiplicity, rig. '>, and avoragc

cha,rg*d track energy aro quite olnilar to th* nelahfeorhoci continuum roBinruj.

The do/dx curve1" may be alightly different, but this nmy be a property of the

-ntir- I* to I*.? r,eV region.

There- is clearly much more *.o be ica:T.fd ir. the k.i 5eV resicn. For

example, preliminary data (Fig. 3) shows thop. there may be a. secend enhancement

at h.h GeV. Howevej- this data was taken on tv very last dsy .-f Spring, 197^

running of SPEAR snd must be repeated in detail.

i*. THE • A:n> ••

It was the discovery of the * {also called 4'(3095)) and ; ' .'also called

• (36BU)) with their astonishingly long IIVPS, relative to their maues, which

began the new particle era. The t and i ' arc of course copiously product-d in

e+ + c* - • • t e* + e" - • • ' (5)

The * is also produced ' ' , but not copiously, in hsdrcn-hadron cclllslocui.

Indetd the * was independently discovered1** using the reaction

p + Ba -»• + anything (6)

Finally, the • is easily produced by photoproduction17'1 ' i n , both diffractively

y + nucleon - • • + nuclcon (7a)

and non-diffractivuly

r + nucleon -*• + P-or-moro hndrons (7b)

Tht masstSf widths, and quantum numbers of the * ami *' as measured

through e+ - e* production1'3 are listed in Tablo I.
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TAPLE I

J'.vpertioa of the <r and

i

10S • ll MeV

1 ~

o-

1>.8 1 0.6 KeV

59 i M KeV

69 • IS KaV

0.069 I 0.009

O.W • 0.02

1.00 • 0.05

3681i t 5 HeV

?. 2 t 0.1 KeV

280 • 56 K.V

525 t 56 KeV

0.0097 t 0.0016

0.961 • O.O03

0.89 + o.iS

The branching r s t i o * t c t h e most copious Ident i f i ed decoy nodes of the v

•r# l i s t n l * in Tablo I I . Those <u-cay modoa are found us ing four-constra int

or one-comttr t int r i w , hence nod-;a vhlch hsve 2 or Bore r° nctotm sre not

Included. Ttif brtnehlnff r a t i o s tu the l i t t e r i t s t e s can be I 'st laated using

•ixBt;l or d ta ' . ln t l cn l l e o t o p l c opin corwldfrnt ioru. It i s thun found

1-* i"- r°

Bnnchlne Ratio <*)

3 - 9

6.9
1.3
O.I

l i .O

o.»
*••>
0 .4

5.1

: ).'.•

• 0 .9
h 0 .3
h 0 .1

£ i.o
t o.r
: 0.7
! 0.3
h O.J

Table IX continued

Mode

PP

np n"

p n . "

Brsnching Ratio

0.3 1 0.1
0.2l> 1 0.05
0.311 0.07
0.37 t 0.10
O.L: t O.CA

0.16 • 0.08

0.37 t 0.19

that at leact 70J or 80> of the decay width of the •(!'^5) can be iccountxl

ror. Th«r«fore in decay the i(3O95) bebavei •* s nomal Beion^ except that

Its decay width is at laast 1000 tints too narrow tnd i t s leptonic decay aodes

(ca ind MM) ire correspondingly large. This is a large exception however. And

ccafeinitd with the very saatfl hadronlc production cross sections, this observation

neans that we csn only ca l l the * a hadron i f we introduce some principle or

recipe to inhibit both hadronlc decay and hadronic production.

Tlwre are two classes or theorie 8 0 "' 1 which can do this . One possibility

is that the •'« strong decay is exactly forbidden by i ts vossesslon of a new

non*irtdiUvo quantum number. Varioua color modeln sre examples of this . The

other possibility i(t that the *'a strong deesy is inhibited by a dynamical

prlm-lplf t'luied on the i'xi3t«nc-.' °r n<;w additive quantum numbers. Charm Is an

example of this case in which the i'a have zero charm quantum number but are

rompoHod of charmed quarks ' In the charm model the 4r'r are narrow because

11 dynamical principle known sfi Zwoig's rule. This phenomenologicsl rule states

thst processes in which in i t i a l qusrk pairs cannot appear on different final

? particles are suppressed.



Whatever the nature of the *, the f' is the ssra<- typo of particle. Their

production cross sections ia e - e" annihilation ar>.' the same order of magni-

tude; and they both have relatively narrow -iicn-j widths (Table i ) . Moreover the

• ' decays t o the * acre than half th<? time (Table III) . Hovver, as shown in

Table IZZ we Know auch less about the decay mod-'o or th<- ".'•

TABLE HI

Decay Modes of the A 3 6 8 M

MM..

.V
uV
»(310O) MytMlW
•(3100) « V
•(3100) «"

a.* a.V

Branching Ratio c

0.97 t 0.16
1.9! t 3.16
57 18
32 tk
ll J ?
O.» t 0.05
0 . * • 0.02

~0.05

) Consents

u-e univerft.llty

these decay . r . included
In the friction for • +
anything

Our Ignorance of t t f 3 If of th< *' <Jocay nodes which do are not to the •

or leptonic in not dm- to a. ahortage of data. Indetd there are more t>+ + e" -t • '

than «* + •-" -•* wants or. l-ap.. T̂ o roanon is that the # ' f unliKc the • (Table I

eichevs four-conitraint and on«-coiutraln*. decay modes when i t does not decay to

the *. Die *' preferes dncay nodes with ot least two neutral particles •» two

«0<3 or a n° and n y for ex«n^»r. We -]•• nit imdiTshnnri •••he siBnificnnee of thia

ob.irrvatlon. Pnrhapt i t Is rrlated to the radiative decays of the •* which are

described next.

% MDIATIVE DKCAYS OF THK 4- AMD •'

Xn the laut few aontho several radiative decays of the •* have b»en ilia-

eovercd, Die study of thcie radiative decay* in just beginning!, therefore, the

data I will now d-iscribe is certainly incomplete.

At both DORIS2** and SPEAR '® the decay

*' -» 7 + y + 4 (6s)

h83 been det«̂ citd with o branching ratio of J.6 t 3.7%. Furthermore the

energies of the y*s fall into two bands. In the DORIS data the bonds irp

centered at about 160 HeV and about hSQ MeV; the sum, of course, being the

mass difference between the *' and the +. Thf 5PWR data is shown in Fig. 7.

The explanation is that there is o new particle or intermediate state, called

P^6 in Ref. 2^; such that

• ' - 7 + Po , Pe •*} + • } (8b)

with

V mass -• 3300 or 3500 MeV/c (8c)

The nass of the P cannot be tettled using just the reactions in Eq. 8

unless one detects the Doppler broadening of the y line emitted in the P

decay. This has not yet bean AQM,

However the 3LAC-LBL magnetic detector collaboration at SPEAR has also

seen • ' radiative decays of the form '

• ' -* 7 + hadrons {9)

wherr- the hadrona have invariant masa distributions indicating the existence of

n-'W p»vticli\i, i\a Mhown in Fig. 8 hedron combinations of Sir* £«", 3it* 3ir"f n+n"

K K". n u", and K K* have bewn studied. At least two new particles, called Xf«,

aro scon:

(10a)V(?!iio) with moss 3**10 t 10 MeV/c2

MV, 30) with nun 3!>3O + CO MeV/cS (10b)



Thv> XC353O) appears to be wider thun tho XOfclo) and witter than the apparatus

resolution. Keneo the K(?,-^0) may contain £" or morv states.

The branching ratios for the radiative decays into tho stated ahuwn In

Fig. 8 mw each of the order of magnitude of one or two tenths of a per cent.

These are of course lower 11mlU to tin- ful l branching ratios for

** -»? + X(3U1O) , *• - 7 • X(v,?0) (U)

because only acme of the decay modes ci' HIT X ' J are j t tn . I t a feme reasonable

that thea^ ful l ; ranching I'Hticj couli TOJI l-> j . - v r a l per cent as ia tho decay

to thr Pc J t n t e , Eq. 8b. Incldently -m upper l i a l t of the onlcr .A' •? to lOJt for

any dingle radiative decay mode of th'- • ' hu- been .!<.•'..

The re la t ion of the Ptf to the X's i.i not yt-t known. If the P, KIBBR l i

}}X> HoV/c" thfjr are clotirly .ilff-r-nt. If *.h Pe SBJJ li '•'.-10 Mi?V/c? the Pp

and at Ien3t part of th- X(3?3'') a?-1 frobahly r»iatfd. [iato U> be t»ken at

DORIS and 3PSAR In Lrw Win; r ^r l . i^ an>i Jprln« ..f 1/T6 .-.h^ul-i resolve thia

question.

Finally two groups-'*'"' a t D0KI3 have j«?en radiative decays of the t to 1

n*v part icl* of r#tr ^u^ut J"*D or 2830 Mf?v7cfc. The decayo observed •PM

• -* > • n*n: p i r t ic l»

n-w parMol- -» y + y

".••v p-»rtioli- -• p + p

are »l.n? .van. ?hij new pnrtielv ia .-enptimeo called TJ lacuming »h- ehann

'.h->.PV "f Mi . fart lei11 an1! anauminfl that ihi.i nnw part ia l- •;on.-'! .'a "f a

f.i"\i— . • .J y.'-trr 1 i'jsrk phir in ^ p; ••« . • -nlif -tit..'.

• . .:?.r,Vi fT.IAVG3, PAHTtCU: .̂ BiR'̂ lK] IN "* - - ' AMnilllATIOri

Th- -us" r.* -dira t h - i r i - s o;- fh*- * par t ic le â -̂.iâ  that mvaw-c. -xi.it

• n • " ' r :" l f 1 t i rMi ' i " In th- ;<iark"nnt.iquMrfc pnir ('which

the meson) is & cherm quark. The other quark 1B one of the conventional

u, <i, or s quarks. The region h < E
m £ 5 GeV in e - e* annihilation would

seem to be an excellent place to search for »uch singly charaed mesons. This

is baaed on the assumption! that the if* does not decay into these mesons but

the U.I GeV enhancement doea ao decay. Furthermore the aingly charmed aeaons

have relat ively long lifetimes since the i r decay into ordinary mesons would

be Inhibited as are the * and * ' decays. Hence a l l that would se«a to be

required would be to find narrow peaks in the invariant mast distributions

of sone of the particles in the final s t a t e . A search^ at E - U.8 GeV
Cm

found no such peaks in pa r t i c l e combinations such as n n"f K ît , K»r", fTit it"

and «'n n". Even acre diaquietlng is tha fai lure of a starch in the

k,o£ E S b.it OeV. This region includes the k,\ enhancement which is

suppoaed to decay primarily to charued mesons.

Th^re are t h r u ways out of this problaas. The singly charmed mesons

nay have very snail branching ratios for decay into 2 or 3 par t ic le fio.nl

s t a t e s . Another possibi l i ty is that the decay modes of the singly charmed

nesons always contain a n° or 7. And there is of course the possibil i ty that

singly charmed quarks do not exist .

7. THE en EVHfTS

Dwnta of the form

e* + e " -»e* + n* + 2-or-taoro undetected part icles (12)

have been found at SPEAR using thA 3IAC-££L magnetic detector. The undetected

p a r t i c l e are chirgwi pnrtlclc-R or photons which escape the 2.6* sr solid angle

of the detector, IT pa,rUcl«u v«ry dif f icul t to detect such ao neutrons, K£

mesons, (ir nculrlnuu. The evidence that these events do not have a conventional

oKplnnaMun ia fuUy ]>r«aentirf in Refs. ?1 nnd 32; ana the reader in Invited



The '.vu oventu d»

1. Heavy frcptcw: Supi*.-!-- the 'U'ctron ie*l and sum ,»•) ?r- the lowest

Ettas suTshwrff or a 3-quenc*- c-f leptoiu"J"*', -_BCJI it-pton (£") having a uniqur

quantum lumber n; ««d * unique a-t.ioeiatod n<?u%rinc (v^). Such sequential *

heavy lepto h liffion^c decay mod->c:heavy leptonr hav the

uiUBine tho qunntiM ntwbcr n; wist be confierwd *a ir^ n and n .̂ (Th«.>

i hw correcpondlng dtrcty aod^s.) If th<; t his • sufficiontXv large m i

It win alio h»vc madl»ytonic dfiety Bodci.

4" -# vj • it" , 4* -• v^ + K* r -t" -« v^ • p" p I* -* v^ + 2 or aoro htdroiu

Th* r^»c;loo in Bj. 1? vouad ih^n coiw from the
proct-an

+ «• , •

p»ir production

+
If n<?" ch«rR"d aifann.-:, f̂•, i-xist **ich h t v relatively

Itt.-f l->ptanie -i-fciu' IWK)I-II (-IIK to th-' inhibition of pur*>]y hiitronlc tlfc»y

o<«t' a) th"-n the purely ieptonic decay meniec.

CM It«t*i to th»* roiiption in &j. 1?, thru

Such chir«"d n'-.t̂ n.1) »r>- prfdict*"l by ih-wrJen which introducp the ch
quirk Th

(16)

quirk

decay node' .

chirked
Tĥ  mum -ipin wuuld imv- t* in. si U-snt a to illow • flubitintlnl

-. S l i - a -mary :•• - r. : '-I'll-"it*h thr nas^ or th> i r .V-r t : - ' :UV t r s . i. ' • • " ) ,

which i.- -uppf^-'-T --, s i t i j : - - - :\i- weak in t ' -TacTi tn , i f IT - r i s t . - , i r rj 'obably

•("•o h i f h t«- s lVw p ' i i r pr ' - iuc ' . i'Nn ^ t t h " ••n-rf ier I'lncuaa- : ' n i h i r papc-r;

thv J> cay rr.'-rk

w" -»e" + vn , w* .- ,." * " : ;i7)

can 1-ad to the reaction of Eq. 1?. We may also consiicr ether types of

olvmentAry bcsL-na - • not npcessirily the in'-nnriftiia*.': boson W. ""ĥ  difforenco

h- *.wipon an d-montsry bosun and a heavy m-'con la thst we suppose th/ formor tc

be « point particle with a form factor always <>qual t.- unity.
i». Other Interpretwtlona! TTIP on <-v*nts noci not ccaie from the production of

• pair of particjoa and their subsequent l^ptonic decay. One can consider a

rfiontnce (fi) with the weak decay nod?

R-«. + * v , *u'*% 08)

Or one can think about the higher order WPBK interaction process

,.* + ,»"_»(.*+ v + M" + v̂  (19)

However thr observed croca nectionn - • of the order of .01 to .02 nb «•

sppcara to be much too l*rge for this conjecture.

We ar<- not yet prepared to provi' thtt the c» I'venta can only bp explained

* by the production of • pair of new particles. Hovovor this turns out to be

the mo.it natural hypothesis, Htnce nv I describe the pventu I shall inaume

they are duo to t.ie production and decay of a pair of ru>v purtlcle called

U particl<?it:

o* + e" -• U+ + U" (20)

U doaignmtos unknown and avo-i.in any eornnit̂ nrnt t.c t,ho nnturf oi* tho new

pirtielf, be i t a lipton» meoon or elementary boson.



The eii events meet the following cri teria.

X. Two and only two charged tracks in the d u t w u r . (These ore called two-

prong events.)

2. No photon* detected.

3. One track is identified aa an olectron and the other ia identified us a

tuuon.

U. The total charge is zero.

5i Calling the e momentum p and the ^ momentum p w> require |p^j > 0.6'j

CaWe and |p | > O.&j GeV/c. This i t necessary-*1*''" for «? and n identi-

fication.

6. We define a coplanarity angle

where ue» B » 5+
 a r o unit vectors along the directions of particles e# n,

and e+ beam. The contamination of events from the reactions e+e* -> e+e"

and e+e* -»ti+n" is greatly reduced if we require * c o p l > 20°f and we do

3uat th is .

These cr i ter ia lead to 66 eu events being found in the data taken in the energy

range 3-8 <$ E ^ £ 7-8 GaV.

The background ' in the eti events comas primarily from hadronic events

in which the hadrens decay to an e or Q 11 or are misidentified by the detector

us an e or a n. Seme background also cornea from e e" -+e e y or p o >> in

which the y *a are not detected and one e la raiaidentified *• a ji. We can

determine the background from h*dron atald^ntification or fiecny by u;ilne thr*p-

or-more-prong events assuming evory portiole called an p or t n by thp detector

•was either a miaidentified hadron or came from th« decay of a hadron. This

leads to calculatea background, including the ewy background, of ?Z t *; events.

This yields a net signal of 6U <HI events. A leas reliable background cal-
32

culation method using only two-prong events Ieod3 to a to ta l background

of 30 + 6 ovanta.

1 shal l now 3uw»ri?.e the properties of the eu events. A much fuller

discussion appears in Kef. 36.

1. Observed Production Cross Section: Figure 9 she 1 the observed croaa

section in the detector acceptance for signature eti events versus center-

of-iwjac energy , with the bnckground subtracted ot each energy. The corrections

to obtain the true cross section for the angle and momentum cuts used here

depend on the hypothesis as to the origin of these en events , ond the corrected

cross section can be many times larger than the observed cross section. While

Tig,, 9 shows an apparent threshold at around U GeV, the s t a t i s t i c s are nnall

and the corrections factors are largest for low E . Thus, the apparent

threshold may not be real.

2. ffuafcer of Missing Part icles: Aa shown in Refs. 31 «nd 3£ the distribution

of the missing mass recoiling against the e and \i in the reaction in Eq. IS

prcrea that at least 2 particles art Biasing.

3. Coplawl ty Angle Distribution We define the coUinearity angle by

When the c and M are moving in exactly oppoaite directions 0 11 * *̂ ^*n

co3 0 , . distribution 18 shown in Fig. 10. The atnsll nnglr behavior of t.he

ecoll ( " a t r i b u t l o n ia d u p t 0 t h t ' ° c o p l
 c u t < A 1 1 6

c O i i < a o ° a r c ^liiainated

and larger 0 o ] , a r partially 1.-st. At the hU-.lur E ^ energies the cos e
c o j j

distribution la naturally f i t by the hypothvoia

U-*e + X , U + X (23)



X represents one or more neutral particles

Mass of U £ 2 GeV

when |pGI > O.65 GeV/c, |p I > O.65 GeV/c are taken into account.

At the lower energies the nature of X becomes important. We consider

two possibil i t ies for tne decay of the U

2-body decay : U" -» e" + v and (2l»a)

3-body decoy : U" -• v^ + e" + vg and (2^b)

U" -> Vu + ii" + v^

Ihe 2-body decay would be from a meson or elementary boson. The 3-body decay

would be from ft heavy lepton. For convenience I shall *38ume the mass of the

Vy is zero and the U-v,. current i i V-A. (I wil l not consider the effect of

a V + A current or of the maas of the Vy being non-zero. Also I wi l l not

discus* semi-leptonic decays of the meson or boson.)

In Fig. 10, I show fita to the data using fy -* 1.9 Gev/c2 for thr 2-body

decay and H^ « 1-8 GaV/c for the 3-body decay. These maaaea are exomplea

of the M,nd of maaaea which ueem to f i t the angle and momentum distributions.

But masses in the range of 1.6 to S.O GeV/c are acceptable. All spin-spin

correlations are ignored. Particularly in the U,8 GeV data the 2-body hypothesis

haE difficulty in explaining the small number of la>rB« ^ c 0 l 2 events. Refaction

of K. can cure t h i s , but then problems s r i a c ^ with the momentum distribution

of the c and (i. An alternative cure required strong spin-spin correlation

between the meaono . A 3-body decay mode obviously fito the cos 6 e o l i d i s t r i -

butions in a more natural manner.

h. Momentum Distribution: The f-amt observation h-lds for th'; rr.iirn-.ntur.

distributions oa shown in Figs. 10. and 12. To combine the data. fr^r. different

E runs wo definecm

pmax " ° *'

whore P ^ ^ is calculated for M̂  = 1.8 GeV (the uar of M.. E 1.^ GeV makes very

l i t t l e difference) and p i3 | p p | or | p j . Each <>v<-nt thus appears twice Kotr

that 0 <: c <: l , Figures 11 and 12 are corrected Tor background"' \ We 3ee that

the 2-body decay mode usuoUy predicts too many lorge p, that ic large p, pointfi.

Only at U.8 GeV are the 2-body and 3-body hypct.in>3r\T equally ajiplicaMc

To sumwriso our knowledge of the cti events I will paraphrase Gary FoXdtian'i

ouwnary or these oventc afc the 197f> ^pton-Photon Cnnfeivnoe .

1. We know the following:

a. Anomalous <ni events exist.

b. Thu data are not ecnaititont Mith a l l t>it> merits com\ng from P-bofiy

decays.

c. I t is very unlikely that aemi-lcptonio decayn account for a l l thr

d. Wo know of nothing which ic inconsistent with MM- hyp^thonic thot

the '-vents come from thn 3"body decay of n U part icle, in particular

the Vborty decay could be tlir puroly leptonic docay of n nequontiul

heavy lopton.

2. WP a t i l l have to onnwer the followinp <|Ut\it.iomi.

a. la a hna'-y lopton completely connlntent with the data?

b. in ony other hypo.th™in oonniatoiit with th«' iiota"

e. la mof- than one tliinr. w\w. on? Tnnt In, ore tlieri"1 sevovtil mech-

aninm-i proilucing '%u ovcntu'.'
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Results from M.I.T. - B.N.L.

Experiments

by

Ulrich Becker

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Laboratory for Nuclear Science

Cambridge, Mass. 02139

I Discovery of J (3.1)

II Production characteristics

III Search for other resonances

IV Further studies

As an introductory remark let me briefly show the scien-

t i f i c outline followed by the M.I.T.-B.N.L.group coinciding

with mine, too. It is the physics of real and virtual photons

and their connection to strong interactions via Vector mesons.

Starting at DE5Y, Hamburg, the symmetric spectrometer of

Pig. la) was used to detect e+e~ pairs from Q.E.D. and the lep-

tonic decays of vector mesons. Right now a measurement of

?*-» e+e~ is underway thero( detecting the interference with

Bethe-Heitler pairs, too. However, s t i l l more vector neLons than
**)

f,CJ, 0 and D1 are necessary to account* for the hadronic compo-

nent of the photon.

The well understood diffractive photoproductlon was sacri-

fied to the higher energy of E* • 7.S GeV available at B.N.L.

in the reaction! p • p-» e*e" • X. Fig. lb) shows the apparatus

yielding the discovery of J (3.1). Again, lack of energy suppresses

the production of heavier candidates, making an extension to FNAL,

Batavia energies highly desirable.

An apparatus for ISR, CERN is seen in Fig. lc) . This enables

the search at highest enorglns presently available. This i s

necessary, becauao the hence undetected z°, W° particles are con-

jectured to be extremely heavy and arc of crucial importance to

unified theories *' of weak and electromagnetic interactions.

I Discovery of J 13.1)

Returning to B.N.L. energies we note that at 30 GeV already

•any particles may be produced, where the ones known t i l l 1174



usually were short l ived, when heavy, and only four were vector

mesons.

Opposed to that the new particles***' live long despite their

very heavy Mass and are Jp c - 1 mesons. This must have a hidden

reason. The future task will be to find out, how many new part-

ic les share this "reason" and thereby allow an understanding.

The discovery and further investigation of tiiese new part-

ic les required the solution of several experimental diff icult ies ,

emerging from the extremely small cross sections.

The detection apparatus at Brookhaven

is shown in Fig. 2. The following considerations determined this

lay outi

1) If the production has approximately similar characteris-

t ics to o, 1 and u>'l produced in pp collisions ' i

dP; dpi E-

th« maximal yield wil l occur for production of * particle with

Macs H *t rait (x " P"/P«aK " °* • --n t n * overall CHS. The bo»t

kinenatic region is then at pM*O and px • 0 for the pair.

CHS

the laboratory frame for incident protons of 2t.S GeV. this

i s independent of the mass H of the particle produced! There-

fore the spectrometer opening angle was chosen to be • 14.6°.

2) Because the cross sections are small, high beam inten-

s i t i e s are necessary. Conversely, the apparatus must be ablu

to stand high hadron fluxes.

3) Hadron pairs like n*w~. K*K", pp . . . wi l l dominate

over e*e" pairs frost virtual photon decay by more than a f«e-

tor oc . A II measurement therefore requires many threshold

Cerankov counters to achieve a rejection of better than 10**

against all particles other than electron pair*.

The intense proton beam of up to 2'101J protons/soc.

was focused by quadrupoles to a 4 x 6 mm image spot, sixo on

• target of several beryllium pieces. Particles produced in one

piece and accepted by the spectrometer do not pass through the

next piece. Fig. 2) shows the plan and side views of the npoc-

trometer and detectors. Bending i s done vertically to decouple

angle (e) and momentum. The field of the magnat* in their final

location was measured with a three dimensional Hall probe at »

total of 10s points CB, CQ and C, are gas throsholr) Cerenkov

counters. CB i s f i l l ed with isobutano at 1 atm., CQ is f i l led

with hydrogen at 1 atm. and c , i s fil led with hydrogen at 0. t

atm. Ao, A, p and C are proportional wire chambers with 2 Mm

spacing and a total of 4,000 wires on each arm. Behind chamborii

A and B are situated two planes of hodoscopes, Bx8, for lmprovnd

time resolution.

• 90° decay in the CMS appears as + • - arc tg (i) - 14.6° in



Behind the C chamber there are two orthogonal banks of

lead glass counters of three radiation lengths each, the f irst

containing twelve elements, the second thirteen, followed by

one horizontal bank of leadlucite shower counters, seven in

number, each ten radiation lengths thick, to further reject

hadrons from electrons and improve track resolution. The appa-

ratus i s embedded in 10,000 t of shielding to reduce neutron

background. The following features of the system deserve spe-

cial attention)

a) The momentum i s determined by measuring the vertical

deflection accurately with the wire chambers; see Fig. 2b.

Since this is decoupled from the measurement of the opening

angle, a good mass resolution of + 5 MeV is achieved.

b) To obtain a rejection of 10 or butter, extreme care

was given to the threshold Cherenkov counters CQ and C_. They

are f i l l ed with hydrogen because i t has the least electrons

to produce knock-on electrons from, theraby simulating wrong

particles. The windows were kept thin for the same reason.

The rejection of each counter was measured to be 10" . CQ i s

shown in Fig. 3a).

The Cerenkov light of about 40 photons i s focused via a pre-

cision spherical mirror of only 3 mm thickness and a mirror

parabola onto the photo cathode of a RCA 31 000 H multiplier.

These are very new and special tubes with excellent cathode

efficiencies of about 251. Due to an extromely higl-. gain of

the f i r s t dynode excellent time resolution is obtained and

single photo electrons are resolved. Fig, 3b) l ives a measure-

ment with helium f i l l i n g , yielding only two photo electrons on

the average opposed to 10 in hydrogen. This demonstrates how

the estimated performance may be checked directly. A syste-

matic check using electrons at a l l possible trajectories was

done in addition. Fig. 3c) displays one of these measurements.

The rejection** are decoupled as tjr as possible by ttagnetic

fields curling up f-r,»ye. The system of fout' counters has a

measured rejection of about 10~

c) To bo able to nandle a high intensity of 2xl() protons

per pulse with consequent single arm rates of r 20 Mil?:, there
7)

are eleven planes of proportional wiros (2XAQ, 3XA, 3XD, and

ixC) rotated 20° with respect to each other an shown in Fig. 4a

to reduce multitrack ambiguities. To ensure the chamber* have

a loot uniform efficiency at low voltago (Pig. 4b) and a long

l i f e time in the highly radioactive environment, avArgon-Methylal

mixture at 2° C was used.

d) To improve the rejection against tr -fjfe*e~, a very

directional Cerenkov counter Cg was placed i*looc to the target

and boJ<->-~ a specially constructed magnet HQ (Fig. 2b), This

counter is painted black inside and is sensitive to electrons

of lo MoV/c and pionii above 2.7 GoV/c. The coincidence between

Cg and CQ, C£ tho shower counters and the hodOHCopos indicates

the dotctctionof an o*c" pair from tho procosrt »°-»^e*c", and

such events are rejoet-cd. Conversely* one can trigger on Cg

and provide a pure electron beam to calibrate CQ, Cy and the

shower counters. This is a redundant check in netting the vol-

tage of the C-j counters, tiinoe the coincidence between CQ and



C. will ensure that the counter is efficient for a single elec-

tron and not a zero degree pair.

•) To reduce photon and neutron contamination the loca-

tion of all the hodoscopes and lead glass counters arc such

that they do not see the targut directly. To further shield

the detectors from soft neutrons, 10,000 lbs. of Borax soai

vas placed on top of CQ, between Mj and M2 and around the front

part of (J behind M2-

f) The spectrometer has a large mass, acceptance of about

2 GeV. Therefore the siass range from l.S - 5.0 GeV can be studied

in three overlapping settings. In the horizontal plane e ± ̂ e *

14.6 + 1° are accepted corresponding to 90 *_ 5° in *he CMS. In

the bending pline*,^ - + 2°and variations of 0.6 p o< p*I.B p o

•re accepted, where p o is the principal axis momentum. The re-

lation to the mass is given by

nn m 2p sin 14.6° a p/2

for an exactly symmetric pair. The spectrometer has

1) Biggest acceptance for single particles and pair

produced at rest in the CMS, thu&Vx • Pj| « o.

Pmax

2) Single particles are produced at 90° in th* CMS with a

Pj, * p/4 of th* LS. Howuvor, for a produced resonance

decaying into a pair the px i s very small.

To suNuriz*, we point out the following unique features!

1) T ha Apparatus can stand e twain of 2*lo1 2 protonu/soc,

or rates ^20 Me. Thereby a sensitivity of o" B a 1O~36 CM'

can be reached.

2) The nultiwire chaabers sort out up to 8 track* per arm.

3) Tho Ceronkov counters provide a rejection of

false c*e" JQ-I

4) Mass resolution is *. 5 HoV.

5) Mass acceptance covers 2 GeV.

The f irs t MUutcMnti *> were taken in August 1974 And arc

displayed in tit}, 5a) at shndod area. Very pronounced a clear

sharp enhancement i* observed at

3.1 CoV, being the discovery of the J.

This was a total surprise, quit* different from the expectation

of a broad vnctor Meson or an annihilation continuum **. Thero-

fore many chocks were performed, to cnauro i t i s a real particlet

1) Decreasing magnet currents by lot shifts the accep-

tance as well as the spatial region of the trajec-

tories, reconstructing to nfiC • 3.1 CoV. The peak re-

mained fixed, BOO white arua of Fig. Sal,

2) Doubling the target enhanced the rate by a factor two

and not four as background would behave.

3) only owrto with l.»" clearance to all magnet walls

wcro considered; the yieia correnponded to this roducud

acceptance.

4) Changou in beam intensity, the higUvollnqo of all shower

counters, the ruconotruction sxttnod, e t c , rcvoa.od no way



of simulating this peak.

These and many other checks convinced us that we ha/e ob-

served a real massive particle J-^e e~.

Partial analysis of the width of the J particle shown in

Pig. 5e) indicates i t has a width smaller than 5 MeV/c2.

If we assume a production mechanism for J to be

independent of pn
dpj."' dP: E

and an isotropic decay in the rest system of the J, we obtain

a J-»e%" yield of 10"3< cm2/nucleon at 28.5 GoV.

Fig. 5b) shows the yield of e+e~ in the region 3.2 to

4.0 GeV/c2, normalized to Pig. 5a). The acceptance in this re-

gion i s a smooth function and varies at most by a factor of two.

The observed events arc consistent with purely random coinciden-

ces. To a level of 11 of the J yield, with a confidence level

of 95%, no heavier J particles were found. We note that this

upper limit is independent of any production mechanism of the J. Alterna-

tively we obtain &n upper limit of 10 cm /nucleon for thi production of

heavier J's with a 95% confidence level.

II product ion^" tractoristicii

Several photoproduction experiments of J (3.1> have boon

carried out at very different energies .it Cornell, S1.AC, and

Fermi lab. For a JPC « l " one oxpectc the typical diftractive

production of e~ * which har been experimentally r.ecn, even

though with relatively low elope ji.irntncver, t * - l - 4 . Mso the

production should get energy independent, however, an nhuwn

in Pig. 6) there is a strong dependence due to threshold of

Production.

It is therefore not surprising to find a *tront) energy

dependence in hadron production, too.

«) The M« I .T.-B.N.L. grouji .̂̂ :« inrAffurcd the J yielii with

20 GcV incident protonc ai>̂  finds a decrease of almost

a factor ten compared to 28.fc GcV. Those Ricntturetm>nts

are for x s o.

b) The collaboration at Fermi lab found from 250 GcV

neutrons a cross section of

6(n De-* J^ 4 X) * 3.6 'J ^ c i» 2 /nuc loon f o r | x | > C L 2 4 .

c) The CCRS group At 1SR finds at an equivalent proton

energy of roughly 12O0 GcVt d*?/dy - (7.& *. 2.5* * i o ' 3 3 cm

and with <pA> * .67

^ + x> a O.8 + 1.3) * 1O"3Z cm2.

Even though the disjoint x regions of those experiments forbid a

direct comparison nn iuvrcase of at least two orders of magnitude

is to be noted.



The Px dependence

of about 460 J events from the M.I.T. B.N.L. group i s shown

in Pig* 7a). According to this preliminary evaluation the data

are compatibly with e"1'6 P i . For comparison the 25O GeV neu-

tron data & ' are shown in Fig. 7b). The e~ ^ l ine was taken

from the inclusive o- production observed by the same group.

It does not describe the data well, but e "2|>J- i s consistent.

In studying the production mechanism one needs of course a

comparison to theoretical concepts- The associate production

views J to be proposed via

p + p - » J + e + X

in order to conserve a new quantum number, similar to strangeness

in p + p —r k° + A + X. Since J are s t i l l produced at 20 GeV.the

objects 6 could not be heavier than about 2 GeV, taking Fermi

motion in the beryllium into account.

I l l Search for other resonances
Many theoretical explanations 13> for th* new particle

have been attempted.

Th* model of Yang and Hu takes the associative production

pp*je+X to conserve an additional quantum nuirtber. Similar to

A->p»~ they expect a slow decay C»p«~ and a mass of about 2 GeV.

In the model of Glashow the J particles ar* viewed as a bound

ortho state (1") of charm and anticharm. in this case charmed

masons with D»K« decays and charmed baryons with Kp-d*cays are

expected.

Also, baryon antibaryon bound states wtr* proposed. In this

case de-excitation by y Mission i s expected. In any case the im-

portant quostion i s : How nany more n«w narrow resonances exist at

what masses?

In particular are theret

1) charged J+»«+e"« *, . . ?

2) other long lived members, unabl* to decay into e+e~,

but do decay into K % ~ , p " , pK~, ....?

The latter possibility was explored with the MIT-BNL apparatus des-

cribed before, suitably modified. Filling the second pair of Ccren-

kov counters by 1 atm. isobutanc, they will count it's. Th* shower

counters got replaced by two high pressure Cerenkov counters, filled

with 20 atmospheres *thyl*n* as to d«t*ct K* and K~. in this way «,

K, p can be distinguished in each arm. The MIT-BNL group just has

completed a systematic search in th* resulting nine final states:



+ x

W P +x L
K"p + x I
K+ir + x j

K+K" + x l
K~7T+ + X I
K+ P -f x f
**P" +«J

in the pair na» region 1.2 - 5.0 BeV with a mats resolution of

5 MeV.

The experimental setup for this experiment i s very similar

to the original e+e"' experiment . However since there are much

more hadrons than electrons the random accidentals are more serious.

To reduce the accidentals to minimum a new target system was put in*

This consists of five pieces of 4 mm x 4 M x 4 im Be target sepa-

rated from each other by six inches. The targets are supported by

thin piano wires. This arrangement enables one to locate the point

of intersection between the two trajectories. Requiring this inter-

section to be in one of the target pieces eliminates accidentals

random in spacer >ee figure 8a. Two additional sc int i l lat ion

counters were installed at the end of each arm. Using mean timer

units a tight (0.9 ns) coincidence i s achieved to reject accidentals

in time (Fig. 8b).

Fig. 8c shows the copious »*n ~ mode in throo overlapping mass

ranges obtained by changing the accepted momenta by the magnet

current. These and the following graphs display the events with-

out corrections. The rise i s due to the onset of the acceptance.

whereas the fal l i s given by the physics of the falling cross

section. This representation i s chosen to display the unobstruc-

ted event s tat i s t ics as being decisive in the search for narrow

resonances. For "normal" resonances with several hundred HeV width

the acceptance would have to be divided out to obtain cross sec-

t ions . This wil l be done later.

Pig. 8-12 show the results of al l nine reactions which were

a l l simultaneously measured in six overlapping mass regions.

Pig. 9a i s interesting in context with the model of associated

production. In Fig. 10 possible final states of charmed mesons

are seen as in Fig. 11 for baryons. In pp an early weak indica-

tion at 3.05 GeV in one of the spectra has disappeared. If the

J (3.1) is an ortho charmonium state (J - 1 " ) , then necessari-

ly a paracharmonium state (0 - 0~+) should e x i s t , too, at about

3 GeV and should couple even stronger than J to hadrons. (?<y 12)

No narrow resonances with more than three standard devia-

tions are seen in any ne of the nine final s tates .

Taking the same production mechanism than for the J in con-

sidering a 56" • deviation in one of the 12.5 MeV mass bins an the

sensit ivi ty level, wo obtain the following tabla:

Here .sensitivity is meant as the product of branching ratio

times production cross section.



SCNSTNITV (CHI*)
n » NMIMW RESONANCES

TT+TT

ir*K-

K+ir-

K*K"

K*P

P W

PK-

PP

2.25 GeV

8 K » - »

l«K>-»

2KK)-"

4«K>-»

IxKT"

2«O""

4 x K T "

7xK)-»»

—

3.1 GeV

5x K T "

4 x K T M

4 X I 0 - "

8xKT"

5 x O "

4xKr"

4«C»

4 x » - M

4xlO-M

3.7 GtV

3 x 10""

r K i o —

7x10""

« x l d "

UlCf"

ex©""

5XI0-"

3,.tf»

2XI0""

Theee liniti do depend on the H t i w d production and may

In • factor thn* highar for flat distributions.

Mwraas tha apactra do not show any aharp rasonanca atataa,

tha eroas aactiont a£ v» • for groups A <«"p), • (»+w", ft>,

X'p) *nd («*p, K"»+) do axhibit aom liapla

daganaraeiaa. Tha cross aaction for aach group dacraasas with •

as a"s" and diffars from aach othar by en ordar of nagnituda.

To saarch for miltibody final statas tha additional raac-

tions i
P • »•

PP

lTp

w"p

In this caia one is probably looking at a part of a aulti-

body dacay, for exanpla of C • xV1w~t+, ate. Therefore ona

axpacts near tha C mase a change in crois aaction.

No such discontinuities were found.

IV Furthr-studies

For tha wide energy range from a • 30 - 3600 GeV! the

e"/»" ratio has been found l4' to be constant.

f .10-.
This fact has been a pusile for soms tiaa, also impli-

cations in context with new partielaa ware expected.

Tha MIT-WL group intends to find the answer experimen-

tally. Fig. 13 ahows a preliminary measurement done in September

U74, of
p + le » e

p • • » * • "

+ X

+ X

again at x • 0. Tha magnets adjusted for p - p/4 • 1-3 GeV/c.

The target reconstruction of Fig. 13» shows that the ineasurad

particles come from the single piece used. Tha signal height of

the shower counters ahows they are iroitly electrona (Fig. 13b).

Background in this measurement comes from > conversion and Lalit i

decay of »° . To eliminate this three converter foi ls of known

wara naasurad, too.



thickness were put in front of the f irs t magnets and the ratio

of the yield to t" plotted in Fig. 13c. Extrapolating to zero

thickness and the Dalitz equivalent fraction behind i t , we see

a ratio of e~A ~ of about 10"*.

This demonstrates that 90° electrons can be detected, using

one spectrometer arm only. The intention is to use the other to

explore simultaneously emitted hadrons as to get a consistent

picture.

In this future measurement, both, the K-Cer*nkov counter
and the shower counters will be present, such that interesting

particle combinations nay be looked at. For Instance from charm-

ed meson pair production '

p Be p + 5 + X

U t + h +v

Alternatively, taking a v K*r" sample would be a vary charac-

t e r i s t i c mode for the reaction above.

in any case insight in the so far unexplained X5) e"A "

ratio wil l be gained by this measurement.
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Configuration Of Wir« Plants In Proportional Chanters
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Fig 4

(a) Ralativc orientation of the planea of wires in the proportional chanbere.

(b) Efficiency of all the "ire planea aa a function of the applied voltage.
The position where this aeaaureaent was Bade ia indicated by the sketch in the
top left hand corner.
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Fig 8
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a) Vertex reconstruction of the p«in,util i i inv the proportional
chinbers. clearly the five target piecea are eeen.

b) Time difference from counter* of left va.riant am.
Little background la seen.

e) man apectra from three diffenent maas range* measured.
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INTRODUCTION

Heavy Quarks and Their experimental Consequences

THOMAS APPELQUIST*
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois 60510

ABSTRACT

Recent theoretical work on heavy quark dynamics is reviewed. In

the context of a color gauge theory of strong interactions, the structure of

heavy quark-antiquark bound states and their decay properties is discussed.

The emphasis of the talk is on the dynamical differences between heavy

and light quark bound states. It is suggested that the former will more

directly reflect the structure of the underlying field theory.

*Alfrc;d P. Sloan Foundation Follow. On luavu from Yale University.

There have been several talks at this conference devoted to

experimental work on the new high-mass narrow resonances. These

talks, along with recent published results have presented mounting

P
evidence that the newly discovered particles are J = i hadrons. In

this talk, I will assume this to be true and discuss the exciting possibility

that they fit naturally into a quark constituent model of hadrons extended

to include one or more heavy "charmed" quarks. If this is true, then

the new particles may provide us with an important new experimental

handle on the strong interactions. By this I moan that the features of the

low lying states may reflect th- properties of the underlying field theory

more directly than the other hadrons. This is due to the la**ge mass of

the new quarks and their subsequent non-rolativisttc motion when bound

together. I will first describe the colored quark gluon strong interaction

model and then discuss the behavior of the e e" total hadronic cross

section. I will ucscribe how perturbation theory is used to calculate the

decay widths of the new particles. Finally, 1 will review some of the

phenomonolojjical spectroscopic work and discuss its possible connection

to the uiKfai'tvinR (V-ld theory via the* Bcthe-Snlpoter equation.

THUS MODEL

I Mill .-itisuniu that the strong interactions are described by a local.



renormalization quantum field theory of quarks and vector gluons:

+ is a set of quark fields coming in different flavors, u,d, and s along

with one or more heavy quarks. Each flavor comes In three colors of

the readers choice and color is taken to be an exact SU(3) gauge symmetry.

Thus each quark color imilttplet has a single mass and the colored vector

mesons remain massless. F*v Is the gauge covariant curl and D̂  is

the covariant derivative:

where ^ U one of the color triplet*. The symmetries of the theory (the

breaking of U(N) x U(N) where N is the number of flavors) are just the

symmetries of the bare mass matrix mQ . Bach flavor has Its own

electrical charge and the colored gluons are electrically neutral.

For N < 16J , this model is asymptotically free. This means

that the short distance behavior of the theory is calculable in terms of

an effective coupling constant i(M).b As M » . , fE(M>~ 1/log M and

if Bjorken soiling is to be explained by thts kind of theory, then for
-2.,. . .

M > 1 or 2 G«V, o(M)= " ." « • • The asymptotic freedom of the

theory is crucial and underlies most of the dynamical considerations in

my talk. Onu of the central tenets of the colored quark dogma is that the

physical ttarirotl states should all be color singlets. The absolute

confinement of the colored quarks and gluons with an unbroken color

gauge invarianct! is an attractive and widely discussed possibility and

it could well be a consequence of the infrared instability of the

asymptotically free gauge theory. Some quantitative support for this

idea has come from the lattice gauge work of Wilson and Kogut and
9

Susskind but the way It cornea about, if at all. in a continuum theory is

far from clear.

My main concern will be with the strong interaction dynamic* of

the heavy quarks and my remarks should apply equally well to any model.

Some of the discussion will assume the existence of a single heavy quark

(c) and is appropriate for the original SU(4) model of Glaihow,

HUopoulos and Maiani. It can easily be modified to apply to more

elaborate charmed quark models. There are many ongoing experiments

which bear directly on this question of the correct model.

It ii vary important to discuss the mass renormalizaaon of this

model and particular to state precisely what is meant by the new quark*

being heavier than the u.d and s quarks. If the quarks are permanently

confined, this becomes a question requiring some thought. Heaviness

is straightforward to define in terms ot the bare masaes in the* large

cutoff limit or <>qmv;iluntly in terms of renormalizud musffes defined ul

some mass ac.iU- M> 1 or 2 GeV. This might bu called short diistanci-

heuvme>:-. i:m*h of the bans masses m . , i = u .d .s , , . . is logarithmically

diverqt'iii m perturbation theory. Sincu the* origin is an ultraviolet su •



fixed point, the factors of (log A)u can be summed to produce the parameter ra is in principle experimentally accessible.

calculable from one loop diagrams, and independent of flavor. Thus

m ,(A) ** 0 as A-*mt t and the ratios m .(A)/m .(A) are finite. The

statement that a new quark labeled by c ie heavy in the short distance

sense is just the statement that for i = u.d.s,

m oc ( A )

A — moi ( A )

This property can be equivalently atated in terms of renormallzed masses
. 14

An additional prescription must be introduced having to da with

the overall mass scale to arrive at a definition of heaviness that is useful

for the calculations X will describe. A renormalized mass, matrix m. is

obtained by a reseating of the bare mass matrix, m^ «= Z m^ . Then the

m. have exactly the same ratios as the m .(A) in the A -* » limit. It

is convenient to adjust Z so that for the heavy quark c (assuming there

is only one), m is the threshold nf a cut to any finite order of

perturbation theory. This imitates quantum electrodynamics but unlike

that theory, the threshold behavior to all orders is unknown due to

infrared instability. The additional heaviness assumption is then m >

perturbattvc calculations I will describe and in fact means that the

The new resonances were simultaneously discovered in a hadron

Induced reaction and in e e annihilation. A discussion of the

annihilation process is easier theoretically and serves as an introduction

to the other parts of my talk. It is intended only as a brief summary of

the corresponding discussion in Ref. 2,

The object of most direct theoretical concern is the total cross

section which la conveniently normalized by the total |i p cross

soctiom

(3)

I will summarize the expected behavior of RtE
CM) assuming there is

only one heavy quark with mass m as defined above.

1. The most direct and reliable use of asymptotic freedom ts the

calculation of Euclidean Green's functions. The hadronic vacuum

poliarizatioiill(q ) is such an object and for -q > 1 or 2 GeV , it can

bu calculated in perturbation theory. This loads, through a dispersion

relation, to a hound on the integrated total crosa section. in addition

to this. Herjly has been able to place some further weak but rigorous

bounds on the behavior of the total cross section, Thusc follow from



analytic ity and the space like behavior given by asymptotic freedom.

2, Some justification can be given to the use of perturbation theory for

the direct calculation of R(E,».) *t high energies. First suppose there

is no c quark. For E C M > 1 or 2 GeV (well above m ,̂ rarf and ms).

perturbation theory converges in low orders since ag(lA) is small for

M > 1 or 2 GeV . The absence of Urge logarithms which could destroy

convergence is guaranteed by the mass singularity theorem of Kinoshlta

which says that the limit m^. md, m8~» 0 exists for any diagram

contributing to R(E_M) . The problem with thia argument is that at any

finite value of E
C M » one ie always passing through multiple quark

thresholds. ID perturbation theory, these will appear in high orders and

then the existence of the m . -* 0 limit is not relevant. New smallu,dt8

momenta (the distance to nearby thresholds) can enter the problem and

the expansion may break down. In Ref. 2, some arguments arc given

that these high order effects average out to a small contribution to

R(E_M). If this is true, then one arrives at the quark-parton prediction

R<E£M> = 2 « i 2 < « +0(a8)} (4)

with ^ Q = 2 , It can be shown rigorously20 that this result holds for
i l

R averaged oi'er intervals on the order of 1 GeV. It remains a challenge

to completely deal with the multiple thresholds and understand why

experiment (which averages over — 1 MeV intervals) is given rather

well by (4) below 3 GeV.

3. With the light quarks assumed to produce a constant background, the

effect of the heai-y c quark can be analyzed in perturbation theory. Since
ECM > 1 o r z G e V - t h e perturbation expansion will only break down in

low orders if some other small dimensional parameter enters the

computation. Near the two heavy quark threshold, this is provided by

the difference E C M • 2 m c or equivalent^ the average momentum

transfer in the cc bound state. Thus outside of • region of about 2 GeV

In width centered on 2 m , perturbation theory should be reliable.

On the low side, the heavy quark will not contribute and the light

quark parton model should be reliable. On the high side, perturbation

theory can be used to predict the approach to asymptotic scaling

(R - 10/3 in the SU(4) model). This is discussed at length in Ref. 2 and

I will just remind you that the rate of approach (from above) depends on

the parameter m in a calculable way. Thus a measurement of the

approach is a measurement of m , a mass parameter of a possibly

confined heavy quark.

It is by now very unlikely that the single heavy quark of the SU{4)

model can explain the total cross section behavior since R seems to be

staying above five through E__, - 7 GeV. Nevertheless, the ideas

discussed lu-rv should still be relevant once the correct flavor and/or

heavy lepton theory is determined and the cross secLion measured

through tC M = 9 GeV .



4. For the transitional region the perturbation expansion breaks down in

two ways. First of all, the exchange of massless gluons leads, in the

absence of Yang-Mills radiative connections, to Coulombic singularities

just as in QED. These factors of 1 / ( E C H J * 4 m
c j produce a Balmer

series of resonances accumulating at threshold. The widths can be

calculated since the dominant decay mode is into three gluona. That

this picture cannot be correct and that the Yang-Mills structure must be

important, can be seen by estimating the radius of the Coulombic bound

states

n 4/ 3» rn (5)

ground state is probably too large (with typical momentum transfers

s 200 MeV) to believe the Coulombic picture. This is also shown by the

phenomenological work on cc spectroscopy which I will briefly discuss.

The importance of the Yang-Mills correction! id signaled by the

preennce of large logarithms log (<k>/M) where <k> is the typical

momentum transfer. Thia is the second kind of perturbation theory

breakdown and moanu that the properties of the bound states are not

Coulombic, thorn is now good evtdenco thnt thoy arc non-rolativiMUc,

weakly hound systems. This picture has emerged from th©

phonomenoiojrfcal work of several groups; nnd I will return to it in the;

last part of my talk. First of all, I will discuss how this fact allows

one to calculate the ratios of decay widths even though perturbation theory

for the binding has br ^n down.

DECAY WIDTHS IN PERTURBATION THEORY

The binding strength is conveniently measured against th*> mass

parameter m , as defined above. If the typical momentum transfers

are small relative to m or equivalents if the bound state mass M_c a

seems to be the case for the ty and +* , meaning that th y are essenttall;

two heavy-quark systems (no additional cc pairs). The single cc pair

can be thought of as moving in a static potential produced by the gluons

and light quarks.

Consider first the electromagnetic decays of the ^ and its

predicted pgeudoscolar partner, the r) . In the case of the 17 decay,

this involves a transition from a cc state to a two photon state. It can

be pictured as follows:

Tiw U iimi'liunta ly defined to be two pui'ticlo irreducible in thti decay

channel ami uvorythuiu else ts grouped into the A amplitude. Suppose

t try to ivikutulit hoth or them an u pi'rturlmlfon ^xpaiiKiou in o (M) . The

A amplitude contains both Coulombic ,-md Vaug-MillH sing'ilaritii'P near

thtVHlinld and the porturbalion expansion collapses. To zeroth order in



the binding, the cc pair must come together to annihilate and the expression

for the decay width is

The wave function depends on the A amplitude and cannot be calculated

in perturbation theory.

The matrix element M is calculated from the B amplitude at

threshold. We have analyzed this amplitude through several orders in

a in a model without Ufiht quarks.2 1 We find that because of its cc

irreducible structure, there are no singularities that would cause a

breakdown of perturbation theory. Note that this crucially depends on

m being large; the only small dimensional parameters are p - m

and M - 2m and the B amplitude is insensitive to this. Thus B is
c

dominated by the Born graphs and

where Q o is the charge of the c quark. The value of the analysis

leading to Eq. 6 is that the same wave function factor +(0) enters

several decay widths. Thus if tho B amplitudes can be calculated,

ratios of due ay widths can be predicted. For example, \i p decay of

the 6 is given by *

The next, and most interesting, step is to extend this analysis to

the hadronic decays nf Ihi- <i> and n . In terms of quarks and jfluons,

this involves a transition from the cc state to states not containing

heavy quarks.

no

The B amplitude is again defined to be two partlclt irreducible in any

order. It contains any number of light quark* and gluons in the final

state depending on the order of perturbation theory.

To calculate the total transition probability to any order, one must

square and sum over final states

This object has been analyzed through low orders in o ^ . It is found that

because of cc irrcducibility and because of the Bum over all real and

virtual processes to each order in a , there are no singularities. It is

finite in the limit p . 2 - m Z , E « . , -• 2m and to the limit m , m J (1 c CM c u d

m -* 0 . Note that unlike the electromagnetic decay, B itself is not

finite in ttn-se limits; only | B| Z summed over final s t a t e s . 2 3 This is

similar to the calculation of a and as in that case, it ts related to the
19

Kinoshlta nuns singularity theorem.

The ry is thus no obviouH source for the breakdown of perturbation

theory so that the dominant term should be the Horn term. In the case



of n {+) , the Born term involves a transition to the two (three) gluon

final state. This use- of the minimal gluon state to calculate the total

hadronic width fs similar to the use of the quark-parton model lo

calculate <\QAe e -*• hadrons). In each case , the mechanism by which

the underlying quanta evolve into physical hadrons remains unclear but

the perturbation theory analysis suggests that this will not affect the

total transition rate. The decay width of the ifi i s 2

+ - hadrons) (6)

and the narrow width of the »|* follows from an a (M) of 0 .2 at M • 2 GeV.

Numerical estimates of this and other decays are included in Ref, 2.

The hadronlc width of the i^ can now be estimated. Since it

can communicate with ordinary hadrons through only two gluons, it it

predicated to be much broader than the +. We find T(n — hadrous) *

5MeV, a factor of 100 broader than the <K 1 wnnl to amphaalze that this

prediction is the crucial test of the ideas presented here. This is true

even if the ultimate explanation for the narrownetm of the new particles

is more complicated than simple perturbation theory. Evon if the

perturbation analysis is misleading and higher onion? are important,

tho lowoMt unit r contribution should still bo n component uf the whole

ator.v. A v-iry broad n would be » welcome piccu of support for tho

col**; v<l kjtidt'K jituon theory.

Weak binding is ossential. Binding corrections for n and o

decay have buen discussed in Ref. 3 and by Fritzsch and Minkowski

for a range of values of m . For light hadrons, analogous decays (for

example, 0 •+ 3:r) are much moru difficult to estimate. Since 1/m is

likely on the order of the 4 radius (* 1 fermt), the local annihilation

mechanism Jails completely. Asymptotic freedom might still be playing

a role in the smallness of this width however.2*Z4'ZS

The minimal gluon mechanism is based on the objervatlon that to

any order, there is no sensitivity in B to small dimensional parameters

(M. - 2m , m . »m , =0), Just as in q , , the presence of higheri c u, u, s gluon lot

light quark thresholds in the vicinity of M must be kept in mind. There

is another possible source* of a small dimensional parameter which comes

to mind. If many gluons are emitted, then perhaps some small fraction

of the total mass, corresponding to a multigluon division of the momentum,

enters in higher orders producing largo logarithms. The analysis of

whether this happens ie very difficult. However, if it does happen hero

thun it probably happens in the calculation of o . or evnn line licit; an

Green's functions. The entire use of asymptotic freedom mighi then bo

Ui question.



CC SPECTROSCOPV AND THE BETHE-SALPETER EQUATION

Several groups ' ' ' have examined the spectrum of cc

states. They have all chosen to re sp re sent the long range binding by a

linearly rising coordinate space potential. Two important things have

emerged from this work. First of all, there are experimental predictions

for masses and widths of additional cc states. Secondly, there is a

qualitative feature which is very likely independent of the particular form

of the potential. This is the non-relativistic, loosely bound structure

which I have exploited in the decay rate calculations. I now want to discuss

the Importance of this feature in understanding the dynamics of cc binding.

Th« potential used to analyze the cc spectrum in Bet, 27 is

a

A Schrbdinger equation is solved with the mass m for the quark. The

constant VQ represents intermediate range forces so that no attempt U

made to calculate the absolute value of the cc. mass scale in terms of

mc and a . A fit to the 4* and + ' masses and the leptonic width of the

4' fixes tin.' parameters. It is found that thv Coulomblc term a /r is not

important stiv) that a « m . The classical velocity in the bound state

is proportional to (a/mc ) ' 3 2 * 2 9 and the + ami »/ are found to be

nonrelativUtic. This is a consistency check on the use of a spin

Independent Schrbdinger equation and means that relattv'istic and spin

dependent effects can be treated perturbatively.

Many rough experimental predictions can be made before worrying

about fine structure. P-wave states are predicted to exist at about

PC •+
3, 5 GeV and the 4" and <J»* should be accompanied by J • 0 states*

Radiative transition widths between these states can be computed ' '

and confronted with experiment. For example, the transition width from

i/ lo the n partner of the 4* is predicted to be on the order of 1 KeV.

This is well below the current upper bound of about 10 KeV for photons

in the 600 MeV energy region. Transitions from the4/ to the P-wave

states should occur with widths up to about 100 KeV if these states do

indeed sit at about 3. 5 GeV. The current upper bound on the width for

photons of these energies has been quoted at around 20 KeV. This may

be a problem and it Is very important to test the sensitivity of the preaictions

to the details of the n.odel.

If the low lying cc states are nonreUtivistic, then unlike the other

hadrons, the Bethe-Salpeter equation might be a useful formalism. The

Bethe-Salpeter kernel can be skeleton expanded in terms of dressed

propagators and vertices

It is natural to conjecture that since the systeir is nonrelstivistte, the

expansion ran hit truncated at the single dressed ladder level. This it)



suggested by QED wherv the single (undressed) ladder gives the Schrodinger

equation along with the lowest order hyper fine splitting and some other

relativistic corrections.

Let me first suppose this is true and consider the structure of the

i = 1 , . . . 4 and q « m£ . In this limit, the important graphs will be

those without c quark Internal loops. Essentially all such vertex and

self energy corrections are important because they contain logarithmic

singularities as p, — m or q •* 0 . These large logarithm* can

compensate the factors of a . In this mass shell limit, the vertex has
• P + P '

a convectlve piece proportional to ""jm <md " "P*" dependent piece

proportional to a q /m . With external propagator corrections

included, each piece comes with a form factor singular in the limit
2 2 2

p, -* m and q •* 0 .

The first piece produces the long range spin independent potential.

The spin dependent form factor has a structure similar to the spin

independent one in perturbation theory although the structuro to all orders

is not clear. As *n extreme example, suppose that the only important

plcco of the vcrtux in proportional to y . Thl* would lead to identical

spin irulej>L*na>.-nt ami .spin dependent form factor*, and junt as in QUO, tl«i

spin depcii'lunt potential would be given liy tho Ijaplaclnn of tho spin

indupuiKii*'ii pntentiaK For n spin inilnpnntkint potential of the form V(r)
29,34

This leads to a ^-i^ splitting of about 90 MeV. 2 9

The question of whether the higher terms in the kernel expansion

are suppressed is being examined. The answer is tentatively yes. For

example, in the linear potential model V(r) = a r , the crossed ladder is

suppressed by a factor of a/m relative to the single uncrossed ladder.

For relativistic systems, the Bethe-Salpeter equation could not be

useful in the above way since the kernel contributions could not be delineated.

Several groups ' have assumed that the linear potential is inherent to

all systems and used it with a relativistic wave equation to treat the light

hadrons along with the cc system. These efforts have met with interesting

numerical success but the above arguments made me very uneasy about

this approach. The difference between a relativistic and non relativistic

system is a dynamical difference, not just kinematical. If for example

the cc potential comes from the single dressed ladder term in the kernel,

it would be vury surprising if this same potential had anything to do with

light quark systems.

i r , Die H-wjive apin-spin interaction in found lo be 1/3 a/m V"2
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SEARCH FOR EXOTICS AND CHARM

AT THE CERH OMEGA SPECTROMETER

F. Havach

Xstituto Nationals di Fisica Nucleare, Sesione dl Bari

and

Iitituto di F i s i c a , Vnivers i ta dl Bar!

This paper reports some recent interesting results obtained with the CERN

fl-spectrometcr, concerning both traditional and "new* meson spectroacopy.

The experimental programs carried out at CERN with th* ft-spectroaetcr i t

schematically ihovn in Table 1. Operation at fl started in June 1973 and

ended on July 2, 1975, somewhat later than scheduled. In fact, shortly

before chc West Hall was due Co shut down (for the construction of the SPS

tunnsl), an exciting possibility to look for chermed psrticles vis offered

Co CERN physicists.

During these three years of operation ths n-epectrometsr vas given i 250

days running time, and about 20 different experiments war* performed using

the several trigger faci l i t ies available. About 5 X 10? events have bctn

recorded, needing something like 500C hours of CPU on a CDC-76OO for the

first reduction* i . e . to obtain geometric quantities like momenta And

angles of the tracks, and some kinematic f i t s . It is not unlikely thet the

analyais of this data v i l l take another 3000 hours, and this makes i t pretty

obvious why one cannot expect quick results out of this enormous amount of

magnetic tapes* unless huge collaborations ate «ct-up (16 labs and 52 names

for the Charm Search experiment).

So far, no experimental result has b«an published. In my opinion, this is

due to an underestimation of th* difficulty encountered in the data reduct-

ion, Ksvertheless, preliminary results have been presented at London (1974)

and Palermo (1975) Conferences* These papers are reviewed hereafter, together

with othsr recent results not mentioned in previous reviews 1)

2. The CERH Omsia

The tl-spectrometer consists essentially of a large aperture magnet

vith superconducting coils, yielding a field of 1.6 T over a volume of

11 m3 (Fig. 1). A large hole in the top pole allows TV cameras of the

plumbicon type ' to view optical spark chambers occupying a volume

of 3.2 x 1. 5 x 1.2 m in the central region of the magnet. A



good parametrization of such non-uniform field is possible and, especi-

ally for track* faster than 2.5 GeV/c, the tracing need not to be done in

•tcp with the Runge-Kiitta method: a fast program uting a polynomial approxi-

mation for /B.dl works well ' . Anyway, the non-uniformity of the field re-

main* a limitation for on-line momentum analysis of the particles, therefore

rendering fancy trigger* difficult to realise. Some of the technical charac-

t«ri*tica of OMEGA are given in Table 2.

The dead time of the plumbicon readout which was originally 18 msec hat

been reduced to 12 mice, therefore allowing a data taking rate of 15/burst .

The resolution of the readout system it I cm and the accuracy achieved

after off-line correction of the staggering effect is ±0.5 mm. Nevertheless,

a poor surrounding of the target sake* the vertex to be determined only to

±0.5 era. The extrapolation error on angle measurement* is responsible for a

K* width being 14 HeV in the le*a favourable cace (Fig. 2a). The momentum

resolution is 0.7Z, yielding, for instance, the expected ISO KeV wide

neutron peak for the irV missing mass in the reaction »~p * wS~n (Fig.2b).

An unteparated beam (\ 1% K and * 0.3% p)of momentum up to 19 GeV/c

impinges on a 30 (or 60) era long H2 or D2 target. Beam particles are

identified in three fierenkov counters* their trajectory i t measured

(i 0.2 mrad} in four mall MWPC, and their momentum can be determined to

S 0.3X. An intensity of 7 X 105particle*/bur*t i s available, but only leas

than 2 X 10s ha* bean generally used, because the number of old beam tracks

recorded in the spark chamber* makes the pattern-recognition efficiency

drop to unacceptable values, especially for multi-pronged events.

The program used for pattern recognition and geometry reconstruction

(NOKEO) has been developed *t CBRN for about three year* and during the

past year physicist:* Here given the "last" version every month or *D.

Today a typical efficiency of 80% for 4-prong events and 50% for O-prong

events la considered satisfactory.

«) Typical CERN PS operation hat burst* of 400 msec every 2 tec.

A number of different trigger f a c i l i t i e s makes i t relatively easy to set-

up a new experiment at fl, although the complexity of the system does not

allow an infinite f lexibil ity. There is a series of four large MWPC which

can be used to require a given multiplicity or to select certain mcraonta

by a predefinc-d correlation matrix? there i s a fierenkov countex (isokutane

atmospheric pressure) which covers the forward cone and helps to separate

pions from kaons and protons in the oomentum band cf 2.7-9,6 Guv/cj tiivro

i s a smaller £crcnkov cauntor {freon at 5 atmosphere?) which allows the

separation of kaons from protons in the momentum band of 5-10 GeV/ej ttierc

i s an array of long scintillation counters which hat been used to

• identify protons, cither on-line or off-l ine, by precise measurement of

their time-of-flight; there i s a neutron counter which also uses tirae-of-

£ light techniques to select a given band of tnissjn? masses to the neutron.

The fact that these devices are constantly available made it possible,

last springtime, to set-up the "Search for charmed particlei" experiment

in less than six week*.

9. Traditional Meson Spectroscopy

Some of the results presented at Palermo are sunmarisod in the following.

The trigger names given in Table 1 are used.

3.1 Stt (ff-J.2)

A study of Che reaction t'p * u"n at 12 GeV/c using the Slow Neutron Trigger

was presented at Palermo . Tig. 3 shows a beautiful u* peak which the

authors use to measure the differential cross section in the rango

0.02 < | t | < 0.C5 (GcV/c)2. They also produce the u decay density matrix

elementi »TA make companion with a Regcj? model. The question whether

p exchange has to bo added to p and B i s not answered yet.

3.2 r_A <ir"0)

Some preliminary results on backward K flg0 production in tho reaction

«~p * A°K* at 8 GeV/c «°ro presented at Palermo . The data was taken

usiny a fast A° trigger» i . e . selecting tho proton coming from the A

decay. Fast pions were rejected by the Ccrcnkov counter placed down*tream



after the OMEGA magnet. Fig. 4a shown ttic A masu distribution and Fig.-1b

the A missing tnass distribution for rvotit* having one or two associated

corrections, turns out to he (0.5 ft 0.1) lib. Ho results nro quoted fo;

the K» 1420'

Thli experiment i s able to analyze the A polarization and indeed i t is

claimed that tt» A* i t alvayi highly polarized, except when u1—0.1 (C<V/c)2

when it i t compatible with zero. Correspondingly, there is one point in the

differential crois-icction plot which i i 4 standard deviation lower than i t i

neighbours. No explanation vhatioevcr it preicntcd.

Preliminary rauuit? on the backward reaction w"p •* pw w " at 12 GeV/c

were presented at Palermo by th* Fait Proton Trigger group . Figs. Sa

•M Sb ehow the w *** and pw~ *aa> spectra, respectively. All well known

resonances arc observed,and the production mechanism will be carefully

studied in * forthcoming paper.

The same experinont can study the 3w system in detai l . At present* only

the backward A* cross section has been estimetcd to b* (0.34 t O.lOub,

where the uncertainty also teHvs into account an error in the acceptance

calculation.

3.4 FA (K* 12) byproduct I

The Fast A Trigger selected fast (p > 2.9 GeV/c) forward p without any

restriction on the A* decay region, to avoid biases. Moreover, the K* wore

also accepted because no use wac made of the high pressure fierenkcv, which

has a mailer acceptance. The experiment, set-up to study A production*

therefore contains IOM by-products.

i) Reaction K p -» ppK*p i s dominated by a pp threshold enhancement

which is about 200 MtV/c2 wide. It ictms that in most cases the pp system

i« essociatcd with a backward K . Quantitative analysis i s in progress.

The K*p mass distribution shows a peak at 1520 MeV/c2 which the authors

identify with a Y* (Fig. (a) . The production angular distribution is strong-

ly in favour of a baryon exchange nechaniim.

i i ) Reaction K p -* K K K p allows the K K mass spectrum to be studied in

detail up to 1.8 GeV/c2. Apart from a strong * signal there is no evidence

for any other K K resonint state in this m*ss region (Fig. fib solid l ine).

One cannot attribute the lack of f to acceptance problem, because anot-

her (1 experiment* with a very similer trigger in a similar reaction (Kp-»

I t W p ) at almost the swc energy (10 GeV/c instead of 12 GeV/c), does

see a huge f' signal (Fig. 6b dashed line) 9 ) .

3.5 fK (K+12)

h study of A production in K p interactions at 12 GeV/c was presvnted at

Palerao . Fig. 7a shows the A nass spectrua which allows the selection

of the K p •* A+ anything channel to be node. Xn particular the authors

focus their attention on the reactions where a S i s produced with a proton

and a nucleon tone tines accompanied by a n* or * . Adding up the different

Channels they can produce A total mass spectrum with a peak at 3.1 CeV/c

(Tig 7b). The signal rwaiot also after subtraction of &**, A+ and Y*+

events. No interpretation is given for this effect.

4. Iearch for Exotic Hccons

In April 1975 an experiment was performed to search for exot ic mesons^^

produced in the reaction if n * pX. at 12 GeV/c, using the forward Fast

Proton Trigger and the Slow Proton counter (Fig. 8). The X final state is

In fact pV~TT >fri i t i s hoped to identify the p by comparing the on-line

measured tlme-of-flight with the one which can be calculated by the off-l ine

measured momentum of that track. This experiment,called FPSP («~l*i in

Table 1, should bo able to reach a sensitivity of ^ (0.3-0.1) cvents/yb in

tho Jt"~ ness interval (2.5-2.9) GcV/c2.

Two other 0 experiaents have carried out lotnt seerch for exotics;



In the paper already mentioned about A production another puzzling

effect i s shown. In the reaction K p » ftpn n the mass spectrum of the

exotic combination Ap* ihows a peak at 2.5 GeV/c2 (Fig. 9',, which the

author do not explain. It could be an interference effect between fi

and Y**, ftince the scatter plot (pw ) vs (A**) effective mssses shows the

accumulation of events in the overlap region.

4.2 FA («*12)

Using thr forward Fast A Trigger (section 3.2) an experiment has been perform-

ed at 12 CeV/c to study the reaction i p * A X . The results, presented at

Palermo and reported in Fig, 10, arc based on the A* misiing-masi smooth

spectra. The shaded ires corresponds to events with u' » ~0.5 (CeV/c) , a

cvt which should enhance baryon exchange mechanism. The estimated upper

limits for the production cross section of the resctton «~p * A*X are:

o (EXOTICS) < 150 nb In the range (2.5-3.0) Gev/c2

o (EXOTICS) < 60 nb In the range (3.0-3.5) GeV/c2

S. Search for Charw Associated Production

5.1 FK" (W"U)

V short experiment was performed in November-December 1974 by the so-called

Rare Decays Collaboration triggering on a forward K" with some cut an i ts

transverse momentum. A Pb wall extended the Cl iron yokes so ss to

•rovide a rough identification of SWOPS it> a MWPC placed behind i t . The

Idea i s to look at K~n or K"W mans combinations osnociatcd to a \\* A

sensitivity of 1000 cv/ub has been reached for the production of charmed

pairs having a total mass of 4tS GcV/c . Analysis i s in progretir..

A search for the production of charmed particles in *~p interactions at

19 CeV/c his been carried out and a preliminary analysis of the • -

prong and 6-prong eventi has been presented at Palermo by the OMEGA groups 1 3 J .

The trigger required a forward K or p with transverse momentum greater

than * 0.5 GeV/c, to enhance the signal produced by the decay products

of massive charmed particles. A total energy of 6 GeV in the n'p center of

mass systeo war available for the production of a charned pair of either two

mesons or s meson and a baryon. Some 3.2 ml.ion triggers vere recorded and

about 1.3 satisfy the represents of an interaction vertex in the target vo-

lume and a forward fast K with P > 0.5 GeV/c. These events have been analys-

ed in terns of the following final states:

» p + D~D°p

» D°C°

• (K n n ) + (K pn*)

* <K*i~) + (K~p)

•» <K%*«~ir"> + <K~p)

55 nb

45 nb

105 nb

65 nb

125 nb

Fig. 11 shows one of the scatter plots which have been studied for the

first of the above r e a c t i o n s . An accumulation of event* lonewhere

along the diagonal would bo considered as evidence for the associated

production of two churned mesons. The upper limits for the production cross

section of all the considered reactions are calculated in luch s way that a

2 standard deviation statist ical fluctuation below this limit would pro-

duce ss many events in an 80 X 80 (MeV/cV bin as the maximum one actu-

ally obiervta.

irs have spread around Palermo about 9 events found in one bin of the

events are there, but i t is hazardous to interpret thum exclusively as

due to charmed ncson-haryon production. They could be due to a pur*

stat ist ical fluctuation <<_ H probability) or to traditional resonant



states with or without soae interference ef fects . Anyway, if the events

were due to an associated CD° production, the observed cross section

time, the branching ratios of C° • ic"p and D° * r . W * ~ final stata

would be t 50nb. The angular distribution of those events i s not

different from that one which i s typical of dif tractive di.sociacion,

i . e . the K~p system is slow and the «.*•"» V system goee essentially

forward. This i s hard to explain in t m i of single quark diagrame, like-

wise for the n't * «*£" reaction the forward K * are forbidden and actu-

ally not observed experimentally. A last piece of Information concerning

the Basses! the 9 events a l l f a l l in the Haas Interval of (2.74-2.78)

'Oev/c2 for the (n"p) and (1.76-1.82) GeV/c* for the «%"»**"). The

calculated FWHH resolutions are 20 NeV/c2 and 30 HeV/c2, respectively.

As It i s often the eaia, the relevance of this result 1. tied to the

"prediction" made ay tJMoreticim. let us keep in mind nevertheless

that there i s at Halt 1Z probability that the observed effect be due

to a stat ist ical fluctuation.

«. A Cencludini Remark

The 0 spectrometer, after a difficult start in 1*72 nhn one coi l

broke down, haa worked satisfactory during 3 year.. U « taaa 20X

of the keeai t iM allocated to a vat lost for major break-downs of

the apparatus. The efficiency of the experimental sroupi using Q

ka. keen slightly weru: i t can be estimate*' to be SOI by dividing

the total lumber of useful t r i n a r ( wklch hsve been actually record-

ed and the calculated ones. Nay be I am pessimistic, but my f s e l i s i

i s that u.ini n to repeat bubble chamber experiment, ha. not been a

|ood investment. Lac us hops that the SPS operation will be more

fruitful.

I - grateful to . .ay colleague, for illuminstin, d i .cu . . i .n . and in

particuur to , . Son«.r.,«.r for h i . encouraging . u , , . . t i . n . .
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TABLE I I - CEKW OHEGA SfECTKOMrTEB

MAGNET Superconducting c o i l a - Cap voluae 6x6x1.5 a

FIELD 1.8 T - Good p i T H i C i i n t l o n to • few tens of * Caus*

SPARK CHAMBERS Optical - Pluabicon c i i t r n for digitisation

Poor target surrounding

READ-OUT Plumbicon with 12-18 asec dead t i l l
KiidutioD 1 CM * Zero crossing for different brightness

ACCURACY I 0.5 DID ( S t a r r i n g corrected off-Una)
K*-vidth - 14 H«V due to bad extrapolation in target region
ip/p n, 0.7S

TAS.GE7 30 or 60 ca (H2/32)

BEAM up t o 19 G e V / c u n s e p a r a t e d ( I t K, 3X. p , IF i d e n t i f i c a t i o n )
Hoaentua aeaaured to O.3Z (ang le 0 .2 ar«d)

DATA TAKING RATS Typica l ly 500 s i e c over 2.S HC (or 400 I K E over 2 aac)
15 t r i g g e r / b u n t tatutatti (-. lOOub croat u c t i o n and 10st)

TRIGGEK FACILITIES Target Side Scintillation counter (avoid plate interaction)
KHFC a f t e r target ( • u l t i p l i c i t y >
Atioapheric pressure ferenkov (n froa E,p 2.7 - 9.1 C»V/e)
Righ p r e t t u r e J<r«ckov ( « , K f r o . , 5 -10 GaV/c)
How proton counter (<1 CcV/c)

TYPICAL BREAKDOWNS Coapretior, Data Acquiaition Coapute^, HlffC, Spark loxea.

Fig. 1 - Uyout of the CERM OHEGA spactroMtcr, Sae Tabl. 2 for technical d e t a i n ,

CtfHsi (lull)

A.
A

A
A
A

A,
X

A
A

M» CM M l H*T CiO M l OAf OM a ) | o«r U > ON

M l r v l Otv/e1

Fig. 2 a - Plots of K* aaaa for different claaaea of events together with the corre-
sponding calculated distributions. Full lines at* Breit-Wignar functions
fitted within the aaaa t i a i t i ahown by arrows, (turn the internal report
HT/OH/601).

Kg- 2 b - Hi , t in , • , ( . to i V

in the reaction • p * * t n

ac 12 GeV/c. (Fcon the

internal report W/OM/S30).
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ABSTRACT

I discuss the motivation for supposing that the it p a r t i c l e s

are related to co lor exc i ta t ions and c r i t i c a l l y examine a variety

of recently proposed color models. I pay part icular a t t ent ion to

the experimental predict ions of the various models and point out

poss ib le experimental, and t h e o r e t i c a l , d i f f i c u l t i e s for each model.
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I . Introduction

Th* idea that the strong interact ion symmetry croup i« bigger

than SU(3) i s quite o l d . Already in 136** Bjortcfen and Glashow [1]

suggested that there ex is ted another additive quantum number, char*,

and that SUO) should be extended to SU(4). A different proposal

was made by Han and Nambu (?) in 1965. They conjectured that the

relevant strong interact ion group was not SU(3> but SU(3)' *SU(3) n ,

ordinary SUO) being the diagonal subgroup of SUO)1 *SUO)". The

larger symmetry assoc ia ted with th« presence of the two SUO) groups

i s now commonly c a l l e d co lor , although Han and Nambu oriein.al ly

ca l l ed i t also charm!

Although many n ice theoret ica l properties can be advanced to

favor the introduction of a larger symmttry group than SUO), be i t

SUCM) or SU<3)' * SUO>M up to vtry recently no d i r e c t exper iments

evidence compelled on* to take these p o s s i b i l i t i e s ser ious ly . The

discovery of the high mass narrow resonances 9 ( 3 . 1 ) and «K3.7) at

SUC ( 3 , 4 ] and Brookhaven [5] has changed the s i tua t ion markedly.

Now the consideration o f bigger symmetry groups than SUO) seems

both des irable and compelling. In what follows* I w i l l describe

how th« idea, of co lor can be used to provide an explanation for the

ex i s tence of the #*s . Having done t h i s , I w i l l then discuss what

oxpnriii-.untal consequences result from such an ident i f i ca t ion* and

w i l l confront various of the recent ly proposed co lor models with

e x i s t i n g experimental data. I w i l l concentrate s o l e l y on the color

interpretat ion for Die ^'s s ince othor speakers, in th i s symposium,

w i l l d i s c u s s how charm, or other moro elaborate schem&s, may a l s o be

\\itn\ to account for the prnnonco of the ^ ' H .



H . Color Models - An Overview

Before describing how color can be used to provide a plausible

explanation for the ifr's, I want to br ief ly discuss various versions

of color models. I am motivated to do t h i s only to make this report

as self-contained as p o s s i b l y there being already an excellent

review by Greenberg [6) on these matters. Indeed, t h i s report can

be viewed* in many respects» as an updated version of Greenberg's

review.

I want to distinguish among three kinds of color models. In

two of these models color i s an observable and thus color can be

used to describe the V's. In the third model color i s a hidden

degree of freedom! and no color s ta tes ex i s t in nature. Thil l a s t

model* often called the red, white and blue model (7) , i s equivalent

to a modal where quarks obey parafermi s t a t i s t i c s of order three [8J.

Since, however, th i s model cannot be used directly to describe the

f ' s , I will not discuss i t further here. This does not mean,

though, that hidden color i s disfavored. Indeed most other explana-

tions of the ^ fs» which do not UBC observable color, incorporate

the iriea of hidden color to account for the large value of R

observed [9].

Tor tnodol:: whoro color is obn«rvable, I would l ike to tl istin-

Euifih .unong those models where the ordinary SU(3) is the diafion.il

subgroup of SUC3)' *SU(3)", ao was or ig ina l ly suggested by Han <md

II.IMIMI, ,iud models whoro ordinary SUC3) i s , say, SUO)1. This

l.iLiur ultoriiHtivot to my Knowledge, was f i r s t tiuggriBled by Ciibibbo,

M-iiiini, and Prepar.it.i [10). A discussion of some of the dilTarmirou

• iiiiuiig tlit.'Jio two version;; of color JMH]P1» run bo found in Uiu p-i|" i1

by Pdti .and Woo 111).

In the diagonal version of color the usual Gell-Kann Nishijima

formula for the charge s t i l l obtains. However, the relevant SU(3>

generators are the sum of the respective aenerators for SU(3)' and

SU(3)". That i s .

Q - r>

In the most conmion version, one assumes that there are nine quarks

which transform according to the (3iS) representation of

SUC3)' x SU(3)". Then these quarks have in tegra l charges and are

characterized by a charge matrix

(2)

Clearly, the value of S ^ = U, for th i s model. With respect

to SUO) these nine quarks transform as 8 * 1 . Equally wel l , i t

is possible to assume that the nine quarks transform under th* (3,3)

roproisent.itlon of SU<3)' *SU(3>" (6). In that eaBo, the quark*

have non-intasiMl chtir^os and they decompose, with respoet to SUO)

iia 6 * 5 .

When iii'ilin.iry SUO) is Idem i l ied with SUO)1 , (he fi,-]l-r.ii.il

Nishij im.i Tormula is usu>illy inodifiei] to allcw for inldfcrally

oh.ir^ed quarks. In tlt«ir ori Rin-i] propnr.il, C.ibilO'O, Kaiani and

Pivp.iiMta 1.10] .i!:suni-it lh.il i luru rxiHl">l nlm> IJH.I'XB li'.innfo.'II <I-|'.

accurdinn to Die (3,3) rrjprPiiciU.it ion of S0(3)' »SU(3)". It is now

iiiriru ruiivrnt ii.n.il to (Mii>pnr.o ih.tl llio v)«i.irVs llviniifoiMn ttmlur Uio



(3,3) representation of SUC3)1 xSU<3>". In th i s case, which is the

only case for t h i s version of color that I shal l consider henceforth,

one modifies the Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula to read, in an obvious

notation

Y
?' color • (3)

Then the charge matrix for the quarks is ident ical to the one given

in Eq. (2), and so is R,

I I I . Color Models for the f s

The narrow widths of the *<3.1) and #(3.7) can be explained

either by assuming that there exis t seme strong dynamical suppression

mechanism that prevents the i r decay or by supposing that some con-

servation law is at work. Color c lear ly f i t s in the la t te r cate-

gory [12) and, not surpr is ingly, a ra ther large number of people

have suggested various color-based interpreta t ions for the ty's.

The various color models proposed a l l make use of the fact that

ordinary hadrons < i . e . not the (z's!) are supposed to be SU(3)U

s ing le t s . The ift's on the other hand are supposed to be the f i r s t

observable excitat ions of SU(3>". Their narrow widths follow then

by supposing that they are the lowest members of some SU(3)"

multiplet and by assuming that SU(3)", or an SU(?> subgroup thereof,

is nearly an exact symmetry.

I would like to discuss here two classes of models proposed

for the # ' s . In the f i r s t class of models SUO)" i s conserved by

the strong interact ions but broken by electromagnet ism and the weak

interact ions . In these models ordinary SUO) i s taken to be SU(3)'.

In the second class of models SU(3)" i s supposed to bo broken already

by the strong in te rac t ions . Here versions that use both diagonal

SU<3> and SUO) •- SUC3)1 exist . There are other variants of color

models for the V 113]» but the above two clauses of models appear to

me, at t h i s stage, to b« the more r e a l i s t i c .

n. SU( 3)" C'^iS^^vTivi jIotlpTs

Mo'lelfj alonft tht-sc I I nns h«jve boiin projxisod by a nun ber of

authors. The ones known to mo arc l i s t ed in Ref. 14. Clearly not



a l l these papers are iden t i ca l ; indeed, in some instances the develop-

ment of the mortal is fragmentary. In what follows, for obvious

reasons, I wi l l concentrate on the version proposed by" I . Bars and

myself. However, where warranted, I wil l indicate where substantial

differences occur with the proposals of other people.

I sha.Tl assume in t h i s subsection that the strong interaction

symmetry group i s SU(3) *SU(3)_o»or where the color symmetry is

exact , except for weak and electromagnetic breaking. The photon

transforms according to the (8,1) • (1,8) representation and tho

quarks belong t o the (3,3~) representation of the group. The Gell-Mann

Nishijima formula for the model is given by Kq. (3). The iji's in

the model, by assumption, are hadrons and hence have nci direct

coupling to leptons. They can be produced as resonances in c e~

coll is ions only because they mix with the photon. Since one wants

the ty's not to be color s i n g l e t s , so as to explain t h e i r narrow

widths, i t must be that they transform, a t leas t in pa r t , according

to the (1,8) representation of SU(3) *SU(3) , . Since by assumption

(-j- ^

mcnib&r of any color octe t . That i s , the photon couples only to

the ^ i o r - sp in zero member of any color oc t e t . The simplest color

model for the tj»'s assigns tho 4*C3.1 > to the U c o i o r
 !J 0 member of a

(1,8) multiple! of "colored" vector mesons. The ('(3.7) i s tlio'n

assumed to bo a radial exci ta t ion of the i{t(3.1). I sha l l not d i s -

cuss this model Jiere in rtnttjil since there i s a, pcriirips, inure

natur.il vttrsiun of color models with exact color. I w i l l , however,

re turn to th i s simple model in tho next section whore I c r i t i c . i l ly

n:inn:>!i ih<i axju'rii^ntal prediction!* of various color models,

One can account for both the 1^(3.1) and i^(3.7) without having

to invoke radial exc i ta t ions , or break color, by using the fact that

SU(3) i s not exact. As is well known, the I - 0 Y « 0 s ta tes * and

u are not pure SU(3) s ta tes- Rather one has a mixing:

w - cosO $e + sine 6,
o - l

* - -s ine $ + cosO $

If the mixing angle is

(4)

(S)

then, in a quark model, ̂  is a pure XX state while u a — (pp + nn*).
V?

The mixing angle determined cither from the mass formulas or from

the <t,tu decays into e c~ seems to be in excellent agreement with

Eq. (S). The natural assumption to mak? [I1*] in the case of the

ifi's then is to suppose t;hat the ̂ (3.1)_and the i>(3.7? are also a

naturally^mixed combination of (1,8) and (8,8) states. Writing,

in analogy with T,q. (4),

(6)

• c - -sinO •l^g + cosO ^ _ 8

wlioi o c - 1>2...8» one identif ies the I^'S as the U , -s inglet

cmiibt n.i t ions
1 8
2* U

(7)

• C3.7)



In this model, the presence of two, and only two, narrow states

that couple to the photon is perfectly natural. The ^(3.1) and *O.7)

are the color analogues to the u> and 4.

Besides the 9(3.1) and *(3.7) there are, in this model. It

other states which are the ^ I -spin non-zero partners of the

tfi(3.1) and *(3.7>. These states uc , * c are not pure SU(3) states

but are ideally mixed as in Eq. (6). In add it-ion to these states

tbere are 56 other states which transform according to the (8,B)

representation of SU(3) * SU{3)c0ior' * convenient notation for

these states is p c (2t s tates) , K*c (.16 states)* and Kftc (16 states).

The whole menagerie of states, along with their quantum numbers is

shown in Table I . Note that since in this model SUO) . is
color

broken only by electromagnetism it is convenient to label the color

states by rather than I o i o r * Besides these vector meson

color s tates one expects also pseudoscalar meson which transforms

according to the (8,8) and (3,8) representations. We shal l cal l

these s t a t e s , in an obvious notation, « c , Kc, K° , nc and n ' c ,

where c " 1 ,2 . . . 8 . Their quantum numbers can be read off Table I

by m-iking the appropriate canonical replacement * «* p , e t c ,

A natural question to ask i s what are the masses of th i s

3,-irge awuy of s t a t e s . If» as assumed, color is not broken strongly,

one should see on the main only an SUO) breaking pa t te rn . In this

case, if we assume usual octot breaking and the validi ty of a lowest

order perturbation formula, the identif icat ion of ty(3.1) AS an wc

stvilo and *> C 3. V > as a $c s t a t e allows us to determine, assuming a

canonical mixing angle, the masses of the other vector meson s la tes .

Ono fin«l3

We should note that among the eight quasidegoncrate color states

there should also be small electromagnetic mass splittings of the

order of 1D-&0 MeV. The location of the pseudoscalar color mesons

is ambiguous. Perhaps the most naive estimate would locate the v

according to the spacing rule:

(9)

However, t h i s is just an educated guess.

Not a l l the authors in Rcf. 14 assign the *(3.1) and *(3.7)

as u and 4Q respectively. Tor example, T. C. Yang suggests that

the large width bump a t approximately 4,1 CeV [15] i s to be iden t i -

fied as +C. The *(3.1) i s s t i l l an wc s ta te but now the *(3.7) is a

radial excitation of the • (3 .1 ) . With this assignment the mass

formula of Eq. (8) predicts *K# * 3.56 GeV.

I sha l l not discuss here the detailed experimental predictions

that these color models for the 9 's make, preferring to postpone

this topic until the next section. 1 turn now, instead, to another

(jlaos of color models for the # ' s .
b* SUO)" Violating Models

In th i s cl.ies of noOels one .isr.uncs th^it SU(3)" is broken ty

an octet operator in the SUO)11 s ide . There are two versions of

this model. One version assumes (16] that the symmetry group Is

SUO) x s U ( 3 ) c o l o r , whilo the othor version [17} t.iVos SUO) to be



the diagonal subgroup of SU(3)' *SU(3)". In both models the electro-

magnetic current transforms as (1,8) • (6 ,1 ) . However, since SU(3)"

i s now broken the photon can now couple separately to the 3rd and

8th component of SU(3)" octet s t a t e s . The simplest version of such

a color model would identify the iM3.1) and ^(3.7) respectively

with ei ther the 3rd or 6th component of an SU(3)" vector meson octet-

However, th is Model fai ls to explain in a reasonable way why both

ijifs have narrow widths. One can invoke I" (SU(3)" - isospin) con-

servation to prevent the fast decay of one of the i(i's but not of

both!

The authors of Ref. 16 and 17 get around this d i f f icul ty by

making use of $-u mixing. In th i s case for a given SU(3)" (or

SU(3)cQlor i) component - e i the r 3 or 8 - there are two SUC3)' (or

SU(3)> states that couple to the photon, corresponding to the

ideally mixed u and •• In the notation of the previous subsection,

what these authors assume is that u , u , • and $ couple to the

photon separately. They identify then

• (3 .1 ) = u3

• (3 .7 ) = *3
no)

By doing :JO they can explain the narrow widths of the iji's by

assuming that I" is conserved, up to electromagnetic breaking. The

bro-i'l roson-mce iircund f . l GeV i s identified with u and i t s l.irj;e

wi'Hli is rathur nat'iral since SU(3)" is badly broken.

In these models the symmetry breaking Hamilton!an contains both

•in SUCJ) ' ami .jn SU(3)" octet operator. This la t te r operator cm

in j.i-irciple mix tjie I" = 0 Y" = 0 singlet and octet s t a tes . Thus

the s tates u> , $ and p can mix with the ordinary w, 4>, and p vector

mesons. The assumption wade by these authors is that the mixing

angle on the SU(3>" side i s stfial 1 si nee, for instance [ 18 ]

•e e")
= 3cos*6" (11)

and, experimentally 119] , th is rat io -p very near 3. Assuming,

though, that there is a srr.all mixing then the mixed s ta te

P I'OSO" + psin8" = p n i j X e d Cin bo d i rec t ly produced by the

photon 120). The authors of Kefs. 16 and 17 assume that th is

la t t e r s ta te also is at '*. 1 GeV. Thus the broad bump at U-1 GeV

is to be identified with a linear superposition of w . . and p - .•
' * mixed mixed

The mass spectrum of the pretiirlod colur vector mPions in these

models is quite model dependent. There is so much freedom, in the

general case, that there are tooiMny reduced m t r i x elniicnts to doteririne.

By assuming that the r a t i o of the masses of the ij>-li.ke to u-likc

p a r t i c l e s i s u n i v e r s a l (*/(*> - 1 . 3 , ̂ r ~ £-J JTTT ™ 1 > 2 J l K e n n y

e£ a± (16) deduce that the mass of 41 should l ie in th*? nei^hboi-hond

of M.9-5.3 GeV [?\], K.irinoscu and Stech |17J arr ive at rou£]}ly the

s<ime conflusion fwm tlie formula

which yields the $8 with a n«i:;s it. 8 fieV. This

in:portiint fii nco i t c-in rotiplt. di n'ct 1 y to tho ĵ m

(1?)

st.ite is

>i u) t lnsy shoul d

I t should be .1 brn,ii]

wi*l 1 conr.orvpd.

in theso Ri-lii-n.os color is not



The prediction for the masses of the other color s ta tes i s

more uncertain. Tor s ta tes which carry the color index 3 or 8 one

ident i f ies the remaining s ta tes by using usual SU(3) breaking and

the identif icat ion of *(3.1) = w3, ¥(3.7) = * 3 , #(H.l) ^ u 8 ,

^Ct.9?) ^ • . For example, one expects a p s t a t e nearly degenerate

with the ^(3.1) in mass. For colored-k s t a t e s , however, the pre-

dict ions are completely open and can differ wildly. For example,

in the last paper of Ref. 16, the colored K are located at e i ther

2-3 GeV or "I—5 GeV depending on what one assumes for the dependence

of the mass operator en the SU(3)" breaking.

Iv. Comparison with experiment

I sha l l now out l ine various experimental predictions of the

models jus t discussed and compare these predictions with available

experinental data. In the following sect ion, then, I shall take up

more theoret ical aspects of color models.

I wi 11 discucs her*! three different models:

Model I : ( s u < 3 )
c o l o r

and ij>(3.7) i s a radial exc i t a t ion) ;

Model II: (SU(3)color

is exact; M3.1) is a u*color « 0 (1,8) state

is exact; I(I(3.1) is the U . » 0 wc state,color

while y<3.7) is the U c o l o r - 0 *
c state);

*

state, V<3«7) is identified as a * 3 state).

I have included the first model here for completeness, but to my

mind this model is not terribly predictive. It suffers, furthermore,

from not being able to explain, in a convincing manner, why the decay

#(3.1) + 2n (13)

has such a narrow width. Although th i s decay contributes more than

half of the to ta l *(3.7) width |?2) , in actual magnitude

T((i(3.7) * *(3.1)» Sit) i s loss than \ HeV. By contrast a similar

ilocay, 1 tXe p1 •• pun has a width of the or'ior of hundreds of

HoV [19).

I begin by diucuissing the leptonic widths of the \|*'s. Kxperi-

muntally |?3] one h.is th.it

r(ij.(3.1) -• e*o") "• 1.8 s 0.6



Model I predicts the ratio of these widths to be l,_save for

possible factors due to the fact that ^(3.7) is a radial excitation.

For Models II and III the ratio of the widths is just given by

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients* barring again factors due to the

differences in masses. One has

(Models II and III) (IS)
e")

As I just mentioned, the small value of the widths for the

process 4i(3.7) •*• ̂»(3.1) + 2n is not explained in Model I. This

small value, however, is quite wall understood in Models II and 111.

In these models the f(3.1)» being an u-like state, is made up of p

and n quarks. The ̂ (3.7), however, is a $-like state and is com-

posed of A quarks. Thus the decay *(3.7) •+ +(3.1) + 2n should be

suppressed by Zwnig's rule [24], If one assumes a Zweig suppression

factor of about 10~ then one obtains a width for this process in

agreejnent with experiment.

Besides the above decay in Models II and III, the *<3.7)

should have another color conserving, but Zweig suppressed decay.

In both models, using ordinary S'-K3) mass fornm'Yas one expect a pC

state roughly eicfiGnurwte with this <K3.1). Tn Model II one expects a

whole set of 2't pc states at or -jbout 3.1 GeV. In Model III, since

color is broken, only the p states are supposed to be near 3.1.

Tn any event, one expects the decay

iji(3.7) > pc + TI (16)

to occur with a. rate comparable io the rate for the proceys of

Eq. (13). Unfortunately, there appears to be no evidence for a

strong inonocnergetic pion signal from the il>(3.7) decay (25). Hence

one must conclude, if these underlying models are correct, that a

naive application of a lowest order S'J(3) mass formula is not

warranted for these high mass color states. I consider thi->

unpleasant but not yet fatal for these models. In my opinion, this

difficulty for the models is to be considered at par with the radia-

tive decay trouble that all color models have, and to which I shall

now briefly turn. Incidentally, I should remark, that Model I does

not have this trouble since there is only one U , = 0 state at
' color

3.1 GeV, namely the *(3.1>.

Since the ̂ 's ̂ an be directly produced by the photo>iT they can

shed their color very simply by a radiative decay of the type

H> * Y + h (17)

where h i s an ordinary, non-color hadron. Naive estimates |?6J for

these radiat ive decays can yield values for P_ . . . . of the order

of 1-10 MeV. These values, needless to say, are far above the to ta l

width for the V's and h»*ncc are unacceptable. There havo been a

number of aiinftost i ons [14,17] for how \o suppress the radial ive

decays to a mdii.iKeable l eve l , and I sha l l discuss one of those in

the next section. Here I wuiit only to examine wh<*l experimental,

consequences such a suppression implies. I wil l use, for the sake

of s implici ty, .i simple vector drmijuincc niodcl, but I helieve thdt

the conclusions I will .jrrivt; Jl .ire r.orc general. I can obtain

the suppression of the iMdi.uivc i\ec-iy of r,q. (17) simply by

suppo-u.inE th..it the v-Oue of the i r . insi t ion rr»m factor between a V



and a photon, on the photon nass s h e l l , is much smaller than the

value i t has on the fr mass she l l . This has immediate implications

for V photoproduction since here what enters , in a vector dominance

treatment, is the y-y t ransi t ion form factor on the photon r.ass

s h e l l . In this way, for example, Bars and I [n] estimated that

Y-photoproduction should be in the nanobarn range. This prediction

seems to be verified experimentally [27] , although i t is cer ta inly

not unique to color models. I should remark, in th i s respect , that

in principle a study of the A dependence of nuclear-i[> photoproduction

can t e s t whether thm assumed strong q dependence of the Y-V' t rans i -

t ion form factor i s indeed true. Such a t e s t , to my knowledge, has

not yet been done but i t would be interest ing s ince , in pr inc ip le ,

i t could distinguish among the color and charm explanation for the

observed small photoproduction cross sections.

Let me turn now to strong, color breaking decays for the $ ' s .

I t i s known [28] that the direct hadronic decays of the +(3.1) are

consistent with the assumption that th i s s ta te has G = -1 and that

G i s conserved. In Models I and I I where color i s conserved, except

for weak and electromagnetic breaking, i t i s a b i t diff icul t to

understand why only G-consarving decays of the i[i(3.1) should occur.

If these decays are due to uecond order electromagnetic breaking

interact ions one expects that the piece of the Hamillonian which

causes these decays transforms as

HSB - ( 8 > 1 ) ® C 1 ' 8 ) + { 1 » B ) * C 1 » 8 ) ( 3 8 )

While the second tnrro in the above equation ca r r i es no isospin,

and hence would lead to G-conservin£ decays, the f i r s t term can

cause G-viruating decays. I t is not understood what suppresses

th is piece of the symmetry breaking Hamiltonian.

For models where color i s broken, but I" is conserved, again

one nab to make special assumptions to understand why only 6-

conserving decays of the ^(3.1) occur. In themodel of Kenny,

Peaslce and Tassie [16] I" i s , presumably, brolcen by electromagnetism

and the above discussion applies . In the Marim-scu-Steeh [17] model,

on the other hand, SU(3) i s the diagonal subgroup of SIK3)1 *SU(3)".

Since H»(3.1) i s identified with w3 :lt has I1 * 0 I" - 1 and hence

has 1 = 1 and G = +1. So as not to be in contradiction with

experiment these authors assume that the decays of the if»(3.1) occur

due to a tadpole term which transforms as (1,1 " ) . I f th i s term

dominates over purely electromagnetic breakings of I" then the

byproducts of the 4K3.1) decay would a l l have G = - 1 , as observed.

The broad bump at 4.1 GeV cbscrved in e e~ interact ions [IS]

has to be interpreted in Models I and I I as either a radial or an

orbi ta l recurrence of the 9 ' s or , perhaps, the s ignal l ing of the

onset of abundant production of color mesons, with U , a 0,

accompanied by ordinary hadrons. In both cases one expects that

this 4.1 GeV "bump" decays primarily to U j =" 0 s t a tes in the

3-4 GeV range. In Model I I there are a considerable number of

such s ta tes and the experimental signal may not be very clean. In

Model I , however, the only such s ta tes are the ty's and possible

pseudoscilar partners. I understand [25] that the t ransi t ion

• ( t . l ) -* V'<3.7) or 9(3.1) does not appear to have any significant

r a t e . Thio would iirguc sirongly .'.jj.iinst Model I . Model I I , due to



the greater variety of final states available, can probably s t i l l

survive this experimental challenge!

The situation, as far as the 1.1 decays go, is radically

different in Model I I I . Here the 4.1 GeV state is a mixture of

"mix d an<* pmixed" ** C a n ^ e c a v b v t n e s t r o n S color breaking inter-

actions into ordinary hadrons and hence i t is not expected to neces-

sari ly have strong rates into color states in the 3-4 GeV range.
g

If there were no Pmjxea- admixture in the 4.1 state then one could

check for G-parity properties of the hadronic byproducts. In both

the model of Ref. 16 and in that of Ref. 17 the 9(b.l) would have

G = -1 and hence decays into evennumbor of pions should be

excluded. The admixture of Pmixe(j spoils th is pattern but I would

s t i l l expect that , in the main, only odd pion decays should be seen.

This has yet to be checked experimentally.

Model III makes a direct prediction of another broad state \n

the 4.8-5.3 GeV range, the •J j j x e d state. To my knowledge, no such

state has been seen at SPEAR [25] but there may be extenuating

circumstances. One can predict the leptonic branching ratio of

this state and that of the M.1 state- If one neglects any 6"

mixing, one has the ratios of leptonic widths

= 6 : 3 : 2 : 1 (19)

(Again, I have neglected mass factors.)

The leptonic width of the 4.1 GGV bump is about 4 ± 1 KeV fl$] and

so Eq. (19) docs not seem to work very well. Marines^u and Stech 117]

improve the agreement between theory and experimnnt by including V>e

effect of the P m j X G d state. They predict then for the 4.] GoV bump

a width of about 2.4 KeV, which is somewhat nearer to the experi-

mental value. Using this same mixing angle, the leptonic width for

the 4.6 GeV predicted resonance is only about h KeV. Thus, one

expects that the total area under the 4.8 GeV resonance be about

a factor of £-6 smaller than the total area under the 4.1 GeV

resonance [?9J. This could, perhaps, obscure its detection at

SPEAR, but it is unlikely.

Since both models II and III make use of the u-$ like pattern

for the i[»(3.1) and \K3.7) resonances, there are a number of predic-

tions that naturally follow from this identification. Notably*

one expects that in proton-proton interactions, the ty(3.1) should

be more readily produced than the TJ»(3.7) since the latter is made up

of X quarks. Although this is a clean prediction for this model,

it is not so easily tested since to detect the tjr'e one needs to

detect their e e" mode. Unfortunately, the branching ratio

<T + -^< r
n ad r o n s>

 i s m u c h smaller for the #(3,7) than for the

0(3.1) and thus it makes for a difficult direct test. For example,

the non-observation of the ty(3,7) in the BrooWiaven experiment [30)

cannot be directly adduced to the $-a suppression of these color

models. Similar consideration apply to V»(3.1) and \|»(3.7) photo-

prodviction* although here the suppression factor is smaller since

it enters, roughly, as the ratio of the <>p to up total cross

sections. Bais and I [14J estimated that

±
10

(70)

Preliminary indic.Uions of the photoproduction of ̂  and iK at



S1JVC [31J do not seem to give a suppression factor nearly as big as

that of En. (JO).

There is some recent experimental evidence from SPEAR which is

quite disturbing to the 4°-uc interpretation of the \(t's.

C. Morchouse (32] of the SLAC-LBL collaboration reported recently

on the fraction of events containing K" in the CM. range 3-5 GeV.

This fraction increases slowly with energy in this range, but at

both the 3.1 and 3.7 resonances it dips sharply. The dip at the

^(3.1) with a uc interpretation is reasonable. However, if the f(3.?>

is indeed a $° one would expeet_ that most evonts> other than thooe

in which *(3.7) •* #(3.1) + **» should contain a KK pair. That this

is not the case experimentally is quite a serious blow, in my

opinion, to these models. I can think of only two -ixtonuatinf cir-

cumstances: 1) The reported fraction of K~ events have a momentum

cut Pj.- < 0.7 GeV/c. It is possible, but not very likely, that

most of the events have fast going kaons. 2) It is conceivable that

• c gets rid of its X-quark content by decaying not mainly to KK • X,

but to •'•» n's, etc. which somehow dilute the direct number of K~

observed. I consider both these "explanations" rather weak and thus

it may be that this observation has dealt a fatal blow to those color

models. But perhaps before administering the coupe de grace one

should await * final analysis, not yet done, of the intricate decays

of the *(3.7),

V. Thopreti_cfll__D_iscupsion

I want to examine here some theoretical points of color models

that, if these models manage to survive the experimental test, will

bt needed to be resolved. I will only address myself to three

topics: a) radiative decays; b) the color thaw; and c) the quark

and weak interaction structure of color models. I am sure that

there are other interesting theoretical points to discuss, but to

my mind these are the more relevant at the present moment.

As I have mentioned in the preceding section, naive estimates

of radiative decays of the #*B yield far too gr<Mt a rate for these

processes. One possible suppression mechanism, through vector meson

dominance, has already been mentioned. One can obtain a suppression

mechanism for radiative decays also in quark models. In the case of

interest, the initial state (the •'•) and th* final state (ordinary

hadrons) are not in the same SU(6) multiplet. Hence, besides the

usual Clebsch-Gordan factors, the decay probability should also con-

tain as a factor the overlap integral between the initial and tinal

quark configurations. This overlap integral now need not be near

unity. In fact, since the #*s are «c massive it is likely that

their quark wavefunction and that of ordinary h.idrona have little

overlap.

Other iiraumsntQ, besides the above, can be adduced to suppress

the radiative ticcays and they can be more or less convincing (33].

It appears to me, though, that before one embarks into a ncrious and

lenfcVhy quantitative calculation of the suppression of radiative

dncuys one should await the experimental confirmation of the validity

of BO ma color inodr"1. In other words, I believe that one can, if



necessary* think up suppressing mech.?nisiiis for radiative decays.

However* I do not consider that the invention of any such mechanism

can give more credibility to color models than the actual verifica-

tion of some of its experimental consequences!

At sufficiently high •nergy colored mesons and baryons should

bt produced in deep inelastic lepton scattering and givt rise to the

so-called "color thaw". Given the masses of the (|»'s as the first

colored states, it is pretty clear that one should not expect any

color thaw effects at SLAC energies. The situation is different at

FNAL energies where one should perhaps see some sizeable effects.

Although the experimental situation is not pristine, preliminary

indications 134) seem to indicate no large Bjorken scaling violationG

In a naive quark-parton model (35) one expects that the change in

the structure functions be given by

' W A B O V E THAW tt 9 / 6

^ / ^ THAW
(21)

However, as Bars and I emphasised [11]» i f colortd U* states are

s t i l l not abundantly pair produced at FNAL energies then this nurrbcr

can bo reduced to only 19/15. This may not yet be in disagreement

with experiir.nnt.

Marinoscu and Stech 117), in t h e i r broken color model, do not

seem to worry overmuch about the color thaw. Thoy argue that SUO)"

admixtures in the photon Wttvofunction, and in the wavefnnctions of

the f inal hadronie iji«it«s, lend to co lor current contributions .it

low energ ies . Hone1*! they do not expect much of a co lor thaw in

their mortal. Although, I rigruo with t h i s , i t secniH to mo that they

are alr&-idy_ in trouble. If , at low energy, the e f f ec t s of having

co lor arc not i ceab le , as they argue» then the structure funetions

T and F should sa t i s fy the Han-Nambu bound

H < j £ < 2 .
p

( 2 ? )

As i s well known, the SLAC electroproduction data v io la te s th i s

bound [36].

At * f inal topic l e t me discuss here b r i e f l y the weak Inter-

a c t i o n , and quark structure of color models. Color models admit in

general a wide c l a s s of poss ib l e weak interact ion currents. Tor

example, one need not r e s t r i c t oneself t o only (1,8) and ( B , l )

currents but one can admit (B,8) currents* In general t however, i f

one wants to construct a weak interaction gauge rrodel that i s not

in conf l ic t with the strong interact ion symmetry group on« has to be

quite careful. A p o s s i b i l i t y i mentioned by Bars and me [I 1*] , i s to

couple the weak bosons to the color sld« through a Higfja mixing with

the strong color gluons. This model has only (1 ,8) + ( B , l ) currents

but requires charm to suppress strangeness changing neutral

currunts [37] .

A somewhat di f ferent approach i s takon by Marincscu and Stoch [ 3 7 ] .

There, following a tiuj'.fiestion of Si eon [ 3 8 ] , they consider .i weak

current which transforma as

jWnak .. ( f . ( 1 ) « (I/O") (23)

WV-TO V" Is tKe Sll(i)" V-5pin. Thi3 rurrent ikn>n nut jjivon any

Bir.inafnur.n chancing neutral cui'rents. However, one muot s t i l l pcr-

frirm a unit.try rotat ion ci t h i s currant, BO <is to obtain agrcemtint



with data on semi-leptonic decays [36]. By means of this weak

current any SU(3)' *SU(3)" color octet state can decay weakly

irrespective of their SU(3)" quantum numbers. In particular, one

would expect that some of the lowest color states In the Marinescu-

Stech scheme, which has I" * 0 should be stable expect for weak

decays. This situation obtains also in some other color models,

like for example those considered by Bars and myself [1MJ.

I want to make a final comment which 'is relevant i f color i s

observable. In this case there seciw to be no reason why quarkR

themselves should not be seen* Why they have not been detected

experimentally i s a mystery. Models which* on the otherhand, have

hidden color [7] make us* of this freedom as a possible means of

quark confinement. Such a possibil ity does not exist for observable

color and eventually colored quarks should be observed!

VI. Concluding Remarks

I have reviewed here various aspects of the proposal which

involve color as an explanation for the 9's . I have, on the whole,

concentrated on models which I thought had a better chance to be

confirmed experimentally. I must say, frankly, that in the light

of present knowledge a l l color models known to me arc in trouble

experimentally 139). Hence, although I reserve the final prognosis,

i t appears to me that i t i t not very l ikely that a color interpreta-

tion for the f*8 i s correct. Indeed, at nine months from their

discovery, i t appears to me that the mystery of the * ' s , instead of

unravelling, deepens.
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ABSTRACT

S«xt?t nuwk no io l s o f hadrona based ou the ryrmotry croup

fflJ(<0/2(3) -s. o{6) in which the quarks belong to the fundamental a i x

dinen«io.i*l representation arc diicunsed. One part icularly attractive

aouel i t wpbasiscd in vh<ch th« t l«ctrc«agnet ic and weak interaction*

can b* uai f ied into a spontaneously broken U{2) gauge theory that i s

*Wbi:K Hupjijjr^ci ir. nurs by the liitics.ul Cjim >;c
Ho. MTS ;o-cao»»9 A ^ .

In Wilo taik 1 wlli. .-ufoi-t seme recent 'rfork done in collaboration

with Carl /-Ibri^nt. We have invystlgatcd the clasa of hadrou cjtmftt-

riea baaed on the group 3'J(U)/?.(?) «*0(6) In which the six Usio

quarks belong to the fuudaaeiit^l ^lx dimensional representation. I

wi l l cni4''&Lizd °"e particularly attractive model ir. which the weak and

the electrcinft£iicM'>. interactions ĉ r. be unified into a spontaneously

broken U(2) gauge theory that i s rencrmalizable.?

After reviewing some muthenatical prelialAaries I wi l l Tint discuss

the general features of the various possible uodals and then focuu on

the mo«t attractive one. For this model the meson and baryon 3j,ootro-

•copy, the unification of weak and electromagnetic interactions did f.ie

phenomenological features will be discussed In detail. Finally, cane

experimental consequences will be given and compared with present d&ta,

•11 of which support this particular sextet quark model.

II . SU(1Q/Z(2) Kftdron Symnetry Modcla

Bocii-itly there hare been a number of interesting experimental

indications that there m*y f t ooeie kind of new quantum number. This

possibility has revived interest in extending the hadr&n symmetry group

fron SU(3) to SU(M in which case there i s an additional quantum mvLber,

char*. Sitice th-> .̂ revp Gtl(U) contains tv.o discrete invar.'.&nt

Z(2) wid .'('Oi J- 1-s l-oasiblu to formulate hadron ui(anuctries Wed ?n

either^fill1*), ?U(li)/:;(l»j or WQt)/Z&). Tlie first punsibiMty, SU(U),

h'is bco'i '-jicly ali^u.^ort. It is f.i<! natviv'tl, extension of the GcU-

Mfan.«I*,weiG (-ririt'i. q'.iivk r.ad'iV 'o in;l'*dc I'CUT basic quarks, with the



new one teir.g charmed* The second possibil ity, S!!(l»)/Z(lt), i s the n&tuml

extension of the original eightfold way and does not involve quarks nt a l l .

In the quark model of hadrens based on the synroetry grcup StK'0/Z(2),

which i s iecTr.orpf-.ic to 0(6) , there is a basic sex';et of quark* p, n, \,

x, y, z that belong to the fundamental six dimensional repr<-cf*iit*tion • •

shown in Figure 1. The 6 of SU(i*)/Z(2) decooiposes under SU(3) x U(l) into

a 3 and a 3 which differ by one unit of cham. Thus, in the sextet of quarks

there arc the usual Gell-Mann-Zweig quark* p, n, X belonging to the 3 of

3U{3) vith charm C * 0 a.vJ three new quarks x, y, a belonging to the 3 of

SU(3) to which we assign charm C • -1» as indicated in Figure 2 .

£U(U)/Z(2) i s generated by the fifteen charges F which satisfy

( i , j ,k - 1, 2 , » • , 15)

where f. t. arc the SUOO structure constants. In this talk I wi l l not Uk*

up th* auaation of the larger cyawtry U(6) which would be g-*ner«t«d by a l l

the 36 quark charges. Ihi i U(6} would contain* in addition to chan, two

extra new quantm nuaberj which arc preBUMtbly not respected at a l l by

to* stroa( interactions.

An irreducible representation of SU(U) csn be designated by thrte

non-negatlv* integer* (ft., t^, K.) tiA has disienslorr

(2)

Each repr^Fcntition belof<;5 lo one of four el.asser depending on the

value cf

C(A) (3)

The representations of SU(4)/z(2), or 0(6) , «*« p.;ly those representa-

t i o n of SU(U) belcueirig to CUBB 0 and class 2. (Hie U mid 5 of SU(*O

belong to clsss 1 dnd class 3, respectively, and are not representations of

SU(*0/Z(2).) In Table I and Table II the doffcnpositions into

SU(3)x U(l)uultip?ets of the class 0 and clftsj 2 representations are

given for all reprcsentationc that occur in the Kronecher preduets5 ( 5 x 6 ,

6 x 6 x 6 and 15 x 15.

In a l l th* vtriouo pocsib?.o sextet quark models we identify the

baryon nianber B vith the sixteenth generator PQ whic!i conmutes will a l l

the other flftoen ?4

P Id normalized co that the six quarks have B • 1/3.o
components of l.iospin are

(i - i , ?, 3) (5)

The quarks p, n, and x, y Torn two lst.rioubi.pts while \ and :: ars nn,.l!

isoaiimletfl. For convenience yx introduce hyi^rchtim'



which is displaced relative to charm by 3/2 the baryon number so cs to

uake i t on SU(l|)/r.(n; (wiKrtt'.or. The Gell-Msnn-Zweie quarts p, u, A Have
Y

c " +1/2 (0 « 0) while the new quarks x, y , z have Y » -1/2 (C . -1).

In assigning the electric charge and hypercharge we require that p, n,

\ have the umial valuta and that a l l zesons nud baryoni have integral charges

and hypercharges. The possible assignments, each of which defines a

physically distinct sextet quark model, are then

(7)

(8)

where n^ and i^ can be 0, *1 , 12, •••. However, If we require that tht group

generators change 0. and iy>y at most one unit then the Integers n u u n̂

are restricted to tht > • and 1. In a l l model, we have the relation

(9)

m the aodelE for which nQ . 1 the six quarks have charges
10 o . a .

0̂ = 2/3 and Q -̂ fl • 0 = -1/3. In such models no acceptable SU(2) x

U(l) gauge inv&ri&nt weak and electromagnetic interaction can he

constructed within the SU(lt)/Z{2) symmetry Ei*oup. To eliminate the

strangeness-changing and charm-changljig weak neutral currents additional

currents, belonging to the larger group U(6), are required.

In models for which Hy« 1 the quark hyperchavgea are ¥ • Y • Y «

1/3 and Y • Y • Y " -2/3 which results in the scmllftptonlc charm-

changing weak interactions being predominantly utrangeness-chonging as

in the SU(U) quartet quark models. At present there is no evidence for

any dramatic Increase in multiplicities of strange particles in the

energy region where charmed particle production is expected which does

not favor the models for which n^" 1. Of course, while models with

Uy" 1 appear less attractive at present, they cannot be ruled out

entirely.12 The question of whether such a model i s realised In nature

wist ultimately be decided experimentally.

In the uodel with n,j- n^- 0 tht six quarks have the quantua nuabern

( I n n in Table i n . In the following I wi l l focus on this model and

diicusa I t in detail emphasizing i t s attractive features.

III .

Die masons which are composed of quark-anciquarlc pairs belong to

states eontainnd in the Kronccker product

6 x « - l + 1 5 + 2 0 (10)

The representations 15 and 20 are shown in Figures 3 and It, respectively.



and their decompositions into S'J(3) rmltiplets are River; in Table T.

Die SU(3) nultiplet 5 with C - +1 in the 15 contains a s Irsuigeness 0

isoslnglet e *nd a fitrsngine^-i-i isodoublet % t £° while the SU(3)

•ultiplet 6 with C • +1 in the PO contains a strangeness 0 isoveeLar

j , T i r°> I strangeness-1 isodoublet g , g° and a strangeness-2

isosinglet e°.

He assume that the SU(U> multipletn arc mixed by SU(3) conserving

interaction* so that the familiar S"'(3> singletc and octets of pseudo-

icalar and vector mesons are conp^cd only of p, n and \ quarks. In

addition, there is the usual nixing of the SU(3) singlets and nctetc.

"Hte recently discovered neutral vector mesons $(3-1), $'(3.7) and

t"(lt.l) most naturally correspond to 3^ quark-antiquark ground states

with the narrow f(3.l) and f'(3#7) lying below threshold while the

relatively broad f (^,1) lies above threshold. Presumably, these new

resonances are at least approximately cctnbin&tiono of only xx, yy and

zz while p, w and cp are conblnationG of pp, nn and )X. The t(3.l) and

• '(3.7) are iBOSinglets like cp and « while f '(^.l) is an Isovuctor like

p. The ̂ .f1 mixing must be different than the gr-w mixing since ty* and

$" are not approxtoately degenerate Like w and p, Sinoe the iaovector

1f" is heavier than tl;s isosinglets ^ and f the i cos ingle t quark % must

be lighter than the quark isodoublet x, y. Tims ty must have a larger

cempnnent or zz thwi ^ docs.

This qualitative picture leads to crude eatimatea of the quark

Baci-ec; Up- mn ~ 300 MeV, m̂  « k$Q MeV, ra^ - 1.9 CcV and m^ ay - 5.0

GeV, Prom these rough estimate? the c • ± 1 quark-anti^uark mecon

Gtatcc are expected to b» in the range 2 to 3 OeV.

'ihe barynns that are made up of three quarks belong ty states ir. the

Kronecker product

6 x 6 x 6 - 6 + 6 + C + ]0 •* 10 &* + & (U)

In Table II the SU(3) decompositions of these, r'.ju'esentations are given.

It is clear that the familiar 1/2 baryon octet is the C • 0 (Y » 3/2)

part of the SV(h) mu]tiplet 6k and that the 3/?+ baryon docuplet Irs the

C • 0 (Yc- 3/2) part of the SU(I») nultiplet 50. 3te masses of the

charmed barjro.:5 are naively expected to lie higher by roughly U\e

difference in the masses of the charmed and uncharged quarks, Bie

crude estimates of the quark mab.-eo given above then suggest that the

C • -1 (Y *̂ 1/2) baryons shtvuld have masses in the range 2 to *t GeV.

Ibe l/2+ baryons in the 64 that have C « -1 (Y *̂ 1/2) belong to the

SU(3) multiplets 3, € and 15' which are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7,

respectiveli1. In the 50 of 3/2* baryons the C - -1 (Ye» 1/2) states

belong to the S'J(3) multiple!. 15' shown in Figure 7.

IV. Wwfc and Electromagnetic Interactions

Nwct I will outline hovr Uie weak and clectromaenetic interactions

can bo unified into a spontaneously broken, but nevertheless renonn&l-

iznble, cause theory. For the g°llCe group we talre the U(2) formed frcn

the weak icoepin SU(.7) and weal: hypereliwco U(l). In chooslns the

gauflc group to be U{5) rather tlinn GU(2) x U(l) we aro poBtulating a

•lnnlo universal coupling Dtrenijth for the gauge bosons. This very

(ittraetlve hypothesis is r.upportcd a posteriori by tlift proBcnt

experiuicntal dtvtn..



Under U(2) the tiirw lefted-handed quark-; p^, («c+ :<c) ,'A K\X y^

for* a t r i p l e t while the other three left-handed quarks (ne- x , ) //V. ,

X ^ and Z Q L are singlets as are a l l the six right-handed quarks. For

convenience we use the Cabbibo rotated combinations

-n *inn + X cose

(12a)

(12b)

x « x cosy + z eint) (12c)

x - - x dine + z cosy (I2d)

All quarks have weak hypercharge -2/3 except the two right-handed

quarks Pp and yR which have treak hypercharge V 3 * n d -8/31 reapectively.

Under U(a) the left-handed leptons (v , e~) and (v » u~) arc both
e L ^ L

doublets with weak hypercharge -1 vhile the right-handed leptons e"R and

JJ~R are s ingle ts with weak hypercharge -2 , as usual. To elirai*iai,t:

anaaalous terma in the divergences of the currents, new lepLons arc

required. We postulate a new species of leptons: 6 , 6 , v, ard (T.

3he left-handed deltons (fi » 5 » v.» 6") form » quartet with Iiyper-

charge +1 under the w«ak gauge group U{2) while the richt-lir\iided doltonu

6 R , 6 jj and tTR are singlets with weal; hypcrclrircti kt 2 mid - 3 ,

component neutrino just like ve and v .

Tlie charged weak currents trincform like the raising and lowering

operators in U(2). In terms of quarks the hadronic charge raising weak

current is

(13)

The hadronic neutral week isospin currant is

and the quark electromagnetic current i s

(15)

The corresponding lepton currents are the following:

* \ y ed * Y5)H +

5 ) * * * + 2 6* Yod + Y5)v

Y0(l



. i ^ V l + ^ . i - V l + V o

" 5 S va( l * V"

* " Ya(l * YjH** + I 7 Ya(l + Y5)6+

56 *a ( 1 * Y5)v6 - | r Ya(l + Y5)«"

L ~ - - e Y(x e - M YaM • • » + Y a

Ihe »̂ "̂ 1̂"̂ ^ u(2) gauge invariant coupling of the quarks atid leptona

to the rector ioson gauge fields » *, if and A i3

(19)

where e is the electric charge. Bie fenai. constant C ia rwlatei to e

sud the charged intermediate "boson mass l^, \yj

(20)

T!io U(2) giu^e ijiv-riance is assumed to be spontaneously broken

by thft ncnvtmiahiiig of" the vacuum expectation value of Biggs scalar

fields while the LnerangiAr. remains U(2) gaur« invariant. Through

this imschanisri a l l par t ic les except the left-handefl neutrinos y , v

three quartets of Kiggs seaiars are required. 'Jhe resul t ing charged

and neutral weak boson masses are in the r a t io

(21)

Trm Bqs. (20) and (21) one finds for the intermediate boson masses

the values

52.9 GeV (22)

M, - 89.5 CeV (23)

V. General Featureii of thu Model

Tliere arc Eeveral general features of th is sexttt quark model that

I wi l l briefly discuss next. These include t)ie follow:i.ie:

1) The weak neutral current excusQy conserves both strancenoss find

charm.



2) The weak charged current has both charm-coiiFervii:^ am itWj&in-

chansins por ts . The cliawn-conserving piece i s the fnmilaav Cabibbo

current which now has matrix elements between x aiid y qe.ar]:.* ur 'iclj

as between n and. p quarks in this theory. In both the chary.-cimservl.''i;

snd china-chousing currents the strangeness-clianginf; trams Hi one aye

suppressed by tang, relative to the atrangeness-conservine toaun ition^.

The hadronic matrix elements in senileptonic weak interactions obey

the following selection rules :

AC • 0 , AQ • * lt AS « 0, A*l * 1 (2!*a)

AC • O, AQ • AS - ± 1, A? - 1/2 ' (2lJb)

AC - AQ • -A3 « S 1» Al • 1/2 (2l)c)

AC - AQ • I 1, AS - 0, fit • 0 (24d)

3) Die nonleptonic weak interaction Contains pieces transforming

like coBponents of the representations I , 15, 20 and 8b (cec Table X).

The AC « +1 parts of the nonleptonic weak interaction trsnsfonn like

•Mbers of the 20 and 8t and contain Ao - 0, AS • -1 and AS = -2 pieces

which transform under U-spin l ike components of a t r ip le t weie.ht.wl by

cos 9, / £ sine OOSB and sin a, raspectivoly. Therefore the da.iinutt

psrt of the charm changing nonltptnnic weak interari lon i- jt.r'.i~oncnK-

conserving. The generalization of ostet dominance is thr; l^i^M;.;aic

that tht 20 i s enhanced re la t ive to the 6^ since a l l fit = 3/? Eb-ipiLT-udes

belong to the 8k.

U) The purely lopvcnic interactions involve both charged and neutral

currents. The three speciea of leptons e , n and 5 each carry independent

lepton numbers I , / and t which ar t additively conserved. I t shouJO bee H 6
noted that g~ ie not the aiitiparticle of 6

+ .

VI. Expurlmental Consequonccs of the Model

I v i l l conclude this ta lk by sunvjtrizing several experimental con sequences

of th is model and comparing them with the present data;

1) Charmed bsryonB can be sinsly produced by antlneutrinog but not by

neutrinos as a result of the AC * fiQ rule and leptor. conservation. (In

SU(U) quartet quark models the opposite i s t rue . ) However, charmed aaeens

can be produced singly by c i ther neutrinos or antineutrinos. •

2) The ratios of neutral current (NC) to charged current (CC) neutrino

and antineutrino to ta l crocs sections on protons, neutrons and charge

symoetric nuclei below and well sbove the charm threshold energy E are

the following:

(£5)

E < E

(26)

(27)



(28)

(29)

(30)

At CERK energies date tahen in the Gargamelle bubble chamber give

(31)

(32)

At the higher Feiwilu'b eneroies the FlIMj-H^rvard-1'f.im-VIlsconnin

collaboration . 16

(33)

while the FMAL-CALTECH collaboration report.16

(35)

(36)

but do not quote errors on their reeults. The agreement with the

predicted values Eqe. (29) and (30) is encourRfiing, especially the

decrease with energy of the ratio for antineutrlnoc.

3) The ratios of neutrino and untineutrino cross sections on

protonsi neutrons and charge s;v?'jnj1.ric nuclei J'or neutral currents ore

the following:

fsa) 1.8 (37)



(*•)

• I - 1.67 (38)

(39)

These ratios are not affected by charmed particle pr^'Jiiion pi nee the

neutral current is charm conserving an* protcr.n gjid neutrons do not

contain charmed quarks.

2 t. < Ec

E < t
c

E > >

("15)

ifil • 0.5 t 0.2
NC

©„• (M)

in rtasonable agreement vith ttici prediction Kq. (39).

It) The ratios nt nm'trlno and anlliiewtyino croon sections on pro-

tons, neutron wid charge ojiwin-tric nuclei for chorRctl c-irrpntR are the

followIng:

(us.) (te)

^) . { 3 E < E , )

Experimentally,16

2.79 I 0.36

s

(•17)

which «er««3 »«U ui th tho predicted ralue Eq. (W) below chum t h r m -

hold.

5) Hsl ther t'.ie l i n e a r e iurcy 'lependonca nor tho f lk t y-d i^ t i ' ib ia ion

of Iho chiu'G*>d eurrwit . loulr l rn cro.-r 3optio» on jhurge liymiiatric nuclei

are arfoetod by Mio productj on of a',it»rsi 'ictioMinG t 0 iwivo quark partcn

nortffi c a l cu l a t i ons . However, thn ainlftgulr.'.no croaa sect ion i s affected.

Below tho Uir»:.ilicl<l energy T. for iiri<dilcLLon ot chimed p a r t i c l e s



ff(vW) • 1/3 of1*'). However> 3inoe antlneulrir.oc c^ii jivl1- ;•-• chirr-*U

quarks from p rand n g.uarks the cross section (j(\JI) increase3 with e.v:r;v

becoming equal to c(\N) well above K , c.'f. Et\. (hC), The y-dls tnbu-

tion of the antineutrino cross seoUon i of th« i'om 0-y)1^ bulow Ec

and becomes (l-y) again well above Ec , but- in '-he intt*nr.ediat.e

^r regiun where charmed part icle production Js, bs.ucrl»iit but docs net

yet scale the y-distrilnition of the antiji-Mtrino cross section might
17

well behave rather differently.

6) Th« purely leptonic scattering v + e" -* v + e" proceeds through

both charged and neutral current interactions*. Tlie erosn section io

• " ) '

is Iho prediction of ilic V-A theory. Ex|>ori*umUlly,

o(ve J.9 o v . (50)

vhi^h i . coneistert with Mio prediction Iq . 'UP.}.

Tha scattorinc v + «" •* v + o" in ont'.roly a neuKral eiirront

proQĈ R and i t s cross section itf

(5D

Frrn the cVeopva-.ir.r rf

cmr.s secticn arc

. ouch events the °tf cchfidtr.ee l l - . i t s on thic

• c ) < O.3O o,
V-A

in roasonQble agreement with the predicts en Eq. (51).

7) Aopociftted production of charmed incut.ns and baryons ie eijnilor to

ASBoclated production of strai.gt parti i . lcc. The hutlrui F>T3TC*V;, ."avcrfi

HDoeiatcd prwluctioti with tl:r C > i l F'J(3) a»rn»i nuUlrlei.it 3 (?+ , f*t f°)

•nd 6 ( T + + , T
4> T°I c"t CC» 0°) t.oeethep vlth tiio C » -1 t«ryni n j l t i r lu t s

3 and 6 in the 6U.

8) In •* e" annihilation the ra t io R « o(e* c" -• hadrcnt)/o(u+ c" •*

U ii") hao the asymptotic value RnB while a t present SPTAR cnLTgieB K la
19

only about 5 to 6. Clearlyi the behaviour of R nt K.P encrcies will

provide a crucial tcet of t h i i model,

°) tmlton pairr shruld be produced copiously in <»"* c" nnnlh l int ion

above thronhold aM ciuld ofi'cct thf dctormina1.in*, uf ]i '.lirrjfili rrcrij't.

tenllcptonic docivy.

10) The product!en of 6+ - ft"* and ft* - $" JWIVF would yield u-e evcntn

of the typo ivjtortvd a t BH-̂ K."" lor example, above tVe 6 pair production

thrreliold (i-t* "'ventF wt uld br cy*»'c'od firn: /th* fcefjuer.'V

t o •• f * 8

»4 4 y . 4 v .

(53)
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ABSTRACT

We review ttie t h t o r e t U . i l J u s t i f i c a t i o n and r v t u t u from reciint

experimental searches foe backwards-produced « x o t l c mesons including

two experiments carried out by our c o l l a b o r a t i o n at SLAC. Our f i r s t

experiment put upper l i m i t s of about )-2ub for X • (2~t
 i w » (> *

and pp-*''* in th« react ion "* • p • X** • o- a r J at 6.k CeV/c •tudird

with the SLAC U inch rapid c y c l i n g bubble chAMbvr trtgK«r*d by a down-

ttrcan nautrnn dc-tector. W« ,IIH« J I H I U H the important f«atur*s c»f tl>v

recent ly conpleted itcond experiment with the SIM itrMMtr rtutftbvr l»

Htmly th« react inn *" • p - x " • P ( l i r w f l r d *< u fteV/r.

" Invttvd i * l k prvHvnttfd by R. P.irvi-i .n ArKonnt Sywpimlti* *>ti S'r
dlrei-tionn in lUdron .Spvctmsmp , . lv 7-10 , |47S,

*•* Work supported by Energy h : t . ; . - . and tifVolupfi-ni A<Inlnl«ir.tt i
•••Work supported by Nnttoni l Sclenco Foundation.

1. lNTKDUKTtON

A •Igrtlic.itii U'aturt' uf h>idron tpectruaeopy is the fact that all

•wsan »i;it«-H (excluding hlghfr •ywwtrles Inferred fro* the existence

of ttw v-J particles) ran be asalRned to SUO> faallivK uf I or 8 **w-

twm and all bsryims can b« fit Into t. • or 10 swaber families. Like-

wise, in the conventt"iutI quark modvl, a l l known mesons can bt computed

ol « stnKlv 1*) pair and all known baryons can be formed fro* qe.a, com-

bination*. There is no convincing evidence for particles thai would

requlrr ilasatf 1< .it Ion outside of the conventional schsvw but further

experimentat ion to find surh "exotlr" states or put upper limits on

their t-roas section for production is clearly Important.

W« discuss below two experiment* carried out by our collaboration

to search for vxotif mesons havInn two units of charge which would re-

quire no less than two quark'antIquarfc patrtt i . e . , qqqq. The t i n t of

these experiments Is completed with pvbllshed results on the upper lim-

i t s of the cross-secttona for bafkwardt-produrlion of •xatlr X** Mates

In the reaction

< • * • • . * • * * • " f o B | M - ( l )

at 1.4 CeV/r, The only flrwl states that could t* analysed In this ex-

periment were those where the X consisted of n » , - - i -",

**o*it4v"*4<i~, or p t".'ip*. This experlswnt involved the SIAC 15-Inch

ItapU Cycllnn Rubble Chamhcr which was trlRitcred to take pictures by a

downstream neutron detector. The siailatlcAt level ol this experliwnt

was about 10 events/ub and the upper limit of the i rc»»»irclIcn for X

of iu»» ' ) CrV and width 100 HeV l« 4-.' ..b for the fln-1

tt*m the S|̂ C »treamer chamber to search for backwards-produced exotic

mrsonn vtt'i iu. I. Mc».or «t)t|otl> , The reaction be in* studied la



tdrge t I n s i d e t h e streamer chamber. In t h j * experiment w w i l l he

able to reach c lose to the 1000 event/lib leve l .m.t we wi l l .in.tlvx.- n.«r.-

final s t a t e s .

Before d i scuss ing these two experiment*, we t 'ivc new raotivjtii.in

for searching for bnckwards-produred exot ic mesons in bnryon-ejtrhnnKc

reac t ions and o the r experiments of the saw* IVpe a re discussed t s well-

I I . SURVEY OF EXOTIC MESON SEARCHES AW) THE IMPORTANCE OF BACKWARDS

PRODUCTION PROCESSES

A. The Experimental S i tua t ion

Since there in no p r ac t i c a l nethnd for performing m*<Uterlii|t ex-

periments with pa i rs of p a r t i c l e s such AS «*«*, " " " " , K*-*, ^ n e t c .

to fltwirch for e>i>tlc ai'Stins, It Is necessary to study these Hvitiews In

production experinentx where Htntvs with th ree or more part li-lt-tt ntv

also a c c e s s i b l e . The nwinUcstly exotic s t rangeness * +1 barynnlc sys-

tem can he Invest laatetl in forrwii ion cxpcrlnenCH, .ind th*' stfltiiH of
*

tusse 7* s t a t e s Is rev 1 uwtw) îv St<'inber^ at t h i s canference.

There a r e thr.n- >Hcm>rit's .tf product Ion exper isents by whli-h one

night choose t o si*nrd> for uxo l l r nenonn, Tho th ree p o s s i b i l i t i e s i r e

t l l u s t r a c t d Ivy the following specifh- exanplesi

1) Two-body forward-production ,i« in ttxc «U<MOI\ i>nohnr>Rf reitctlon

in lln» n*i<-i|i>

p • X *

V,st ••( Ill* ( w . l t l v . i-1 "\t T -V. -11.UI .Vi.!.r, i 1 > H i ' l i ?!«'*.•!'

prftln. t i->n i fffii-v from tit">iU-K .>l i . tv t l»n>t ft tvp ts i t .»nt) i i ) invnlv-

Itic p t t 'n , kiiiMi. -mi) .»nt I*proton twin* in h i W l v < Mmtwt vyyvTlnwrn*.

T1;CK«- .t.it.i .in> nup*>.irU«-<l in r«-'ont rvVlfWH l>v (\ttien" .IH»1 J*r.il"ton*

wh.To iv | i |>. t l uppt-r H i - i t * •-! .*<IO ..b w*-ri' rcp>*rti>d. Also . aif,h

Hi>it l Ht l<-H i ounti-r tini ,i 'li'Hiitnvd t*1 itt ndv v I riu.il • ' «« «t 11 r inn f rots

r c . i r t i on t>p>' 1) with X • - - r c v c i l n<' s-t'tidniii-l rrnnnant bi>-

h n v j o r . 1

Tf push downwardn tlu* tippvr l lBltH >'" oxot it m-non product Lou II

wi l l )»t> n.-.onMrv ID p o r l o r n mor* count or or hybrid cxperlSK'ntit tlmi

can Invest lR.itt> tlu> rhnrKt- • • .' svstcni> wi th mm-h lArgrr numbrrx <M

cventH P»T nb of c r o s H - s r i t Ion. Roflitlonn tvp^ii I) «n>l 11) Abr>vi- -ire

iu>m>r.illy hard to i r l f t c e r , oxrept for tht ihrer-hody fln.il *t.iti*i> ti>

study TT" »r . i t tcr ini t when* no evidence tor ov , ten were ii and. Tlir tt i lr .!

p n R s l b i i f f v , riM> t l<m i v[)f i l l ) , i s rcl-i i l v t l v i-inv t>> i r i cn t - r .mil i s

ttn-ri>i.trv -̂  vi'rv tnU'r>Htli\K |>o«ttlbll i t v I ren t purelv «>xporiim»nl<!

point t'l view. J'urihiTiw»i»', tliori- .ir*- t iworot li'.tl ,irnu»ontii h.»st>d oil

(«.•-.- -mpmu'nt <.tuflUtv t ha t »vinn«iH. thni hAf-kwartl-proituit ton I s wlwrc

e x o t i c Sh-nons a r e t o be found. F . s t lMt«s c m bv nuiile or t h e c r o s s -

HOi*.iot»i* vii which these o x o i u " t a t ' - , should bv i>roi(iicott it d w tlwctN

i s iMMnlit»!fiil tt* ileHiTtbiM in the fol lowing s e i t l o n .

Ii, Thcnrf i i i . i l Moiiv .ulon i«»r Ixpi'i*IntentN t«» Kjt'kw.irUN-rrtnttk'tliMi

•>f KK.M II- Mesons

Tbrer exiimplen of b.ti'kwards-prndurt ion ro . i t i lons ar t ' diHCdSSitl >1>

pfmir i ' i l hrlow.



A x " A"J

The first two of these arc reactions (O "»A <2) respecttvely. that our

collaboration has been Investigating. These two reaction* am dynamic-

• l l y Identical since they are 180° reflections of i«.ich otliur In (so»|iiii

space. The third picture la that of a V exchange rortitlim, i.e.

• + p •• K A? r w i r H » t l ) eearch bnckwards-produced str i

• + 1 exotic mesons,for which recent data slio exists .

The interest in these reactions from <i theoretical viewpoint In

b.ned on the fact that a virtual barvon-atitlbaryon interaction occurs

giving rlae to doubly charged states, Ctearly, no real (team of tii«

rcq-iirad antlbaryona i* experimentally possible; tharaforo, thuae

baryori-exchange proc«»»» provide a mman* for producing virtual baryon-

anttbaryon Interaetlona In manifestly exotic, chtirttc • ! J final attttfs.

According to argum#nt« by Roaner, Jacob and Weyera, and by Llpkln . two-

ropponent duality convtralnti iu|gcat that exotic meson* should couple

to these baryon-anttbaryon vertices- An Important prediction from these

theoretical Ideas la that the cross-sections for hnt'kwardn-produn>tt ex-

otic me ion H should be of thu same order ,i* tho crnmt ncttionit for h.iok*

wurds-proiluced non-exotic nttions. More sperUlcalJv, runHidor the m<n-

exotlc production react IOT.S pictured bo low:

Comparing these with thv wxatlc production dl«Kram« shown above, the

prediction is that

I I I . EXOTIC HESOS SMKCHES IN MCKUAROS-fRODUCTlOK

k> Study of the teacllot. t * • p + K** • , \ ° ,
i or ward

Two expvrlhwnta have been completed recently to starch for back-

iMrda-priKtut'tfd »tc*atcn*vw - +1 vxotir mespns. A Columbia-tinjthamion

rUtboratton5 analyted 866.000 photoSrapha from thv SUC 82-lnch

bubhU chamber with 1} CeV/e Incident r*. Thla •xsosuie had a alatU-

tlcal lavwl of about 10 events/uh vhth corrections for unseen forward

A°*a ar» Uken Intn account. The V.** mass is computed as a visaing

maas off of the forward A°. Upper limits on K** production with •»«

confltlvnre Iw»l 4rr xWen AS follows]

for K**maas ' ?.« CtV. . ' w M f • 1.7 ub

Tlwm> v j l x e n atv to he c.m|>.ir»>tt y^tl, A VAIVK' t'f about 0 .0 ) ,,h lor h*rk-

war<l nnn-vxot ii Xl> produrtion At the same ln<-ldvnt mown turn in the t « -

• K** • .'P i tmt'nt rhi- upper limit* »it



Che exotic meson production arc not low enough to v io la te the dual i ty

requirener.t,

the second recent experiment to tearrh for backwards K produc-

tion vat carried out by a CEKN-Frleburg-Saclay i-oll.ibnr.ition with tin-

CERN Onega Spectroneter. The bvan nonientuB wati 12 CvV/r. Thin vat,

alto carried out at a mlHlnft U I I experiment although plots wer»-

given showing the K for various charged part ic le «u l t lpUci t i t> i . Up-

per l imit ! on backward-. -• exot ic product Io* ranged between O.OfaO «nd

0.150 ub from the low Man to the high nuns part of the K D I M spec-

trum for K** tu*s squared leaa than M5 C»V . This upper U n i t rMORfr

is to be compared with the backward non-exotic K* production at %12

GeV/e of approxlnntelv 0*07 ub. Since the non-exotic and exotic crop*

section values arc e tsent laUy the sano, th i s ! • a rutult which, baaed

on thu abicnce ot exotica. U barely i lgnlftcant for weaken!nit the tvo-

enrnponent dual i ty atguannts.

A. SLAC Experlncnta to Search for BnrkwnrdK-Produced Kxotic
MeRons

I) Study »f the reaction "* + p • X** + n f o n i i r j n l 8 - 4 fi**v/l

ThU wna the f lrat oxpvrln^.t currted out by nur l o l l a b o i -

•ition (tndiAna-Purdue-SU(>V«nricrblU> flnd wan .il«" the Hr»t

pxperlmcnt involvlnK Che SI>C IS Inch Itapld CycllnK Ruhhle

Cl>nmneT. RemiH* frofli t h l i oxperlmnt luivp nlremlv heuti |«ih-

llflhed nnd wo niinmnrjat- the n.iln reiultn hero. 7 Tlit> vxp(>rl-

tnt-nui letup U sttmm In Figure 1. Forward neuirnnii wUnin

•9° of the heJin dircrtton were detcctvd with 4 tlnwnstrvnm

notitmn ilotcrtor ronrtlatlnn of Iron-plntol %\MXV rttnnt>v>rit In-

t »n- "•• M { r -

tin- Hp.irV l.«. it l.'n». Sl«d thv

th»«n.> rhannvlR in our pttperlM'nt wan 10 rvint* pvr ;.t>. Upper

U n i t s fur .in o«t>t t> X *t»lc t̂ i 04cI* o( ttwcv .SAnnrl« Tî t

A rr«.m.in>v wldil. |iM KrV WA* I-.1 ,.b fot rMnt»^ 1 CrV,

' r>mp.iri> ttirav wirh tht- non-ex>*M> X* pivtiuiM l.»r »n IU.

rt>Acn<m •* • p • X" • ' ( o r v M . d •»* " fli'V/t rr«>» A ftM-c*rnv«i«

«c*lon cKprrlBml* whirr "(.*» " I .*!• • 0..' >b .tnJ MAJ) -

0 . } *^'^ t h , Oiif LppiT U » I U f.*r tin i-hAnnrlit t.lti*ito! .ir.-

ct>np.iriilili wllti .'!'•' nonn'Kt't |>' i%*kor • ti'nrt n*i t ion*> tinJ ihr

4hnciiiv "t I'Xft 1. aM'rton** In lh(>> fxpt*rin«-iii, Ilk*- (Wnv from

tin- (*n'f,.i Spi'itrt't^flcr. .He 1'itrdv hlRnl(l«<tni I*T qiirHt i.-n-

Inn the V.1II.HIV ol l In iv.'-.<>»(i.>nt-ht .tunlllv Hvf.nSi- in.

rii-.irlv, v).r *IM1V*!« vt I In- cnt irr X** »p,-*tui(t In. lu.tln,:

thr Inveitl I gilt t 1 t*f a<tJlllt<nAt fln.il ni.iit'n .tt A htfih«>7 Jl'il*

U t l r n l lwi'1 IK >lt'«lr.iMi-.

•mo •*( xhv MAC i , tit* • ̂ i» t tnt'n^.ii m*tit|»



In Figure 2 Illustraces the salient features of the system

with a downstream magnetic spectrometer including counter

liodoscopes, wire spark chambers, and a (Jerenkov counter for

triggering on forward protons. An internal liquid deuterium

target 60 cm long and 2.5 cm wide extends into the screaner

chamber with Che deuterium entirely within the visible region

of the chamber. Data taking wan completed on July 14, 1975

and the analysis of the data Is now under way. We project

what we expect to obtain in this experiment.

This experiment was designed to aeaaure the K~~ spectrum

as a mliting nass off of the forward proton as well as to an-

alyze specific channels by measuring Che X decays in the

streamer charter. The estimated missing mass error versus

the missing nass ia shown in Figure 3. This i s from a Monte

Carle calculation incorporating All expected measuring; errors

including the beam momentum error ~p ^ 1/2X» and angular div-

ergence £.6 % i mrad, chc ±1 MI *rror in Che location of sparks

in the wire spark chambers* and Multiple scattering effects.

We also show in Figure 3 what woulu be expected if the target

were hydrogen racher than deuterium revealing the spread in

Che missing mass error cue to the Fermi momentum.

While the missing mass resolution with a deuterium target

is not ideal, i t la seen that over the mining MISS range ex-

pected to be most interesting, i . e . , from about 1.5 to 2.5

GeV/c, the misslns mass error 1* ab-ut ±80 HaV which is coa-

parable with the halt width for typical harfronic decays. Kine-

matic f i ts to events in the streamer chamber have been shown

to be of about the name quality as f its to similar final scales

with a large bubble chamber surh as the SLAC 82-inch bubble

U PIT ITTI of the Santa Cruz-SLAC collaboration ia shown in

Figure 4. A sharp u° peak Is seen with a full width kt hnlf

maximum of about 35 HeV which ia consistent with Che resolu-

tion obtained from IC fits In the 82-inch bubble chamber.

The SLAC streamer chamber equipped with a narrow internal

target verves well for nearly 4IT detection of slow charged

cracks. This Is seen from past experience with the SLAC

streamer chamber data together with preliminary result* from

scanning of our own data. Averaged over all interactions, we

expect that not more than •vlOX of ths events wi l l have one or

more tracks that cannot be reconstructed for any of s variety

of reasons• Two typical pictures are shown in Figure 5 re-

vealing the similarity in eh* quality of these photographs

with bubble chamber photograph*. Low momentum <£l00 HtV/c)

large angle tracks are eaaily measured and high multiplicities

pose no particular problem. However, since the SLAC duty

cycle ia such that an average beam burst i s spread over only

^1,5 usec, the interaction that triggers the streamer chamber

will often be accompanied by one or more Interactions by other

beam particles entering within the 1.5 uscc time slot. We av-

eraged about five parclclrs pur bean burst and 120 bursts per



second. The fact that the Interaction vertex Is not seen Is

a source of possible confusion since accompanying interac-

tion*. Interactions of secondaries tracks, and knock-on elec-

trons can a l l emerge ffom nearby locations within the target.

To simplify the analysis, we electronically tag a l l the pic-

tures where more than one beam track interacts- Furthermore,

by extrapolating tracks to i common vertex in the target ,

tracks not associated with thn primary interaction can be

ell*lnit«d. Referring "gain to Figure 5, the closely spaced

parallel tracks with high momentum curving toward the left at

Che top of the picture are the negative beam par t ic les . The

highest Domentua positive part icle i s likely to be the one

chat triggered the event.

The completed experiment consists of about 130,000 pic-

cures of backwards-produced X* and X~" considering both proton

and neutron interactions In deuterium. From these pictures

there will not b« •ore than ^50,000 events of single in ter-

actions as described above. This sample amounts to M)00

•vents per ub-nucleon for forward protons with momentum ^9

G*V/c or, equivalently( for X or X naases ranging fro*

threshold to about 3.2 GeV.

A valuable feature of hiving a deuterium target i s that

in the same data we have both the non-exotic backwards-produced

X~ from r"p Interactions along with the desired exotic X~"

system resulting from the needed v n interactions. The wtrioua

exclusive channels to be most cleanly analyzed include the

following:

X " XL

W " , (4fl)~~, , . . even (3^)". (5^)", . . . odd

C-pqrity fi-parity

K°KV, KViTitV, . . . K°K", K V I T V , . . .

pi n, ppir n t , . . pp" , p n( , , .

The baryon-antibaryon decays will be of special interest since

it has been argued that exotics should be coupled to baryon*

antlbiu-yon channels to preserve two-component duality. Ue

can cross-check our 1C f i t s to final states Involving a single

it0 since the singly charged X~ system complements the mani-

festly exotic X~" system by providing clean f i t s to multipli-

c i t ies not accessible to the l a t t e r . Structure not seen in

fitted channels may appear in the missing mass off of the for-

ward proton.

C. A ComplammtRT-y Reaction to Understand the Role of A-Exchango

In addition to the TT d Jatu mentioned iib«vt>, ,i ftnullfr «atrpie of

data from the reaction

"+ + d - BD++ + ' . p « + ^forward

was taken nt H GoV/c. As Buggnntcd by I.ipkin^ tlii« provlilrn a HUMUS

for comparlnR virtual A -nunlcon internctlons with ,\ -nuclcon Inter-

actions. This is cosily seen by compnrinR the ill.inr.im below (neglect-

ins the spectator proton) with the previous di.mr.imn inv^lvin^ forward

protons and backward mesons.



The process flT^n -* X can be made up of

1) A diftractive component,

U ) Direct channel exotic resonances,

ill) A third non-resonant component specifically asso-

ciAted with the annihilation machanln.

However, the process A n -* BB it presumed to consist only of a

diffrsctive component.

It Is hoped that even if obvious X~~ resonances do not appear, by

comparing the TT d with the n~d data, dramatic differences In the vir-

tual A n and A n cross section* nay give important clues for further

understanding of the problem of exotics.

Me gratefully acknowledge the assistance given us by K. Runnel1,

S. Flatte* and T. Schalk in providing information from previous streamer

chamber experiments.
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Figure 1 - Experimental setup of SLAC 15-inch nPid cycling

bubble chinber with downstream neutron detector.

Figure 2 - Experimental setup of SLAC 2-neter

and dovnatrein spectrometer.
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Some Recant Results front a Study of
~*-p Interaction* at 15 GeV/c *

C. Baltay. c.V. Cautii, D. Cohen. M. K»lelkar, D. Pisello
Columbia University. New York. N.Y. 10027

W.D. Snith. N. Yoh
SUMY at Blnqhawton, N.V.

Some recent result* are presented from a high s tat i s t ics
study of p interactions nt IS GeV/c. The experiment hn*
b*»n carried out at the Stanford Mnear Accelerator Conter
using "n rf separated IS GeV/c ~* beam incident on the 82~
in. bubble Chan-bar filled with liquid hydrogen. A total of
966,000 pictures wore taken and scanned, and al l interactions
wore recorded. All interactions up to the highest multiplicity
observed (fourteen outgoing charged tracKs) with or without
associated neutral particle decays fvoes* were measured on
the Columbia University HPD operating in an automatic pat ten
recognition mode. About 750.000 events were measured. The
measurerents wore processed by an event finding prograir,
followed by three-dimensional geometrical reconstruction and
kinematic fitting to specific final states using our versirn
of the programs TOTP and SQUAW.1 Out of a total of ? 500.000
events that successfully passed through #11 of the selection
criteri* up to the present time, the following sample of
fitted non-strange particle final statos have been obtained!
Topqloav Measured fivepta 4^c f i t s Unique \~C Fits

2 191.000 SI.106 17.007
4 214.000 25.991 25,81*
6 93.000 7.69B 14.906
8 ie.000 1.733 3.428

10 1.A00 196 370
The 4-C fits were to the reactions *p - p+ **(n) **(n) ".
and the l-C f i t s were to the reactions p •> p* *tn) Mn)

"•-° or *p . *•-*+(») *Mn> "*n, where n - 0,1.2.3 or 4.
we report hero on thro* particular topics from thin

experiiEsntt U) observation of a new meson resonance near

* Research supported in part by the National science Foundation
and the Research Foundation of fiUNY.

2340 Mevr (2) observation of a g- threshold effect, the A.j
and (3) upper limit on non-diftractive A, production.

1) Observation of a new me o n resonance with mass
M = 2340 +_ 20 MeV, a width of T « 180 ^ 60 MeV, decaying
primarily i nto . . • .

(This topic was discussed m the talk at Argonne.
Hownvor. since a paper on this topic has been accepted for
publication by the Physical Review Letters, and should bo in
print in that -journal before theie proceedings are distributed,
this diicussion has been omitted front this vtrLteup.)

2} Observation of a g-' threshold effect, the A..
Figure 1 shows the " ~~ man distribution from the

reaction ~ p - p**-+ ~. The presence of the . , f, and g
mesons i s apparant in this distribution. Selecting events
with a •" combination in the :, tho : ° - mass spectrum,
shown in Fig. 2, shows the well known threshold enhancement
near 1100 MeV known as the A., selecting events with a -* -"
mass in the f region, thtf fo> mass spectrum, Fig. 3, shows
the familiar enhancement near 1650 MeV known as the A 3* In

a similar way, when we select events with the ~ ~" mass in
the g meson region, and plot the g°- mass spectrum (Fig. 4),
a sharp enhancement near 2050 MoV, which one naturally dubs
the A,f in apparent.

The intorpretntion of those enhancements an resonances
or threshold efforts is not clear. To gain some insight into

for event* whore the - mass Is in control regions belov
thn r. between the , and f. between the f and g. and above
tho g meson. Figure 5 shows these plots (also included in
this fxguro for continuity are the plots for the , . f, and g
regions). All of those distributions are charac-Ur^ zed by
similar low imps enhanccirents typically 300 to 400 MoV above
the " mass soloctod. This observation makes one skeptical
of tho interpretation of these enhancements ait re'onant



state*, A mote detailed analysis of this final state is now

in progress. Including a phase shift analysis of the •• ' -"

ivstem over the entire mam range.

3) Upper limit on non-diffractive A, production.

The A. hss been observed as a J threshold enhancement
+ ± +

in the diffraetive processes -p * p' - . However, due to

the complications of the diftractive process, tho interpreta-

tion as a resonance has not been obvious. Also, phase shift

analyses of these diffract!1* processes do not support the

interpretation as a resonance. G. Kano has recently reempha-

sized the importance of the question of the A^, and has pointed

out that if it is a resonant state it should also be prodir«d

in non-diffractive channels such aa

H* estimates a cross section of 15 lib for this process at
otic energy, 15 GaV/c, with an abaolute lower limit of 2 ub.

We have .elected 7728 events of the reaction
• + + - o

• p - P " "
with a p-+ u n in the j * * region, corresponding to a
sensit ivity of 20 events/lib. Figure 6 shows the w T~TT° mass
distribution opposite the a In this reaction. We observe
very clear signals for the production of the r\°, &0, and the
Aj°, and an indication of the e° decaying into T+T"T°.
However, we see no evidence for the A.. We can place a one
standard deviation upper limit of

o(-+p - i^Aj) s 1 1/2 |.b

for an Aj width of ISO MeV or less. This limit is less than

the cross section expected by Kane, although his 2 ub

absolute lower Unit is not conclusively ruled out.

A phase shift analyais of the -+-~-° system in this

final state is in progress as an attempt to reduce the

experimental upper limit on Aj production in this nondiffrac-

tive process.

We thank the operating crews of the 82-in. bubble
chamber and the rf beam at SLAC, the scanning groups at
Nevis and Binghamton, and the Columbia University HPD
group for their efforts on this experiment, and Dr. Steve
Csorna for his collaboration on the early part of the
experiment.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1 - IT" mass spsctrum from the reaction *p • p * *-"
Fig. 2 r T IT" mass spsctrum for events with a -*-" in the

p region in the reaction - p - p- •• -~
Fig. 3 f n ' mas* spectrum for events with a in the

f region '.n the reaction -*p - p»*-*-"

Fig. 4 » v IT" mass spectrum for ovents with a -*-" in the

g region in the reaction -fp - p-*-+-"

Fig. 5 IT** »" mass spectra for events with a -*-" in the

mass ranget a) 420 to 620 MeV, b) 620 to 920 M>v,

c) 920 to 1120 MsV, d) 1120 to 1420 MeV, e) 1420

to 1560 MeV, f) 1560 to 1800 MeV, g) 1600 to 2000

MeV in the reaction -*p - p-*-*-".

Fig. 6 TBie mass distribution from the react:on
TtP - P", "b -~-° for events with the p-^* combina-

tion in the & mass region.
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CURRENT STATUS OF BARYJN SPCCTROSCOPV
Kamcshunr C. ••.nil

Physics Department, Syra;use Univers i ty , Syracuse, N'.V.

I. INTRODUCTORY REXARki
In the l a s t few years the main a c t i v i t y in barycn

spectroscopy has focussed on attempts to c l a s s i f y the
observed baryor.s into Si;(6) m u l t i p l e t s . In the past decade
SU(3) symmetry emerged as an 'approximate' symmetry of
strong i n t e r a c t i o n s . The known baryons belong to SU(3)
n u l t i p l e t s , the ir masses s p l i t according to Gell-Mann-Okubo
formula and the ir decay c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s are c o n s i s t e n t with
a broken vers ion of SU(3) symmetry. Recent e f f o r t s are
directed towards combining such approximate SU(3) mul t ip l e t s
into approximate SU(6) mult i t i l e t s »rd understanding the
decays in terms of broken versions of SU(6)U symmetry.

As i s wel l known, there i s an e x t e n s i v e amount of l i t e r -
ature concerning this subject and therefore, it is difficult
to present at exhaustive review of the material in a limited
space and time2. Instead, I propose to discuss briefly the
basic Ideas of some of the current models and the experimental
data for their claims to success. ! wi l l not present detailed
numerical comparisons. I hope that the l i s t ef references
provided at the end will contain adequate information for such
details.

II.'REALISTIC OR CONSTITUENT QUARK MODELS
So far, the known baryons belong Co a decuplet (10) , an

octet (8) or a singlet (1) representations of SU(3). The
known mesons occur only tn octets »nd s ing le ts . There is no
firm experimental evidence for hiidrons belonging to other
representations such as 10* or 27. This is probably the
strongest ppectroscopic evidence for a constituent quark

picture in which the baryons are made up of three quarks,
since

S I i t ! • (6 t 3*) 1 j > ill t t II 1 I 1,
and the mesons arc made up of a quark-antiquark pair, since

3 8 3* • 8 rt 1.
The non-observation of other representations i s thus an
immediate consequence.

For classification of baryonic states according to higher
symmetry schemes such as SU(6)80(J). enc constructs totally
symmetric states in al l the conventional variables, ( i . e . ,
i) Internal symmetry, i i ) Spin, and i l l ) orbital states) .
The total ly symmetric nature of the state is in obvious con-
tradiction with the Fermi-Dirac s tat i s t ics of the quarks.
The situation is resolved by introducing the now well-known
artifice called color symmetry. One assumes that the latter
is an exact SU(3) symmetry and if one requires that the
observed bftryons are color singlets, then one obtains the
necessary overall antisymmetry in conformity with the Fermi*
Dirac s tat i s t i cs .

A systematic way of constructing states with the required
symmetry is based on the permutation group, S_, on three
objects which, in this case, are the three quarks. If each
quirk can be in one of a number of states x,y,: the
baryonic state can be in any one of thr»e Independent irre-
ducible representations of Sj. Two of these are one dimen-
sional, namely the symmetric (S) and antisymmetric (A) repre-
sentations. The third one is the so-callod mixed representa-
tion (M) and it is two dimensional1. The Irreducible tenser
representations of SU(n) are also irreducible under Sj .
Table 1 contains the description of states (their dimension-
ality and symmetry classification under the permutation
symmetry) obtained by combining internal symmetry and quark
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|56>s

|10,4> s

|8 ,2> s

|70>M

|8.4>M

|10,2>M

|8,2>M

SU(8J

\izo>s

| 2 0 , 4 > s

1 2 0 , 2 > s

|168>M

| 2 0 , 4 > M

120,2>M

| 2 0 , 2 > M

|4*.2>M

|20> |S6>A

E P * EP | 20 ,2> .

Table 1. States with Definite Symmetry
Obtained by Combining Unitary
Spin and Quark Spin

spin. For internal symmetry, we consider both SU(3) and
SU(4). The inclusion of SU(4) i s motivated by the recent
discovery of the narrow resonances in 3-4 Gev region and

the prssi ' i i l i tv that they manifest the existence of a new

quaiitiim number calicd charci. The baryons are then made up

of three quartet? of quarks, 1 sh3ll not discuss S1J(4) or

the corresponding SU(8) symmetry in any detail except to l i s t

the SU(3) contents of relevant SU(4) representations (Table !)

and the expected states classified according to SU(8)S0(3).5

•
SU(3)

3
1

CHARM

F 2 0M

rm 2 0S

10
6
3
1

c«o
|56>s-il20>s e

C»l C-2 C-3

Table 2. SU(3) Content of SU(4) Representation

Next, as regard to space-wave functions, consider the
simple nonrelativist ic harmonic-uscillator model. If we



separnte t.ie conter-of-mass motion, we have effectively two

decoupled three-dimensional harmonic-oscillators, which

represent the orbital excitations. They can be classified

according to 0(3) and they possess well defined symmetry

properties under S*. Combining these orbital excitations

with the internal synnetry -md the spin variables, fce have

listed the totally symmetric states (R,lP)iN in Table 3.

R denotes the dimensionality under SU(6) or SU(81, L, the

total orbital angular momentum and N the radial excitation

quantum number. The parity P of the state is given by
L

SUC6]

{56;

CO;

(20;

(56;

{70;

{56;

ixO

0*

r
i*

2*

2*

0*

>0
il

h
h
)2
>2

SUJ8,

(120

(168

(56

{120

(168

{120

)xO

i 0

; 1

; 1

i 2

; 2

i 0

C3J
*>0

">1

*>2

%
+ >2

Table 3. Totally Symmetric States

{R; L P ) N NsRadial Excitation

Finally, the total angular momentum of the state is

obtained by combining the total orbital angular momentum

t with the total quark spin 3 which can take on the value

3/2 or 1/2. In this way we arrive at the states denoted

by 2S*1R.P where R now denotes the Sti(5) or SUM) represen-
ts p

tation, 2S*1 the quark spin multiplicity and J , the total

angular momentum and parity. Thus, in the case of SU(6)xO(3),

(56;0')0-

{70:l'l,~ {*S , 4S , 48 , '10 , 210 ,

f f f r f
28 . 28 , 21 , 21 ,

3' 1" 3' 1"
7 7 7 7

r ! f 7 ! i
Similarly for SU(8)xO(3),

{12010*),,* {420 . , 220 .}
0 S 3 * Ml*

0 0 C-l O2 C«34iv> 4v. \ . v ;
7 7 7 1

2A 'ft 2 ,r r
where in the last three lines, the SU(4) representatioi.

have been decomposed into their SU(3) contents along with

their charm quantum number.

It is cloar that one expects a bcwilderingly large

number of states. Is there experimental evidence for such a

spectrum? We shall see this in the next section. In passing,

note that the expected states in the relativistic harmonic-



osc i l la tor model of Feynman, Kislinger and Ravndal (I'KR)
are the same as in the nonre lat iv i s t i c model. The two
models d i f f er in the matrix elements of the transit ion
operators and hence in the decay matrix elements.
III . EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON

As there is no experimental evidence for charmed
baryons (or for charmed mesons), I shal l limit my discussion
to SU(6)B0(3). The s table baryon JP- 1/2* octet and the well-
known J - 3/2* decuplet can clearly be identified as belonging
to Z8jy2 and IO3/j respect ive ly , completing the ( 5 6 , 0 * } Q
super-multiplet. Tables 4 and S contain scatter p lo t s of
resonances assigned to {70,1*}. and {S6,2 } , • These plots
are taken from Li tchf ie ld ' s rapporteur's talk at the last
London conference .

5/2

3/2]

1/2"

Observed resonances

NNNN
AAA

AAAA
NNNN'

/IAAA

1400

NNNN

1600

E
AAAA
NN

Ail

AAAA A
NNNN

req'd missini

(8)
1 0
1 0
1 0

2 3 0
C8)-(8) 3 1

'tlO)'(l) 1

4(8)2(8)

Table 4. Scatter plot of

1800 2000
Mass (HcV)

Scatter plot of j ' igiimt mass for states assigned
to the (70,1 } SU(6),,. supermultiplet.
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4(10)
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1
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2
1
1
1

2
1
1
1

1
0
0
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missii.g

0
0

0

1
C
0
0

2
0
0
0

[
O

O
O

O

i60u igoo :ooo

Table 5. S imi lar s c a t t e r p l o t for { 5 6 , 2 * ) 2

We observe that :
a) Barring i ' s and . V s , the huge ( 7 0 , 1 " ) , and ( 5 6 , 2 * i , m u l t i -
p l e t s are nearly complete. There are cand idates for s ' s ,
but s p i n and p a r i t y assignments h.ive yet to be made.
b) There ore no unasslgncd n e g a t i v e par i ty s t a t e s below 2 .00

Gev,
c) The remaining resonances l i s t e d in the Part ic le -Data-Group
t a b l e s can be c l a s s i f i e d along the sane l i n e s . The f o l l o w i n g
m u l t l p l c t s , ( 5 6 , 0 * ) , , (70 ,3"> 3 and ( 5 6 , a * i 4 are gradually
g e t t i n g f i l l e d . The {56,0 t - conta ins tti^ Roper resonance
and i t i s the rad ia l e x c i t a t i o n of ' 5 6 , 0 * ) j . The other two



multiplets mentioned above are the Regge recurrences of

{70,1'lj and {56,0*10, respectively.

56**

7 0 "

56*

Fig. 1. m*

The overall picture that energes is summarized9 in

Fig. 1, Thus it appears that the genernl pattern corres-

ponds to having positive parity (even L) resonances belong-

ing to 56 and negative pari;y (odd L) resonances bolonging

to 70. We should note that there is no evidence so far

for the 20-multiplet.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE ASSIGNMENTS

A) Experimental Information

In the last decade, elastic phase-shift analyses

provided an impressive list of tN resonances . These

resonances served as the main basis for our theoretical under-

standing of baryon spectroseopy in terms of quark models.

Corresponding extensions to strange channels such as itN

scattering led to a better understanding of SU(3) symmetry

as an approximate symmetry of strong interactions.

The emphasis within the last years has shifted to a

study of partial-wave analysis of the inelastic reactions1

ttN*nnN,

in the cm. energy range 1300-2000 Mcv. Although these

11

studies have not been as extensive as the clastic reactions

due primarily to a lack of sufficient Jata and secondly to

the complexity of the analysis, they have already given us

significant new information not obtainable from the study

of elastic reactions alone. By analysing the data in terms

of a generalized isobar model, one can get information con-

cerning the branching ratios N*->An, N*~Np etc. Of special

importance are the relative signs and magnitudes of the

couplings gN.Nn. gN»4, and gN»N(.. In the usual SU(3) sym-

metry, these coupling constants are unrelated to each other.

In higher symmetry schemes such as SU(6)90(3), one can make

definite predictions concerning them. Consequently the

experimental information is very important in the classifi-

cation.

B) Theoretical Models

(i) Mass Spectrum

An interesting regularity in the baryon mass spectrum

is the linear rise of the squared masses with J. The harmonic-

oscillator model predicts exactly such a spectrum. Following

the initial work of Greenbcrg and his collaborators1',

Morgan and Dalitz13 have considered in detail SU(6)«0(3)

synetry for all states with N>0, 1 or 2 quanta of excita-

tions, which comprise the supermultiplets {S6,2*)o, (70,1'Jj,

(56,2*)2, (70,2*>2, {56,0*>2, <7O,O*>2 ane {20,l*>2. They

have considered a general mass operator consisting of a sum

of all two body tensor operators with definite transformation

properties under SU(6)B0(3). Each operator conserves isospin

and hypercharge. Horgan , using the information from

{56,0*)0 and some states in (70,1"}1, has used this mass

operator to predict masses of the remaining states in

(70,1")! and also masses in (S6,2*)2 and l70,2*)z. The

reader is referred to the original articles for details



concerning the results, the data fitting, criteria for good

fits, analysis of various synnetry breaking terns, and the

extent of mixing between states Kith the same quantum

numbers. Generally speaking, the results for {70,l">1 and

{S6,2*)2 appear to be quite satisfactory. However, because

of the assumed nature of the S.ii.O. wave functions, one

predicts the following nearly degenerate multiplcts -

{70,2*12, {7O,O*>2 and {S6,2*)2. There is no firm experi-

mental evidence for the 70-even L multiplots. The possible

candidates considered by Horgan fit better in other multi-

plets15.

No such detailed attempt to fit the masses within the

framework of the relativistic quark nodel of FKR has been

made. In reality, there should be little difference between

the two methods in regard to the mass spectrum. Although

FKR start with a relativistic S.H.O. quark model, they

assume only space excitations in which rase the wave functions

are the same as in the corresponding nonrelativistic quark

nodel. Important differences arise, however, in calculating

the decay matrix elements.

There have been some variants of the basic nonrelativ-

istic quark model. Mitra has generalized his previous pure

s-wave quark-quark interaction model to a model in which

the quark-quark interactions include other even partial

waves . This model eliminates the unobserved 20-multiplct;

while predicting the same mass spectrum for the 56-raultlplct,

the model drastically alters the masses in 70-multiplets.

From the miss spectrum alone it is not possible to rule out

this model. Another idea proposed some time igo by

Lichtenberg visualizes the baryon as a quark-diquark

system. The diquark system belongs to a 21-dimensional

representation of SU(6). An attractive feature of this

model is that the low lying baryons should be even parity

56 and odd parity 70 states, as indicated by experiments

discussed in the previous section,

(ii) Decay Analyses

As noted earlier, partial-wave analyses of clastic and

inelastic reactions provide information concerning branching

ratios, total widths ami of particular importance • relative

signs of the amplitudes at resonance. Consider the contri-

bution of a pure resonance to a parity-conserving centcr-of-

mass helicity amplitude

fJ fK) fJ fKl

•> 4 1 £ J

where |fj A (W)|
2 is related to the partial width of the

resonance with spin J decaying into particles i,j with heli-

citics Xj and X.. fi,j, represents essentially the vertex

function. There are literally innumerable ways of writing

such vertex functions for arbitrary spin particles. In

what follows, we shall choose a specific coupling scheme

which is relativistic and lends itself to a simple physical

interpretation in that it i.t a rclativistic analogue of

Russells-Saunilcrs coupling . This is accomplished by

choosing 2(2i*l) component fields to describe the particles"

and first combining the spins jj.j, to form a spin j-field21

and choosing 1 such that J-!»3. Then

where

I. F£1t.i 00.



cosh ai > rA > sinhf, " •Ur'- , X " *<'x<-i Mj 1 Mj i )

In the above expression the helicity dependence is

extracted in terms of a set of CCC. The kinematic structure

and threshold behaviour are explicit. G(Jij) are reduced

coupling constants to which symmetry considerations can be

applied. Thus

O(Jlj) - <A|T|BC>,

where A,8 and C may belong to appropriate SU(6)80(S) nultiplets.

In realistic quark models, the pion or photon emission

takes place, from each quark, „ „

so that ' q

O(JIJ) • <MTn%Y|B>

Since explicit wave functions for A,!! are known for the !>aryons,

decays can be calculated in terms of a few parameters22. ::on-

relativistic and relativistic quark models of FKR differ

basically in 'recoil' terms.25

V. ALGEBRAIC QUARK MODELS

While S.H.O. shell models arc straightforward and give

unambiguous answers, they suffer because of the obvious fact

that quarks have not been observod. If the quarks are assumed

to be massive to avoid this difficulty, the binding energies

are too large to treat the internal motion nonrelativistically.

The relativistic model of FKR is unsatisfactory because of

unitarity violations' . Consequently an alternate approach

based more on group theoretic methods and less on explicit

dynamics has been pursued by several authors. Quarks are

viewed only as mathematical objects; quark nodeIs serve

only to 'abstract' algebraic structures which may be rele-

vant in the real world. Such approaches have enjoyed a

reasonable degree of success in correlating the decay inform-

ation and confirm the classification of the baryor.s according

to higher symmetry schemes,

a) SU(6)K Symmetry and its broken version

In the classification of rest states according to

SU(6)80(J), we have assumed that SU(6) contains the usual

SU(2) spin group. It is well known that this symmetry is not

a valid symmetry since it forbids such well known decays as

p*»», A*N* etc. To overcome this serious difficulty, Llpkin

and Mcshkov proposed 'W-spin' formalism25. The generators

of W-spln are related to those of ordinary spin according to

V i n t V Vint sy V s i ' whtrt Pint '* the intrins

This simple modification allows one to classify one-

particle (moving) states according to SU(6)K symmetry. The

symmetry then can be applied to collinear processes as well,

in particular to a three particle vertex. In the rest system

of the decaying particle, if we take the decay axis as the

i-axis, the symnotiy is known as SU(6)Ki0(2)L .

For L-0 mesons and baryons, the difficulties with the

bad selection rules are immediately avoided. However, when

one considers decays in which more than one partial wave is

allowed (e.g. Aj-p», B-un, N"-i»), this symmetry fails badly.

The forbidden partial waves arc precisely the ones observed

experimentally. Thus SU(6)k.t0(2)L is not a good symmetry

for vertex functions. *

In view of this, phcnomcnological models have been pro-

posed which break the symmetry in a specific way. SU(6)Ka'O(2)L



implies definite relations between different a]loved partial
waves. In the broken version, these relations are not main-
tained. The SU(6)K predictions ire applied separately to
the different partial waves. The resulting scheme is Known
as L-brokcn SU(6)K

26. Another nodel known as the JP0 BOJC!:"
also produces SU(6K, breaking. Tron a phcnrc.?noloc,lcal
point of view, these two aoJcls arc iUcntlc.il ami have net
with a great Measure of success in the analysis of {?0;l.pl ) j*
(56,0*)0 • pseudoscalar mesons.

b) Decay schemes based on Mclosh Trans for*
The L-brokcn 5U(6)W symmetry derives partial theoretical

justification from an entirely independent consideration,
namely, the so-called Mclosh Transform and its application to
pionic and photonic decays of hldrons by Oilman, Kuglcr and
Meshkov (GKM)". Traditionaily quark and SU(o)K symmetry have
played a dual role:

I) As already discussed, quarks arc considered as funda-
mental constituents of hadrons. SU(6)k symmetry is use I to
classify single particle states at rest or in motion anJ also
as an approximate symmetry of the vertex function. This
version of SII(6)K symmetry is called SU(6)w. t ( tr0 | ] ( and the
corresponding quarks are known as constituent quarks.

i i ) In the current algebra of Gell-Hann and Daslien, a
set of so called good charges which are space integrals of
local currents generate another SU(6)K algebra. The local
currents are bilinear forms of the type q 'j/J r* q(x) (»(

are the usual SU(J) matrices and r" refer to certain Dirac
^-matrices). The quarks in this context are called current
quarks and the 50(6),, symmotry, SU(6)k . ( C u r r e n t .

The success of CVC hypothesis led to the belief that
the two SU(6)fc- algebras and the two quark* arc identical.
But i t became ev'dent that such an identification is not

j u s t i f i e d and Uut i t leads to wrong r e s u l t s 5 0 r iperImcnta l ly .

Sell-Mann suggested that the lt.o types of quarkt an.! t!ic

two SU(C)W aljrt'rai should >." ill M i n e I she.!: lie s p e c u l a t e !

that the s t a i r s t l i n l l l r j ai-cording In the <wo »chr=c- nay

be connected by a uni tary trans fornat ion . V.

" » • * > « , • ' j ' s t r o n . ' V ( C * . » > V t t > e u r r e M .

(Here I M I ( t ) k t g C ) L ) , , , , „ „ , . or <UTTn.t > l > l » arc c l i > > i n e j

accordl«» u i m i m s i w : ^ ) „ „ , , «„„„,,.
In a free quark oodcl, Mclo>h conttrucied such a unitary

transformation and showed that it is indeed not equal in
Identity5 ' .

GKM then applied thi* Idea to the stuJv »< luJrcnto 4c.jy>.
If we u»c PCAC, a b.irvonlc decay (• •»• ' , ' i tulfMlir ncson can
be reduced to the tradi t ion matrtft elenrni

where Q* Is the m i l charge. The MryonU states In the
above matrix elrKcnls arv In trrnn ot consllluvnt quarks.
Using the ttclosli Transform Idea, wr i » wrllr this as

«»'. current I VQ| V 1 I ». <»rrrnt>

Assuming thai Vi}| V 1 transform* in a s m p l r way, namely,

that i t i s a sun of two terms r ( « , 1 1 0 - ( I , « i o . O i and ( ( J , ! ) , , • ! >

• ( ( S . J ) j . l ) , GKH can c a l c u l a l r the s e s o n U decays of harvr.it.

In p r a c t i c e , the (-broken SCIICBI- (.it jnd f.KM schene {V

turn out to be more or lc>« equivalent i rom the point of

view of SI)((!)„. breaking. M»c of I'CAC in (hi Introduces

s p e c i f i c form factors in htonic dei;avs. Hut to f i t decays

Involving K mesons, the IVAC Idra Is grneral ly dropped and

then the two schemes are completely equivalent .



VI. CONFINEMENT SCHEMES

Now let us consider norc recent attempts to understand

the spectroscopic features of baryons. They concern, of

course, the most important problem, nanely. why quarks are

not found and they attempt to provide a 'realistic* dynamical

basis for hadron spectroscopy. I shall select two rather

different approaches to serve as illustrations and what can

be expected from them in the future.

a) MIT 'Baj' Model

In this approach the hadron is described as an extended

structure. A set of constituent or phenomenological fields

give rise to this structure but these fields are confined to

a United region of space. Confinement is achieved in a

•anner consistent with Lorentz Invarianct by adding a term

I v ls I to the energy momentum tensor T of the conatituent

fields. es is a function which is unity where the fields are

pr«s«nt and zero where they are not. B is u universal constant

which has the dimensions of 'pressure'. Physically one may

look upon B as generating a surface pressure (Bag) which

confines the fields in a limited region. The model is com-

pletely defined in terms of a set of equations of motion for

the fields inside the bag and a set of boundary conditions at

the surface. In the rigorous version of the theory , the

surface cannot be static; its notion is determined by the

theory. However, in practice, the equations that follow are

difficult to solve and ono has to resort to approximations.

Assuming static spherical boundaries, solutions were found

by considering only zero mass quark fields populating the

hadronic region. There is only one parameter in this 'teroeth

order' treatment, namely, B. While the model gives some good

results for magnetic moments and charge radii of nucleons, it

predicts unrealistic mass spectrum for both the mesons and
35

the baryons
35

In a more recent version36, the model is refined by

taking into account

i) An octet of vector gluon fields and the quark-gluon

interactions,

ii) Masses for the quarks, and

iii) Zero point energy associated with the quantum modes

in the bag.

In all, there are four parameters in the theory in terms

of which the static magnetic and charge properties of the

nucleon, the Masses of the 35-plet mesons and 56-plet baryons

are predicted. The results are interesting in that, without

explicitly asauming higher symmetry such as SU(6), and the

conventional ways of breaking It, one obtains reasonably

good results for the mass spectrum in terms of a few funda-

mental parameters of the theory, (tee Table 6). Further, the

masses of the low lying negative parity resonances belonging

to the 70-multiplet should be calculable in terms of the aaae

parameters and should provide a crucial test of the model.

b) Phenomenologlcal models based on non-abelian gauge theories

In non-abelian gauge theories, there are two potential

features37 that arc extremely important;

t) At large distances or small momenta, linear potentials

can arise, which lead to the confinement of quarks (Infrared

Slavery).

i i ) At short distances or large momenta, Coulomb-like
interactions dominate, with an effective coupling which
becomes weaker a* energy increases (Asymptotic Freedom). Use
of perturbation theory can then be justified.

Guided by these considerations, several authors3* have
used a phenoienological potential of the form

V(r) *. cr »d I ,

to interpret the newly discovered * or J-particles as bound
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states of charmed quark-antiquark pairs. In a recent preprint,

De Rujula, Georgi and Glashow (DGG)" have attempted a more

fundamental dynamical approach by treating strong interactions

as an exact color SU(3) gauge theory. They argue that the

color gauge couplings produce a long-range spin-independent

force responsible for quark trapping in mesons and baryons

leading to 511(6)40(3) multiplets. In order to break the

SU(3) symmetry, they make the standard assumption , namely,

the strange quark has a mass different from those of the

non-strange quarks. Finally, the effective short range force

between the quarks is attributed to the exchange of • single,

colored gluon. The effective coupling of this gluon is

regarded is small for the typical htdronic nassos based on

the arguments of asymptotic freedom. These short range forces

produce spin-spin, spin-orbit interactions which break the

5U(6) symmetry. Compared with the nonrelativiitic quark

model discussed earlier, it means that the two body mass

operators have a well defined space dependence. For the

ground state baryons, i.e., (56,0*)0 states, DGC find satis-

factory answers for masses as well at electromgnetic properties

in terms of a few parameters. Higher baryonic ttates are

not completely predictable within the framework of their

model. They, of course, extend these consideration! to

charmed baryons and mesons and predict the expected masses

and decay modes.

VII. CRITICAL COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

I have attempted a very qualitative and sketchy survey

of a vast amount of experimental information and a few

selected theoretical topics. It is indeed incomplete in

several respects. Nonetheless let us examine a few of these

aspects critically.

a) Both the realistic and algebraic quark models are neither

precise nor uinque. In addition to the stated assumptions.



there are hidden parameters such as forms of centrifugal
barrier factors, range parameters, etc. In order to reduce
the number of parameters, simplifying assumptions are often
made. Consequently there are very few, if any, unambiguous
predictions which would favor one model definitely over
another one.
b) The claim to 'good' agreement with experiment! is gener-
ally qualitative ( i . e . , within JOS) and is based on x tests.
If we look carefully at theoretical and experimental results
in specific instances, there are wide descrepancies. This
is in sharp contrast with what we know in atomic or molecular
or even nuclear spectroscopy.
c) Most of the models do have to depend upon experimental
input parameters. Apart from the properties of the stable
baryons, we have, in my judgement, very l i t t l e accurate-
enough experimental information which is direct in the sense
that i t i s model independent. The extraction of resonance
parameters from phase-shifts and phase-shifts themselves
involve theoretical assumptions. Thus most of tht so-called
experimental information is an unholy or non-kosher mixture of
implicit theoretical considerations and experiments, making i t
difficult to judge the validity of a particular theoretical
model.

d) The reasons for some of these difficulties are too well-
known. Hadron spectroscopy is quit* different from atomic
spectroscopy. We need a more or less complete theory which
predicts both the spectrum and t e l l s us how to calculate
scattering. We need to account for the background so that
spectral features can be uniquely extracted. We need to
understand the meaning of approxmiate symmetries and more
generally to develop proper dynamical approximation schemes.
Most of the approximation schemes in strong interactions are
not true approximation schemes, in that, they do not specify

the next steps in the scheme which produce smaller and
smaller order corrections to the main results.

Concluding, spectroscopy has two important aspects:
i) Mess spectrum or energy levels and, i i ) various decay
modes or transition matrix elements between the different
energy levels. A complete theory should be able to predict
both these aspects uniquely in terms of a few fundamental
parameters. We are not at that level of spectroscopy yet.
We have recipes to combine some symmetry features with some
dynamical or semi-dynamical ideas and look for an overall
agreement which at best can be described only as a qualitative
one. Further, if as Harari in his talk remarked, the number
of 'elementary' objects we have to assume is of the order of
20 or more, then we may even wonder in what sense the models

we are building are truly elementary. 40
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Duality and Resonance Background

Jean 0. Dickey

Department of Physics

Rutgers University

New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

One purpose of this work is to provide a reasonable pre-

diction of background for phase shift analysis in various channels.

The parametrization used in energy dependent partial wave analysis

is Breit-Wigner resonance* plus a smooth background term. The

irN data are good enough to allow a clean separation of resonances

from background. This is done in the Saclay analysis. Other

channels such as Ktf -* irE do not have sufficient and accurate

enough daca to allow for the separation and are not likely to in

the near future.

The method that we discuss here would eliminate this problem.

Using only SU(2) and duality diagrams, we predict the real part of

the background for any meson-octet bnryon scattering in terms of

two isostates and the imaginary part in terms of one isostate. The

two isostates can be taken as rrN I *= 3/2 and 1/2 which ara well

known from the Saclay analysis. A check is KW which is exotic and

is expected to be pure background.

The essential points in the derivation are:

U ) According to duality diagrams, the <t,u) diagram con-

tributes the real part of the resonance background.

(2) The Lr.agi.nary part of Liie background is dual to the

pjmeron and turnce it should be equal in oil elastic channels

assuming exact SU{3) and zero in all inelastic channels.

(3) We account for kinematical SIH3) breaking by doing

the comparison at equal laboratory nonenta as suggested by Rosen-

feld and Trilling. Note that this involves no adjustable para-

meters .

One prediction (see Table I) is the equality of the ^*p

elastic background and the K+p elastic background* This is seen

by examining the duality diagrams in rig. 1. There is only one

difference between them. The n quark in the ir+ has been replaced

by the A quark in the K . Hence, they arc equal assuming exact

SU(3). The real and imaginary parts of both K+p elastic ana r*p

elastic are shown in Fig. 2. K+p * K+p is pure background if there

are no resonances so we can use raw phase shifts. We took these

at low energies from the analysis of Adams and from the latest

9 +

Cutkosky solution at the hi?h«r momenta. For ~ p clastic back-

grounds, the Ayed, Bareye and Lemoigne *N partial wave analysis

(.cforred to as Saclay) is used since it separates the background

front the resonance contribution. The Almehed-Lovelace solution

(referred to as CCRN) did not specify the background, but to get

estimates of the error involved we define its background as

The agra.itwnt with K +p in both the real and Imaginary pacts i» quite

good. The experimental K+p elastic differential cross s.ction and



polarizations are compared with those computed with ir̂ p background

(see Fig. 3). The results are within experimental error at low

energies (<.97 GeV/c) in both the differential cross section and

polarization. At intermediate energies 7r+p develops a backward

peak at lower energy than does the K p, which could be due to the

uncertainty in the IT p background. The polarization prediction is

still within experimental error.

Next we generalize this and find that the real part or any

meson-octet baryon scattering can be written as a linear combination

of two terms which we call <<s>> and <<D>> and all imaginary parts

are given in terms of one terra <<p>> (see Table I).

Another prediction is the equality of »"p elastic background

and K n elastic amplitude. The Tr~p background is obtained from both

the saclay and CERH phase shift analyses. For the K n elastic

amplitude, the BGRT D solutions1 and the Martin results ate used.

The agreement is not of the sane high quality as the previous K+p

and it p (see Fig. 4). There are disagreements in two partial waves

s. and P^. The ir~p has three resonances ' in S. hence making the

determination of background especially uncertain. The imaginary

Px part in all three BGRT solutions are consistently higher than

the n~p background near 1.0 GeV/c. This corresponds to the ZQ(1780).

The Martin solution is closer to the ir"p solution.

Returning to Table I, we see that there are many predictions

included here. However, before applying them to a phase shift

analysis, we must examine why the equality K+p - it+p works so much

better than the Tr~p • K n relation. The experimental imaginary

parts in P1(K
+p) and P1(K

+n) differ considerably in a way which

suggests that K n has a resonance. Duality plus the SU(3) symmetry

of the pomaron would require these to be equal, so the K~n + i:~p

disagreement in the P1 wave cannot be entirely due to the uncer-

tainty in the n~p background. Table II gives a simple explanation.

It shows the ratios in each SU(3) state of the three contributions

to background* Remember S and D are the two contributions to the

real part while P i3 the pomeron contribution to the imaginary part.

Note that all three columns are related by proportionalities rather

than equalities. Now suppose that we interpret these background

predictions as the potential instead of the full amplitude. We

must then unitarize them before comparing them with experiment.

Unitarization preserves equalities but not proportionalities. Here

we see that the relation between [27] and [10] is the only relation

that will not be changed at all by unitarization using SUOli this

implies the exact equality of K p and IT p backgrounds. So the

hypothesis that duality diagram predictions are a potential in need

of unitarization, explains neatly why X p « IT p background should

be especially good.

The interaction of resonances with background has been

studied^® and the conclusion is that background should be unitary by

itself. If it happens that the background is strongly attractive

in some waves, there is no reason why these waves should not resonate.

Experimentally this seems to be the situation. When the Veneziano

(t,u) was fitted to data by Lovelace and Wagner, a strong attraction

in the KM p was found.13 This is also the wave which shows the



strongest evidence for a resonance (ZQ) experimentally 1 . There-

fora i t i s natural to suppose that exotic ZQ is generated by the

attractive force.

The result is a paradox of a resonating background. One

solution is to distinguish two stages of the dynamics, analogous

to atoms and molecules.

The f irst stage hadrona are tightly bound states of quarks,

which interact through unknown forces. The well established meson

and baryon resonances come from this stage and are classified

according to su(6) x 0(3)L-

In the second stager these hadrons interact with each other

through calculable potentials without manifesting the quark sub-

structure. If the potential is sufficiently strong, a hadron-hadron

bound stat« or a "hadronic-ntolacule" can be formed* Such a second

level hadron-hadron resonance could b« exotic. One example is

the deuteron. The hadronic molecules would be produced by calcula-

ble forces unlike the quark bound states of the first stage. These

forces are caused by the exchange of the f irst level resonances

(in analogy to the binding of the deuteron by meson exchanges).

The construction of the Veneziano (t,u) term i t a systematic way

of calculating these forces.

We are currently in the process of improving these back-

ground predictions by separating thwti into SU(3) states unitarizing

them separately and then raeombining. It i s possible that unitar-

ization will generate the p (̂K+n> resonance thus explaining i t as

a "hadronic molecule11. Such calculations are important because

the K n effect must have partner' in the nonexotic channels.

Without specific warnings, these could be mistaken for ordinary

resonances and thus confuse the quark model f i t s . Perhaps the TTN

resonance. P.. (1750) i s a "hadronic molecule".

In closing we have used only SU(3) and duality diagrams to

predict background for any meson-octot baryon scattering in terms

of two isostates. One prediction v*p =• K p works remarkably well

experimentally. The K n • ir~p equality works well in all but two

waves S., P. where we understand why. With these predictions,

future phase shift analysis will now be able to calculate the

background instead of fitting i t . This should greatly improve

the determination of V" resonances.
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Figure Captions

Pig. Ma) The ( t ,u) diagram for the reaction u+p •» r+p.

Fig. Kb) The (t ,u) diagram for the reaction K+p •» K+p.

Fig. 2 Real and imaginary parts of K+p e l a s t i c and - + p e l a s t i c

background compared at laboratory momentum, smooth dashed

Una ir+p Saclay 1 5 ] , jagged continuous l ine ir*p CERN [10] ,

1 K+p [ 8 , 9 ] ,

Fig. 3 K+p experiments compared with predictions of u p back-

ground. Dashed l ine Saclay ir p [ 5 ] , continuous l ine CERN

*+p UOJ.

(a) K*p DCS at 0.91 GoV/c [14 ,12 ,17] ,

(b) X+p DCS at 1.37 OeV/c [14 ,12 ,18 ,17] ,

(c) K+p polarization at 0.91 GeV/c [ 1 4 ] ,

(d) K*p polarization at 1.37 GeV/c [14 ,19] .

Fig. 4 Real and imaginary parts of K+n n i a s t i c and n~p c las t i c

background compared at laboratory momentum, smooth dashed

line *~p Saclay [51, jagged continuous line v~p CERH [10] ,

4 DBaRT solution of K+n [11,12] , x 6 L I A solution of K+n

[11 ,13] , OJ*"Y solution of K+n [11 ,14 ] , »Martin

Solution [ 1 5 ] .

Background Contributions
Coefficients of Cs] and [ D ! are obtained with duality diagrams
and a l so with the f/d rat ios of 1 and - 1 / 3 . The coef f ic ients of
[s ' iand CD] are obtained with the f /d ratios of 5 /3 , 2/3 and - 1 / 3 .
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TABLE I I .

Background Contributions
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Study of a High Mass A"""7" State Produced in

Association with the p,w and.K (890) Resonance*

R. L. Eisnar

Caia Western Reserve University

Abatract

Data la praaantad from larg* atatiatlca ir p (7 .1 GeV/c) and K p

(12.0 GaV/c) experiments which give atrong tvtdtnca for production of

a high mala * p s tate . Detailed properties of thla resonance arc pra-

a*nc*d, and i ta production nechanlan conparad with that of the corres-

ponding i(123B) reactions*

* Supported by tha National Science Foundation!

Talk presented at the ZGS Summer Symposium, ArRonna National Laboratory

July 7-10, 1975.

I. Introduction

The «jua«i-two body production of fl (1238) In final states such as

ir+p + p° A++(1238), Ti+P -.- ui**(i238> and K% * K*°(890) A++(1238) has been

Investigated in many experiments. Hcte, from a large sample of data from

Berkeley Group A experiment* (analyzed by ttie people Hated in Rtjf, t)

evidence i« presented for the production of a high mass A state produced

in association with the p°, w and K (89(1). The mats of this state Is

M88O HeV with a width of *200 MtV and la associated with the F37 (JP - 7/2+)

found in ffp phase shift analyses. Ita production properties are compared

to the corresponding t (1238) reactions.

II . Data

The data for thia study of high Baas i> p resonances are derived fro*, ex-

periment* (In the SLAC 82 hydrogen f i l l e d bubble chaaber) on *% interac-

tions at 7.1 GeV/c and K+p interact lone at 12 GeV/c with s tat i s t ics corres-

ponding co 38 and 32 eventa/fb, respectively. The reactions of intereat are:

In addition, two other experimental papers arc reviewed which also yield ev i -

dence for the production of L s tates . These are front

1) The Birmingham-Glasgow collaboration who f i r s t presented evidence for

the state near 1880 MeV in a production experiment. Their data result from an

investigation of reaction (3) at 10 tteV/c.

2) A Purdue experiment on reaction (1) at 13 CeV/c,



III. The M

To investigate the quasi-tuo body production of htj»h mass f p systems,

Che f p effective mass spectra wan investigated Cor events in which the

appropriate meson combination from reactions (1), (2) and (3) was in the

e°, u and K °(890) effective mass band, respectively, in addition, cosfl

[where 6 is the (helicity) angle between the direction of the pw system

in the overall centar-of-raass and the outgoing p in the pr rest frame] was

required to be greater than zero. This cut* which essentially selects

events in one half of the [o> u, K 1 fl - u p Ualitz plot was required in

order to look at the TT p IUBB spectrum without having to contend with the

large reflections of the A.fpir], B[UTT] and Q(K it] low mass enhancements.

The resultant M(r p) mass spectra are shown in Fig. l(a)-(c) in which largo,

statistically significant! signals are observed. The peaks in the mass

spectra are al l observed to l ie somewhat lower than 1.90 GeV.

the it p stat* observed, with alftilar selections, In the BG 10 GeV/c

K p experiment [Fig. 2a] as well as in the Purdue 13 GeV/c n p experiment

[Fig. 3b] are both seen to have a tfinilar mass and width. Fits to the

respect*"" mass spectra vith Br«it"Wign«r resonance forms over snooth back-

ground* yield :

Mass (WaV) Width (HeV)
Present Gxpt(

[Weighted average
over p,u and K*
channels)

MrmlnBham-Glaagow

Purdue

1881 + 6

1895 + 15

1885 t 9

219 ± 23

230 + 50

21D ± 30

However, care oust be taken when comparing these rather consistent mass valui

to that obtained in the '-'p pli<ise siiiit analyses which have established four

different [ = 3/2 states in this mass region) viz:

A"
2

: 5 / 2 +

, A+

fl(1650) :

t\ (1890) :

M1910) !

4(1950) : JP • 7/2T

In order to decide IE the enhancement, which ue henceforth call &(1880),

can be associated with any one of these states i ts partial wave content was

explored. This was accomplished by Investigation of the unnormslizad tlH(LM)

moments as a function of p* mass (after a r.ose > 0.0 selection , see above,

where

. 1/2 ,
NH(LM) • ( j t T + r ' I VH <ei'*i>

and (6,**,) correspond to the Jackson angles of the outgoing pff ayetem.

The emanation extends over all events in a given mass bin. The values of

NH(LO) for even L up to L • 8 ore shown in Figs. 4(a)-(l) for the three re-

actions. Structure is observed in the region of the &C1880) enhancement for

H(U» up to I. • 6, with no evidence for L - 8. This iupliet that, if we are

to attribute the observed signal to one rc-sonant state» ehen it nust have

J ' L/2 - 6/2. Hence the Boat likely candidate is the J " 7/2* l++(1950).

Even though the itatlstlci, become marginal it does appear that the structure

In the moments [sa. Fig. 4) has nearly the name mass and width as In the over-

all muss spectra [nee FlR. II. Hence, the Montlf-cation of a largo portion

of the hump primarily with one state anil not with a series of different states

with different JP scema most likely. The results compare well with BG whoee



corresponding noswnts [in the Cottfrieil-Jackson frame) arc shown in Pit;. 2b-f.

However, until the s tat i s t ics are good enough to be able to extract M and I'

front the NH(6,0) moment (or better, from a partial wave analysis] the existence

of HO raany states of different J contributing to the 1600-2000 M«V r p teat*

region precludes any strong statement about the difference between the value

of H, as obtained through simple Cits to the mass spectra oC Figs. 1-3, and

the aass value for the £(1950) of between 1930-1980 MeV obtained in tha np

phase shift analyses.

IV Production Properties of the High Mass IT p State

1. Cross Section Determination

The nuaber oC events of the reaction

* uA (1880)

(4)

(5)

(6)

was extracted with the sl ice technique of Aguilar-Benltei, et a l , , for events

with cost) > 0 . 0 . The cross sections were obtained under the assumption that

the number of resonance events obtained with the cos0 cut corresponded to one-

half the total resonance croas section. This assumption i s , of course, not

valid in general i f there la significant interference with background wavaa.

After correction for unobserved neutral decays, and for resonance t a i l s , the

croas sections corresponding to +4T (vector mesons) are:

reaction (4) - (41 t 5)ub

reaction (S) - (26 ± 3)ub

reaction (6) - (21 i 3)pb

It should be emphasized, from an SU(3) point of view, that production of

associated with both p [G <• - 1 exchange] and u \G • + 1 exchange)

implies that the K (890) L (1880) reaction proceeds through both G » + 1

and G • - 1 exchange { i . e . not pure * exchange].

2. do/At

The differential cross section and the vector Meson o ^ * of reactions (1)

and (2) were extracted according to the suss dependent partial wave analysis
9

technique of AguiUr-Benltez, et a l .

Tha A**(1880) mass s l i c e was defined by

1.76 < H(pF+) < 1.96 GeV

a region which contains M to 1 (2 to I] signal to noise with the associated

p(u) mass selectIon• This background has not been corrected for in the follow-

ing dlscuMlon; however, an investigation of the vector mason density matrix

elements corresponding co the p"+ mats bands adjacent to th* A^dSBO) region

reveals no significant differences from the resonance region in the | t | depen-

dant p ^ , distributions. This provides ampU Justification for our neglect

of the background, even though, with more, s t a t i s t i c s . I t would be clearly de-

sirable to obtain the true A^daftO) + vector Mson o — . distributions free

of background contamination

With the above proviso, the differential cross section for reaction (1)

the very low Momentum tranafcr region. Like the A<H>(1238) associated reac-

tions, the do/dt of the c[£(1880)I Is observed to be Markedly more peripheral

than Is that of the «J(A(1880)1 reaction.

1>.e PJ . (o11 .) distribution! »ro ihown In Fig. 7«-c (d-f). For |t| < 0.3

ran BIB
GeV2 the contribution of unnatural parity exchange [UNPJ i s apparent In the



oliserved large values of t>0(. In both the t and s-channel, with Che former

being larger in absolute magnitude. In the same monentun transfer region

l°i i l > |D- - | and p (not shoun) is observed to be consistent with zero.

Therefore, UNP ent i re ly dominates the low | t | region. For | c | > 0.5 GeV2

D+ « 0.5 so t h a t . a s found Ln p°A (1238), NP exchange becomes comparable

to the to t a l UNP.

b. *+P •+ uA(1880)

The P ^ - (PJ^,*) d is t r ibut ions are ahown in Fig. 8a-c (d-f ) . For | t | <

0.35 GeV2, Pg0 and pjjo are quite large implying, as in ua"H"(1238), a large

hel ic i ty-zero UNP exchange contribution. For larger values of | t [ PQQ is

s t i l l sizeable with a value - 0.4 in both frames. P+ (not shown) i s , as for

pA(1880)» consistent with zero for | t [ < 0.35 GeV and increases at larger

values of 111.

Therefore for both the PA(1880) and 0)A(1880) reactions, UNP exchange

dominates, especially in the smaller momentum transfer region.

V. Conpariaon of (P,M)A'H'(1236) and (p.tiQA4**"(1880)

As noted above the properties of the A (123S) + vector meson arc quali-

tatively similar to that of A (1880) + vector mason reaction!. In all re-

actions UNP dominates with the ir- exchange (p • vector meson) reaction* note

peripheral than the corresponding B- exchange (u - vector meson) proctagts.

In order to quantitatively compare the reactions the observables arc now

compared in the different reaction sets. In Pig. 9a is shown the ratio,

£++(18B0)/fl+4'(123B)t of the differential cross section for the p° reactions.

Disregarding the obvious = 2 standnrd deviation fluctuation [see Fig. S] in

the 0.20 - 0.25 GeV2 | t | interval of p A{1880), the ratio of the two da/dt'fi

is observed to be constant as a function of | t | with a value of i> 0.22. Fur

the w reactions (Fig. 9I>1 Hie ratio for | t | < 0.6 is consistent with a

constant whose value is close to that found in the P set. The statistics are

not f;oor1 enough, however to rule out a rise with momentum transfer in this

ratio. For larger values of [t( the relative £(1880) to 6(1238) ratio is ob-

served to increase to a value of '"0.".

We look more closely at the exchange contributions in these reactions and

remark that Hoyer, Roberts, and Roy have related through Finite Mass Sum

Rules the low mass resonance region and the Triple. Regge region for processes

of the type a + b •*• c + X. For the specific case of interest, n p •+ vector meson

+ X their approach leads to the expectation that the average resonance cross

section (i .e. with mass M • H ] due to Reggeon exchange has the behavior:

vhere u»(0) is Che Intercept of the Regsaon coupling to pp and aR(t) is the

u]> This leads to the expecta-: trajectory which couples to ff^p"

tlon, based upon the assumption that

• , » , W - o_(t) - a,(t

1 o.(t) - a (t) - 0.5 + t,
o k2

°UNP
(7)

nt Fixed s nad t. That is, the relative HP/l'HP cross Bection Lhould de

crease with Increasing mass.

In Fig. 10.1 (b) 1H shown thr HP/UHP ntlo for the £(1238) |A(1880)]

and uA(IJ33) |f,(lB80) ] suls. Uu observe that, within the



ratlwr large errors , both the ,• «md .- data are In agreement with (7) since

t h i s ratio i s smallest for the larger mass resonance. The so l id curve in

Fin . lOa(b) i s an eyeball " f i t" to the p(w)A (1238) data. The dotted curve

represents the predicted NP/U:;P fraction derived from the corresponding

s o l i d curve sca led by a factor Mi238 /M1880 a s d l c t a t c d b v <7>» Tf»i» curve

ia in good agreement with the trend of the data; however, the large errors

in the A (1880) s e t s added to our inab i l i ty to adequately Cake Into account

the background under the pn enhanceaent in our determination of the P ..

doss not allow us to be wore quant i tat ive . The resu l t i s in agreesttnt with

that found in a study of the reaction n"p * (p , f ° , g )n in which Oup/Oyup

has been found to similarly decrease with increasing resonance u s * .

VI. Conclusions

Data have been presented which yie ld conclusive evidence for a high Bass

p- s tate with a mass of (1831 ± 6) MeV and T - 219 ± 23 and a most probable

J - 7/2* assignment.. The s t a t e i s therefore a l i k e l y candidate for the

Regge recurrence of the A(1238). The A(1880) i s observed to be produced in

assoc iat ion with o t u and K (890) resonances with properties s imi lar to , but

not exactly the sane as , the <;.<rrespjntUng &'H'(1238) reactions. Tu agree-

w n t with theoret ica l predict ions, the natural parity to unnatural parity

fract ion appears to be m i l l e r in the n+p •* (p , w ) ^ ( W M ) react ion than

in the TT+
P * (p,u) A++(l23B) react ion .
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FiRiire Captions

I . (a) p~ effective mass spectrun for events in the c region from the

(b) p" eEfective mass spectrum for events in the u region fron the

7 t p - » - i t T i i r O ¥ p f inal s t a t e (coafl > 0 ) .

(c) pir effective mass spectrum for events in the IC region froa the

K+p - K+n~»+p final state (cos0H > 0 ) .

+ 2

2, From the Birmingham-Glasgow 10 GeV/c K p data : The unnormalized

moments of the Gottfried-Jackson angular distribution of the pn

system for events in the backward hemisphere in the Gottfried-

Jackson £rau> Note that the HH(O,O) distribution i s the mass spectrun,

3» From the Purdue 13 GcV/c TT p data i pit mtss distribution with -t* < 0.3

(GcV/c)2 «nd H(n + D < 1.5 GeV. (a) i s for al l events with the *bov«

cut. <b) has the additional restriction that the cosine of the Gott-

fried- Jackson angle i s leva than 0.0.

4. U t d . g . j ) Unnormallzed noment H(L0), L - 2,4,6,8, respectively for the
+ o +

reaction n p •* D t p,

(b,e,h,k) San* as (a,d vg,j), but (or the reaction u p * « n p,

(c,t,i,t) Sane as fa.d.g,]), but for the reaction K +p •* K*°(890) ^ +p.
5. 4 ^ for Che rcfction n +p + p°A(1880).at
. d o

°" dt for the reaction TI> * (oa(188O).

7. p , distributions for the reaction TT p -*• o°A(188O).

8. p , diatributiona for the reaction n p •*• wfl(1880).

9. (a) Ratio of tlie differential cross s



(b) Same as (a) but for the corresponding u reactions.

10. (a) (Natural-Parity)/(Unnitural-Parity) tractions for o

compared Co s°L**ll238).

Cb) SaiM as (a) but for the corresponding u reactions. The solid

lines represent "eyeball" fits to the p(a)4++(1238) ratio. The dotted

curves represent "predictions" for the corresponding p(u)i++(1880)

reaction.

160

48 h
(c)

'l.4O 1.68 1.96 2.34 2.92 2.80
Mdr+p) GlV

Fig. 1
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:iN * TIN and KN •* KN Low Energy Data and Partial Wave Analyses
Recent Results and New Directions

R. L. Kelly

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720

This review deals with TIN -*• nN and KN - KN physics below about 3 GeV/c. 1 will attempt to convey the state of

the art, and to point out what appear to be promising directions for future research. The situation as of about one

year ago is summarized in the 1974 Review of Particle Properties and in London conference talks * so I will con-

centrate on more recent developments. The first section of this talk contains a comprehensive survey of nN *• nN

data between the A region and 3 GeV/c. Problems associated with spin-rotation experiments are discussed in the

second section, and current TTN •*• irN partial vave analyses in the third section. Sections IV and V deal with 1=1

and 1=0 KN - KN analyses, respectively.

I. UN • I N Data Below 3 GeV/c

The main TIN -> 7TN differential cross section (DCS)

and |x)larization (POL) experiments are listed in Tables

I and II. These tables are by no means complete, but

they do contain nearly all of the larger experiments in

each part of the energy range. A few large experiments

have been dropped because they are in clear disagree-

ment with a number of others. Experiments lying wholly

in the A region have also been omitted, and I will not

discuss that region here; for information on the A

region see particularly Refs. 5 and 6. The statistics

of each experiment is indicated in the tables by a

"statistical weight" which is the sum of the inverse

square fractional errors for DCS data and the sum of

the inverse square absolute errors for POL data. The

sums are cut off at i GeV/c.

Although Table I indicates comparable amounts of

n+p and ^~p elastic DCS data, the n*p data are in

much better shape for purposes of partial wave analysis

because they have more uniform angular coverage. Many

of the i p data are concentrated near the backward

direction, and only about one third of their statisti-

cal weight is evenly distributed in angle. Further-

more, the backward n p experiments are often in seri-

ous disagreement with each other, and the quoted errors

on many of the data are comparable to the estimated

magnitude of radiative corrections which have nowhere

been taken into account. (Radiative corrections to

nN + nN reactions are largest for i p backward elastic

scattering.) High precision i p and v. p DCS measure-

ments have recently been made throughout the resonance

region with complete angular coverage by a Bristol-
g

KHEL-Southampton group. The first results from this

qroup an- some of their TT p data (Hughes 72 in Table

I), and when the rest of their data are available the

ii p ^i^uarion "should be greatly imj'rovrvt

The comparison between TI pand IT p elastic POL data

is even worse, n p POL has been measured in great de-

tail by the Thresher group at RHEL (Martin 74 in

Table II) and there are no comparable measurements for

it'p. The next largest experiment (Albrow 70, Alfarow 72)

also measured n p in more detail than *~p, and the

largest TI p experiment (Hill 71) has data at only five

momenta. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 1 which

shows "amalgamated" polarization data at 1247, 1437, and

L790 MeV/c. These data are made by fitting a surface

to the world data in a -150 MeV/c wide momentum range,

interpolating the data in the central part of the range

(*S0 MeV/c wide) into fixed angular positions (with

3° spacing) at the central momentum, and then com-

bining the data statistically while allowing for norm-

alization errors, noitentuBi calibration errors, dis-

crepancies between experiments, interpolation errors,

etc. The TI p vs. n p comparisons shown in Fig. 1 are

typical, as is the deterioration in the quality of the

ir p data with increasing Momentum (although the quality

is much better at the five momenta of Hill 71). As far

as I know there is no n p polarization experiment

presently being pursued that will remedy this situation.

CEX data is, of course. Much more difficult to ob-

tain and hence much more sparse than elastic data as is

evident from the tables. In addition to the tabulated

experiments there is a large experiment of the Thresher

group at RHEL which has completed running and is now

being analysed. Both DCS and POL data were taken at 21

momenta between 620 ,in<i 2272 MeV/c and single measure-

ments were made at i more momenta.
in
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CEX

CEX

CEX

CEX

Ogden 65
Bowler 72
Rothschild 72
Hughes 72
Duke 66
Baker 70
Baillon 74
Abe 74
Vavra 74
Kalmus 71
Busza 69
Lennox 75
Sidwell 71
Coffin 67
Ogden 65
Brody 71
Rothschild 72
Debenhani 73
Richards 74
Baillon 74
Duke 66
Barber 75
Aplin 71
Ott 72
Dolbeau 74
Hill 70
Felhnger 70
Coffin 67
Hauser 71
Debenham 73
Chiu 67
Bulos 69
Nelson 73
Kistiakowsky 72
Sonderegger 66
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Nimrod
Nimrod
CERN PS
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Saturn*
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CERN PS
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ZCS
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592-1628
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875-1579
895-1040
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1207-2300

1250-2000
1280-1840
1720-2800
2000-6000

2180-5250

2300-4000
490-777
S57-1604
572-1628
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600-1280
619-1999
875-1579
996-1342

1210-2940
1280-3000
1505-1739
1700-2500
1710-5530
2500-6000
250-699
599-999
624-1433
654-1247

1030-2390
1800-6000
2550-18200
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IB
12

4

3

16
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8

10
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7
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3 5

4 4

52
3 3

4

1 3

16

31

31
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5

18
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9

11

6
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Counters.

8 1 - c m HBC.

Double arm counter spectrometer, 9 * 1 8 0 * .

Acoustic chambers • single a rm spectrometer .

Counters.

81-cm HBC.
Proportional chambers. Coulomb interference .
•ire chambers .
Double arm counter spectrometers, cos0£-O .6 .
72-inch and 25-inch HBC .
Optical chambers.
Double arm counter spectrometer, cosS£-0 .9 .
Optical Chambers.
Optical chambers.
Counters.
30-inch/72-lnch HBCs.
Double arm counter spectrometer, •>180*.
Counters, •»IB|)°.
Double arm counter spectrometer, cosftE-0 .9 .
Proportional chambers. Coulomb interference .
Counters .
Counters .
Counters.
Double arm counter spectrometer, cost£-0 .6 .
180 -liter HBC.
LMN target • counters.
Double arm counter spectrometer, cosKO .6 .
Optical, chambers.
Counters .
Counters. gtalBO-.
Optical chambers .
Optical chambers.
Optical chambers.
Counters, »=IB0' .
Optical chambers, cos*20 .6 .

Table I . A survey of the main HN-BN elastic and charge-exchange (TEX) differential cros< section
measurements below 3 CeV/c (excluding the A region' .* The statistical weight is defined in the
text and includes measurements at or below 3 GeV/c only.
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»*p
II'P

It'p

«*p

»*p
If-p

" • p

" • p

" • p

»~p

»-p

»'P
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» - p

cex
CEX

Corn 73

Martin 74

Johnson 67

Albrow 70

Burlesoa 71

Scheid 73

A»n< 68

fUuroul 67

Cox 69

*lbro« 72

Ouk* 68

Barrelat 75

HUI 71

Hill 70

Scheid 73

Shannon 74

Drobnu 68

184-inch

Ninrod

Bent ran

CCRN PS

ICS

ZG5

184-iKll

Bevatron

Nimrad

COW PS

Himrad

Bevalroa

ZGS

ZGS

ZCS

Bratro*

ZCS

9 1

2632

26

4 1 4

7 5

9 0

44

17

8 4

172

I S

3 5

356

20

8

6

1

356-519

603-2651

745-3747

820-2740

1600-2310

2500-5150

341-511

596-3260

643-2140

06S-2732

•75-1579

1180-1360

1600-2280

1700-2500

2750-5150

1030-1790

2070-5000

4

68

15

24

4

7

4

11

SO

16

•
3

5

5

5

5

6

UM target * counters.

UM target • m a l m .

UM tarfat • couaten.

till inrl target • counter).

Cthyteae glyeot target + eauattra.

UM target 4- covatera. coarto .4 and corK-0 .7 .

UM target • counters.

UM target * couaUrs.

UW target • couater*.

UM and buUaol targets + counters.

UM target • counters.

Proaytoat grjrcal target • prafertioaal chaartera. IcoetpSO .4 .

Etkjiteae grjcal target • canal era •

UM target + cevaten.

UM targM * eevaten. WClCn/c) 1 .

PiayyUa* glycal target * aaAtcal d i a i a i n .

UM targM * counters.

TaM* II. A survey of the auia
3 GeV/c (excluding the & ccajsn).4 Tax
at or below 3 GeV/c only.

• (CEX) poUntali Wlov
sUtisUc*! ««tht u JiBtwd ttt Uw text

II, UN -+ 7TN Spin Rotation Experiments

Spin rotation data in the resonance region are

presently non-existant, and arc? sorely needed to im-

prove the quality of partial wave analyses. In the ab-

sence of thcHf? data thnre are *•.".' continuous phase

ambiguities in the TTN •* ITN amplitudes, one of which can

be resolved by spin rotation measurements. Also, there

are isospin relations (equalities!> between obaervables

rfhich can be tested once the elastic spin rotation pa-

rameter^ are known. These relations could serve as a

valuable consistency check between different experiment:

subject to systematic error {or, perhaps, could show up

anomalous breaking of isospin conservation).

A technical point worth emphasising is that a spin

rotation measurement is the measurement of a recoil

polarization vcatot' and that there is not necessarily

any point in putting a lot of design effort into an

attempt to measure specifically A and R rather than

some other components of this vector. The components of

recoil polarization to be measured should be chosen

simply on considerations of optimizing the accuracy and

usefulness of Lhe results. This will primarily involve

hardware considerations, but predictions of the recoil

polarization from partial wave analyses can also be prof-

itably brought into the game. This possibility is dis-

cussed in detail in Ref, 11, and more briefly below.

The utility of recoil polarization predictions is

most transparently demonstrated in terms of "the

Wolfenstein spin rotation angle, f, defined in Fig. 2a.

On recoil from a target polarized in the scattering

plane, the cm. frame polarization is rotated through an

angle 6 and multiplied by a factor which depends only

on the ordinary polarization parameter, P. The magnitude

of the recoil polarization will thus be known from the

results of transversley polarized target experiments,

and the task of the spin rotation experiment is to mea-

sure its orientation, i.e., 8* Figure 2b shows that the

component of P perpendicular to the predicted recoil

polarization is tho most sensitive measure of 6 pro-

vifieri that the prediction is nor too inaccurate. As H

.-umerical example suppose the prediction is off by 30";

then the error of & as determined fron a measurement

of the perpendicular component is only 15-s. greater than

what it would be for perfect alignment while the error

from a de*-ermination using the parallel component would

be twice as large.
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cm. frame
scattering
plane

"out

Target polarization, Pt

P:in

ecoil polarization, Pr

(a)

Predicted recoil polarization

Actual recoil
polarization, p r

Fig. 2. <a) Definition of the Wolfenstein
spin rotation angle,6. The nucleon po-
larization in the c m . frame scattering
plane rotates through an angle g as it re-
coils from the target, (b) Components of
P with respect to its predicted value are
shown as dashed lines. The component per*
pendicular to the predicted value is the
•ost sensitive measure of 8.

>
Most sensitive measure

of &
(b)

XBL758-3735

ill. mi •* nN Partial Wave Analyses

Although many properties of the more promiriant N

and A resonances are by now well established there re-

main many open questions concerning more detailed struc-

ture of the UN •» TTN amplitudes. The resolution of these

questions will undoubtedly require improved data* as dis-

cussed in the previous sections, and also continued im-

provement in the methods of partial wave analysis. The

four most recent comprehensive partial wave analyses are

summarized in Table in. Two of these, CKRN12 and

Saclay, used the shortest path method to connect so-

1 it ions at different energies. (Although it should he

noted that the use of dispersion relations for energy

continuation was pioneered by earlier CEFN analyses.)

The more recent analyses, Karlsruho and our own work

in the CHU-LBL (CL) group, both use dispersion rela-

tions for energy continuation, and CL avoids having a

cutoff in L by using a single energy parametrization

based on t- and u-channel analyticity. The CL anal-

ysis also uses the amalgamated DCS and POL data de-

scribed earlier. It js instructive to compare the

Saclay results with pr*-l imin.tr y M-sults of the CL
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Group

CERN (1972)

Saclay (1973)

Karlsruhe (197S)

CMU-LBL (1975)

Single Energy
Paramelrization

Sum P*

series to

L ~ 5-6

ACE

Energy
Continuation

Shortest path
+ some into.
from partial wave
DR-s.

Shortest path
+ some info.
from fixed-t
DR-s.

Ftxed-t DR-s.

Hyperbolic DR-s.

Status

Somewhat
obsolete because
of new CEX
data.

Completed .

In progress .

In progress .

Table I I I . Summary of recent «N partial wave analyses.

\J...

t i it

ELASTIC H31I AMPLITUDE

tMCKT (*•»

1 M »M

C_ wN ELASTIC HIS AMPLITUDE

Fig. 3. Amplitudes for TIN elastic scattering in the H311 and H29 partial waves. The energy dependence of each
amplitude is displayed by plotting its real and imaginary parts vs. energy* in alignment with the corre-
sponding Argand plot, in addition, arrows are plotted on the Argand plots with bases positioned at even Mul-
tiples of SO HeV and lengths of S Hev. Two sets of results are shown, and the energy axes are aligned for ease
of comparison. The Saclay results are shown in the upper Argand plots* the preliminary CI» results in the lower.
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Fig. 4. Amplitudes for nM elastic scattering in the D13 (left) and P33 (ritrht) partial waves. The plots arc
constructed similarly to those in Fig. 3, but the Argand plots in the insets show CL results only.

Kig. S. Amplitude for nN elastic scattering in the
D15 partial wave. See Fig. 3 caption for an explana-
tion of the plot.

analysis. The available experimental data for the two

analyses were not greatly different, but the data

handling methods and methods of analysis were quite

different, and the comparison shows how this can effect

interesting aspects of the amplitudes. Three particular

aspects of tne amplitudes that I shall discuss are high

partial waves, inelastic resonances, am. hackground.

Effects of a sharp cutoff vs. ACE on the high partial

waves are illustrated in Fig. 3. These are the H311 and

HI9 waves which contain the second recurrences of the

M1232) and N<939), respectively. The preliminary CL

results do not yet extend into the recurrence region,

but significant effects are already clear at lower en-

ergies. The CL results have generally smoother and

better determined threshold behavior; note in particu-

lar the absence of any "ancestral" fluctuations in the

i700 Mev resonance region. Note also that In tne CL

analysis the 1=3/2 wave is considerably better de-

termined than tho 1=1/2 wave; this is a common oc-

curence and is presumably due to the better quality of

the IT p data as compared to the T, p data.
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The 013(1700) and P33(1690) are shown in Fig. 4.

These objects may well be bona fide resonances, having

been observed in several ^N •+ 7rN analyses and in

other channels (particularly TIN •* TTTTN 6 ) , but. they

are highly inelastic and it is difficult to determine

thoir parameters with any precision. The D13(17OO) was

claimed as a resonance by Saclay and not by CERN and

the P33(1690) by CERN (with reservations) but not by

Saclay. In each case the CL amplitudes are significantly

different. In connection with the D13 amplitudes \t is

interesting to note that the <M threshold is at 1720

MeV, and that this has perhaps influenced the CL results.

Since we must ultimately aim at understanding the

amplitudes as a whole, rather than just resonance

masses and widths, it is important to determine the

non-resonant "background" accurately. One of the more

striking differences between the CL and Saclay analyses

in this respect is shown in Fig. 5. The CL imaginary

part above the DlS(1670> drops to much smaller values

than that of Saclay.

One hopes that a.s the- data improve these kinds of

discrepancies will go away and that partial wave an-

alysts will converge on the correct amplitudes. To

accomplish this it will be essential for the methods of

analysis to keep pace with the data, and for great care

to be taken in obtaining good fits in a statistically

quantitative sense and in assessing the accuracy of the

resulting amplitudes. It will also continue to be an

extremely good thing for analyses to be done by several

different groups, niiinj 'Jair'ous TTjf?tlu>*lat in order to

better determine the level of systematic and/or model

dependent biases in the results.

17. K p -* K p Data and Analyses

I won't attempt a complete review of K p data, Lut

will just mention the most recent developments. A large

wire-chamber cross section experiment has been performed

at the ZGS by a Haryland-ANL group in the 865 to

2125 HeV/c momentum range. At lower momenta (130-775

MeV/c) there are new cross section data and a partial

wave analysis from Glasgow-Bologna-Trieste. The most

recent polarization measurements (as well as some cross

section measurements) are from the Yale-BNL group

(1700-3000 MeV/c) at smallItl and small tul,19 There

is also a new compilation of K N data from CERN-

HERA.20

The s- and p-waves from four different analyses are

shown in Pig. 6. On the right are the low energy results

of Birmingham-RHEL21 < $) plotted together with the

CMU-LBL-ANL results22 ( + > at higher energy; these plots

are constructed similarly to Figs. 3-5 except that the

arrows here are at multiples of 100 MeV and are 20 MeV

long. On the upper left are results from a Virginia-

Maryland group (with cross hatches every 100 MeV/c},
24

and on the lower left the results of Martin (with

cross hatches at the indicated multiples of 100 MeV/c).

There are a number of significant disagreements between

thtse four analyses, one of the most interesting being

that the Virginia-Maryland (VM) group claims the ex-

istence of a P13 resonance with pole position 1787-lOOi

MeV which is not seen by the other analyses.

This disagreement on the existence of a Z arounj

1800 MeV is connected with the behavior of the P-waves

at lower energies as illustrated in Fig. 7a. The- solid

curves are taken from the VM paper and show their P13

total and elastic cross sections. The dashed and dotted

curves show the same quantities from the Binr.ingham-

RHEL (BR) and CKU-LBL-ANL <CLA> analyses. Below -1700

MeV the VM results show a strong P-wave suppression

and are in order-of-magnitude disagreement with tho

results of the other groups. The VM Z is closely con-

nected with the resulting rapid rise above 1700 MeV.

Such strong disagreement is possible because there are

no polarization data below -1730 MeV (the vertical

line in Fig. 7a), and only the P-wave combination

P11+2P13 is well determined by cross section data at

these low energies (and is determined to be small by

the highly isotropic nature of the angular distribution).

The polarization is sensitive to the P-wave combination

P11-P13 and will be appreciable in the 1600-1700 MeV

region according to the BR and CLA analyses, while the

VM analysis predicts that it will be extremely small.

This question will hopefully be clarified later this

year by the Yale-BNL group who intend to measure the

polarization at 650 MeV/c (1630 MeV) at the AGS.25

At higher energies more waves beccme important and

the discrepancies between different analyses become

more complicated. For example, cusp effects are seen

in the CLA analysis in the neighborhood of the K A

threshold, but are absent in other analyses. Spin ro-

tation measurements should be very useful here as shown

in Fig. 7b which compares the CLA and VM Wolfenstein

angle predictions.
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Fig. 7. (a) P13-wave total and elastic cross sections from the BR, CIA, and VM analyses, (b) Wolfenstein angle pre-
dictions from the CLA and VM analyses.

V. 1=0 KN + KN Analyses and Data

The state of the art in 1=0 analysis as of about

one year ago is illustrated in the upper part of Fig. 8

which shows results of the Bologna-Glasgow-Rome-Trieste

pgroup below 1500 MeV/c. Three different types

of analysis were made and in each case all acceptable

solutions fell into the three catagories shown in Fig.

H. Further comparisons with the single existing

K n * K p polarization measurement, and with recent

1=0 total cross section determinations28 indicated a

preference for the class D solutions. The most likely

resonance candidate was in the POl wave at about 1740

MeV with a width of 300 MeV, but the evidence was in-

conclusive.

Interesting developments in the last year all go in

the direction of bringing more hydrogen target data to

bear on the 1=0 analyses ( which have relied primarily

on deuterium data in the past). One possibility is to

use the K p elastic data more directly by analysing

the 1=1 and 1=0 channels simultaneously {rather than

using fixed 1=1 amplitudes in the 1*0 analyses).

This was done by BGRT without finding any qualitatively

new solutions, and has been nore recently tried by

Martin whose results are quite different from those of

BGRT (see Fig. 6). It is questionable whether one really

gains much by such a simultaneous analysis. The only

advantage over the usual fixed 1=1 amplitude technique

is that the K n data can directly influence the 1=1

amplitudes, and this would be quite important if the

K+n data were at all comparable in accuracy and amount

to the K+p data. This is not the case, and in fact the

BGRT simultaneous analysis found only small changes in

the 1=1 amplitudes. It would be interesting to try an

analysis in which existing 1=1 amplitudes and their

errors were used as input data along with K n data in

a simultaneous 1=1 and 1=0 fit- This technique >*>uld

be considerably simpler (and cheaper* than simultaneously

fitting all the K+p and K n data, and until the K n (or

K°j* data become much more copious it should give

equally accurate results.
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t'iq. 8. r=0 KN <• KH partial wave amplitudes. The BGRT results (upper) and Martin's results (lower) are shown,
see text for discussion.
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Another interesting development is the use of

• Kgp data. The K^p • K p amplitudes are super'

n 2 9

positions of S=+l, 1=1 and 0 and S=-l, 1=]

amplitudes, and it was first suggested by London29 in

1973 that this reaction would be particularly sensitive

to the S=+l, 1=0 ambiguities. At that time there

were only a few data points* but nev data have now

been obtained in several bubble chamber experiments:

Tel Aviv-Heidelberg (340-2160 MeV/c),3Q Bologna-

Kdinburgh-Glasgow-Pisa-RHEL (309-782 MeV/c),31 and

CMU-ANL (550 MeV/c).32 These data have been compared

with various combinations of amplitudes from different

analyses and, though the situation is somewhat con-

fused because of conflicting results, it* appears that

they are not yet of nuch help in sorting out the Z
33

problem. In fact, they appear to be more sensitive to
* 32

Y1 ambiguities as shown in Fig. 9 where the

CMU-ANL data is compared with predictions fron the

S=+l, I=J amplitudes of Ref. 18, the BGRT solution

D S=+l, 1=0 amplitudes, and S*-l, 1=1 amplitudes

from the various KN analyses indicated in the figure.

The only other new data I know of that will be

available in the near future is from a K p •* K n cross

section experiment run at Daresbury by a Manchester

group. Data have been taken between 700 and 1500 HeV/c,

and are still being analysed.

^ttmr-
-1.0

XM.7M-STM

section data with predictions fro* Ref. 18, solution D

of Ref. 26, and the various KN analyses indicated.
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HOW TO nef fDY FESOtMNCES
AKNE HE HWSE-SHUT ANALYSES REGION*

A. Yckosam

High Energy Physics Division
Argome National Laboratory, Argome, I l l i n o i s 60439

Ik observe lntKMtlng regularities in th* ip baduard

eUit ic -Katter ing data at intermediate *n*rgi*s with nspsct to

tin affect of resonances. In addition, th* reaction p n o m la

fount to be peripheral. I t 1* pointed out that one should b*

abl« t i diteradn th* properties of resonances above th* ragion

in which th* phaac-ahlft analywi t in t bMn p u f o n a d .

«Wbrk performsd inder t in auaplcM of th* U.S. bwrgy
Adnx^licratlon,

HsaMrdi md Dswlopnant

INTRODUCTION

I t i t known that ambiguities in phase - sh i f t analyses grow

rapidly as energy Increases and that experimental data are

qualitatively and quantitatively lest available at higher

energies. We will discuss a new way to dcteraln* properties of

retonancet at incident it noacntum, tay, above 2 GeV/c, where

on* no longer observes obvious reeonance bumps at Illustrated

in »~p total cross sections plotted with respect to energl»«

(at* Fig. 1).

We are aware that th* effect of s-channel resonanc** are

best scan in th* region in which diffractive phenoaena or Poaeron

exchanges arc negligible, for example, in th* difference in total

croft sections of w+p and i"p scattering, in »p charge-exchange

reaction, and in up clastic scattering at large | t | or at the

backward heaisphcrc. Figure 2 shows th* difference in total cross

Motion* of V*p and »"p plotted with respect to the Incident

aoMnta.

In ip elastic channel, we express nonflip, f(6), and

spin-flip, g(0), amplitudes as:

f(0) • J d + 1)A... + A. k 1 P.Ccot 8)

and

where

9) ,

J - 1 t % and A • ( n e l 2 s - l ) / z i .l 2 s -

By examining t h e p r o p e r t i e s of Ltgtndr* and a s s o c l s t *



Legendre polynomials (see Figs. 3 and 4), we «ee that one would

have a better chance of observing the resonance effects from

various 1 states In the region 90° 5 e c B < 180°. Because

amplitudes oscillate In sign as I increases, a new resonance

effect in a high I value should stand out more clearly above

background.

He should be aware that a largor observable resonance

effect is expected where s-channel resonances are not dual to

the t- or u-channel exchanges. He are concerned with the

direct and exchange channels tabulated below: they are dual,

partly dual, or not dual.

Reaction Angular Region
Dominant s-channel Dominant

Resonance Exchange Channel

Difference
in o_

w"p Charge
Exchange

Forward

Forward

Backward

Backward

V »a

Then a real question is how clearly one actually observes

a resonance effect in the experimental data. One night expect

a larger effect in the polarization than cross-section data,

particularly when the nonresonance terms are much larger than

the resonance terms.

We will discuss our observation of the energy dependence

of polarization data in the backward region at different energies.

RKSONANC-* EFFECT IN BACKWARD SCATTERING

There is remarkable experimental evidence of the effect

of resonances in backward scattering. The energy dependence

of the polarization data in n"p elastic scattering is shown in

Fig. S. Note thet *one of the data l' 2 in Fig. S are prelimin-

ary and not yet published.

In this talk we concentrate on n'p backward scattering.

The discussion on n+p will be given elsewhere.

1) Simple Illustration

A* shown in Fig. S, the polarization is consistently

negative for momenta from 1.60 to 1.(8 GeV/c over the u range

-0.2> u> - l.Ot and approaches zero at 2.07 GeV/c and becomes

positive above 2.07 GeV/c. At 2.93 GeV/c the polarization is

again negative with essentially the same shape it had at the

lower Momenta. At 3.25 GeV/c the polarization is approximately

zero, and at 3.SO GeV/c it again becomes positive. It stay be

possible to explain these changes in polarization is terns of an

interference effect between s-channel resonances and an

appropriate background term.

We try a simple model in which we calculate scattering

amplitudes in the nonresonance region from the phase shifts3 and

use these amplitudes as background terms, for instance, at 1.88

GeV/e, and the N(2220) occurs at 2.14 SeV/e. The summing of these

two resonances with the background term mentioned above



reproduces polarization data at 2.07 and 2.28 GeV/c. The N(2650)

resonance occurs at 3.25 GeV/cp and the polarization behavior

in this energy region is similar to the one around 2 GeV/c;

this suggests N(2650) as a recurrence of lower resonances men-

tioned above. We are able to explain it p polarization data in a

similar way.

£j) Peripheral Interaction

We have noticed that the derivative relationship between

differential cross section and polarization holds true at every

energy, and this is evidence that n~p backward scattering is a

peripheral reaction. Figure 6 shows an example of such a re-

lationship at 3 GeV/c. A detailed discussion on this matter is

not included here.

The peripheral Interaction in irp scattering at the forward

region has been Investigated by several authors . We will

perform a slnilar study of backward scattering. To start with,

we uae the knowledge of impact parameter given by previous

authors. In the phase-shift region, one should be able to deter-

mine the particular partial wave responsible for the scattering

amplitudes in the backward region. In Figures 7 to 8 we compare

the total scattering amplitude with amplitude computed using only

two values of J; the results are in good agreement. The search

for proper J values was tried at every energy. To do wore

thorough work on this, one must treat J as a noninteger and

optimize AJ, the width of J. tAlso, note that we have assumed

that the above scattering amplitudes, calculated from the parti-

cular phase shifts , carry no errors due to uncertainty in the

phase-shift analyses.

After obtaining useful information of J and AJ, one can

proceed to f i t experimental data do/dt and P with a minimum of

four parameters. This technique can be particularly useful at

higher energies where one cannot perform phase-shift analyses.

Such an analysis i s in progress.

There are many details not covered in this talk, but

we believe that the approaches suggested here arc promising.

We have not shown the example of the IT p case, but i t can be

analyzed in a similar manner to that for ti"p.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 up total cro«> section, taken from CERN/HERA 70-7
(1970)

Fig. 2 Difference in »+p and n~p total cross section

Fig. 3 Legendre polynomials from 0 to 180°

Fig. 4 Associate lejandre Polynomial* from 0 to 180°

Fig. S Polarization data in n~p backward scattering from
l.S to 6.0 GeV/c (The white and dark points represent
Z6S and CERN data respectively)

Fig. 6 Derivative relation* between differential ero*s aeotion
(Black Circles: E. w. Hoffman et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.,
35, 131 (1975)1 Trianglesi R. R. Crittenden et al.,
FEys. Rev., Dl, 30S0 (1970)) and polarization at 2.93
CeV/c (Ref. 1)

Fig. 7a Spin-non flip amplitude at 1.62 GeV/c

Fig. 7b Spin-flip amplitude at 1.62 Gev/c

Fig. 8a Spin-non flip amplitude at 2.04 GeV/c

Fig. 8b Spin-flip amplitude at 2.04 GtV/a
-t—t-' 'immmfmrim' km ' '

Fig. 1
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I would l i k e to bring t o your a t tent ion two developments which

have contributed t o resolving the queation of the existence of the 2 ,

The f i r s t i s the substant ia l improvement in the d i f f e ren t i a l croas

sectJ.un data for K p e las t i c s c a t t e r i n g . The second i s an improved

energy dependent analysis l>a««U on the K-matrix formulism which in

order to f i t the da ta requires a K,_-reaonance po le .

The new DCS data were obtained in an experiment carried out a t

the ZGS by a Maryland-ANL col labora t ion . In the experiment e l a s t i c a l l y

scat tered p a r t l c l e a In a l iquid hydrogen target were detected by banks

of wire-plane spark chambers and s c i n t i l l a t i o n counters as shown 'n

Fig . 1, E la s t i c sca t ter ing events were ident i f ied by the kinematic

cor re la t ion in the sca t ter ing jingles. About 70,000 selected events

The entire data set is shewn in Pig. 2 In an isometric plot of DCS

vs. cos 8. „ and P.... These results «re quite consistent with the
I.H. LAD

angular distributions obtained in a recent and similar experiment by

* Brlatol-RHEL collaboration. In the Brlstol-RHEL experiment the DCS's

are baaed on about 15,000 events at each of 19-momenta between P ^ * 0.7

to 1.9 GsV/c

The new partial wave analysis by Arndt ct a l . is based on a two

channel K p, KA(1236) K-matrix with elements which sre constants or

arc linear in the energy. This formulism is especially suitable since

the inelastic scattering in dominated by quasi-2-body final states:

K*p + KA(1236), K*(890)N,



Zn the analyait a 2x2 real , sysaetrlc K-aatrlx la defined for each t < 4

partial wave and the e laat ic scattering partial-wave amplitudes are de-

rived froa the corresponding S-Matrix given by

Bare p is a 2x2 "phase-space" aatrlx uhlch contains the threshold energy

dependences
i-

,.21+1

p

k and k_ arc respectively Che momenta in the e last ic and inelastic chan-

nels and I . i t tht lowest orbital angular momentum for the inelastic

scattering consistent with the spin and parity of the partial-wave.

The u i i and width (m_, r_) were chosen to be those of the A(1236) in

a l l partial waves except for the S-wave. In the S-wave the K (890)

was used so that l j • 0 (rather than t j - 2) .

The resulting partial waves were uaed to f i t K p data up to P ^ - *

2 GeV/c. The data base which contained earlier published data in DCS.

Pol . , o , a,also contained the Maryland-ANL DCS data. The nev data

comprised 35 percent of the 3822 data points and were generally the

aose precise.

The best solution was obtained In a K-aatrix paraaetrlzation of

the font. K - a + b T.^- where b • 0 for P and G wav«a. A total then

of 42-parameters for nine partial waves were used to f i t the data.

Only one solution was found and the f i t to the data was quite good

giving x /NDF " 1-33. A aodest amount of data pruning (70 points) re-

duced this to xZ/NDF - 1.16 without affecting the solution.

The amplitudes for the dominant partial waves are plotted in

Fig. 3-a. In particular the P..« wplitude exhibits the resonance

like behavior already seen in earlier analysis. The energy dependent

representation involves a factor

{detU - i /p K/p}"1

which can be analytically continued to possible resonance poles. Such

a pole 1s found in the P_ .» amplitude at coordinates

Mg - 1172 - (1787 - HOOjHeV.

A number of variations of the analysis were attempted (e .g . pure A domi-

nance, different K-matrlx parametrizations). All have Z poles near to

the coordinates quoted above.

The question inevitably ariaea as to whether the energy dependence

derived from this formulism i s biased toward the generation of resonance

poles. Would a different analysis in which, for example the 5's and n's

are represented *» expansions in powers of the energy, lead to the sane

result? In order to answer this question such an analysis vould have

to be carried out using the new DCS data. One must point out however

the di f f icul ty in detecting a broad Inelastic reionance over a substan-

t i a l energy dependent background by examining the trajectories of the

amplitudes on the Argand diagrams. An analytic continuation to the

pole vould seem to be necessary.

One can argue in favor of the analysis described above on

s-priorl grounds, that th is in the most natural way to describe a

system with strong quasi-2-body inelast ic channels with nearby thresh-

olds. The fact that a relatively small number of adjustable parameters

could produce such a good f i t to the data would seem to support this



view. However treating a l l of the lnelaaclc scattering ai a ilngle

channel ia a considerable approximation. In order to t t s t whether

our Z -pole arote af * reault of thia approximation a somewhat limited

analyaia was done excluding all data above 1.2 CeV/c and uelng S, P,

D waves only. Under these circumstances the Inelastic scattering i s

Indeed dominsted by a production. Here again the Z -pole was found at

about the same coordinatea.

The question now arlaea as to whether there Is any other evidence

for the Z*. There la Indirect evidence to 2* exchange In backward K~p

elas t ic scattering In the appearance of a distinct backward peak In

the DCS at rlM • 5 BeV/c from CtRM.5 However the backward cross sec-

tion It falling off very rapidly with increasing energy and chli Is

sometimes regarded as evidence against baryon exchange. Free the lower

energy BNL-Rochester data. do/du(O) * s~ . However i f we try to ac-

commodate the f i t to include the CSBi data we get s*7 and If we f i t

this to do/du(0) « s ( '" for single Regge exchange ve get an inter-

cept a(0) • -2 .5 . Connecting this intercept by a linear trajectory

to tha 2* at u - 3 .2 , a • l .S givea o(/u) - -2.5 + 1.2u. The slope

a' • 1.2(GeV) Is quit* consistent with the "universal" value of

Tha large Ine la i t ie i ty of the Z hat stimulated considerable ef-

fort In studying the inelastic channels for evidence of the Z . tn

particular the reaction K+p • "."a** haa been Investigated in a number

of bubble chamber experiments. In both the LIT.7 and KRT* analysis

solutlona were found in which the W3/2 Partial wave amplitude ex-

hibi ts resonance l ike behavior. However the speeds along the trajec-

tor ies are not consistent with a resonance interpietatlon. It must

be pointed out that the numbers of event) available to these analyse*

were about 1/10 of those used in the highly auccesaCul SLAC-LBL analy-

*le of *p -* KVN in which e number of known N and A etates were seen.

It aeems l ikely a broad Zj (r = 200 MeV) la probably beyond the limits

of detection of the presently available Inelastic scattering dsta. It

Is nevertheless curious thet the reionsnce behavior should appear In

the J* - | + s tate .

A resonsble case for the existence of the Z? can be made from

this evidence. The reluctance to accept th is conclusion came of course

froa the incompatibility of auch a atate with the conventional sym-

metric quark model tor the baryons. Perhaps a distinction wi l l emerge,

a* has been suggested at th i s conference by J. 0. Dickey, between true

particle atatea which f i t in the quark model classif ication and "hadronic

molecules" weh as the deutcron, or the Z*. Z* which are aimply bound

or reaonance statea arlalng from the forces between the constituent

psrt lc les . No clear cr i t er l e for making auch a distinction hss yet

bean put forth.
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Fig. 3-a Tht Sj, ?1> ty and Dj partlal-uave amplitudes obtained
In this analyaia. The croaahatchtt on the trajectories
Indicate increments of 100 GeV/c.
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Fig. 3-b Tlic elastic, reaction, and total P. partial
croat sections.
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Although a l l Q s t a t e s oE the (56, 0 ) rct-ifaeiitatlon ot -JU16) have

been es tabl ished for some years, the (70, l") representa t ion suffers in

seve ra l respects [ 1 ] . Among the missing s t a t e s a re 7 H S with masses in

the range ^ 1700 - 2100 HeV. Furthermore the choice of the 3 Z s t a t e s

with j » 3/2" diapenda c r i t i c a l l y on the existence of one s t a t e (suggested

by formation experiments) or two s t a t e s (tiuggnsted by production experiments)

At "•- 1660 MoV.

r would l i k e t o present data from the 4.2 GcV/c K~p axperiinent (see

a previous piper At t h i s conference for brief experimental do ta i la ) which

are re levant to th« S. (L320) and E(16G0).

S PRODUCTION

Progre&i in S ipcctroicopy nan been painful ly slow over tlio i.iat

fivu yearn. From t h i s lanjo s t a t i s t i c oxperiment, cur ren t ly 65 f-wonzs/yhatn,

2674 events have bien isolnted corresponding to the react ion

It'p • K V A ° .

Fig. 1 shows the K A mass spectrum (with $ removed) fro.-n our experinent

with mont avallnbio world data. The hlatcKjronis hove tscon jiloi.icd in such

a way that equal Areas ropronent equal numbers of ovonta. Tiio :• (1020)

which had boon suggested by prsviouo experiments [?.] in nevr cJo.irly uenn

a t a strong narrow s t ruc tu re . Another narrow pe.ik 1B -Uso »is ible in the

2100 MoV Ridss region.

r i i ) . 2 shown the Dalitz plot £c r the complete ro*ction. For the
4- -

K K Fiyntem ono aooQ dominant i))(10i9) production and a t'.'/M,.vi: accunaia- ton

a t tho nusu of tlm f1 (1514). A horiKoncal band corrca[>ondtiuj to th.i

5 (1R20) in cluarly v ia tb lo . Tho peripheral biiryon exchnniju ^rniluctlon uC

t h i s oCfect Is yliown in Lho Chnv-Low plot of Fig. 3. Antiw!ootluq t!io

^ lotjv.nanco umi .ujluctlni (w-'riphural <\K~ combinaLions ( t 1 < 3 (CoV/e)1*)

provitlaa the D.itit-/. p lo t an<1 insociotod proJ.'ctloriR ot' Pig. 4. Ti.o ' . . u v i



shown on the projections ato the n-»ult of f i t t ing .\ polynomial Uu-kqruuiid

+ BrcifWignor functions and give resonn.ico parameters compatible with

maximum likelihood fits to the entire data. These lat ter f i t s havo yielded

5 (1820) K * 1823 i 3 F * 19 S 4 MeV

E*(2130) H » 2129 1 5 r - 21 t 8 MeV

and we estimate the s ta t i s t ica l significance of the two effects as 8o

and 4o respectively.

An investigation of the following channels

has enabled the •• (1820) decay branching r a t i o s t o be determined. The

rolovin t m/ins spect ra «ro dtnplayod In Fig. 5 ( i . ' < 1 (GoV/c) ) and the

fu l ly-cor rec ted , non-normalised, branching cross-noct iuns «ro found to he

E*(1820) •*• AK 2.6 t 0.13 ybarns

-*• E K 0.6 ± 0.15 ybarna

•* ?.it < 1.1 (ibarna

2.0 * 0 .5 ;ibarns.

I t haa '.nmj boon suggnntcd t h a t tho H lijSO) comploto« an SU(3) o c t e t

with J P - 3/2* together with N(L520), T.lir,60) and A(lG90J 13?. The new

r. (1020) branching r.it£o!l roupled with rol*:Viint J lf»sfcs (curront ly umler

inveutiijriMon) could confirm th in •isyl-jumtmc, \ia romnrk th.it: tho newly
* p t

reported Mtotor ;: (^130), could bc> tho K--2 iRttnibor of Mî  J *!/?. »li:r;.ip1»'t

coijMthi^ with A ; ) 4 3 0 ) «in«i i :c!o:o) .

I t i s iiiLer>>.',tititj Lo noo whi'tlicr a larqrt ni-.it i-iticrj pro-Juction 'X.- r iii-nt

cniiEirins tho umicrlylny trend of the oWot da t a . Tho following channels

have been analysed

K p •> t TI n 4460 events

-* £*Tr°n" 0294

•• £+i»~n+ir~ 7491

*• E"n+n*Ti" 6762

•»• A T i n * 0 34077

Flyu. 6 and 7 show the general features of the Zf and MU05>-n systems.

A markod E(16bO) atgnal iu seen In both channels and maximum likoiihood

f i t s have yielded the following parameters

H°n* channel M - 16C5 t 3, T = 64 i 9 KaV

A(14O5) TI+ chinnol H - 1657 i 3, F « 53 J S MoV.

Spln-p.irity t e s t s on both channels conclusively ru le out tho j a 1/2

pODU'.uility but ptovent adequate discrimination jmong other J P assiqnments.

Tho different production charac te r i s t i cs of the two channels can he aoen

c lea r ly in Pig. 0. Wheroas tho EUG60) -> £n i s produced at a l l centre of

masu .-ingioB, the )'(1G6O) + A(l405>n ia m;en to t o tiignifleant only in tho

very Cnrwnrd rorjion. Background snbtrnctcd d i f f e ren t i a l cioaa soctions

arc dtM;il.iyod ill f lq . 9 . I t in ovidontly cloor that thfi3O dist rlhutionft

c.iiinot ri'iiult l ien the dcRAy of thu KC:> jMront runonanco. Thus tho trends

of tho o.irly d.if.a h.ivo been i:on£irr.ed a:i'i w« «ro IIOVJ confronted with woll-

murtfi'irod, yet v.iat ly difCrn;nt, production cliar.ict'»rlat I rs .

Urlovjrit iiiioct.f.t from tho othnr tiK<.iJiHti>d ro'ifU.mii, :*t.j. 10, have

onibLt'i) Hit- iollowi.ii) brnin.ii1'ig r.itton to bo rlotorminrd ovor 'ho rntiri*

U5

i'oi'i:i<itlo;i nnil production Inontn on »ho nnbjoct • i ; ( )
u

' 0 ) ( l l .
(McV)

li (M-V)

15 |

1070 » 10

3'i - (.0

X42

H.C.I • J



A(1405In

0.14 t .OS

0.37 t .25

< 0.33

< 0.20

< 0.03

< 0.46

< 0.25

0.8S ± 0.13.

A simple resolution of the A(14O5)TT, ETT anomaly would be to assume

that production experiments were seeing both the formation E(16GC) together

with another £(16G0) which would have.the f'lllowlnq proport.los

a) Strong peripheral production

b) Dominant A(14O5)1T decay

c) Weak KH coupling

d) JP - 3/2" llk.lv

•) M,r degerate with the formation CI1G60).

I t is hoped that a continued analysis of the data in our experiment will

clarify further this issue and therefore resolve the current uncertainty

in the £ choice for th* (70, I") su(6)w representation.
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FtrU1RE_ CAPTIONS

P i g . 1

Pig . 2

Comparison of H(AK~) frcm the react ion K~p - AK~K (* rniiovod)

of t h i s experinent (X42) and most avai lable world dat.i. Equal

areas represent equal numbers of events , and the ve r t i ca l l ine

indica tes 1.820 GeV.

Dali tz plot and projections for the reaction K p ' AK K

(2674 events) a t 4,2 GeV/c.

Pig. 3 Chew Low plot showing M (AK~) versus u'(K~ + AK~) for the

react ion K*p •* AK+K".

Fig. 4 Dali tz plot for the reaction K p * AK K after exclusion of

the $11019) and with the l imitation u» < 3 (GcV/c)2. The

superimposed curves are the resul t of a f i t to the projections

with a background polynomial and Bre i t Wigner functions.

P ig . S With the peripheral res t r ic t ion u ' < 1 (GcV/c)

a) M2(AK") from K~p • AK+K*

b) M2(EK) fro» K"p • Z ° K V and l~K*K°

c) H2(H"Tr°) from K~p + ="K**°

el) M2tH"it*fl") from K~p + =V"TT+W",

Tlio curves shown a rc the resul ts of f i t s to es t ab l i sh the (1Q2O)

contribution.

Fig. 6 (Eir) and (ETTTI) mass jippct-n from the ronctinnu K o » (Unn) it ,

Tho A(1405) has t<?«n selocUJ via 13-10 £ H(EIT) < 1440 MoV, and

the supr»rimposed cutvo i s tho r e su l t of a iiixim>nn likrlihood f i t

to a Brelt-Wigner pXun « quadratic background.

Pig. 1 (ETI) na:;H spectrj from thn roactiona (ft) K p •* ?. ir n nnd

(b) K p * H ?l n . Tho curvo.1 shown arc thn roaiiltsi of m-ixitnun

likelihood f i t s to a Hreit-Wtrjn<»r pluo -» qn.iclr.iM*-? h .<.•> pound.

Fig.

Spoctra of M ( A ( U 0 5 ) T M and H(£°it+) for throe in te rva l s of

production angle

A,D 0.7 < coaG* C 1.0

B,E -0.8 < cos© £ 0.7

C,F -1.0 < cosG* S -0.8

Tho curves shown are the results of maximum likelihood Cits

to a Breit-Wignor with fixed mass and width (see text) plus a

quadra t ic background.

Background subtracted d i f ferent ia l cross-sections for

£(1660) •+ A(140S)TT+ (a) and Z(1G6O) •* Z°TT+ (b). The curve3

are drawn to guide the oyo.

Fig, 10 Hypcron mans spectra

a) H(ATI+) from the reaction K*"p •* ATT*IT"

li) M(pK°) [ i i r . the r^JCtisr. :fp f K°p-"

c) H<ATI TJ°) from the reaction K~p * A-n+TT~7T°

Tho curves shown are the roaults of maximum likelihood f i t s

to enable the £(1660) contribution to be evaluated.
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Cascades in the Twelve-Foot Bubble Chamber

W. Morris, B. V. Oh, 0. L. Parker, G. A. Smith and J. Whitmore

Department of Physics
Michigan State University

East Lansing, Michigan 43824

I . Introduction

I t has now beer two years since we embarked on a major experiment

(E-289) with the AM. 12-foot bubble chamber to identify S«-2, B-+1 ( E )

states which are expected to exist on the basis of the SU(3) model.

Mhereas the foundation of SU(3) predictions was firmly accepted after the

amazing discovery of the a" particle in 1964 to complete the JP"3/2+ baryon

decuplet along with the 4(1236), E(1385) and H(1530), i t is nonetheless

true that only two other ~ states, namely the E( 1820)and 5(1940), are on

reasonably firm experimental ground at this time. These states apparently

f i t nicely Into Jp«3.'2" aid 5/2' multiplets respectively.1 However, accu-

rate branching ratios as well as a spin-parity measurement are required to

make the assignments firm. I t 1s generally agreed that there are many more

as yet undetected or unconfirmed '- states with masses above -2000 MeV.'

Work supported in part by the National Science Foundation.
'Paper presented by G. A. Smith at the Argonne National Laboratory Summer
Symposium on New Directions 1n Hadron Spectroscopy, July 7-10, 1975

In addition, the possibility of the existence of excited states of the u' is

evident 1n the SU(3) model. Unfortunately, the experimental situation to

date 1s confusing to say the least. This is due primarily to poor statis-

tics associated with K~p production experiments which have been done at

higher beam momentum (> 5 GeV/c). The 5 states are typically produced with

observable cross sections of a few microbarns. Hence, a 10 event/ub expe-

riment will collect a few tens of events over background.

The results presented in this paper are based on the f irst -20

events/nb of a 100 events/ub exposure of the ANL 12-foot hydrogen bubble

chamber to the RF-separated beam tuned for 6.5 GeV/c K*. The film has been

scanned and measured at Michigan State University for all events with two

or more strange particle decays, which Include Kj, A°, il, =s and si". Due

to (a) the unusual size and unconventional optics of the 12-foot chamber

and (b) the demanding requirements of this experiment as related to detec-

ting Unking tracks, close-fn vees and overall complex topologies, we em-

phasize In this paper our studies of systematics 1n scanning and measuring.

Cross sections are reported and compared with other experiments as evidence

for the validity of our knowledge of these systematics. Partial data on

rj" production are reported and tne prospects for a high statistics «" expe-

riment a-e considered. Finally, subsequent to a brief review of the cur-

rent experimental situation on searches for H states, we present prelimi-

nary data on the dynamics of K5, A0, E1, E* production and the Him mass

spectrum.

I I . Systematics

(a) Introduction

In Figure 1 we show an example of an event Involved 1n this



analysis. The event 1s a four-prong with a H" decaying to a A0 and it".

The 12-foot chamber 1s particularly suited to this type of work 1n compari-

son to smaller chambers in that escape losses of decaying particles are small

and the large path length of the chamber results in a high production rate.

These features, combined with acceptable resolution, make the 12-foot cham-

ber an Ideal Instrument for this work. The following sections present

more details on these important points.

(b) Resolution

In Figure 2 we show the measures masses of Ks> A° and =" par t i -

cles. All measurements were done on Michigan State University Image plane

dig i t i zers . The FWHH values are -10, 6, and 8 HeV respectively. The curves

are examples from other chambers, namely the SLAC 82-1nch chamber2 and the

BNL 31-inch chamber3, normalized to our data. The comparison 1s not exact,

in that the momenta of the particles In the different cases are not neces-

sar i ly the sane. Nevertheless, the quoted FVfHH values are quite favorable

and Indicate the 12-foot chamber 1s a precision instrument by standards

with which we have become accustomed In the past.

(c) Corrections

All experiments which attempt to detect strange particles suffer

losses of events of certain types. In Figure 3 we show the distribution

of E" and Vees ( K { , A" combined) In the variable Range/nci. For decaying

particle;, this should follow an exponential distr ibution. This Is seen to

be the case, except for small values of this quantity. To Investigate this

e f fec t , vie show 1n Figure 4. the distribution in lengths of =- part icles.

The distribution shows a depletion of events for lengths less than -2 cm.

This depletion corresponds to events missed by the scanner due to the fact

the par t icU decayed suff iciently close to the vertex to make i t Indistin-

guishable from the primary event. We hPve normalized the data of P. F.

5chultz4 from a similar experiment in the ANL 30-inch chamber at 5.5 GeV/c

to our data. We note that for lengths of <3 cm the detection of r" in the

30-inch chamber appears to be somewhat better. This is due to the fact that

the 12-foot f i lm has been scanned at one-quarter l i fe -s ize , whereas the

30-Inch f i lm was scanned at nearly l i fe -s ize^ . The Range/nci distributions

for Ks and A° by comparison show a loss of events only for lengths leis

than -1 cm.

Another effect which is usually encountered is the loss of H"

wtth small laboratory decay angles or decays which are edge-on to the cham-

ber optics. In Figure B we show the distributions for Kj , A° and =" In

the variables

cos e* • 0 • 6 (1)

and |*»| • cos-'[P x D) • (Z x p ) ] , (2)

where P, D are parent, daughter d " ) unit three-vectors evaluated in the

production and parent CM. systems respectively. The unit vector Z Is

parallel to the median optic axis of the chamber. For the decays of spin

0 or 1/2 part icles, distributions in these variables are expected to be

Isotropic. This appears to be the case for K° and A°, but not • '. Again,

we normalize the data or P. F. Schultz* to our ~* data. Both sets of data

show losses as one approaches | * * ( « " ) | * 90° and cos e*(i~) • 1.0. These

data confirm the anticipated losses mentioned ear l ier . The similari ty in

the 30-Inch chamber and 12-foot chamber data in this respect further

S



suggests that effects due to the differences In scanning magnification5 are

compensated by the fact that the wide-angle optics of the 12-foot chamber

permit the scanner a wider range of projected angles for detecting small

angle or edge-on decays.

The aforementioned data have been used to generate momentum

dependent weighting factors for -_" and Vee events, shown in Figure 6. The

components for small angle loss and close-In decays 1n the •;" case (Figure

6(a)) are shown separately. By comparison, we see the 30-1ncl) chamber has

smaller (larger) weight factors for =" momenta below (above) -2.5 GeV/c.

The rapid rise of the 3O-1nch chamber weight factor at higher momentum Is

due to the escape loss of A° from =" decay. Since the mean s" momentum In

this experiment 1s -4 SeV/c, from the standpoint of =" detection the 12-foot

chamber 1s a more efficient device. Of course. In addition there Is nearly

a factor of five Improvement In production rate due to the larger path length

in the 12-foot chamber.

I I I . Cross Sections

We present in Figure 7 some of our preliminary cross section

measurements. Corrections for random scanning loss, measurement failures,

^mall-angle and dose-In decay loss and neutral dtcay modes of K* and '."

have been Included. When necessary, separation of ambiguous »', K* track

mass assignments has been made by visual inspection of lonizatton, Nhkh

appears to be reliable up to -500 HeV/c. Otherwise, each event has been

given a fractienal weight into each of the possible hypotheses. We are

st i l l working on our c" events and defer a presentation of cross sections

for these events to a later time. As may be seen 1n Figure 7, our "" data

f i t nicely Into the overall trend of data from experiments at other energies.

We note that, whereas the inclusive =~ cross section is approximately constant

with energy, the exclusive channels (particularly the 2 and 3 body final

states) exhibit a marked peaking -0.7 GeV/c above threshold and then fall off

dramatically (-p"* dependence). For our experiment the cross sections

appear to peak in the 4-6 body final states.

IV. :l- Events

To <fste we have identified 10 examples of :i" production. All are

examples of a' - A°K' decay and have been Identified rather easily by a com-

bination of kinematics and tonization Inspection, we are now analyzing can-

didates for .:" • H°J" decay. The principal difficulty associated with these

events Is that the s' - n°*° decay vertex Is not seen. However, a particu-

larly attractive feature of the 12-foot chamber Is the -20J probability for

detecting a Y-ray pair production. Thus, this difficulty may be in part

overcome by detecting v-rays associated with the =° • A°VY process. He esti-

nate that in -SOI of the cases at least one w a y can be found. The inter-

section of the A" and u(or v's) line of flight determine the A° decay ver-

tex and the constraint class of the f i t is thus improved. I f we assume

equal" branching fractions for >:" • .'."K" and •"»", we sstimate that in the

completed experiment w» will have ISO-ZOO examples of .." • .'.°K* and :"-".

I t is not clear at this t i * that many of the .•:" •• ="•" decays can be iden-

tified. A sample of this siie appears attractive from several viewpoint;:

(a) a vastly Improved measurement of !(.." . ; % • / • ( , • - r.'tr) wil l be possi-

ble! (b)the ci decay parameter will be rwasured' accurately; (c) the measure-

ment of the ." lifetime will be Improved ;̂ (d) an improved understanding of

the production mechanism of ." events and cross sections w'll result and



(e) a search for •. - ,,"K* ind .;" . .'2- strong decays which art expected

to exist on the basis of the Sl)(3) model can be made. The present world-

collection of n" events ts 41. An example of «n .,- event Is shown In

Figure 8. Me note that the r from the ..' • '.'It" decay ts cle»fly Identi-

fied from ioniiation.

V. Review of Physics

Several excellent reviews of -: resonances have been given In the

past few yjars. In particular, those of Vodh' (1969). Kjlbflelsch10 (1470)

and Honeti" (1973) are noted. Sine* the eiperlnental situation has not

changed mjch since, there 1s no value In repeating these report* in 5rc.1t

detail. In addition, the recent SU(3) analysis of Sanios, Goldbcri and
l'eaJows' serves as an additional focus on the situation. Rather, HO have

chosen to discuss briefly only one state. In addition to the (1320) and

={1630} which are well understood. In order to emphasize the value of conti-

nued, high statistics research In this area. The slate In question Is the

=(1820). The :(1B2O) Has first reported by Snlth et e l . In 1964 and

1 9 6 5 12,13 The data fron this group are shown In Figures 9 (a,b). Sl.intii.

cant decays of the (1820) object into .'.U and -•( IS30)- were observed. The

enhancement in the "* channel was latvr Interpreted as beinQ associated with

the (1940).1 3 - M Subsequently, » t i t t l t t e l . . " established the eilstence

of a r.K decay imt* for this state (set Fiqure »(« ) ) . The slrs>«i exptrti-en-

tal evident, for this state has been acknowledged." Nonetheless, the

branching fraction data have not been considered sufficiently reliable to lie

Included as input constraints In the overall 511(3) f i t for the »'' • V ? '

New r r s u l u on the (1820) »iAve been reported by the fcisterdan-

CtB'i-MJnegon-Oiford col (a t tent ion at the 1975 fMlpri-o Conference and at

thts Syppgslun." Eased on a n i lh s ta t i s t i cs O M r t i - w ; of 4.? GeV/c K" in

thp ! - * t e r cr«'l buliblo char ter , conf t r r j t lon of the decay a< the |16:O)

into \ i . , r anil • ( I ' j J D - has been provided (n>)ure 10;. Tne s t a t u t k a l

slfjf.Hlcance 0 ' tneso e j e c t s I*. Indeed l fyressWv. There 1 \ no doul't these

nm data « i l l provide a s ign i f icant test of the SU(J) p«,^*l .

v l •

nonet. This is a situation ci to all reported higher sass - states.

We f i r s t turn our attent ion to sore e* the fcattc character ist ics of

the events tr. our c t f teHrvnt . In M'jure I I K* Jho* ' p j * versus *X- 'or var-

ious react ion* as « function o ' f inal state r *u ) t fn t lcUy . These di t« show

« tendency for forwird t<foductfon of " «nd : ' , t i u l i c i t K e of Mryon e«Cnnce

l>t>occ»e\. ThU ft an Irportaint r o i m , l i n e * I t su?qest* th«t resonant sys-

ipni doceiytnt] into A or •" * * 11 be f r e f p t t n t t t l l v produced * t s^t l l values

of u(sQuire of txn-tniir lrtn%fer fro» the be*« to " ) . By contr«st . t*te ' *

«nd 4iv ^roiluced i i r e f f f c n H j l ly t '*clHir^ , Indicative of r» jon enctiainud,

However, f ' ' \ resulHin; fro^ the dec*v o^ " %tdte«, iuch *« * • •"»;*, r*y

bf e»pected to tifh^vr quite t j t f f r ren t lv . Indeed, this H the c * * e . n H

t l l m t r d t e d I t the net* " ( .820) • '*r,~ data) , where A narked preference 'or

the resonant •"»:" sysfr^ to be produced a l tnwl l u *4 noted.

Our in i t t t i l e f f o r t s (n l?*p a**«'•! o' ttudyimt the r^tss spectra havr

centered >n previously reported st4tes. Onr such stale Is the (??SD), re -

ported by ( iar i« ih tt a l . In i <> event ti o^port^nt «tt 10 GeV/c and

;cr and Schui t j 1 9 itt * 4 event/ii) e i iwrtnent at 5.*> GeV/c Cach



experlnent 1$ aarked by a COOBOn feature, nanely an apparent ' r* enhancement

near 2300 H(V. Bartsch el t l . further sugjesl Mat ' i - j.xj -f- enhaHcMMi

also r*y exist. The experli^nts report *» * *« (widths) of 22H • 5?

(130 • 80) and 229S • IS ( 10 ) HfV respectively. In Figure I2(a) we show

the GolOwasser-Schulti data, with a one bin spike In the 2JW-2J2O Htv

Interval. In Ff9ure I2(b) we present our data for the se«e reactions In-

cluding both -:•*•-• end - i ' tS1 charge coffclnations. A i»all enhancement

m r 2300 XeV Is eviden1.. The combined data in shewn In fltfure l?(c). The

effect IS now clearly pronounced in the two bins fro- ;'.'3O-.'J4O W . SuHS*-

quent ituDy of ogr 0<tt hat revealed (Figure !)(«)) the effect in our data

<s -o i l pronounced In the inclusive ( - - ) ' tpectw where we su> over all

f in*! states including a ' * . ithen cocdlned with the Soldvasser.SchuItt

data (Figure U(o)) , we observe an five standard deviation enhancement

U2H0-2HO Hev). At present, we have no evidence for further decay «x)el.

of this object. The somvliat broader structure observed In our data at

conpared to that of Goldwmtr and Schulzi nay be understood if our reso-

lution Is soatvnat poorer than theirs. Thtt point wiM be ttudled In detail

In the near future. I f the Isospln of the liW MeV object were greater than

one-half, one oloht expect to see an enhancement in the ( '••)*•"" systems,

shown in Figure 13(c). No enhancement 1s apparent, thus favoring an t" l /J

assHrcienl for the J300 MeV object. Since our f l u l data \tv>\t wil l be

five t i n s that presented here, we consider tn« present report as cretlnt-

nary. A final report on this possible (2300) state will be withheld until

a nor* thorough examination of the • " and alternate channels hat been Rade.
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig. 1 A four-prong event mith • •" • p«" decty.
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^. 4 Distributer, o' lengths o' •" fcffore decay. Thr data

flj, t

F(<j. fi

Ffi). 9

l » t t foe tfcMnHlofi) ' c (a ,bi • ' , (c,<J) K' «ni} ( e , f ) * decays.

!hr j ^ i j rpprcfcMcd b» the dilhi'd l lf ies arc t*»«n fi*o- r e * . 4,

i i c i jh t f a a o n »or ( a ! " and (i>) > ' , •" decays.

' Kn\: icct loni for I r d u k l v c and ?-5 hooy SJ-p l f . .

An ehar^ile o' . " production and" decay.

Iddence <or (IBJO) In (a) :'>:", •.•If channels a*. ?,45, :.7O

Gev/c (references 1?. 13), (b) the •< channel at 2.H>, J.70 GeV/c

(references I J , 13) and (c) " t ; " , : • ( " . : "I!* channels at 3,9,

4 .6 , S.O GeV/c (reference IS).

Fig. 10 evidence for .(l«20) In (a) ••<.". (b) :'):', (c) : ' • ' (no evidence)

and . "•*•" channels at t.2 GeV/c (reference 17).

f i g . I I Distributions of P r- versus ( and final sute r v l t l v l l c i l y

for (a) . •« • - ' s . ( M . ' -KS! • - ' s . (c) :"»;>;• ••$ and

(d) : V E • . ' i f inal states.

r i g . I? ( - • ) ' effective nass distributions In four and five body final

states fron (a) reference 19, (b) this experliwnt and (c) reference

19 and this tiperlnent cofftolned.

r i g . I ) • • effective nass distributions fron (a) Inclusive " final states

of this enperixent, (b) Inclusive " f inal states of this ;» l * r | .

» n t cc»*ln«o with four and five body states of reference 19. and

(c) Inclusive -" f inal states of this experlwnt «<th ]lz] • 3/2.
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BARYONIC SPECTROSCOPV AND ITS IMMEDIATE FUTURE

R. H. Daliti
Department of Theoretical Phyaica
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ABSTRACT

We review briefly the quark model for baryons and
the varioua versions of 5U(6) aymmetry which have been
proposed and uaed in connection with baryon rpectroacopy.
We draw attention to a aeriea of baaic queationa which ex-
perimental work in thii field ahould aim to settle, aa a mini-
mal program. We alio herald the beginning of a new baryon
spectroscopy associated with • phyaica.

1. DO WE HAVE A THEORY OF HADRONIC RESONANCE STATES?

The hypothesis that hadronic interactiona obey an SU(6) aymmetry in

the product apace of unitary aymmetry SU{3) and Pauli spin SU(2) , firat pro-

posed by Guraey and Rediciti in 1964, haa been vary fruitful for the analyaia

and claaaification of baryonic propertiea, especially when combined with the

three-quark model for baryona. Thii model givee a rlmple deacription of the

loweat octet and the loweat decuplet of baryons, the apina of the three quarks

aumming up to give J K 1/2 and J * 3/2, and the unitary apina of the three

quarke combining to give octet and dccuplet for the total unitary apin, respec-

tively. Together, this J * 1/2+ octet and j c 3/2+ decuplat constitute a 56-

ditnensional representation of SU(6) aymmetry, a representation which haa

even permutation symmetry with respect to the labels 1, 2 and 3 attached

to the three quarke. The requirement that the proton ahould obey Fermi

statistics implies that the overall three-quark wave function for a baryon

muat have odd permutation aymmetry. Since it would be very exceptional for a

ground-atats apace wave function to have odd permutation aymmetry (since

this would imply the preaence of nodea in the space wave function), it ia

natural to concluda that the quark muat have some further degree of freedom,

aaaociated with some further quantum number, and that this additional wave

function factor for the throe-quark aystem has odd permutation aymmetry. This

additional quantum number is now known as colour, and it can provide the

antisymmetrical factor required for the three-quark wave function to describe

a baryon if it operates in a three-dimensional sp tee. As Lipkin has pointed

out, the qualitative systematics of the multiquark systems which describe

hadronic atates can be understood in te.-ms of the colour variable if it has an

SU(3)f aymmetry and if the forces between quarks q (and their antiparticlen

q ) are mediated by a colour-octet of vector mesons. With these assumptions,

the strongly-bound multiquark statea are limited to colour-singlet statea with

the etructures qq and qqq, which correspond with the mesons and baryona

obaerved empirically.

With this qqq model for baryona, it is natural to expect that there

should be excited baryonic states corresponding to excitation of the internal

motions of the three quarks. The coordinate vectora which describe these

motions may be chosen as

and there will be correaponding internal angular momenta 1^ and f j , which

Bum to give the total orbital angular momentum L and the parity P, as

I . , + t,
U ' t , , * ! , , P « ( - l ) . (1.2)

It is most convenient to consider baae wave functiona which correapond to a

harmonic form for the qq interaction. In thia caae, the total wave function

will be a sum of terms of the type ^(n]2'l2>£) c p'n3 i3' - ' w n e " &n *•£> d°~

notes a harmonic oscillator wave function and the parameters n ) 2 and i>3 are

such that ( 2 n u + t j j - 2) and (2nj + i j . 2) specify the number of quanta

of excitation for the variable! £ and \, the total number of quanta of excita-

tion being given by

(1. 3)

Finally, than, the total apin and parity of the qqq configuration conaidered

are given by

J « L + S, P»( - l )" . (>•*)

where S denotes the spin associated with the substate 2 + (a) of the SU(6)

multiplet considered and a characterizes its unitary spin. Thus, this model



leads naturally to supermultiplets of baryonic resonances, classified accord-

ing to an SU(6) x 0(3) lymmetry. The notation we shall use for these super-

multipletfl is {N, LP)**- • •, where N give* the dimensionality ot the SU(t»)

representation, h and P characterize the internal orbital motion, n gives the

number of quanta of excitation energy, and the number of start specifics the

degree of radial excitation involved for the sumpermultiplct considered, accord-

ing to an appropriately chosen convention.

All of the supormultlplets (£1, LP) possible for excitations up to N = 4
quanta are given in Table I, With this model, the observed resonant states
correspond to subst&tcs of these supermultiplets, after taking into account tht
effects of the SU(6)- and SU(3)-breaking interactions, which separate and mix
the various states which have the same spin J, parity P* hypercharge V, and
isospin I within these tupermultiplets. These interactions can also mix states
with the same {J. P, Y, I) but different n, but such inter configurational mixing
has not been included in the theoretical work to date, Dtspitt all these distorting
effects, the basic patterns of these supermultiplets still survive. The super-
multiplets (5£, 0+V. and (70_, 1-). are now established and well-known.

These remarks have all been made in a nonrelatlvietic language. This
is natural* because Paul! spin is a nonrelativistic notion. It is well-known that,
for rathtr technical reasons, there exists no four-dimensional version of SU(6)
symmetry* which could hold for the complete relativistic Lagrangian appro-
priate to hadronic interactions. It follows that SU{6) symmetry cannot be an
exact symmetry for the hadrons, and can hold only in »om* approximate sense,
and perhaps only for the low-lying hadronic states.

The Applications of SU(6) symmetry in baryonic spedroscopy come
under two headings, (a) the baryonic mass spectrum, and (b) the transitions
between baryonic states* involving the emission of ft pion or other meson, or
of a (real ->r virtual) photon, or involving an interaction with a (Upton, neu-
trino) pair through the weak interactions. Let us consider these in turn:

(a) Baryonic mass spectrum: This work has been carried within the
nonrelativistlr: framework for the qqq states. It represents essentially an

extension of the Cell-Mann-Okubo masa formulae to include qqq states with
n f 0, wiUiin the assumption of harmonic shell-model wave functions for
these vtates. Of course, it it not to be expected that all of these baryonic
mass values are to be given by a neat and simple formula; rather, all that
we can aim for is to l*y down a calculation^ procedure involving a series of
matrix diagonalisations and depending on a limited number of parameters*
through which a baryon m a n spectrum can be computed* for a definite set of
values for these parameters. In this procedure* the parameters which occur
are mostly expectation values of certain qq potential terms, and a significant
constraint arise* irom the fact that a given potentitl expectation value occur-
ring for a supermultiplet with nQ quanta of excitation will generally occur
also in the discussion for the supermultiplets with n > n_.

The first SU(6)-breaking qq interactions which arise are spin,
spin and unitary spin-unitary spin interactions, of central for n and SU(3)-
invarlant. Next come the SU(3)-invariant spin-orbit qq interactions, and
finally the SU(3)-breaking qq interactions* both central and spin-orbit in
form. Calculations of this kind have been carried out by Greenberg and co-
workers , by Horgan and Dalits , by Chen-Tsai ej al. and by others, and
now cover all the n « 0, 1 and 2 supermultiplet states. Less complete cal-
culations have also been carried through for some of the n * 3 and n • 4 super-
multiplets, Following the lead by Greenberg and Resnikoff * these calcu-
lations have mostly proceeded by expressing the qq interactions considered
as a sum of SU(6) tensors m y a**, where D is the dimensionality of the
tensor, (a**) denote the SU(3) x SVtf}^ representation for the component of
this SU(6) tensor being considered, and the superfix m distinguishes between
even (m • 21) and odd (m * 15) parity for the relative motion between the
interacting qq pair. In the published work, SU(3) breaking has been limited
to the choice U « 8, the case of octet dominance proposed originally by Gell-
Mann, and the noncentral interactions were limited to tt * 3, corresponding
to spin-orbit couplings. This procedure has the advantage of economy in
that extensive use can then be made of the Wigner-Eckart theorem in the
construction of the many matrix-elements required for the calculation of the



an*rgy matrices (or all poaaiMt interactions (or all possible qqq states.
However, with the praaant asymmetric aituation regarding the baryonic data
available (extenaiv* data for V • I states, couiderable data for V « 0 states,
very little data for Y • -1 states, and only one atate known for Y * -2), Lee
and Chen-Tsai have argued the caie for an alternative representation for the
ej*j potantialt, where it ia much more apparent which parametera are well
determined by the preacnt data and which arc poorly determined.

The moat complete fit to the experimental data at prcaent ia that
reported by Korgan. Beyond the well-known atalea in the (56,0+)A auper-
multiplet and the negative parity atatei belonging to the (70, I.) aupermulti-
•let, Ke found it neceeeary to invoke the (70,2t>2 and (70,0*)^ aupermultipleta,
• • well aa Ike (St. 2»|, and (56,0t). aupermultipleta, four of the five super-
multlplets expected for n • i wit* the quark shell-model, in order to accom-
modate quantitatively all of the known baryonic reaonance atatea in thia mail
region. Particular feature* of thia fit are that:

(I) the SU(3)-breaking term* and tha SU(6|.breaking terma are
of the lame order of magnitude, i . e . , SU(J) symmetry does not hold signi-
ficantly belter than SU(t) •ymmetry,

(II) the •pin-orbit interactions are complicated. The amallnees
of spin-orbit etfecla for N alatea and their largeneae (~ 115 MeV) for the
AD03(lS20)-A501(M0S) pair require that the SU(3)-breakinj spin-orbit
IMeracllont are very alrong, and

(ill) mixing ia atrong for the .1, £ and latalaa, whenever allowed,
aut vary weak for N, A and 0 SUMS. In particular, atrong mixing ia
predicted for the AD0X1S20) atate, ae la known empirically to be the caae.

No almple picture emerge a for the qq Interaction!, from thia
analysis. In particular, auch complicated apin-orbit forcea would be diffi-
cult to account for, on any fundamental baaia. However, thia fit to the data
the* leads to many prediction! which can be letted by experiment In due
ceurae.

No relativ »tic version of these calculations has yet been worked
cut. As mentioned earlier, there are some fundamental difficultiea about

this, and probably the beat that we could hope fur is that the SU(6) patterns

might emerge ai the result of an approximate lymmetry, based on the u!e of

tome relativistic model. The above calculations have assumed nonrelativistic

quarka, which means "heavy quarks. " At present, there ia much intereat in

"bag models" for qqq systems, and theae aeeume "light quarks", in fact
a

essentially zero mass quarks. For the L = 0+ statea, the discussion of the
maaa formulae is quite eimilar to that of Greenberg, Morgan and othera, but

for the L * 1- states, the discussion will be quite different, even with the

shell-model approach, since the p, . , and p. . , quark orbitals are quite dif-
10 '

'•rent. It is far from obvious at preaent whether or not the bag model with
relativiatlc quarka will lead to patterns of maaa spectra similar to those
appropriate to SU(6) x 0(3) for n « 1.

(b) Baryonic transitions. The pionic traniitiona D * iB and B * *D,

where B and O denote the octet and dacuplet states of (56_, 0+)., are those
best known. A simple model for the diecussion of these transitions in the
present SU(6) framework is by Introducing an interaction term

(^/•Vflfc.kJT. 2,1 (••*)
describing the process q •• q + * and by calculating Its matrix-element between
the initial and final qqq states, the procedure followed in the earliest calcula-
tions, by Mitra and Ross. It has been found that thia model gives quite
good agreement with the data for those SU(3) multiplets with L • n whose
plonlc decay ia possible only when the omitted pion haa angular momentum,
1 >{L< I), i .e . , the maximum / posaible for the tranaition (M, LP) •* itD,w y w ^ n
where B denotes tto states ( 8; 56, 0+).. The most extensive comparison

~" 12
with the data on the basis of thia model ia that given by Faiman and Plane ,
for the caae n « 0, 1 and 2.

We may not* here that, for the tranaitions (4(a)s N, LP) * wD,
where D denotes the statea ( 10; j>6, 0«)., the requirements of angular mo-
mentum and parity conaervation alone are not aufficient to exclude pionic
decay with f « (L + t). It ia a apecific property of the SU(6) x 0(3) model
and the interaction (1, S) that / is limited to the valuea (L ± 1), and the experi-
mental data does not require a non-aero value for the transition amplitudes



( H; 70, 1') ** w0 with 1 =4 (possible fur the states with J = 5/2, such a*

SD15 (1770)) and (410j 56, 2+^* trD with t^ - 5 (possible for the states with

J x 7/2, such as AF 37(1925)). Of course, the negligible values found for

these transitions with higher f might well follow from the greater centri-

fugal barrier then appropriate, in the case of some other model for these
1 aryonic resonance- states, so that these results are not necessarily a sig-

nificant success for the SU(6) x 0(3) three-quark model.

The kinetic energy released in these transitions,

(a) B* •» irB, (b) B* -»irD . (1.6)

is generally quite large and the recoil baryon then has reUtivistlc velocity,

so that wo are again faced with the necessity for a relativistic treatment,

Lipkin and Meshkov proposed that the SU{6) group should be used for the

discussion of these decay processes. This is the •'coHinear SU(6) group",

defined with respect to a definite axis in space. The spin states are then

specified in terms of helicity states with respect to this axis, and this des-

cription is unaffected by any Lorente transformation along this chosen axis.

But which axis to choose? For two-body decay transitions, it is natural to

consider the decay in the rest frame of the parent particle and to choose the

reference axis to be parallel to the final pion momentum k in this frame.

Since the interaction (1. 5) is simply related with the quark helicities when

the reference axis it It, it is easy to see, as was first pointed out by Lipkin'

that the predictions given by SU(6) are identical with those given by the

Mitra-Ross model with the interaction (1. 5).

At this point, we must point out that the SU(6)W symmetry group

violates relativistic in variance. If we consider a particular decay event, and

apply an arbitrary Lorents transformation (even a simple rotation), then the

reference axis has a different description in the new coordinate space. But

the general laws of physical processes cannot depend on a reference axis

whose description varies from one Lorents frame to another; they must have

the same form with respect to all Lorents frames. Hence SU(6)U, symmetry

cannot be derived from any Lorentz-invari&nt Lagrangian for the hadronic

interactions. It cannot hold as a fundamental symmetry.

M

agrees well with the data for decay processes with I s (L + 1), for the super-

multiplct (2£» 1-). • However, this is not the case for the transition for

which k c (L - 1). First of all, the momentum dependence of the matrix-

element is predicted to be k , in both cases, whereas we know that the

correct dependence (for sufficiently small k) is k n ; this could be corrected

by an ad hoc adjustment of the k-dependence. What Is worse Is that SU{C)

gives definite relationships between the matrix-elements for the processes

B (N, LJP) •* irB which involve different I (similarly, also for the processes

B (N# UP) •* irD) and these relationships da not Agree with the data. However,

Faiman and Plane found that the application of SU(6)W to the decay processes

with 4 • (L - 1) gave quite good agreement, when the k-dependence k * was

adopted and the parameters wore not constrained to fit the decay processes

I • (L + 1) at the sanr-s time. Thus we have "/-broken SU(6)'', which simply

means "for the decays (1*6) for a supermultlplet (£4( LP), apply SU(6)W " p -

arately for each possible value t , and forget the relationships which the three-

quark model (or SU(6)W) would imply between the different t transitions. "

* w

Next, we recall th*t, for the decays B •* »Dt both I • (L + 1) and

(L - 1) can often occur, for example in the decays ND13 " IT A, and these

two transition amplitudes will generally interfere in the decay angular dis-

tributions observed, so that their relative sign comes into question. This

relative sign is specified by SU(6)W> Empirically it is found that some

classes of transition do have the SU(6) sign, whereas other classes of

transition systematically require the opposite sign* for the relationship between

the i « (L - 1) and the L • (L + 1) amplitudes. These two patterns are referred

to • • "SU(6)w-Uke" and "anti-SU(6)w", respectively.

Some theoretical basis for these prescriptions hss been given by the

work of Melosh who distinguishes between "current quarks" and "constitu-

ent quarks.1* The qqq model discussed above is concerned with the quarks

as constituents of hadrons, of course, whereas the algebra appropriate to

hadronic interactions is concerned with quark currents, and there are a

number of arguments which indicate that the currents associated with the
16

constituent quarks are not those involved in the SU(6)W current algebra.



What is needed is the transformation V connecting the current quark state

vector with the constituent quark state vector, and this in the transformation

which Melosh has obtained for the case of the free quark model and has

applied to physical problems.

First, the transition amplitude for B1 * BIT is related with a matrix-

element of the axial vector current (charge) operators by appeal to PCAC,

thus
<B'|Bir> ~ (M'2 - UZ) <B'|Q*iB> . (1.7)

Her* the states B and B' are expressed in terms of constituent quarks, so

the Melosh transformation is used to relate this matrix-element to one ex-

pressed in terms of current quarks.

<B'con.t. l Q X o n . . . > • <B'curr. l S t lBcurr. > <»••>
where Q * (V Q V). The central question at this point ii the form of Q in
tirmi of the SU(6)W current!; when this 1* settled, all that rtmaim ii pure

algebra. The relationship between Q and Q ii neither limple nor explicit,
17 IB *̂  5

According to the discussion by Gilman et al. ' , Q j transforms as the

(», 3) component of an operator transforming according to the ^-representa-
tion of SU(6)W> as does Q ,̂ However, whereas Q^ allows only 4 ^ « 0,
O 5 has both A L z • 0 and A L x * * 1 pieces, where » here denotes the
reference axis for the SU(6)W group. For a given transition (N1, L'P') ••
w + (N, LP), the calculation of the decay amplitudes then reduces to the
•valuation of SU(&) x 0(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, apart from the two
parameters which measure the strengths of the A L^ « 0 terms and of the
a L * * 1 terms. In phenomvnological analyaes of the data, these two
parameters are regarded as freely disposable, varying in an unknown way
from one supermultipl«t to another, sincu they cannot be calculated at present
for a known configuration of constituent quarks. The pretence of these two
disposable parameters for each transition (N'L'P1) * t • (N. LP) than giv*s
just the same degree of freedom as that which had bt.in adopted phenomeno-
logically in the SU(6)W analysis of baryonic decay processes. It is in this
sense only that the introduction of the Melosh transformation has represented

a justification for the procedures which have been adopted in the phenomeno-
logical analyses.

We may now answer the question entitling this Section. There exist!

no fundamental dynamical theory which could lead to SU(6) being an exact

symmetry for the hadrons and there are deep reasons for this. The analysis

of baryonic decay processes involves a series of prescriptions based on the

SU(6)W group algebra, which are derived from our experience with the data,

not from any fundamental standpoint. We know that SU(6) cannot be a funda-

mental hadronic symmetry, since it is not even compatible with Lorentz in-

variance, and the best we can say is that the prescriptions adopted do not po

beyond the freedom allowed by the Melosh transformation and by our inability

to calculate any of the coefficients which multiply the SU(6) Clehsch-Gord.in
W

coefficients in the expressions for the baryonic decay amplitudes. Thus, no pre-
dictions are possible, except at this group-theoretical level. For example,
the theoretical situation, as we have Just discussed it here, does not enable
us to calculate the elastic width T(1 for the decays A (g6, LJ+) •> «N for the
states on the leading A trajectory (i. e., for L c even and J « L + 3/2) as
function of their position L along this trajectory, a quantity which is relatively
well-known empirically and which shows an interesting regularity, as we shall
discuss later.

The most extensive analyses of the empirical dncay data on baryonic
resonance states are those given by Hey et al. ' They find an excellent
fit to the (20, l-)j supermulliplet for the negative parity states below mass
1. 9 CeV, for Y • +1 and 0; all of the N* and A* are now identified, and all of
the A and E states except for one AD03, on* AS01 and two SS11 states.
They also find an excellent fit to the (56, 2+) supe rmultiplet for the positive
parity states below mass 2 GeV whose spin-parity allows their assignment
to this supermultiplet; all of the N and A states are identified, and all of
the A and E states except for oncL'KIS, one £PU, and two £P13 states.

For the (JO, 1-^ stales, both the mass spectrum analysis and the
decay analyses indicate strong mixing, in general. This has been particularly
well-known for the AD03(1520) for a long lime: although this Hate is clearly



* singlet state, isolated in mass* it* decay processes show clearly that it
has a substantial octet admixture. The mixing matrices obtained by Faiman
and Plane , Hey el at. , and Horgan arc compared for the AO03 states
in Vable U* and they show quite good qualitative agreement. However, this
is not the case for the three A501 mixing matrices they have determined, also
shown there. Hey ct al. five quit* « -:H*rent structure for A(1670), finding
it to be doininantly 8, from those found by Faimar, and Plane, who find strong
contribution* from H, 8. and 1 states, and by Morgan, who finds mostly 8 and

1. This last situation would be much clarified by the identification of the
missing AS01 state and of its properties. These examples serve to illustrate
well thai strong mixing between states with the same (J,P,Y,1) in the same
supermultiplet is the rule and not the exception, as some authors have
assumed.

i. THE QUARK SHELL MODEL AND OTHER PATTERNS

As indicated in Table I, ttu number of baryon re»nntnce states per

unit mass interval iticreasss very rapidly with increasing mass value, ac-

cording to the quark shell model. The patterns provided by these predicted

states may be shown on a Regge-plot, However, since each (14, LP) super.

multtplet gives rise to such a Urge number of SU(3) multiplets with different

J values, it is more economical to plot L versus M , rather t h » 3. This ts don*

on Pig. l(a!. corresponding to the approximation in which all SU(6). and

SU(3)-bresklng interactions a n neglected, and the so, interactions are of

harmonic Wigner type, without any space-exchange componsnt, so that all

SU(6)-L eupermulUpUts with the same n are still dvgenerat*. The ordinals

plotted is n, since M is expected to be a linear function of n, given by

M- +nC for some constant C, in thia case. This shows wsll the rapid in-

crease in the density of resonance states with increasing n.

We note some regularities apparent from Fig. l(a):

(i) Kegge recurrences (> rotational excitations). For each super-

multiple! (N) shown at (n, L), there is at least one corresponding aupermultiplet

at (n * 2, L + 2). These sequences are expected to occur, from general

considerations, as Regge recurrences of less massive states, the sequence to
infinity being known as a Rcgge trajectory. For example, the lowest aupcr-
multiplet (56, 0*)0 begins a Rogue trajectory of (56, 2+)2# (56, 4+)^, (56, 6-t)̂ ,
etc., and the next supcrmultiplet (2£, 1-)., begins a Regge trajectory con-
sisting of (70, 3-)j, (70, 5-)5, etc. These two sequences form the "leading
Regge trajectories. "

We note that even the leading trajectories become multiple as
the order of the recurrence increases. Thus, for n • 6, we find two states
(56, 6+),; one of these is the Regge recurrence from the ground supsrmulti-
plet, the other is the beginning of a second leading S6-traJ*ctory. At n i 12,
there begins a third leading S6-trajectory, snd so on. The juni holds for
the leading 70-trajectory, and for all other ttajectories, with varying degrees
of complication. The mathematical reason why these trajectories become
multiple at steps An • 6, after some point, is discussed for the harmonic
quark shell-model by Karl and Obryk. Z 4

As implied by these remarks, the Regge trajectories for this
model do not necessarily begin at the lowest possible value for L. For
example, there is a supermultiplet trajectory starting with (£6, 3-)ji thera
Is no corresponding state (56, 1.) , since LP'( l - ) with symmetry S Is incon-
sistent with the Pauli principle. However, it is well known in Regge theory
that any finite number of states can be abasnt from any particular Reggc
trajectory.

(ii) Radial excitations. For each supermultiplet (N) shown at
(n, L) there is at least on* corresponding supsrmultiplet st (n + 2, L). These
sequences ar* described as radial excitations of the lower supcrmultiplets.
However, for given An, these excitations may ba multipls. For example.
Fig. l(a) gives one state (£6, 0+)2 corresponding to radial excitation of
(56, 0+)a, but two doubly *xcit*d stat*s (£6, 0+). . Thus again, a s*qucnc*
of radia'«y *xcit*d states does not begin with the lowest conceivable value for
n. For example, the stats (56, l-)_ does not have a corresponding lower
state (56, 1-)., for the reasons mentioned above; similarly, the state
(20, l+)3 has no corresponding state (20, l+)j. Again, there are three



states (JO, 2+) , where;.s there is only one state (J^, 2+), and one state

In terms of Reggc recurrence* and radial excitations, the pattern of
supermultiplcU shown on Fig. l(a) is vary complicated. Although this
description is quite convenient for consideration of the supermultiplcts with
low values for n and L, it is not obvious that it has any real value when both
n and L are large, * specially as the radial and rotational excitation energies
arc of the same order of magnitude, whkh implies that these two sequences
lie one over the other and that there is therefore likely to be much inter-
ference between them.

Hey tt a j . 1 9 have raised the question whether it is really the case
that all of the very many supermultiplets predicted with the quark shell-
model should necessarily exist. Perhaps baryonic states do occur in
SU(6) x 0(3) supcrmuUipUU. but for reasons other than the qqq shell-model
or with qq interactions quite different from those tacitly assumed in preient
models. At present, the {56_, 0+)Q and (70, 1 ->j euperrnultipltts appear
well established. The evidence is also very strong for both the (J>6, 2+)2

and (56, 0+)_, which represent a rotational sxcitation and a radial excitation
of the (56. 0+J0 . Startint with the estkblished (£6, 0+)Q and (70. U)Jt and
adding the rotational and radial excitation sequences required from rather
general considerations, leads to the pattern of supermultiplets sl.own on
Fig. I(b), This may be regarded its the minimal pattern, no matter what
dynamics give rise to these baryonic supcrmultiplets (provided that they lead
to Regge trajectories which are linear) and Hey ct aj have asked whether
there is really any evidence requiring the existence of any itipermultiplet
beyond those given by the minimal pattern of Fig, l(b).

Some theoretical schemee hhve been put forward which do appear to
lead to this minimal pattern, even within the qqq model, This pattern results
for the low-lying lupermuUlplets from a quark-diquark model discussed by
Lichtenberg and by Ono* Capps has discussed a particular colour

structure for qq forces which can le.id to Sucli a quark-diquark picture, and
29

to thit minimal pattern, and Mitra haa discussed a modul in which the qq

forces are strongly attractive in states with even orbital angular momentum
I.* and negligible in states with odd | , with the same conclusion, All of
these models involve effectively the assumption of qq forces with special
features designed to push the supermultiplets not included in the minimal
pattern of Fig. l(b) to high mass values, although it is not always clear just
how high their mass values will finally be fur each particular model.

3. QUESTIONS FOR THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE

Experimental effort towards the study of baryonic spectroscopy may
be expected to dwindle in the near future, for a number of reasons. In any
case, the number of supsrmultiplets expected on the basis of the quark shell
model rises so rapidly with increasing mass as to preclude any lePious at-
tempt to establish the existence of all of them, even up to the value n = 4 as
depicted on Table I. The question then arises, as to what limited objectives
experiment should aim to reach in this next phase of research concerning
baryon spectraircopy. Thus, we shall discuss ho re a series of topics where
more detailed knowledge would do much to clarify the status of our under-
standing of baryonic spectra and which could mostly be settled uiing established
experimental techniques with accelerators at present in existence.

(i) The f70, 1-). supcrmultiplet. At present, it appears that ail
baryonic states with negative parity and mass below about 1. 9 GeV arc con-
sistent with this assignment, However, there arc clearly some large gaps
and uncertainties in our knowledge of this supcrmultiplct. The patterns fol-
lowed by its Bt&tca are expected to be quite different from those for the well-

fa) ~ and 0 states. Seven - states and two fi mates are pre-
dicted, and nornc substantial knovledgo of them is realty necessary before a
satisfactory and stable analysis of the ("0, 1-). spectrum can be achieved.
Despite enormous effort with bubble cnumber work using a K" beam at

4.2 GcV/c, only the one state -̂  (1823) with width V * 19 ± 4 MoV h&s become
30established, Jt» main decay modes are known and it lias spin J 2 3/2. As

4> $

for 0 states, this beam energy allows production only for 0 with masses



£2,0 Qe\', which lies below the mass value predicted by Morgan. Further
experimentation IM really nvceunciry, antl m sigttifi<:nKtly higher K morn«n-
turn, but it must involve in;lection of the few relevant events by counter tech-
niques, perhaps used will*, a rapid cycling bubble chamber or other track
chambers Q{ tin O:«L-i;

:l type.

(b) Mixing of states. The situation is unclear in many respects,
Morgan's analysis allows very little mixing for N slates* whereas Hey
et >1. point out ihat the observed decoy NSU (16o5) •• K /..requires strong
admixture of "8 (amplitude "• 0, 5) with the 8 state and that the data on the
ND13 states requires mixing with amplitude about 0. 2. Detection and decay
measurements for the missing ..SOI and --D03 states will be necessary to
establish firmly their mixing patterns. This may need work on production
reactions rather than on formation reactions, however. Evan more remains
to b« done for the 1 states £S11 and £013. There have been persistent
reports over the years, now very clearly confirmed by the work of the ACNO
group reported at this meeting, that there appear to be two .'jidcpcmlent
£(1660) states, both with J * 3/2 and with closely comparable widths, since
Che production characteristics obsurved for - •* if- are quite different from
those observed for £ * IT A (H05). The stats £(1530) has a convenient inter-
pretation as 2D13. according to Hey et al. However, th« existence and
properties of this stat* have not yot been confirmed, and Hey et al. assign
it to the 10 configuration, which is net at all acceptable in terms of the
syi'cmatics of the mass spectrum for (70, 1-).. It appears very difficult
indeed to accommodate the second - (1660) in this supermultiplet, and its
proper interpretation is not known. It is also not clear that £D13(194O)
necessarily belongs to (TO, 1-),. Even less is known about SSll states.
There is much work still to be done here and it is important work* necessary
to establish definitely whether or not these negative parity states do fit ac-
curately the (70, 1->J supvrmultiplct pattern,

(Cf Selection rules. There is no intraband mixing for the
J i 5/2 state a o: this S'jpci'iiuiltiplet, The selection rule .'I)05l**NK is
dcfiitttely violated since .".1)03(1930) is best known from the analysis of data

on the reaction K~p "• TT£. The Moorhouse selection rule ypY* pD 15(1670)

also appears to be violated, according to the data analyzed by Walker and

Metcalf, With thu SU(6) x 0(3) scheme, these violations are only possible

as a result of admixtures from higher configurations, i.e. , inter band mix-

ing. This means that much more detailed study of the (5/2~) states could

be extremely informative. Hey et al. already note that the fit of these

States to the supcrmultiplet (70, 1-) it outstandingly poor.

(d) A{1405), The relationship between the properties o£ this

state and the K p scattering and reaction processes at low energies is still

not settled. The latter data (from 1967) fits well a simple potential model

consistent with an unstable bound state at mass 14Q5 MeV. Improved scat-

tering and reaction data is desirable.

(ii) Other n K 2 supermultiplets or not?, and higher mpcrmultiplcU.

After making assignments of the excited positive parity states to (56, 2+).

and (56, 0+)2, there are a number of states left over. Horgan assigned all

of these states to the other n > 2 supermultiplets, NF17(2O0O), AF07{2020),

AFO5(211Q). APO3(189O), and £F 17(2022) to (70, 2+>2, and NPll(1750) and

APOI(1770) to (70, 0+)2> If these (7/2*) octet states are n * 2 states, then

they are clear indicators for a (_7£» 2+)_ supermultiplvt.

Cashmorc et at. contest these assignments. There are a number

of well established states, NH 19(2250), AH 311(2400) and /H09{2350) which

fit nnturuJly into the exptected n H tupermultiplet {̂ 6, 4-t)., «n<J they pro-

pose that the states NF 17(2000) And .',F07(2020) should also be assigned here.

Their clastic widths are consistent with these assignments, and the coupling

AFO7(2O20) "* KN is predicted non-tero (as observed) whereas this coupling

Is forbidden for the (J£, 2+), assignment. They reject the other states as not

well established,

Cashmore ci al. also argue that the photoproduction data indicates

that NPll(17S0) belongs to some (56, 0+) supermultiplet and they propose its

interpretation >•*> {_5̂ - 0+). , However, the photoproduction parameter in*

volvcid in (Aj /A. ) which would have the value 3̂ for the (70, 0+) assignment

and -*3/2 for the (56, 0+) .issignment. The empirical value32 is * 1, 43 *1, 3,



which really allow• cither possibility, Cashmoic ct .il. reject the «t;»tc
/.p01(1770) as not well established.

Il appear* that the mini mid scheme of aupermultiplctc. proposed by
Cashmore ct al. cannot really be ruled out by the data at present available
The crucial question ie whether the properties of thfc (7/2 ) slates, which
arc unmixed within the n * 2 states, indicate assignment to the (70^, t') or
to the (££, *§•*) . There is also the qualitative question, whether or not
the data gives nny indication for the large number of positive parity reso-
nances the {70, 2+K assignment requires for N, A , .'. and £ stales in the
man range about 1850*2000 MeV.

One further characteristic of the quark shell model is its prediction
of supermultipltts belonging to the 20*dimensional representation of 51H&).
Th* lightest of these is the (20, l+)£ supermulUplel, in the m 2 band. The
shell model structure of this state is (lp) (lp),. in which only the p-wave qq
interactions are effective, Morgan's analysis indicates that the (20, 1+),
»cp*rmuitiplcl should be higher in muss than the other n > 2 supermultfplets,
with munn mass about 2050 McV. No states belonging to this supermultiplel
are known but there are good reasons for this. First of all, its formation
from ir& interactions is clearly forbidden on the basis of the Mitra-Ross
decay model, since the transition (lp) <lp), •* (Is) (ls),^ involve* a two-quark
jump. In fact, this forbiddenness holds more generally than this, since the
reduction of the product of 8U{6) representations 35 x 56 docs not include a
20 representation. Doth production wB •• D ttnd decay Ti "• tfB or TTD are
SU(6)-forbiddtn. However, the product 35 x 70 does include a 20 representa-
tion in its reduction, so that the transitions

(70, LPJ •• TI + (20. l+), (20, 14) •• * + (70. 1-) , (3.1)

can both occur* as pointed out by FMman , who suggested that (20, 1+)
states might be sought in up collisions which excite tome (/TO. LP) resonance
which can then decay by the successive pion emissions (4.1) passing through
a (20, 1+) state whose presence can be deduced from the kinematics of the
(3 mesons + baryon) final state. Unfortunately, we cannot give A definite
proscription for experiment* at present since the most massive 70 state

known is NGl"(2l00) nnd this ma&c is rather close to tin- threshold expected
for the first step of (•!, 1). Although not yet proven, il is generally expected
that K(2650) will turn out to belong to (̂ 0_, --)IJ. aE a Reg.̂ e recurrence from
the ND13(1520) of (70, 1-) ; if this proves to be correct, then JTK "* N|2650)
would be the most natural excitation in which to seek evidence for the (20, 1+),
supermultiplet which it characteristic of the quark shell model for baryons.
The theories of the qn.irk-diquark type do cot include (20, LP) representations,
because they all assume (sometimes only tacitly) that the p-wavc qq inter-
actions i» negligible relative to the s-wave qq interaction.

(iii) States on the leading Reggc trajcftorirs. Although it is quite
unlikely that the supermultiplcts (£, I>^_ ft>r n s J will ever be analysed in
detail, these arc nevertheless a few states in those high 1 ing tupcrmultiplcts
which have an appreciable degree of simplicity. These .ii« the states which
have the greatest spin value for each value of n, since th-;y undergo either
no mixing or only a minimal mixing within their band n. As n varies, these
particular states form a number of "leading Rcggo trajectories. " Two of
these trajectories arc believed to be we-ll-knuwn, the A-trajectory consisting
of the A states with spin-parity (2r * 3/2, +) from (he sequence of supcrmuLti-
plete {5jy, 2r+)2 where L c 2r and r is integral, and the N-trajectory con-
sisting of N states with spin-parity (2r + 3/2,-) from the sequence of super-
multiplots (70. (Zr 4 1)-) with n e (2r + 1). The latter case is le*s clenr,
because the leading N trajectory should really consist of the N states for
Spin-parity (2r+ f/2,-). Here we confine our rcmnrks to the lending A-tra-
jectory, c)i.irat:tcristic of the (££• 2r+)£r *equence, although the lending
N-truiectory, char.icturistic of the (70, (2r i 1)-)., . , . sequence, holds
equal interest.

The states on the leading A-trajectory are plotted on Fig. 2(a) showing

(massr versus J, The spin-parity (11/2 ) for the second Regge recurrence
34has been established only recently. The third and fourth recurrences are

dfduced only from the n p total cross sections measured by Citron et al.
in 1966; their spin values have not been determined. These "leading trajec-
tory" states stand out (relatively) strongly in (r(n p) data because they have a



(relatively) high elasticity, which is a consequence of their high spin, For

example, for mass 3, 23 GcV, the value of pR is approximately 7. £, where

p denote* the c. m. irX momentum and we have taken R ~ 1 fm. , whereas the

•pin expected tor A(3230) is 19/2, Inc determination jf the elasticity from

IT(IT p) Is alko rather uncertain, both because of uncertainties in the tub-

traction of background beneath a small and broad resonance bump and because

our supermultiplct picture leads us to expect three other A resonances to oc-

cur at approximately the tame mass value, with spin valurs L + 1/2,

L - 1/2 and L - 3/2. Although <\ complete TT p phase-vViift analysis cannot

be expected for such high energies, it does seem quite possible that the spin-

parity and elasticity could be determined for the high-spin A states of in-

terest here, from accurate data on IT p scattering and polarization, us has

proved possible for the state A (2420). It is important that the spin-parity

values should be checked for these "leading trajectory" A and N states, in

order to confirm the general belUf that these trajectories are indeed straight

lines on the (M , J) plot.

The magnitude of the resonance bump in total cross section gives the

quantity (J + l/2)xJf where X j denotes the elasticity " e l /
r

t o t . and the width

of the resonance gives directly T . It is noteworthy that I" does not in-

crease rapidly with J along the A-trajectory; it rises from about 110 MeV

for the J x 3/2 A(1232) to about 450 MeV for the J c 19/2 ? A(3230). For

assumed J, these two parameters x and " lead us directly to an empirical

estimate for 7 , The values obtained for the A states on the leading tra-

jectory are plotted versus J on Fig. 2(b). They range from about HOMeV for

A (1232) to about 2 MeV for A (3230). The experimental uncertainties in T , for
el

the cases J £ 11/2 are not well known. The value used for A(2420) is probably

correct to ±20% (which m o s s ±0,1 for the data point on Fig, 2(b)), For

A (2850), there is much uncertainty in the background subtraction, which leaves

the value for x^ rather uncertain. The A (3230) appears as a bump only after

subtraction of the tails from the lower resonances.
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Abdullah and Shapiro have made calculations of I for the A- and

N-tr.ijectories on the basis of the uonrelativistic quark model. For the A

state with J e L *• 3/2, from the supermultiplct (56, L+). » where L = 2r and
— 1»

r is integral, Abdullah obtained the following expression;

3/2) -
3a

(3.2)

where E and k denote the total energy and the momentum of the recoiling
nucleon, f is the coupling constant in expression (1. 5) , and a is given by

q 1 2 2 2

the form of the Gaussian factor (Exp( - ^a (p +X )) common to the wave func-
tions for Ml b.iryon states in the harmonic quark shell i^odcl. For assigned
value <i a, the appropriate value for f '/4ir may be deduced by fitting expression
(3, 2) to the elastic width V known empirically for the A resonance with
J*=L*+3/2, for sonic arbitrarily chosen value for L . We may note here that
expression (3, 2) for a given J greater (less) than J then has a maximum (mini-
mum) with respect to a at a , , where

min

"min (3.3)

For large L, the pion c, m, momentum k is approximately M. /2 and M. is

a linear function of L, r.n shown in Fig. 2(a), with slope p about 1.1 GcV .

In thit approximation a m i n takes the value V(P/>2) « 0. 3 GeV. It happens that,

with this value for a, the expression. (3.2) gives correct'y the general trend

observed for F .(A, J) along the A trajectory, as shown in Fig. 2(b), where the
2

value of the coupling constant f /4ir c 0.055 has been chosen to fit the A(1232)
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width. It gives an even better fit to these data if f /4TT is increased a little

to fit the value r - 92 MeV for AF37(1950), to the value f /4ir - 0.06, The

maximum (minimum) property mentioned Just above has the consequence that

this excellent tit to the data is not sensitive to the precise value of a; a good

fit is obtained with any value of u in the range 0. 3 ± 0. 05 GcV. It also has

the consequence that for a outside this range the elastic widths predicted for

the states J >J* (or J < J*) by expression (3. 2) are systematically and signifi-

cantly smaller (or larger) than those observed empirically; i.e. we c.-innot

hope to find better over-a.ll agreement by varying a further.



It would be of much interest now to have more reliable determinations

of the clastic widths for the states A{2850) and A(3230) from the analysis of

IT p scattering and polarization data, as well as for the higher states along

the A trajectory. The values given for (J+l/2)x with the use oC expression

(3.2) are as follows (the numbers enclosed by brackets are estimates based

on extrapolation from the data):

J * 15/2 19/2 23/2 27/2 31/2

M* = 2.85 3,23 (3,57) (3.87) (4.15) GeV

r*(total) = 400 440 (480) (520) (550) MeV

(J+I/2)x = 0.10 0.043 0,012 0.0031 0.0009

The value calculated for A(2850) is significantly smaller than the empirical

value of 0. 25 but the latter appears surprisingly high, being even larger

than the value 0.22 reported for the lower state AH3ll{2420), contrary to the

general trend. The calculated value falls rapidly with increasing J, and i\

seems unlikely that empirical values will ever become available* even

through amplitude and partial wave analysis, for spin values J a 27/2.

We must emphasize here that the prediction (3. 2) for the elastic widths

along the A trajectory docs depend on the adoption of particular shell model

wavefunctions, and not just on the SU(6) algebraic structure. It also depends

on the definite form (1. 5) adopted for the calculation of the A -• TTN amplitude,

independent of which supermultiplet is considered. In contrast, the Mclosh

viewpoint is that the coefficients of the &L * 0 and AL * ± 1 parts of any

decay amplitude must be regarded as quantities which may vary from one

supermultiplct transition to another, in an unspecified way; consequently,

this point of view gives no means for relating the properties of the various

baryonic states lying on a leading Rcggc trajectory. The degree of agreement

found to date between the harmonic shell-model calculations and this decay

data docs give some support for the notion that these transitions arc induced
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by a one-quark operator whose intrinsic strength remains essentially

constant for the stated along the A trajectory, from J c 3/2 to J = 19/2,

A similar discussion can bo given for all ths- Ni .'.» ~ ( £ and f. t ra-

jectories but there is much less data available concerning them. For ex-

ample, the N states ND 13(1520), NG 17(2190), N(2650) and N(3030), are

often considered to form a negative-parity trajectory, with L ' 1, 3, 5 and

7 for these states in turn, since their mass values arc consistent with a form

M a M. + PL, with (5s 1. 15 (GeV) . However, one must make several

remarks:

(i) the spin-parity values are not yet determined fur tlu states

N(2650) and N{3030), and

(ii) those states do not form a leading trajectory. Tor the 70 supor-

multiplctR, the leading trajectory consists of ND 15(1670) and its rotational

excitations, but no further slates on this trajectory have yet boon identified.

The states which form the Roggo trajectory based on ND13(15iO) are non-

unique, for each value n t 1, 3, 5, . , for the quanta of excitation energy.

Even fcr n c L = 1, there an? two ND13 stales which can mis together (al-

though Morgan's analysis of the mass spectrum would imply rather stria 1

mixing). For n t 3, there are four NG17 states which can mix, whereas the

(unidentified) NO 19 state ib unique, and the mixing possibilities become

increasingly complicated .-ttf n increases.

If mixing is nuulcclod and we identity ND 13(1520) with Uic 8 component

of (70j 1-)., then Abdullah'* width calculation gives the following result for

this trajectory,

k2 i r i l k2

X (-^7 1 Exp (- - ^ )
3o 3a2

(3..1)

where L . | l r t 1), Using the value f /4n P 0, 55 deduced (ram tho A (1232) width,

the predicted clastic widths for thif trajectory arc;



J = 3/i • 7/2 U/2 15/?

, rttotal) = (1.52, 0.125) (2.19, 0.25) (2.4.5, 0.36) (3.03, 0.4)GeV

1.0 0.45 0.05
1.4 0.34 0.045

(J + 1/2) x (data) = 1.1
(J + l /Z^jtcalo) = 2.0

The agreement it qualitatively quite good, with no free parameters. Other
trajectories can be discussed on the same basis, but at most three states are
known for them, and the identification of the trajectories is subject to the
same uncertainties as have been mentioned above, for the ND 13(1520) tra-
jectory. Further data of this kind,for the strange particle trajectories at
well as for the N and A trajectories, would be of much interest in that the
comparison of states along these trajectories provides a different kind of
test for the harmonic quark shell model for baryonic states. Of course, in-
formation of this kind, for high spin baryonic states, would also have much
intrinsic interest, even apart from this particular model, for example to
provide tests of the SU(6) and 5U(3) aspects of the SU(6) x 0(3) scheme for the
baryonic supermultiplets.

To conclude this section, we must emphasize that the two models
considered are by no means the only possibilities, with or without the shell
model. Our central aim should be to determine what is the pattern followed
by the supermultipletf and what are the characteristic patterns of their sub-
states. These two models have been regarded as extreme cases (although
much more complicated possibilities also exist, giving an exponential rise in
the number of supermultiplets with increasing n, at hat appeared clearly in
thu work published on dual models) which serve to illustrate some of the
simplest questions which should be settled before experimental work in this
field falls to a significantly lower level of activity.

4. THE NLW SPECTROSCOPY AHEAD

Owing to the fruitful possibilities for the study of lepton and hadronic

phenomena at higher energies and/or larger momentum transfer, the research

effort devoted to hadron snectroscopy has been falling aw-r, over the past few
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years, to such an extent that the I1)"-! Review of particle Properties will

not be revised by the P-ii-ticli: Da:a 'Jro q> (PDCJ) until l','7u. However, in
November, 1974, there emerged drainutii evidence* fur a >iow degree of free-
dom in hadronic physics, with the discovery of tho remarkable .'/J vector
particle of mass 3. 1 GeV, vvMch was quickly followed by the discovery o*"
further vector particles, .(3, 7) ,-md *(4. 1), which stimulated PPG to issue a
Supplement to their 1974 Review, It was quickly realized that this sequence
of (f particles must represent part of a new hadronic spectroiscopy, involving
at least ora new quantum numb-.-r. For historical reasons, which may yet
have little to do with these particles, we denote the new quantum number
gencrically by C, where C might well be multi-dimensional. Even the exist-
ence of a new quantum number was not sufficient to explain the most striking
property of t/J(3,1) and (3. 7),. namely their lifetimes of or dor 10 sec,
remarkably long when measured on the time-scale (unit~lO~ sec) appro-
priate to hadronic phenomena; to account for this, it has been necessary to
appeal to the "Zweig rule", whose operation is bent illustrated by the rela-
tively long lifetime (** 10** sec) known for the » (1020) m«son. To emphasize
the bizarre nature of the present situation, we may add here that, since these
tparticles are produced by the reaction

e+ + e" •* »y» •* $ (4.1)

thoy all neccisarily have quantum numbers compatible with those of the
photon; in particular, they have the value C = 0 for this new quantum number,
In other words, no hadronic state which ha« a non-zero valvs for this quan-
tum number is yet know.

The precise nature of the y particles in not yet known. The simplest
possibility not yet excluded is to suppose that thare is a fourth quark, denoted
"ay c, in addition to the quarks (u, d, s) with which we have been interpreting
the me sonic and baryonic spectroscopy admirably summarized in the 1974
Review of Particle Properties. Of course, more complicated possibilities
also exist, but it will be sufficient for our purpose here to confine attention
to the simple case of one additional quark. This quark c has value +1 for the
quantum number C. Its introduction closely parallels the introduction of the
strange quark, with value -1 for the strangeness quantum number s. Thus,
for any hadronic system, the value of C gives (number ol c quarks-number o'



c quarks) just as the value of s giv«.-5 (number of s quarks-number of a quarks).

In this rcspcti, we can expect T physics to parallel strange-particle physics,

apart from some important practiced differences. For eximpk-, the . par-

ticles themselves are interpreted as S. states of the c-c system, with radi.'d
1 3

excitations, just as the :;(1020) meson is interpreted as the lowest 5. state
3of the s"-s system and x (785) as thu 1 = 0 component of the lowest S, states

for the G-u and cl-d systems. When there is only one qu'irk c, it is neces-

sarily a unitary singlet, since SU(3) symmetry is concerned only with unitary

transformations in the space of (u,d, s) quarks. The charge of the c quark

can differ from + 2/3 by any integer, in principle, but we shall follow the

usual assumption, that Q = +2/3. In this case, the charge of any state is

given by .
Q e L + (B + i + C)ii . (4.2)

We recall that B - 1/3 for the quark c, as for the quarks (u, d, s),

Mceonic states with C/0 will result from the combination of quark c

with the (it, 3, 8) antiquarks, forming an isospin doublet D and a etrange

isoepin singlet 5. given by

(C, s) = (+1, 0) : D c {D+
r D°) = (cd, cu>, (4.3a)

(C, S) = (+1, +1) ; S = (c5). (4.3b)

These names have been introduced by Caillard et al. The antiparticle

state5 arc denoted by D = (D , D ) and S ~ , Their mass relationship with

the normal states w e (uu + dd)/./2, z = (5s), K = (2u, id), and p = (p+,p°,p*)

with p " (ud), etc, , depends first of all on the mass relationship be two en

the c quark and the (u, d, s) quarks, and on the relationship of the c-c and

c-(u, d, s) forces with those of (fi, d, I) with (u, d, •), In the literature,

much emphasis has been placed on the possibility that these forces obey an

SU(4) symmetry, i .e . invariance with respect to all unitary transfomations

in the space of all four quarks Q = (u, d, s, c)t In this casci the ma&s separa-

tions between the states x, p, K , epf D, S, and i arc due primarily to

"mass differences" between the four quarks, although SU(4}-breaking Q-Q

forces could also contribute. The simple model, in which each quark con-

tributes a "one-body operator" or "mass" to the net (mass) for the state,

works extremely \. ell for the- subset (p, i , K , *;) of VCLU,' :n. sons. If
we follow the saiiie prescription for the remail".ins vector rnevons, then we
have

2m(13) = »i(j,) + m(.) m(D) s 2.26 Gc-V , (''.4a)
2 2 2

2m(S) = m(v) + m(i) m(S) c 2. 30 GeV . (4.4b)

The use of a linear mass formula would give sliyh'ly lower vah:cs, i"n(D) t

1. 94 CoV and m(S) -~ 2. Oo GcV. Since the , m-iss is so d i s p a r t with the

u.1 and c masses, it is far from obvious that this simple calculation should w

corret-L, even if its physical cissampiiaits wert, torrect; tnc o^Btrvnlior. c-l

Ĉ O masons will give us illuminating guidance in this respect. In the interim,

the estimates (4.4) give A useful orientation, and it is generally assumed

that the masses of the D and S mesons are in the vicinity of 2 GcV and th^t

the rise of the ratio R s ir(c e •• hod, )/o-(e c •*. . ,„) between about 3, £

and 5.0 GeV may be connected with the onnot of c c" •* DB pair creation.

We now discuss the baryonic states in terms of the quark shell model,

as above. As there, we assume that the c quark in endowed with colour,

transforming according to the SU(3)' group in this colour space, and that all

low-lying three-quark states are colour singlets. Further, we suppose th.it

the orbltals for the c quark are the same as iho«se for the q = (u, d, s) quarks.

Then, the three-quark stales which belong to the (56, 04-) supcrmultiplel,

and which have C-0 and represent the known otrtct and dccuplct baryons,

arc supplemented by the following states;

(i) the C=+l slates cqq. Their SU(3) diameter is given by

3 x 3 - 6 + 3 , The 6 states have even permutation symmetry for the SU(3)

variables, and this requires parallel spin, S -I, since we arc concerned

with the ground configuration [tc, I ) = (0, 0(. The 5 states have odd

permutation symmetry for the SU(3) variables, which requires S * 0. The

6 states thus have J s 3/2 or J : 1/2, whereas the 5 states necessarily h.ivc

J - 1/2. The J = 3/2 states correspond to the 0 0 baryon decuplct, whereas

the J K 1/2 states correspond to the C=0 baryon octet.



(iij the C=2 states ccq. These form a 3 representation. The cc

symmetry requires S = 1, which allows both J ^ 3/2 and J = 1/Z. Again the

J = 3/2 states correspond to the decuplet, while the J = 1/2 slates correspond

to the octet.

(iii) the C=3 states ccc. The cc symmetric** require all three spins

to be parallel) giving J = 3/2, corresponding to the dccuplet.

We see two distinct patterns of states, those with J = 3/2 and corresponding

to the known decuplet, and those with J * 1/2 and corresponding to the known

octet.

If we go to the limit of SU{4) symmetry, these J * 3/2 states arc the

Eubstates of a 20-dimensionai representation with even permutation symmetry,

which wo denote by,£g , whereas these J » 1/2 states are the sub state 6 of a

20-dlmcnsional representation with mixed permutation symmetry, which we

denote by 2^^ . -Thus,

/ ( 3 )2 <8)0)2 + ( 1 ) 3 ' &M K <8)0 + (6)1 + (5)1 + ( 3 )2 (4> 5)

where the notation N denotes an SU(4) representation, its suffix giving the

permutation /y mine try for a three-quark state, and the (a)* denote (SU(3), C)

representations. There is one further SU(4) representation appropriate to

the qqq sysiem, namely 3 = (1) + (5), .

To/a firit approximation, the ma si spectrum for baryonic states re-

sult B from the "quark mass differences" (= the one-body operators), and is

thus given roughly by

M(t, C) * MQ - so + CA (4,6)

where 6 * 0.18 GeV and A * 1. 2 GeV, this estimate for A coming from a

compariion between the ijtand cp masses, giving {A - 6) ** (m(t,s) - m(cp))/2.

These estimates would suggest a mass of about 2, 2 GeV for the lightest

baiyon with C^O, A somewhat higher estimate would be obtained if (4, 6)

were replaced by a quadratic mass relation, and the corresponding (A-6)

were estimated from (m(ty) - m(v) )/2; the lightest Cî O baryon would then

/have mass about 3. 0 GcV. More detailed structure in the mass spectrum

/ will arise from the properties of the c-(u, d, s) interactions, their strength

and llu>ir spin-dependencv., iheir SU(3)-bru>iking thiirAcicr and tliuir i>|>iii-orLiU

character, .is well as on the corresponding properties for the (u. ci, s»-{u, d, J)

interactions which are already effective in the C-0 baryunic SUJUS, K\j>rcs-

sions for '.hcee efff.-c.Ls on the mass bpectrum for the lowest supcrmultijiict

states, with configuration (Is) (Is) , have already been provided by Hcndry
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and Lichtenberg,

D» tlicse reinarks, we have tacitly fissumed ihut the c qu.'ifk inuvts ii.

the same orbitals as do tlie (u, d, s) qii'irks. This would bo OIL- CMBU if SU(4)

Bymmetry held for the four quarks Q and for the Q»Q forces, but evi-n if 5U(4)

symmetry held for the Q-CJ forces, the large mt';5s difference between tl.t ».
quark and the {u, d, a) quarks might well cause their orbit.ils to differ sigtii-

46ficantly. However, it haB been found in physical problems that there is
a general tendency for the wave functions of the low-lying status of few-panicle

systems lo have a greater degree of permutation symmetry than holtls for

the binding forces themselves. Hence, it would appear a reasonable first

approximation to calculate the baryon mass matrix taking the low-lying orbitals

^n12*l2^ ^n3'iK t O ^C l ' iC s a m e ^or a ^ ^o u r q i i ; tr^si ^ c - t 0 u s e base wave-

functions which are the same as SU(-l) symmetry would require, Further, if

the spin-dependence of the c-(u, d, s) central interaction is not too etrong,

the base supcrmultiplcts may be taken to be those for an SU(8) symmetry,

acting in the space of SU(4) x SU(2) , The SU(S) reprcsenLationfi appropriate

to the QQQ system are 120-, 168-, and 56-dimonsionalj these correspond to

permutation symmetry S, M and A, respectively, and their SU{4) x SU(2)
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content t& as follows;

(1.7)

From expresbions (4. 5), we oec that the 120 representation has the slates

(10) and 2(S) for C=0, while the 168 representation has the states ^(8), (10),

(8) and Z(l) for C = 0. These states arc thn 2S+ (Q) content of the j>6 and 70_

rcpresentationa ot SU(6), respectively; the 120 mid 168 representations are

simply the direct generalisation of the 50 and 70 representations required to



include the c quark. In the same way, the 36 roprc-s filiation gc-no ra ises ihu

20 representation, for which no baryon is yet established.

These QQQ configurations with CtQ can also ujuicrgo iuicrn.il e q u a -

tions. Again, with the harmonic shell modi-1, the first excitetl configuration

will have LP=1-, which requires M symmetry. This must be taken together

with the SU(8) representation which has M symmetryi namely the 16S repre-

sentation, and so we have {168, 1-). for the first excited super multiple t, the

ground supcrmultiplet being denoted by (120, 0+) . Then there arc at least

the Regge recurrences and radial excitations of these configurations, and then

the other types of excitation discussed already for the C=0 baryonic states,

In fact, in the limit of SU(8) symmetry with an harmonic quark ehell model,

the pattern of supcrmultiplcts expected is exactly that given on Fig. l(a)

where the term SU(6) is replaced everywhere on the figure by SU(8) and the

entries dot. square and cross there are now to be identified with the SU{8)

representations 120, 168 and 56, respectively. When the quark mass dif-

ferences are turned on, this pattern of supcrmultinlcts will become greatly

distorted on a mass plot, because the coefficient A in Eq, (4.6) is so much

larger than the coefficient £. However, since the additive quantum numbers

s and C are both conserved by the strong interactions, the patterns of SU(3J

multiplets for definite values (C» s) will still remain recognizable despite

the fact that each supermultiplet has now become stretched out over a wide

range of masses by this simple SU(4)-breaking mechanism. Other SU(4)-

brcaking mechanisms (e.g. through the Q-Q potentials) can c.iuss mixing be-

tween the SU(3) multiplcts for the same (J, P, s, C) and between different

SU{8) x 0(3) supermultiplets (e.g. between the (120, 2+)2 and {^68, 2-t)2

•upcrmultiplcts), in complete analogy with the situation discussed for

5U(6) x 0(3) supcrmultiplcts before. The main difference is that the mass

differences breaking SU(8) symmetry arc an order of magnitude greater

than those breaking SU(6) symmetry. However* it is still possible tint the

major SU(8)-breaking interactions arc these mass differences (the "one-body

operators") and that the Q-Q forces at short distances are still well-approsi-

matcd by SU(8) symmetry, in which case the SU(8)-mixing effects would be

very much less than the comparison of A and 6 would suggest.

Consider firt-t the lowest baryon stntos vith O-t l . WI.eUn.-r the (o)
? 2

sl.Tti.-s, tlit- (6)j status or the (3^ states of th« (1ZO_, 0^)Q »upcrmultiplct

lies lowest will depend on the details of the fc>U(8)-breaking, SU(6)-breaking,

SU('J)-bryakiny and SU(3)-brccking character of the q-q interactions. How-

ever, the limit ot stability for barvons B.(s) will be given by the mass of

D denotes the lightest C- l l , sr-0 meson. With the mass estimates given

above, the ba-yun li (s=G) will bo stable with respect to (I\ {0> * D ), whether

the linear or quadratic mass formula is uscdi where D denotes the vector

D particle., \Vi* h.ive no estimate for the mass of Dp l the pseudoscalar

D-particle with structure S.i if it were more than 0. 2 GeV lighter than D..,

and the quadratic mass formula were used for the b^ryons in place of (•!. 6),

then 13,(0), the lightest baryon, would be unstable with respect to strong

interactions. With the linear mass formula (4,6), on the other hand, the
•;<

baryons B.fs) would be stable with respect to (DQ(s) •) D) up to quite high
excitation energies above Ii.(a), However, B.(B) will be unstable with re-

spect to (B,(s) + n) for excitation energy above 0. 14 GeV. Thus, in general,

only the lowest baryon B.{s) for each value of s would be expected to be

scmistablc, decaying through weak interaction processes.

Much discussion is being given in the literature at present, concern-

ing the decay processes expected for the D and S mesons, both vector and

pscudoscal'ir, and for the Cs-tl baryons. The decay processes may be

leptonic, leading to (£. + v, 4 hadrons), or non-leptonic, leading to hndrons

alone. For the D and 5 mesons, the general opinion appears to be that the

non-leplonic decay processes will dominate, giving lifetimes of order

sec. However, after examination of many possible ''all-charged" final"10

states for D meson decay, no evidence has been found for the production and

decay of D motions in u v collisions at energy 4,8 GeV, which is above

the D-.T5 Um-sliold for the D v mass estimates given above. One difficulty

for experiment is that there is a large number of possible nonlcptonic decay

modes, and further, that only (host- di*c;iy modes where all the final particles

are charged (or otherwise visible, such as !<„ mesons undergoing the charged



decay modi? TT TT ) can contribute to the search for these particles. For

leptonic decay modes, the situation in even morn difficult since the dominant

modes arc those which arise through the charged lepton current mid which

therefore include a neutrino. For the semistable C=4l baryons B,(s)» again

the general espoliation is that r.oniopto:iic decay modes will dominate. Those

may involve the following transitions;

(i) AC=-1, As=0, e.g. a.-* follow n,

B.(0) + TIN, or r .1, or TTITN. etc. (-i, Ba)

Bj(-l) •• KN, o r* / . , or T/. (1520), orKirN, etc. (4. 6ty

(ii> AC=-1, Ae=+1, e.g. as follows,

Bj(0) -*KN. or KA, etc. (4.9a)

Bj(-l) **N, or inrNi or K/., etc. (4. 9u)

( iU)AO-l , A i d , e.g. as follows,

• B^O) -•KN, orir.1., or ITS(1385), etc. (4.10a)

Bj(-l) -» irS, or K A, or KKN, etc. (4.10b)

(iv) AC=0, As=+l, which we know already from the decay processes

of the C=0 baryons and which will give rise to corresponding processes for

the C-+1 baryons, such as

B1(-l>-.nB1(0) . (4.11)

The relative rates for all these decays will naturally depend on the del ails

of the weal: Interactions, concerning which present views arc in a rather

fluid state.

The lightest B.(s) baryons will therefore be seen as narrow resonances,
-2

with decay widths of order 10 t>V corresponding to typical lifetimes of order

10" sec. In many final hadronic states, None have been established to date

and they pose a problem of a different order of magnitude of difficulty In

comparison with current investigations uf the . particles. From the above

remarks, we see that they can. In principle, be formed directly in meson-

boryon collisions. For example, from Eqs. (4.8-11), the baryons 1^(0) can

be formed in TTN, K\ and KN collisions, and B.(-l) tan be formed with *N »nd

KN collisions. However, the integrated cro&s set lion* for these formation

processes are negllnibly small relative to the cross section for the non-ivson-mt

scattering integrated over ih« energy resolution AE; for J = l/2, the former

is In*, p Ni to be compared with 4-nf. x{£ E) whore x < 1 measures the

strength of tin- non-resonant scattering relative to tlie gcomcric limit and ii

typically of order 10*", while ^ F. is of order 1 MeV compared with T N«*l0"7MtV.

The situation would l»i- rather comparable with attempting to establish the exis-

tence of the * particle by studying s-wavc TN scattering in the neighbourhood

of incident pion laboratory momentum 119. 5 MeV/c, appropriate lo the pro-

cesi* ttN ** '.. The c u •* y process has the great advantage that the background

reactions are only electromagnetic in origin and with cros6>suition of order

(1/13?) 'In X , while the convenient entrance channel e u has a substantial

branching ratio, r(V*»c+c")/r(. •* all) * 0.07. with 7(V"*all) *> 80 k«V hcing

about onc-tcntli of the entrgy resolution for the electron and positron beams

circulating in the wtornge ring. In this case, we have to compare r('»"*o «") w

5 kcV with (1/137)" AE *• 5 x 10" kcV, a vary fnvourablo ratio.

Comparison with the case of strangeness is instructive. Here, the

most productive studied have been for formation experiments KN -* •'. and - ,

where the renonaitce state of interest is formed with quite a low velocity in the

laboratory frame, as h.iv also been the case fur nN •* N nnd A resonance for-

mation. For the quantum number C. we lack any C^0meson with lifetime suf-

ficiently loii}! to permit the count rut lion of ;i CfQ meson buam fur cross NVC-

tion mcrtsurcmwiis <ind rcsoH.iticc formation. TJtc lUctlmv "* 10' sec

allows ji mean path length of only 30(E/m) microns and the prubnbility .or a

nuclear collision Ui this distance through nurmal mattor i» rather umaU, In

assessing the flltuutien, it is a chastening thought to compare our state of

knowled|*u t-onccruing N , ^ , ,'. and 1' resonances, where formation cxperl-

rncnts urc jiuKvlblc, with our meagre knowledge of S and t" resonaiues, where

our inform.ttlun can comu utily from production processes,

Ncvortholetts, we turn now to consider produclion proit*»itf» .»niJ mvn-

tlon briefly three clamtiH of *:.'.periment.
0(i) Associated Production. The direct analogues of the n p •• .'.K

rt'iictlun thriMî h wlvlih wo ^.tintd .> l.ir^c n^rt at our early knouK-d î- .ibout

«tran;c p.trtKleb, ire the proccst.vs
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to the (6) and (3) unitary muttipltr-.s Mitl at;« wist, j i i / : bvlun^i:^ i,, t U .
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for D,( - l ) production* whore we note ihil there arc three htate* ISj (-1)

belonging to (UO, 0T)_, two with Jc l / 2 bclor.ni.i,; to the "{t>i nnd "()). uni-

tary multiple:n and one with J O / 2 belonging to the (6K unitary multiset .

Of course, ihctv B.(n) production reactions {•(. IZ) and (-1,1)) may proceed

with associated production of vector or pseudoscahir 7> melons, or of U » , , . r

meson* with higher spin values. Their fhre*hulds wttt lie high, at laboratory

» or K momentum oi 10 CeV/c or more. A reasonable expectation would be * I U l ltr"'ii%i !"'lUl1 t l t l •**<»«'»*'»• t-rh'»«t. ihv ihrrshotd i» l ^ h , at lr..MrM

that the cross section ri«e» rapidly near threshold to iom« fracUon (pvrhAps momentum "M CrV/». awl ihr C»-l baryon .Mid C«-l Antlbaryon *rc product

an high as IT, - probably much l e t s since there arc very many chanmrL open * l l h M * h l v ^** ! l* ' '*^ ^wMmUm. * U -*iu. » Ju,v « f^.» ».iloc:, « we kite*

at this energy) of si. * 0. 3 ml>, the geometric limit on the s-wavc rt.-uiton already tut i't i*rv"..k. :tJt.. O< *•••>*•*<•• •" 4**- * ••"* Ov . pr^i^n iior;^*- rtt»n,

crocs section at this energy* and then falls away gradually a» the energy proton.(.r..to'; «• ...»tot.» i..i*.« (»r m»r« s..>n p |w* iS» •'•'••r;*, wr ' - j * ^ P i i r

r ises further • thus giving a maximum cross junction of no more than About |»f«*<iiU-m .»i.«i •• < ii..*'.«•> t» r.».,n-s .u.t .i-« r%i<*vAtv. «*et.t« ...» » • .-m;w».

J uh, as a reasonably optimistic nvtimatc, *** ' 'll(:'" >**'•• "• **'••''••* ttwt 'T * s •• :••' J- i*i».*'» c !»;••»< k j- wUtiion*.

(U) Pair production. The most favourable reaction tar experiments. liiil Nruiri'-* •!:>'' .^-i u.. . .:U( K. Mfi*« ihp wr,>^ Kiirr.*. ticn vl»:..ii:i.

tion i s with an electron-positron morale ring, namely; AIIHO.I all ot ihr ioi,, :^M^sri. vrlrrlUn r^ln we kiK'u in tia4ror.U j.Jiy-t* *

(leavliti; only bAryiut mimtH-r -MU| •.h^r^i- .u rigorously cunirrvrd quanlum

O e •• D • D » (4.1'>a) numbcm). iir-uiriit" ri.i*t(on» .\rr e#iH-tl.\ll> favourable for ihr production cj

* S * S*" . (4.14b) |»ArlU'l*-* uitS r..-M '(uintum r....nUr.. |i %. ill : - ...^l.ir.-.i u. ,;(%. oitr illti>.

The enorgles at present available arc more than adequate for these processes, lr*il»n, .»K foil*!**. The rr^uion

Although the cross section* are nm.ill, brinj* olcctromanneik, it i» ruJBoi.-iMo ' . * ! • * . . « I4| (01 . (4. l*«)

to expect these crr,«B sections to be A non-nvgllRiblv fraction of the total croan *" alrv^dy Bnere«*ti*.tlly |H»«1IIIV Sur rather lv* mutritto energy, but A muih

scLtion, not far above threshold. The major uncertainty in whether the >DD hinlwr luutriiw CIM r^y in twi'th <* l»r(.tre t»u u m i >»-. lion :..-<,-imt reartvit>

ably lartti* fur v\pt ritucnl. I !»• | l (0) |>rtj<kui<l ot.»> K.*i.i r i lher J«3/«. -lit



(«. member of the (6)j unii:.ry imiltlplct, or J = l/J, :ii> .1 im-mln-r ui the *(i>)j

unit .'try multipU-i, of the (1^0, 0;) supcrmultiplct.

It is remarkable thai one neutrino-induced evem hast recently Uwn
49 'reported which could be an example of this production reaction (-i. 16). The

event is fitted as
v + P * * u " + A + f f + i r + i r t f f , (4, 17)

with (.'.ffirirff) mass 2426 MeV. The suggvstivl interpret itiun is ih.it ttj (0) U

formed and decay J by strong interactions to (T D. (Cl, "(3), 1-1 /.'. )). ilie

latter baryon is semi-stable, decaying through the ^ O - l . ^s---l vt-.k inter-

action to (.'." ;r r ). However, although plausible, this lnt fvjjrt't.ition cr.nwi

be demonstrated, on the basis of one cvptit, N^w^rihcli'ss, this ivrht Uoi*«

illustrate well the kind of event which wouUl ruiuli front neutrino excitation

of a C=+l baryonic state, followed by its decay through rtiror.y, elctrom.ij;-

netic or weak docay processes. In the course of thm-, we m;iy i-r.peit "i ;v.i<lu.tl

collecting of statistic* for the very many reaction processes which can re-

sult from the excitation of C=fl baryon* by neutrinos nrd their subseq-ient

decay and which may be used to demonstrate their existence, their mass

values and their unitary multiplet patterns, but the event rate for specific

configurations will be exceedingly low and it is likely to be a long time before

any spin-parity values for O+l bar yon s will be determined from such data,

5. CONCLUSION

We see that there are a number o? questions central to our under-

standing of baryon spectroscopy, which could be settled by experiment using

accelerators currently operating and techniques which are well understood.

It is desirable that those experiments should be carried out in the near future,

in order to decide whether or not our present notions about this field of had-

ronic physics are well conceived. At the same time, we sec that a new field

of baryon ipoctro3copy is emerging, as experimental work in $ physics

develops and suggests the existence of some deeper structure for hadrona,

corresponding to an energy scale of typically M GcV, about an order of

magnitude greater than that we know for strange particle physics. Work in

thit; new ,iriM of l>.iryotii< t̂ HM'troM op) » .t: Km nied with •> iu-\\ .ul<Utiv t[.. t|.

tuin tmnibi-r (or, (>erh<ip̂ > St-viral nov.' (luantuin number*) apju-.ire to lit.

arduous and to involve .i very tuniplk.ttud p[teiK>iuL-m«l<jL;y (as. we .ire itiirni:,^

at present from the study if . nicsui.s .tnr! ihar UeL..y prudiut^), li.il it will

be enH«.'iiti.il ftir our deeper umk'r&t tiKiin^ of thia new field of physit i;.

AtknowUtlnement. The author wishes to express hi» thar.kft here to

Drs. S, Kr.->i:ier and K. Berber for their conaider;ition and .msist.Mur,

both of whit ti \u\\c b«en mosl helpful tu hilt) in gutting thiu p.ipcr to the

point of puhhi.-itiuii in (his Conference Proceedings,

Addendum 1. Joneit el al. have recently publii.hod an up-dated an ilyais of the

m.iss spectrum for the status of thu (^6, 0+) and (70, 1-) Kunermuliijilvts,

using the expression! giwn by Qrecnbcrg et al. 'ihis analysis uakulalefc

X * taking into account their assessment of the vxpurlmcr.ial error to be

assigned to each Input datum. They attempted to fit the dei&y d.nta at tl.e

same time a« the mass spectrum but no satisi'.-iuory solution could hv found.

In fitting the mass spectrum, they found two distinct local minima, lying

rather close together. The minima appear to be distinct from the minimum

found by Morgan, who included also (£o, 2*)^ and f̂TO, ^ ) , states in his fit.

For comparison with Table U, the /.SOI and ,',D03 mixing matrices found by

Jones et al. arc given for their volution 1, The individual elements of their

mixing matrices for solution 2 all agree with those for solution 1 within

AS01

1.0 0.1 O.o"

•0.1 0.9 -0.4

0.0 0,4 0.9

ADO 3

-1.0 0.1 0.0

0.1 0. 9 0. 4

0.1 0.4 -0.9 A(21)



19The .'.D03 matrix agrees rathor closely witn thai gi\ «_-:i by Cnslrnore ot M.

It pgrces qualitatively with those of Faimap and Plant- ~ r.nd of ilorgnn, IIH"-

miin difference being in the magnitude of the 8- $ mixing. The .'.SOl matrix

disagrees completely with that of Cashmorc ct ;il. It has a rough qualitative

agreement with those of Faiman and Plane and of Horgan, but in detail the

agreement is poor, especially concerning the 8- 8 mixing.

Addur.dun 11. An important paper including discussion of the Cĵ O baryons

in considerable detail, for the case of broken SU(-J) symmetry, has just

been published by De Rujula ct al. This discussion is given in the context

of an interpretation of all hadrons and hadronic properties in terms of the

simplest gauge model possible. The quantum number C in there referred

to as "charm", the name given to it by Bjorken and GLashow in their dis-

cussion of SU(4) symmetry in 1964.
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the mass distribution of the
baryonic unitary multiplcts as function of C and s. For C=0, the
established states listed in the 1974 PDG Review are shown. For
C=+l and +£, the masses shown are taken from Eq. (4. 15) with some
arbitrariness; the C = + 3 masses are off the mass scale.


